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1 Introduction 

1.1 Theoretical Proposals / 

This study proposes a metrical theory of phonological phrasirtg, which is based on 
an analysis of the poetry of the Italian poets Giuseppe Ungaretti (1888-1970) and 
Eugenio Montale (1896-1981). The language of the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale 
constitutes a variant of Standard Italian, in which poetry-specific as well as general 
properties of Italian are combined in a particular way. The aim of this thesis is to 
account for the prosodic properties of the verse data. Necessarily, this account 
involves the prosodic properties of Standard Italian in general, as well as the 
prosodic properties of the relevant poetry. 

The poetry of Ungaretti and Montale, which is highly representative of the Italian 
poetic tradition of the first half of the twentieth century, constitutes an extremely 
rich and interesting source for the purpose of a formal account of phonological 
phrasing. In Generative Linguistics, and especially in Generative Phonology, poetry 
often served a general theoretical goal.1 Besides metrically bound verse forms, the 
poetry of Ungaretti and Montale contains metrically free verse forms which add to 
the amount of phonologically interesting phenomena. The level of phonological 
organization that will be analyzed in this thesis, is the level of the phonological 
phrase. Consequendy, the line of verse is selected as the domain of analysis. Groups 
of lines will be taken in consideration when phonological phrasing applies across a 
line boundary. And the poem as a whole will be taken in consideration in order to 
account for the phonological properties of lines which occur in highly specific 
positions, like poem-initial or poem~finallines. 

A metrical theory of phonological phrasing implies a departure from the standard 
approaches to phonological phrasing. Standard generative views assume the 
syntactic surface structure to provide the primary information on the basis of which 
prosodic constituency is construed (cf. Selkirk 1980, 1986, Nespor & Vogel 1979, 
1986, Kaisse 1985, Hayes 1989a). This thesis disputes this assumption. I shall argue 
in fa;or of an autonomous phonological module which constructs phonological 

1 . 
Some Important contributions are the following: Halle & Keyser (1966, 1971), Kiparsky (1975, 1977), 

Hayes (1983, 1989a), Youmans (1983), Nespor & Vogel (1986), Kiparsky & Youmans ((eds.) 1989), Dresher 
& Lahiri (1991), and Golston & Riad (1994). 
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phrasing by its own principles and imperatives. Yet interactions between phonology 
and syntax do occur, just as interactions between phonology and morphology, 
phonology and semantics, and phonology and pragmatics (among which 
versification). 

The metrical theory to be proposed in this thesis is captured in a template-and
constraint framework The templates represent structural conditions on the metrical 
well-formedness of phonological phrases, and the constraints ensure optimization 
of phonological phrase outputs, in the sense of Optimality Theory (Prince & 
Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993ab). A theory of metrical phrasing based 
on the poetry of c Ungaretti and Montale involves properties of (a) Universal 
Grammar, (b) Italian, (c) veJsification in general, and (d) the poetry of Ungaretti and 
Montale in particular. In what follows I shall introduce these properties one by one. 

J 

Metrical Phrasing and Universal Grammar. In line with prosodic phonology (cf. Selkirk 
1978, 1980), I consider the phonological phrase to contain syllables, feet and 
prosodic words, and phonological phrases themselves to be contained by the 
intonation phrase. In line with metrical phonology (cf. Liberman & Prince 1977, 
Hayes 1981, 1995), I consider phonological organization to be structurally binary. 

The first claim of this thesis is that phonological phrases are allowed to contain a 
minimal as well as a maximal amount of subphrasal prosodic constituents. 
Minimality and maximality are defined in terms of binary branchingness. The 
minimal phonological phrase involves binary branchlngness at the foot and word 
level, and the maximal phonological phrase at the foot, word and phonological 
phrase level. 

Phonological phrase minimality/ maximality presupposes an account of the 
subphrasal prosodic constituents in terms of minimality and maximality. In the 
literature, an abundance of evidence has been provided in favor of both foot and 
prosodic word minimality (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1986, Prince 1990, Kager 1994a, 
1995a, Hayes 1995). The minimal shape of the foot is either disyllabic or bimoraic. 
And the prosodic word minimally corresponds to a wellformed foot. Perhaps 
somewhat more controversial is the assumption that the foot and, even more so, c 

the prosodic word are characterized by maximality requirements. In languages with a 
bounded foot system, the maximal shape of the foot is argued to be ternary 
branching (cf. Dresher & Lahlri 1991, Kager 1994b, Rice 1992). The maximal shape 
of the prosodic word has not been studied cross-linguistically. 

The second claim made by this thesis concerns the grammatical function of 
prosodic templates. In contrast to the assumptions made in Optimality Theory (c£ 
Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993a), I propose that phonological 
phrase templates are part of the grammatical input. That is, prosodic templates are 
neither ftlters that are placed on the output, nor constraints which mediate between 
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input and output.2 By placing proso~c templates in the input, I assu~e that the 
input consists of two· sources, a metncal one and a textual one. Prosodic templates 
belong to the metrical source of the input, while the textual source of the input 
consists of linguistically distinctive information. Phonologically distinctive 
information involves for instance segmental specifications and main stress location. 
A Generator freely produces candidates that are characterized by metrical as well as 
textual information. The constraint families PARSE and FILL evaluate these 
candidates: PARSE exclusively evaluates parsing of phonologically distinctive 
features (texf), and FILL exclusively evaluates filling of prosodic template features 

(templates): 

(1) text > PARSE 
INPUT 

templates > FILL 

The Generator freely produces output candidates in which textual inputs and 
templatic inputs are matched. On the basis of the relative ranking of PARSE and 
FILL constraints, the optimal output candidate is selected. That is, lower-ranking 
constraints may be violated in order to satisfy higher-ranking constraints, but not 
the other way around. The optimal candidate is the one that best satisfies the 
constraints. 

(2) INPUT 
templates text 

GENERATOR 
(free generation of output candidates) 

t 
EVALUATION 

(ranked Fill./ PARSE constraints) 
t 

OUTPUT 
(optimally parsed text) 

fn addition to phrasal optimization, I also a¥ume two notions of prosodic 
markedness. The first notion is meant to be phonologically dynamic. That is, it is a 
theory-internal distinction based on the amount of constraint violations. If the 
relevant FILL and PARSE constraints are satisfied, unmarked phonological phrase 
:mtputs emerge. Relatively marked outputs emerge if either a FILL or a PARSE 
:onstraint is violated in order to satisfy a higher-ranking FILL or PARSE 
:onstraint. FILL violation implies addition of prosodic values, and PARSE violation 
implies deletion of prosodic values. Below, I shall exemplify these constraint 

1 See Steriade (1988), in which templates are seen as structural conditions imposed on the output. In 
)ptirnality Theory, templates are rather seen as structural constraints. 
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properties on the basis of a number of phonological facts. The second notion of 
prosodic markedness refers to a statistically determined distinction between marked 
and unmarked phonological phrases. 

The third claim I would like to make· in this thesis concerns the interaction 
between phrasal phonology on the one hand, and other components of grammar 
on the other. Two questions are raised here: (a) which are the non-phonological 
linguistic properties that are involved in prosodic phrasing, and (b) how do these 
properties interact with prosodic phrasing. 

With respect to the first quest;ion, most theories of phonological phrasing 
assume a morpho-syntactic disti!).Ction of lexical word vs. grammatical word (cf. 
Selkirk 1984a, Nespor & Vogel 1986, Hayes 1989a). Lexical words are typically 
associated with phonological phrase heads, and gramm~tical words with 
phonological phrase dependents. In addition, syntactic properties involving heads 
or edges of maximal projections are assumed to determine phonological phrasing 
(cf. Selkirk 1978, 1980, 1986, Nespor & Vogel 1979, 1982, 1986, Kaisse 1985, Selkirk 

. & Shen 1990, Zec & Inkelas 1990). In this thesis, I shall argue that default 
phonological phrasing of Italian involves the distinction lexical word vs. grammatical 
word alone. This implies that phonological phrases are not considered to be 
mapped from the syntactic surface structure. However, when supramaximal or 
subminimal phonological phrases emerge syntax, semantics or pragmatics appear to 
be crucially involved. 

(3) Grammatical Interactions 
Phonological Phrasing (default) > 
Phonological Phrasing (supramax/submin) > 

Lexical vs. Grammatical Words 
Morphology/Syntax/ 
Semantics/Pragmatics 

Polymorphemic words, Vocatives, Fronting, Enumeration and Enjambment are 
some examples of categories and! or constructions which are typically associated 
with supramaximal or subminimal phonological phrase outputs. I shall account for 
these interactions in terms of either textual or templatic alignment specifications. 
Like other phonologically distinctive features, alignment features must be properly 
realized in the output. It is the hierarchical ranking of PARSE and FILL constralrits 
by virtue of which supramaximal/ subminimal phonological phrases must be 
considered to form the optimal output. 

With respect to the second question, i.e. of how phonological and non
phonological properties interact with one another, I shall argue in favor of the 
assumption that the components of the grammar are simultaneously present (cf. Zec 
& Inkelas 1990). The components ate allowed to interact with one another at 
various levels of linguistic organization. No component is entirely dependent on the 
other. 

To illustrate the point, let me consider an instance of phonology-semantics 
interaction. Each member X of an enumeration X1 X2 X3 is generally realized with 
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focus. I formally account for this focus by means of a sequence of phonological 
phrase templates ([ ]q>) associated with the members of the enumeration: 

(4) Enumeration: 
(]q> []q> []q> 
I I I 
Xt Xz X3 

The relevant constraint ranking is responsible for the fact that enumeration 
members may surface as subminimal phonological phrases. The example from 
Montale in (5) contains a sequence of three members of an enumeration, each of 
which is realized as a phonological phrase (indicated by square brackets). 

(5) [voce], ~eggenda] (o destino] ... M125:60 

When the prosodic output of the enumeration gives rise to a sequence of three or 
more subminimal phonological phrases, two members will be realized as a single 
phonological phrase. This is illustrated in (6). 

(6) [strada] [portico] [mura specchi] M81:52-3 

That is, metrical well-formedness conditions imposed on the level of the intonation 
phrase will be satisfied at the cost of focus realization. Focus may trigger marked 
phonological phrase outputs, but not unconditionally. In a constraint-based 
approach this multi-layered interaction can be insightfully accounted for. 

The above proposals concerning (a) minimally and maximally defmed prosodic 
templates, (b) FILL/PARSE constraint interaction, and (c) interaction between 
phonology on the one hand, and morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics on 
the other, are considered now in light of Italian, and of Italian verse. 

Metrical Phrasing and Itdlian. In this thesis, a variety of phonological phenomena will 
be considered in favor of the claim that Italian is chl!-racterized by phrasal prosodic 
minimality and maximality. Before I discuss soin/ of these phenomena, let me 
present an overview of the assumptions already made in the literature concerning 
the metrical properties of Italian. 

In addition to the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale, earlier analyses of non-poetic 
Italian have alluded to the existence of conditions on the metrical complexity of 
phrasal phonological domains. For instance, Beccaria (1964) shows that Italian 
prose consists of melodic units which range in size between six and eleven syllables.3 

3 Beccaria (1964:131): "le unitli [ ... ] di 6-7-8-9-10-11 sillabe sono le costanti melodiche della prosa italiana". 
Sirnilat results are found by Navarro Tomiis (1939) in English, Spanish and German prose. 
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And Voghera (1992) shows that spoken Italian consists of tonal gro11ps which have 
an average length of eight syllables.4 

With respect to subphrasal Italian prosodic constituents, the rhythmic domain of 
secondary stress, i.e. the foot, is generally considered to be either disyllabic or 
tdsyllabic (cf. Camilli 1965, MuljaCic 1972, Bertinetto 1981, Nespor 1993). That is, 
the foot has a minimal (disyllabic) as well as a maximal (trlsyllabic) shape. As for the 
prosodic word domain in Italian, minlmality and maxlmality have not been studied 
in depth. But consider the following issue concerning word minlmality. 

If every lexical word constitutes a prosodic word, as generally asswned, we expect 
~onosyllabic lexical words to 

1
be problematic in light of the universal principle 

which says that a prosodic word minimally corresponds with a minimal foot. 
Indeed, the Italian lexicon contains a (small) set of monosyllabic lexical words. 

i 

Since Italian feet are minimally disyllabic, a proper prosodic word must contain two 
syllables and not one. As I will show in this thesis, monosyllabic lexical words are 
not necessarily problematic in phrasal contexts. That is, the foot of the word may 
be properly filled by virtue of immediate adjacency of an unstressed syllable. This 
cross-lexical-word foot formation is empirically attested on the basis of 
syllabification, blocking of synaloephe and the perception of stress. In another 
context, however, either deletion of the word stress or addition of segmental 
material will be observed. In short, some relevant examples are presented concerning 
polysyllabic stress-final words. 

As for the maximal shape of the prosodic word in Italian, in Helsloot (1993) I 
provided some evidence in favor of a two-foot maximum of prosodic words. As 
argued by Vogel & Scalise (1982), underived lexical words in Italian also give rise to 
maxlmally two feet. 

In addition to minimality and maximality, headedness must also be established in 
order to properly define the metrical templates of Italian. Prosodic headedness in 
Italian is argued to involve the right side from the word level up (cf. Nespor & 
Vogel 1986). That is, prosodic dependents precede prosodic heads. For instance, 
secondary stress precedes main word stress (cf. Vogel & Scalise 1982), and main 
word stress precedes phrasal stress (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986). The Italian foot, by 
contrast, is considered to be left-headed, i.e., it constitutes a trochee (cf. Helsloot 
1988/1992, 1995a, Nespor 1993). Although the Italian lexicon contains words with 
fmal stress, stress generally falls on either the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable 
of the word. 

Let me illustrate now the function of PARSE and FILL constraints involving 
foot and prosodic word templates on the one hand, and main stress of lexical 
words on the other. The lexical item amtonfa properly fills the structural positions of 
the Italian prosodic word template: main stress is on the right and is preceded by a 

4 It should be noted that melodic unit and tonal group rather coincide with the intonation phrase than with 
the phonological phrase. In fact, the average number of syllables of these domalns is about rwo times 
higher than the average number of syllables of the phonological phrase as found in the verse data. 
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secondary stress, dm1onfa, and each foot head is followed by a weak syllable, 
(dr.mo)(ni.a). If a lexical item has fmal stress, a Fill-foot violation occurs: the foot 
head is not followed by a weak syllable. In fact, stress-final words are often 
accompanied by phonological phenomena like consonant doubling . 
(Raddoppiamento Sintattico) or vowel doubling (cf. Camilli 1965, Mulja6c 1972, 
Nespor & Vogel 1979). That is, a FILL-foot violation is interpreted as epenthesis of 

length: 

(!) a. 
b. 

parti [p:]resto 
part[i:] presto 

'he left early' 

Inst~ad of a FILL-foot violation, we may find a PARSE-word violation in the same 
context. That is, the main stress feature of the word is not parsed as such in the 
output. Traditionally, this deletion is referred to as Destressing or Stress Retraction: 

(8) parti presto > parti presto 

In this thesis, I shall account for addition and deletion phenomena in terms of the 
hierarchical ranking of FILL and PARSE constraints. 

As for the interaction between non-phonological properties and phonological 
phrasing, the relation lexical word "" prosodic head vs. grammatical word "" 
prosodic dependent is considered to constitute the basic interaction underlying 
phonological phrasing in Italian (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986). In addition to this 
morpho-phonological relation, syntactic information involving heads and/ or edges 
of maximal projections has been argued to be relevant for prosodic phrasing in 
Italian (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986, Ghini 1993). In this thesis, I shall demonstrate 
that prosodic phrasing based on these syntactic properties wrongly excludes as well 
as wrongly predicts a series of phrasal prosodic outputs. For instance, Nespor & 
Vogel (1986) predict that modifier-head sequences· are parsed into one phonological 
phrase. However, the verse data provide numerous examples in which modifier-head 
sequences are pars~d into two phonological phrases (cp). In particular, this occurs 
when the total sequence would be too long (in number of syllables) to constitute a 
single well-formed phonological phrase: / 

(9) [d'inviolabili lontananze]cp > 
'of unviolable distances' 

[d'inviolabili] <p ~ontananze] cp 

Vice versa, Ghini (1993) argues that syntactic heads that are separated from each 
other by the right edge of a maximal projection cannot be phrased together. Again, 
the verse data provide numerous examples which show that such syntactic 
configurations may be parsed into a single phonological phrase. For instance, 
although the right edge of an AP occurs between an adjoined sentence adverb and a 
following verb, the adverb and verb are parsed into a single phonological phrase. In 
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particular, this occurs when both of the constituents would be too short (in 
number of syllables) to form well-formed phonological phrases on their own. 

(10) [ora]AP [e finito]VP > 
'now is finished' 

[ora]q> (e finito]q> > [ora e finito] q>-

The attested phrasal outputs ln (9) and (10) give rise to what I shall call default 
phonological phrases. This default phrase consists of two prosodic feet. A theory 
of phonological phrasing based on metrical well-formedness conditions 
straightforwardly accounts . for the attested parsings in (9) and (1 0). The 
phonological phrase is ·mip.lmally and maximally bounded in terms of prosodic 
constituency. No reference to syntax is required in order to account for default 
phonological phrasing. Moreover, syntax wrongly excludes certain phonological 
phrase outputs to surface. 

Metrical Phrasing and Versification. Poetic meter displays a variety of metrical 
conditions that are defmed in terms of minimality and maximality. In traditional 
descriptive metrics as well as in generative metrics, the structural properties of a 
poem are often defined in terms of number of metrical positions, metrical feet, cola, 
lines and stanzas (cf. Halle & Keyser 1971, Bertinetto 1973, Elwert 1973, Kiparsky 
1975, 1977, Di Girolamo 1976, Piera 1980, Hayes 1989a). A metrical foot contains 
two or three metrical positions, a colon contains two or three metrical feet, and so 
on. 

Structural properties concerning headedness are also found in metrical accounts of 
meter. Italian meters involving verse lines are right-headed in the sense that the 
strongest position of the line occurs close to its right edge. More precisely, the 
penultimate position of the line is always strong. For instance, the tenth position of 
the hendecasyllable is strong, and the sixth position of the septenarium is strong. 
Only in run-ons, or enjambed lines may this pattern be violated. Within the line of 
verse too, traditional accounts of meter recognize the manifestation of structural 
headedness. For example, a metrical foot gives rise to either an iamb or a trochee if 
it contains two metrical positions, and to either a dactyl or an anapest if it contains 
three metrical positions. 

In other words, weak-strong alternation, or binary branchingness, as well as 
headedness are notions that are shared by both prosodic templates and poetic 
meter. Hayes' (1989a:224) 1-fypothesis rf Phonological Metrics is a direct expression of 
this correspondence: meter is essentially a phonological phenomenon.s This thesis 
still makes a stronger claim. That is, much like the claim embodied in McCarthy & 
Prince (1986) for prosodic morphology, the meters occurring in the poetry of 
Montale and Ungaretti will be defined ln terms of the units of prosody. This 
approach, dubbed Prosodic Metrics by Golston & Riad (1994), implies that the 

5 See also Cureton (t992) for an extension of this hypothesis in rhythmic terms. 
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abstract domains of meter are hardly required to be referred to. The line of verse 
constitutes the sole domain of versification which is crucially involved in the 

phonological phrasing of poetry. 

Metrical Phrasing and the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale. In this thesis, I start from the 
null-hypothesis that poetry, like prose or spoken language, is a variant of natural 
language, c.q. Standard Italian. Whether prosodic phenomena found in the poetry 
of Ungaretti and Montale are typical for Italian in general or not, is a question that 
must be interpreted as a matter of graduation. Prosodic properties like the relation 
lexical word ::: prosodic head and grammatical word ::: prosodic dependent, are 
basic in Italian poetry just as they are basic in non-poetic Italian. Distribution and 
concrete timing are two crucia1 notions which allow us to establish the gradual 
deviance of poetry from non-poetry. The notion distribution is intended as follows: 
a prosodic phenomenon a occurs in poetry as well as in non-poetry, but in poetry 
it' occurs more often than in non-poetry, or vice versa. And with respect to concrete 
timing, in readings of poetry there appears to be more variation in timing than in 
prose readings (cf. Lehiste 1985). In chapter 2, I shall address these notions in 
more detail. 

Like non-poetic Italian, the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale is characterized by 
metrical minimality/ maximality. This becomes manifest at various levels of 
organization. For instance, lines of verse, stanzas or poems can be characterized in 
these terms. Regarding the line of verse, it is observed that the minimal line in 
Ungaretti is metrically shorter than the minimal line in Montale, and the maximal 
line in Montale is metrically longer than the maximal line in Ungaretti. I will show 
that length of line and phonological phrasing are intricately related to one another. 
That is, the relationship is partially proportional: the number of phonological 
phrases increases with the length of the line, but not completely, since there seems 
to be a maximum of three phonological phrases. 

With respect to phonological phrase minimality/ maximality, versification-specific 
phenomena can be observed. For instance, the opening and closing lines of a poem 
may give rise to subminimal phrase outputs. This is found in both Montale and 
Ungaretti. Ungaretti-specific, moreover, is the occurrence of poem-internal 
subminimal phrases, and Montale-specific, the dccurrence of supramaximal phrases. 
These latter are typically related to long lines or"verse, narrativity and enjambment. 

In sum, a metrical theory of phonological phrasing based on the poetry of 
Ungaretti and Montale must include prosodic properties that are language-universal, 
Italian-specific as well as poetry-specific. The template-and-constraint approach to 
be developed here allows us to distinguish these properties by virtue of the 
separation of structural well-formedness conditions, i.e. templates, from violable and 
rankable constraints. 
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1.2 Corpus of Analysis 

The corpus on the basis of which I make the above mentioned proposals 
comprises well over 5000 lines of verse composed by Giuseppe Ungaretti and 
Eugenio Montale. Appendix A presents the titles (or first lines) of the analyzed 
poems, as well as the information about the consulted editions and the reported 
translations. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, Ungaretti and Montale 
are two of the most representative poets of the twentieth century poetic tradition in 
Itali Their poems have a lyric¥' character, and the meters underlying their poetry are 
relatively free. The presence 'of metrically free verse forms implies a decrease of 
metrical conventions which may deform the normal patt~rns observed in other 
variations of Standard Italian. Hypothetically, the more a poem is free with respect 
to metrical conventions, the more its phonological structure approximates the 
phonological structure of spoken language. A verification of this hypothesis 
requires, however, an analysis of the phonological phrasing of a substantive corpus 
of spoken language. Such an analysis has not been carried out as yet, as far as I 
know. 

The entire corpus of poetry is first analyzed on the basis of the phonological 
phrase-formation definitions proposed by Nespor & Vogel (1986). This analysis is 
hypothetical in nature. In addition, I present an empirically attested analysis which is 
based on the perception of recordings of the poems. The recorded poems comprise 
about 10% of the entire corpus, which amounts to more than 500 lines of verse 
(titles/first lines of these poems are also presented in Appendix A). The analysis of 
the recorded poems thus constitutes a representative sample survey of the entire 
corpus. The recordings, containing readings by Ungaretti and Montale of their own 
poetry, were submitted to five subjects of which four Italian native speakers and one 
a Dutch native speaker unacquainted with Italian. The objective of asking the Dutch 
informant was to obtain a parsing which was based on acoustic signals alone, 
unaffected by native speaker intuitions. Syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
interference was minimized as much as possible. 

The subjects were asked to indicate loci of prominence as well as loci of breaks in 
the continuous stream of speech. Three of the five subjects (the Dutch speaker plus 
two Italian speakers) analyzed all recorded lines, and the other two analyzed only a 
part of them. The details of the analyses are given in chapter 2. 

1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 comprises (a) a presentation of the theoretical notions and frameworks to 
which I refer in this thesis, (b) an overview of the phonological aspects of Italian, 
including word-juncture phenomena as well as phonetic properties of stress, and (c) 
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an outline of the research method. Regarding (a), special attention will be given to 
theories of metrical and prosodic phonology as well as to principles of versification. 
Regarding (b), especially the phonological arguments advanced by Nespor & Vogel 
(1986) in favor of phonological phrase constituency in Italian will be considered. 
Relevant phenomena are Raddoppiamento Sintattico, Stress Retraction, Troncamento and 
Final Lengthening. Concerning Italian stress properties, I shall refer to various 
contributions concerning the phonology of Italian. In particular, I refer to A vesani's 
(1990) model for speech synthesis in which an account of pitch accents is 
presented. Finally, the research method will be set out. 

Chapter 3 presents the analysis of the verse data. The hendecasyllable and the 
septenarium, i.e., the most frequently occurring line types in the poetry of both 
Montale and Ungaretti, will be treated in detail. The form of the most unmarked 
phonological phrase is established on the basis of a statistical analysis. Evidence in 
favor of this unmarked phonological phrase is provided by both Nespor & Vogel's 
syntax-to-prosody parsing and the perceptually determined parsing. Differences 
between the two parsing modes can be explained in the light of metrical conditions 
on the phonological phrase. The evaluation metric based on the unmarked 
phonological phrase ("" default <p) enables us to distinguish unmarked line parsings 
from marked line parsings. The notions prosodic underparsing and prosodic 
overparsing will be introduced in order to distinguish unmarked parsings form 
marked parsings. Triggers of prosodic under-/ overparsing are either morphological, 
syntactic, semantic or pragmatic (versificational) in nature. 

Chapter 4 proposes a templatic account of the phonological phrase outputs 
observed in chapter 3. Special attention is given to the structural principles 
underlying these phrasal templates. The chapter also deals with the structural 
properties of the Italian subphrasal constituents. The syllable, the foot and the 
prosodic word will be defined in terms of metrical minimality and metrical 
maximality. The third issue of this chapter concerns the prosodic prespecifications 
of lexical and grammatical words. The proposal is that all and only lexical words are 
prosodically prespecified in the input by a prosodic word-head feature. Grammatical 
words, by contrast, aret prespecified by either a syllable-head feature or a foot-head 
feature. The former is assigned to monosyllabic grammatical words, and the latter to 
polysyllabic grammatical words. The prosodic preMJecification of compounds is 
separately dealt with. 

Chapter 5 deals with the realization of the default phonological phrase template. 
PARSE and FILL constraints account for the proper parsing of the prosodic head 
features, and for the proper ftlling of the templatic prosodic features, respectively. A 
number of constraint violations will be considered, referring to the syllable, foot 
and prosodic word level. The relevant constraints with their hierarchical ranking 
positions allow us to account for phrasal syllabification, phrasal footing, and phrasal 
prosodic word formation. 
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Chapter 6 focuses on phonological phrase minlmality. A number of textual .inputs 
are addressed which may give rise to minimal phrase realization. The results of the 
metrical approach developed here are compared with the standard approaches to 
phonological phrasing. The parsing predictions made by Nespor & Vogel's relation
based account, Selkirk's end-based account and Zec/Inkelas' arboreal account are 
confronted with the · prosodic parsings obtained by the perceptually tested 
recordings of the poems. The final part of chapter 6 is dedicated to subminimal 
phonological phrase outputs. An account is provided in terms of constraint 
interaction. PARSE and FILL constraints, ensuring the proper realization of textual 
and templatic alignments, outran,k the constraints ensuring metrical well-formedness; 

Chapter 7 focuses on phdnological phrase maximality. A number of stress 
deletion and stress addition phenomena will be considered, providing evidence in 
favor of the Light-Heavy organization of the phonological phrase. The maximally 
conditioned phonological phrase is compared with the phrasing predictions made 
by the syntax-based accounts to phonological phrasing. Neither the relation-based, 
nor the end-based, nor the arboreal theory can account for all and only the attested 
outputs. A metrically defined maximal condition imposed on the phonological 
phrase appears to have a greater predictive and explanatory power. The final part of 
chapter 7 is dedicated to supramaximal phonological phrase outputs. IJke phrase 
subminimality, phrase supramaximality is accounted for by the higher ranking of 
PARSE and FILL constraints which ensure the proper realization of textual and 
templatic alignments, with respect to the constraints which ensure metrical well
formedness. 

Chapter 8 deals with the phrasing of stress-final words. Classical phenomena of 
Italian external sandhi, like Raddoppiamento Sintattico and Stress Retraction, allow for a 
straightforward analysis by virtue of the relative ranking of the relevant PARSE and 
FILL constraints. FILL-1: (fill-foot) is the core constraint on the basis of which the 
presence/ absence of the relevant sandhi phenomena can be explained. 

Chapter 9 generalizes and extends the earlier proposals into a theory of Prosodic 
Metrics. The meters adopted by Ungaretti and Montale are defined in terms of 
phonological phrase templates. Sample verse fragments will be analyzed in full detail. 

In Chapter 10, the conclusions are drawn. 
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2.0 Introduction 

Theoretical Backgrounds 
and Analytic Approaches 

This chapter discusses the theoretical frameworks which form the basis for the 
analysis of the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale. The frameworks in question are: 
prosodic phonology, metrical phonology and the theories of poetic meter. Special 
attention will be devoted to the prosodic level of the phonological phrase, the 
principles of eurhythmic organization, and the versification principles involving 
syllable-count. Crucial claims and notions, as well as drawbacks and shortcomings 
related to the above theories will be discussed in this chapter. The chapter is 
organized as follows. Section 2.1 deals with the theory of prosodic phonology as 
advanced by Nespor & Vogel (1986). I shall focus on the phonological phrase 
formation algorithms as well as on the arguments on the basis of which these 
algorithms are defmed. I shall present some new data regarding the domain-bound 
application of external sandhl phenomena in Italian. Section 2.2 provides an outline 
of metrical phonology. Where prosodic phonology was initially concerned with the 
application of segmental processes, and metrical phonology with issues related to 
stress, it becomes more and more clear that metrical constituency captures both 
stress properties and application of segmental processes (cf. Hammond 1984, 
McCarthy & Prince 1986, Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Hayes 1987, 1995, Kager 1989, 
1995a, Booij 1995). Evidence will be provided with respect to word-level 
constituency. With respect to phrase-level consti.tuency, however, the integration of 
both theories still needs to be addressed. I shall discuss some contradictory notions 
between the two theories. In section 2.2, I shall also address the phonetic correlates 
of word stress and phrase stress, as well as the phonetic correlates of constituent 
boundaries in Italian. Section 2.3 introduces some traditional principles of Italian 
versification. I adopt these principles in order to distinguish one meter from the 
other. In line,with Generative Metrics (cf. Halle & Keyser 1971, 1980, Kiparsky 
1975, 1977, Nespor & Vogel 1986, Hayes 1989a), I assume that lines of verse can be 
characterized by rhythmically well-formed patterns. I formalize these patterns by 
means of metrical grid representations. Properties like repetition and concrete timing 
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will be discussed in order to demarcate poetic language from non-poetic language. 
Section 2.4, outlines the research method. 

2.1 Prosodic Phonology 

Prosodic phonology has the following two objectives: (a) to provide a structural 
account of how strings of segments are grouped into larger prosodic constituents, 
and (b) to provide an account of the application domains of segmental and 
suprasegrnental phonological processes (cf. Selkirk 1972, 1978, 1980, 1986, N espor 
& Vogel 1982, 1986, Hayes ~,989a, Kaisse 1985, 1987, 1990, Selkirk & Shen 1990, 
Zec & Inkelas 1990, Inkelas & Zec 1995). Although the various theoretical 
proposals about prosodic phonology diverge quite notablft from each other, they 
tend to agree about the prosodic constituents as well as their hierarchical ordering 
given in (1).1 In the present work, I adopt this version of the prosodic hierarchy. 

(1) Prosodic Hierarcl?J 
phonological utterance (U) 

I 
intonation phrase (I) 

I 
phonological phrase (q>) 

I 
prosodic word (ro) 

I 
foot (L) 

I 
syllable ( o) 

The prosodic hierarchy is held to be constrained by the Strict Layer Hypothesis 
(Selkirk 1984a, Nespor & Vogel 1986). The Strict Layer Hypothesis (SLH) consists 
of two fundamental principles: 

(2) Strict L!Jer Hypothesis (Nespor & Vogel 1986:7) 
Principle 1. A given nonterminal unit of the prosodic hierarchy, XP, is composed of 
one or more units of the immediately lower category, XI>-1, 

Principle 2. A unit of a given level of the hierarchy is exhaustively contained in the 
superordinate unit of which it is part. 2 

1 Well-known theories on phrasal phonology are the C-command Theory (cf. Kaisse 1985), the End
based Theory (cf. Selkirk 1978, 1980, 1986, Selkirk & Shen 1990), the Relation-based Theory (cf. Nespor 
& Vogel 1982, 1986, Hayes 1989a), and the Arboreal Theory (Zec & Inkelas 1990, Inkelas & Zec 1995). I 
refer to The Pbo11ology-Syntax Connection (1990), edited by Sharon Inkelas and Draga Zec, for ample 
discussions and illustrations of these theories. The reason why I adopt the relation-based approach for a:n 
analysis of the verse data is rather trivial: my phonological education started with this theory. 
2 This principle is accepted by most phonologists in a slighdy wealrer form: in edge position, a unit a.t 
level :xP may skip the immediately superordinate level :xP+ 1, such that it will be contained in the unit at 
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·. More concretely, Principle 1 ensures that e.g. a prosodic word is composed of one 
. or more feet, and Principle 2 that a prosodic word is exhaustively contained in a 
phonological phrase. Nespor & Vogel (1986:7) additionally assume the validity of 

two other principles: 

(3) Principle 3. The hierarchical structures of prosodic phonology are n-ary branching. 
Principle 4. The relative prominence relation defined for sister nodes is such that 
one node is assigned the value strong (s) and all other nodes are assigned the value 
weak (w). 

Principle 3 implies, for instance, that a phonological phrase may contain one 
prosodic word, but also, in principle at least, seven or thirty prosodic words. 
Principle 4 determines, for instance, that in a phonological phrase containing seven 
prosodic words, one prosodic word is strong while the remaining six are weak. 
Universal as well as language-specific conditions have been argued to be responsible 
for the assignment of the strong-weak pattern. In what follows, the four principles 
will be illustrated with respect to the phonological phrase in Italian. 

2.1.1 The Phonological Phrase 

All current theories of prosodic phonology (see references above as well as footnote 
1) define the phonological phrase as a domain whose head and/ or edges are 
determined by the syntactic surface structure. This syntax-based approach to 
phonological phrase constituency will be initially adopted in chapter 3 in order to 
provide a first analysis of the verse data. The syntax-to-prosody mapping algorithm 
formulated by Nespor & Vogel (1986:168) is chosen as a working hypothesis. In 
( 4), I present this algorithm in terms of lexical heads and maximal projections only, 
i.e. no reference is made to the level of the Clitic Group.3 

level xP+2. This Weak Layering Hypothesis often refers to word-edge syllables which remain unfooted 
but are dominated by a prosodic word (cf. Hayes 198,c{, Ita & Mester 1992). . 
3 The original definition is as follows: ' 

Phonological Phrase Formatiot1: the (/J domain (Nespor & Vogel, 1986:168) 
The domain of q> consists of a C [clitic group] which contains a lexical head (X) and all Cs on 
its nonrecursive side up to the C that contains another head outside of the maximal projection 
of X. 

The existence of the clitic group as an intermediate constituent between the prosodic word and the 
phonological phrase is a controversial issue. There are two reasons why I preclude here the clitic group 
as separate level: (a) the clitic group has no 'rhythmic properties of its own, i.e. there is no evidence that 
the clitic group has a stress prominence with a measurable quantity which differs from prosodic word 
prominence on the one hand, and phonological phrase prominence on the other, and (b) phonological 
phenomena which are argued to provide positive evidence in favor of the clitic group, allow also for an 
analysis in terms of prosodic words and/or phonological phrases (cf. Booij 1983, 1988, 1995, Zwicky 
1984, Zec 1988, Malikouti-Drachman & Drachman 1992). 
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(4) 

CHAPTER 2 

Phonological Phrase Formation: the rp domain 
The domain of q> contains a lexical head (X) and all non-lexical and/ or lexical 
elements (y) on its nonrecursive side up to a lexical head (Z) that falls outside the 
maximal projection of X. 
rp relative ptominence (Nespor & Vogel1986:168) 
In languages whos<; syntactic trees are tight branching, the rightmost node of q> is 
labeled s (strong); in languages whose syntactic trees are left branching, the 
leftmost node of q> is labeled s. All sister nodes of s are labeled w (weak). 

Thus, the head syllable of the phonological phrase is the main stressed syllable of 
the word that constitutes the terminal element of a lexical maximal projection. Since 
Italian is considered to be a lan~uage whose syntactic trees are right bninching, i.e., 
the unmarked position for complements in Italian is to the right of the head (cf. 
Graffi 1980), the rightmost prosodic word is the head of a q>J and carries the head 
syllable of the cp. The examples in (5) illustrate this syntax-to-prosody mapping: (i) 
shows the relevant syntactic parsing, and Qi) the prosodic one. In (l), square 
brackets and parentheses refer to lexical heads and maximal projections, respectively. 
In (ii), boldfaced nuclei are heads of cp's, and parentheses mark off <p domains. 

(5) ai. 
ail. 

bi. 
bii. 

([Tutto]N)NP ho ([perduto]V)VP dell'((infanzia]N)NP 
(Tutto)cp (ho perduto)cp (dell'infanzia)cp 
everything have-lsg lost-PART of-the infancy 
'I lost everything of infancy' 

ed ([ecco]A)AP che in un ((attimo)N)NP 
(ed ecco)'l' (che in un attimo)q> 
and look how in a tnoment 
'and instandy' 

U201:14 

M101:10 

Comparing the syntactic parsing with the prosodic one, we observe that the left 
edge of the lexical maximal projection often does not coincide with the left edge of 
the phonological phrase domain. That is, one and the same phonological phrase 
may include terminal elements that are heads of different maximal projections. In 
(5b), for example, the complementizer che 'that/how' prosodically belongs to the 
phrase in un attimo, syntactically, however, it forms the (non-lexical) head of its own 
maximal projection, the Complementizer Phrase. The same holds for prepositional 
phrases (as for all functional projections): syntactically, the preposition is the head 
of the PP, but phonologically it is dependent on the head of the phonological 
phrase. Generalizing, lexical heads (i.e. Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives or Adverbs) of 
maximal projections may constitute heads of phonological phrases, whereas 
functional heads may not.S This non-isomorphism between syntactic structure 

4 The capitals U ;md M, following lines of verse, refer to Ungaretti and Montale, respectiveLy; 
number left to the colon refers to the page number of the consulted edition (see Appendix A), and 
number right to the colon to the actual line of the poem. 
5 In other words, a phonological phrase definition based on a distinction between (overtly 
lexical heads on the one hand, and (overtly realized) functional heads on the other, seems very om,tcm'"''~ 
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rosodi!= structure lies at the very root of the introduction of an independent 
j'rosodic hierarchy with its own constituents. Obviously, only phonological 
~-~vidence can motivate a parsing in which two relatively unrelated syntactic elements, 
like the complementizer che and the adverbial adjunct in un attimo, are combined into 
a single prosodic constituent. Degrees of relative prominence as well as 
phonological processes of segmental change provide the necessary information to 

enable this. 
With respect to degrees of prominence, lexical heads in Italian, as in many 

languages, are typically characterized by main word stress, while functional heads like 
complementizers, auxiliaries, prepositions and pronouns are typically characterized 
by either lack of stress or secondary stress. Consequently, bearers of phrasal stress 

·are typically lexical heads and not functional heads. Up to this point prosodic 
parsing seems· extremely simple and straightforward. Things become more complex, 
however, when two lexical heads are adjacent to each other. The question is how to 
determine whether two adjacent lexical heads will be parsed into one phonological 
phrase or two phonological phrases. Nespor & Vogel (1986) claim that two lexical 
heads form a single phonological phrase if they are related to one another by a 
specific syntactic structure: lexical heads occurring on the specifier side (i.e. on the 

- nonrecursive side) of the head of a maximal projection .form a single phonological 
phrase with the head. Consider again the <p defmition given in (4). The sentences in 
(6) exemplify this syntax-to-prosody mapping approach. As before, only the relevant 
syntactic information is indicated. 

(6) ai. 
all. 

([ogni]A [forza]N)NP ([decisa]A).AP (fgia]A [diverte]V)VP 
(ogni forza)<p (decisa)<p (gia diverte)<p M88:31 
every power decided already diverts 
'all resolve is diverted' 

bi. e (fgia]A gli [batte]V)VP ai ([polsi]N)NP una ([volonta]N)NP ([cieca]A).AP. 
bii. (e gia gli batte)<p (ai polsi)<p (una volonta)<p (cieca)cp- M22:16 

and already to-him pulsates at-the wrists a will blind 
'a glind will throbbing at his pulse' 

The X-bar schema in (7) represents the situation for Italian: all specifiers (including 
modifiers) to the left of the head Xj, belong /o the same <p as Xj; complements of 
Xj, occurring to its right, form <p's on their own. 

a phonological phrase contains a lexical head plus all function:il heads on its left (for Italian). This 
radical simplification has an important drawback, however: phonological phrases may also contain more 
than one lexical head. 
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(J) The X-bar schema 6 

XP· 

~ 
fMa ... Mn] ~ l XP a ... XPn __/'1 ---..._ 

(specifiers) X) XPb ... XPm 
· (complements) 

q> J 

/ 
q> 

(8) is a tree representation of (6ai): 

(8) NP 
~N' 

AP 1--_ 
~ N AP 

ogni I ~ 
forza decisa 

(ogni forza)cp (decisa)cp 

VP 
~v· 

AP I 
L V 
gi:l ~ 

diverte 

(gia diverte) cp 

The phonological phenomenon on the basis of which Nespor & Vogel (1986) 
formulated their definition of the phonological phrase, is the Standard Italian 
consonant-doubling phenomenon Raddoppiamento Sintattico (RS) .7 RS refers to 
the lengthening of a word-initial simple consonant. This lengthening is said to take 
place when the preceding word is stress-final and occurs in the same cp domain as 
the target word.B Across a cp-boundary, RS is argued to be blocked (c£ Nespor & 

Vogel 1986:167-8). Consider some examples from Nespor & Vogel: 

(9) application of RS 
a. (gia [k:]aduta)cp 

'already fallen' 
b. (avra t:rovato)cp 

'(he) must have found' 

(> caduta) Modifier-Head 

(> trovato) Specifier-Head 

6 The X-bar schema is taken from Scorretti (1991). I refer to Cardinaletti (1993) for a clear presentation 
of the problems with the syntax-to-prosody mapping approach in the light of recent syntactic theories. 
7 Nespor & Vogel (1986:168): "The mapping rules that define the domain of q> are based [ ... ] on the 
assumption that the domain of <p is equal to the domain of Raddoppiamento Sintattico." :.·c 
8 This variant of Raddoppiamento Sintattico is generally referred to as Rhythmic RS. The other variaa~ 
i.e., Morphological RS, has nothing to do with stress. See for instance Marotta (1986) and Agostinlaai: 
(1992) regarding this distinction. It should be noted that Nespor & Vogel refer to the rhythmic varian~ 
only, although their examples contain also instances of the morphological variant. 
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blocking of RS 
a. (citci)cp (molto vecchie)cp 

'very old cities' 
b. (guard6)cp (piu attentamente)cp 

'he looked more carefully' 

(*m:olto) 

(*p:iu) 
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Head-Complement 

Head-Complement 

Since Raddoppiamento Sintattico may also apply between certain head-complement 
sequences, Nespor & Vogel (1986) hypothesize the existence of a restructured cp 
domain. Restructuring is claimed to be optional, however. · 

(11) ffJ restructuring (optional) (Nespor & Vogel1986:173) 
A nonbranching cp which is the first complement of X on its recursive side is 
joined into the cp that contains X. 

Thus, the head-complement sequence una volontd cieca (cf. (6b)) may form a single cp: 
(una volonci)cp([!l]eca)cp -> restructuring-> (una volonti [!f:]eca)cp. In fact, cieca is the 
first (and only) complement of its head volontd, and it is nonbranching. A branching 

. complement, instead, blocks cp-restructuring. Thus, while the sequence in (12a) may 
· constitute a single cp, the sequence in (12b) may not. That is, according to Nespor & 
Voge~ RS may apply in (12a), but is blocked from applying in (12b).9 

(12) a. 
b. 

(Mangio)cp (tutto)cp 
(Mangio)cp (di tutto)cp 

> 
> 

(Mangio [t:]utto)cp 
*(Mangio [ d:]i tutto)cp 

In the next section, I shall present data which argue against this branchingness 
restriction. First let me consider the optionality clause adjoined to the q>

restructuring algorithm. Nespor & Vogel (1986:174) suggest that application of cp
restructuring is dependent on the rate of speech and on the length of the involved 
domains: in fast speech one tends to restructure more than in slow speech, and 
short domains are more easily restructured than long domains.1° Since the authors 

do not present criteria which would allow one to establish whether the conditions 
for restructuring are met or not, the verse data will be analyzed on the basis of both 
parsing modes. That is, both non-restructured and restructured cp's will be assigned. 

In what follows, I shall address the shortcomjngs of the just outlined relation
based approach to prosodic phrasing. In addition to RS, I shall discuss three other 

9 Nespor & Vogel (1986:172) refer to Marotta (1986) as source of evidence in favor of the distinction 
branching vs. nonbranching complement with respect to Raddoppiamento Sintattico. However, what 
Marotta's measurements show is that the size of the interstress interval is determinant, irrespective to 
whether the first complement is syntactically branching or not. Raddoppiamento Sintattico is simply 
absent when the final stressed syllable of the head is followed by two unstressed syllables. 
10 In other words, cp-restructuring is not an optional process: it either applies or not. Although not 
without difficulties, the triggers can certainly be defined. 
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phonological phenomena that are argued to be qr-bounded in Italian, namely, Stress 
Retraction, Troncamento and Final Lengthening.11 

2.1.2 Segmental Processes and Phonological Phrasing 

As mentioned earlier, Nespor & Vogel's q>-formation algorithms are based on the 
phenomenon of Raddoppiamento Sintattico: if RS applies, then the involved words 
belong to the same phonological phrase. Subsequently, the relationship between the 
words is expressed in terms of syntactic structure, c.q. the algorithms in (4) and 
(11) .12 Before critically reviewlrtg the RS data reported by N espor & Vogel, I would 
like to briefly consider the role of segmental processes in determining prosodic 
constituency. 

The question is whether it is theoretically legitimate to attribute to segmental 
processes alone the function of detecting prosodic constituency. In fact, these 
processes are observed in specific segmental contexts. If these contextual conditions 
are not met, the processes do not apply. Nevertheless, all input sequences will be 
prosodically parsed at surface. That is, the prosodic constituents within which 
segmental processes are bound to apply, must be defined in terms of intrinsic or 
context-free properties. Once prosodic constituents are independently defined, their 
role as application domain for segmental processes can be estab~shed, and, vice versa, 
segmental processes may be analyzed as providing evidence in favor of prosodic 
constituency. Phonetic correlates of headship and boundaryship constitute 
segmentally context-free properties of prosodic constituents. That is, duration, pitch 
and loudness are crucially involved in the determination of prosodic heads and 
constituent boundaries (cf. Clark & Yallop 1990/1995). In section 2.2, I shall deaf 
with the phonetic properties of phrasal prosodic constituency in Italian. First let me 
consider the classical external sandhl phenomena of Italian. 

2.1.2.1 Raddoppiamento Sintattico and Phonological Phrasing 

Raddoppiamento Sintatcico is not only a much described phenomenon 1n the 
phonological literature of Italian, but also a highly controversial one. I mention just 
a few recently published discussions on this issue: Napoli & Nespor (1979), Korzen 
(1980, 1986), Bertinetto (1985), Chierchia (1986), Hutch (1986), Marotta (1986), 
Bercinetto & Loporcaro (1988), Agosciniani (1992), Bolognesi (1992), Vayra (1992) 
and Ghini (1993). Subject to debate are the inter- and intraregional varieties of the 
phenomenon, the earlier mentioned distinction between morphological RS and 

11 Except for Troncamento, which is analyzed in Nespor (1990a), the other phenomena are also treate~j 
in Nespor & Vogel (1986). · ''f 
12 Empirical evidence in favor of these algorithms derives again from RS. In other words, Nespor,~~ 
Vogel define the q> on the basis of application of RS, and application of RS is accounted for hv mewsc;; 
of the q> algorithms. In short, a rather circular argumentation. '· .• , 
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ih thmic RS (cf. footnote 8), the underlying representation of words that trigger RS, 
-~--the sensitivity of RS to syntactic structure. For the present, I will confine the 
~scussion to the latter subject of debate, i.e., to the sensitivity of RS to syntactic 
structure. It should be noted that only the rhythmic variant of RS is at issue here. 

As mentioned in the previous section, Nespor & Vogel (1986) claim that RS is 
hlghly sensitive to syntactic structure: RS applies between a specifier and its head, 
between a modifier and its head, and between a head and its first non-branching 
complement. This claim has been severely contested, however, by a number of 
linguists. Bertinetto (1985), Hurch (1986) and Agostiniani (1992) state explicitly that 
Raddoppiamento Sintattico is not sensitive to syntactic structure.13 For instance, RS 
can be observed in subject-verb sequences (cf. 13ab), as well as in verb-subject 

sequences (cf. 13cd): 

(13) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

ArtU [ v: ]iene 
La citci [k:]adde14 
Cosa fa [d: ]ino? 
Glielo da [k:]arlo illibrolS 

'Artti is coming' 
'The city fell' 
'What is Dino doing?' 
'Carlo is giving him the book' 

According to Nespor & Vogel's cp-formation algorithms, however, these subject
v-erb or verb-subject sequences could never be parsed into one and the same cp. In 
fact, (a) both the subject and the verb are realized by lexical heads, and (b) the 
mbject and verb are neither in a modifier-head nor in a head-complement relation. 
)ther syntactic configurations also appear to be less stable with respect to the 
Jlocking of RS. For instance, Agostiniani (1992) argues that RS may apply across a 
:=omplementizer Phrase (CP), or Inflectional Phrase (IP), boundary. The author 
:eanalyzed examples presented in Napoli & Nespor (1979) and Nespor & Vogel 
:1986): 

14) a. Che c'e un perche [IP [k:]arlo lo sa 
'That there is a reason why, Carlo knows it' 

3 Agostiniani (1992) )lrgues that all (direct or indirect) syntax-based accounts of Raddoppiamento 
intattico give rise to results that are at least partially incorrect. Criticisms affect among others N apoli & 

Jespor (1979), Nespor & Vogel (1979), (1982), (1986), and Kaisse (1985). Agostiniani (1992,3)' "i dati che 
1 tutti questi lavori vengono portati a sostegno sia dc;lhnfluenza diretta dei fatti sintattici sui 
~addoppiamento Sintattico fonologico, sia di quella indiretta [ ... ], notJ hanno alc11n riscontro nella reald. 
nguistica cui si richlamano, cioe quella toscana" (italics are mine, cjh). 
4 The examples in (13ab) are taken from Napoli & Nespor (1979). Remarkably, the data reported in 
Japoli & Nespor (1979) contradict Nespor & Vogel's (1986) data. That is, RS between a subject and a 
redicate is reported as evidence in favor of the left-branch condition to phonological phrasing in 
lapoli & Nespor (1979), but it is excluded on the basis of Nespor & Vogel's (1986) relation-based 
~proach. 

The examples in (13cd) come from my own· test-material. The test consisted of 54 sentences 
ontaining verb-subject sequences which were submitted to six educated Florentine speakers of Standard 
:alian. The informants varied in age between the 25 and 35 years. The verb-subject sequences were 
l:taracterized by the proper segmental contexts for RS to apply, as well as by adjacency of two word 
:resses. Application of RS was one of the mechanisms adopted by the informants to create sufficient 
istance between the two adjacent stresses associated with the verb and the subject. 
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b. 

c. 

CHAPTER 2 

Hanno eletto ArtU [CP [p:]apa 

'They have elected Arthur [as] pope' 
Che siano tre [IP [n:]on e dimostrato 

'That (there) are three, has n()t been proved' 

On the basis of these contradictory facts we may conclude that: (a) 
Raddoppiamento Sintattico is not bound to apply within the phonological phrase, 
or (b) the syntax-based definition of the phonological phrase does not fully match 
prosodic reality. In the course of this thesis, I shall argue in favor of the latter 
conclusion. 

/ 

2.1.2.2 Stress Retraction and Phonological Phrasing 

Stress Retraction is the second external sandhi phenomenon of Standard Italian 
that is argued by Nespor & Vogel to be <p-bounded. The process involves a leftward 
stress shift in order to avoid a clash between two lexical stresses (cf. Malagoli 1946, 
Camilli 1965, Savoia 1974/5):16 

(15) a. 
b. 

(dtci brutta)cp 
(partira presto)cp 

> 
> 

( citta brutta)cp 
(partira presto) q> 

'ugly city' 
'(he) will leave soon' 

The examples in (15) consist of a head and a non-branching complement, i.e., of 
sequences which fall within the scope of Nespor & Vogel's q>-restructuring 
algorithm (cf. 10). Again, verb-subject sequences that are characterized by stress 
adjacency can also be subject to Stress Retraction. The examples in (16) come from 
the same Florentine test which I referred to in the previous section.17 

(16) a. Oggi verta Gi6rgio? > Oggi verra Gi6rgio? 
'Giorgio will come, today? 

b. So che la sa Gi6rgio, la strada > So che la sa Gi6rgio, la strada 
'I know that Giorgio knows it, the street' 

16 Against Nespor & Vogel's claim that Stress Retraction exclusively belongs to the northern variety of 
Standard Italian, and that Stress Retraction and Raddoppiamento Sintattico exclude each other mutually, a 
number of counterexamples have been reported. Savoia (1974/5) and Agostiniani (1992), for instance, 
show that Stress Retraction also exists in the Standard Italian variety of Tuscany. This is confirmed by 
the Florentine data I collected. Moreover, Stress Retraction and Raddoppiamento Sintattico may also· eo· 
occur (cf. Savoia 1974/5): 

i. martedi pr6ssimo > martedi [p:]r6ssimo 'next tuesday' 
ii. la verita vera > la verlta [v:]era 'the real truth' 

Standard Italian words like rosiddillo 'so-called' and cijfil!titte 'cafe-au-lait' exemplify the lexicalisation o£ 
two phenomena. 
17 These facts are confirmed by Ghini (1993), in which similar examples of Stress Retraction 
provided involving verb-subject sequences. 
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ibatis, in accordance with Nespor & Vogel's cp-algorithms, these verb-subject 
\ s~quences should form two phonological phrase~ instead of one. A head followed 

by a branching complement, too, may show up w1th retracted stress: 

(17) Sara m61to allegro > Sara m6lto allegro 'It will be very cheerful' 

Again, we may conclude that either (a) Stress Retraction is not bound to apply 
within the phonological phrase, or (b) the syntax-based definition of the 
phonological phrase does not fully match prosodic reality. 

2.1.2.3 Troncamento and Phonological Phrasing 

Troncamento, or Verb Final Vowel Deletion, refers to the optional deletion of a 
verb-final vowel. This vowel, either I ol or I el, must be preceded by a coronal 
sonorant, and followed by a consonant-initial word (cf. van Hoorn 1983, Vogel et 
al. 1983, Nespor & Vogel 1986). Van Hoorn (1983) and Nespor (1990a) argue that 
the vowel I ol may only be deleted if the verb is followed by a complement within 
the same cp domain.18 Consider some examples: 

(18) a 

b. 

(so no partiti) cp 
'(they) left' 
al buio (vedono poco)cp 
'in the darkness (they) see little' 

> (son partiti)cp 

> al buio (vedon poco)cp 

Again, the application domain of the relevant phenomenon appears· to be less 
stable than is suggested. Troncamento may also apply between two syntactic heads 
which do not exhibit a modifier-head or head-complement relationship. The 
examples in (19) contain verb-subject sequences in which the verb-final vowel is 
deleted (curly brackets embrace the relevant sequences). 

(19) a 
> 

b. 
> 

Al giqrno d'oggi {parlano tutti} d'inquinamento arnbientale. 
Al giorno d'oggi {parlan tutti} d'inquinarnento arnbientale. 
'Nowadays everyone speaks about environmental pollution' 
{Passano le ore} in un battibaleno. / 
{Passan le ore} in un battibaleno. 
'The hours pass in a wink' 

The truncated forms were assessed by my Florentine informants as being 
perceptually more pleasing than the plain forms.19 Interestingly, the informants did 

18 Since /o/-deletion involves only verbs, Nespor (1990a) argues for an analysis in terms of lexical 
~recompilation (cf. Hayes 1990). 

9 56 sentence pairs were submitted to the six informants. The informants were asked to select one of 
the two sentences as being the most pleasing for the ear. 
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not always prefer the truncated form over the plain form. That is, quite unanimously 
they preferred the truncated verb form in certain sentences, and the full verb form in 
other sentences. For instance, the plain form was selected with respect to the 
sentence in (20). 

(20) > Oggi ce l' {hanno gli allievi nuovi}, l' esame. 
Oggi ce l' {han gli allievi nuovi}, 1' esame. 

'Today, the new pupils have it, the exam' 

The regularity underlying the selections relates to the complexity of the verb-subject 
sequence. In brief, when the -i'erb-subject sequence contains s~ or less syllables the 
truncated form is selected, but if the sequence contains more syllables the full form 
is selected. zo 

In sum, Nespor & Vogel's (1986) syntax-based algorithms for cp-formation also 
prove to be problematic where Troncamento is concerned. As before, the 
conclusion is that either (a) Troncamento is not bound to apply within the 
phonological phrase, or (b) the syntax-based definition of the phonological phrase 
does not fully match prosodic reality. 

2.1.3 Final Lengthening and Phonological Phrasing 

Final Lengthening (FL) refers to the lengthening of the syllable that bears phrasal 
stress. In other words, the head of the phonological phrase is lengthened. Just as 
Stress Retraction, FL is not an exclusively Italian phenomenon. It is found in many 
languages (cf. Cruttenden 1986, Clark & Yallop 1990/5, Delais 1995). In contrast to 
RS, Stress Retraction and'Troncamento, which are context-dependent phonological 
processes, FL is a context-free, or intrinsic property of phonological phrasing. 
Again, Nespor & Vogel's <p-formation algorithms wrongly predict the application of 
FL in Italian. Consider the examples below, from Ghini (1993). Ghini's (1993) data 
represent the results of duration measurements which he carried out on the basis of 
an elaborate set of Italian sentences. The non-branchingness clause in Nespor & 

Vogel's <p-restructuring definition proves to be incorrect insofar as FL is concerned: 
the lexical word of the branching complement undergoes FL, but not the lexical 
word of the head. 

20 The test sentences contained intransitive as well as unaccusative verbs. No systematic differ~:ace 
between these two verb types with respect to Troncamento could be observed (cf. Helsloot 
Henceforth, subjects of unaccusative verbs which are base-generated in object position (cf. Burzio 
behave similarly to inverted subjects of intransitives, constituting verbal adjuncts, with respect 
Troncamento. See Ghini (1993) for the same conclusion with respect to the phenomenon of 
Retraction: SR applies between verb-subject sequences irrespective to the verbal classification, and 
to the object vs. adjunct status of the subject. 
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(Le mura cli Be:rgamo) sono storicamente importanti 
*(Le mu:ra) (di Be:rgamo) sono storicamente importanti 
'The walls of Bergamo are historically important' 

(La lotta per la pa:ce) deve riguardare tutti 
*(La lo:tta) (per la pa:ce) deve riguardare tutti 
'The struggle for the peace must concern everybody' 
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The non-recursive side clause of Nespor & Vogel's <p-formation algorithm also does 
n:ot stand up to scrutiny. Ghini's measurements document that FL may indeed 
affect a modifier. In accordance with Nespor & Vogel's definitions, the heads 
insalata and jmtti should be lengthened instead of the modifiers bel/a and molti: 

(22) a. (Una be:lla) (insalata cli ma:re) 
'a nice sea-food salad' 

b. (Mangia mo:lti) (frutti cli bo:sco) 
'he eats lot of fruits of forest' 

-Again, the conclusion is either that FL is not qrbounded, or that Nespor & Vogel's 
<p definition does not fully match prosodic reality. 

2.1.4 Summary 

In the above paragraphs, I pointed to some of the problems regarding the <p
formation algorithms defined by Nespor &. Vogel (1986) in relation to the 
application of external sandhi phenomena in Italian. Raddoppiamento Sintattico, 
Stress Retraction, Troncamento and Final Lengthening are observed in contexts in 
which they should not, according to Nespor & Vogel's theory, occur. To 
summarize, new Italian phonological data show that (a) elements on the 
nonrecursive side of the head of a maximal projection are not always phonologically 
dependent on the head, (b) syntactically branching complements may form a single 
<p constituent with their head, and (c) two syntactically, relatively unrelated heads 
may form a single <p constituent. In other words, either the application domain of 
these phenomena is not the phonological phrase, or Nespor & Vogel's (1986) 
algorithms are too strong to account for the/application of these phenomena. 

The other issue that was taken up was-' the type of evidence cited in favor of. 
prosodic constituency. In Nespor & Vogel's Prosodic Phonology, as in most other 
variants of phonological phrasing, virtually no attention is paid to the intrinsic 
properties of prosodic domains. Recourse is made to context-dependent segmental 
processes that apply across word boundaries. Context-free properties, expressed in 
terms of phonetic correlates of stress and boundaries, are hardly formalized by 
phonologists. In the field of metrical phonology and intonational phonology, by 
contrast, insightful results are obtained in this area. 
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2.2 Metrical Phonology and Properties of Stress 

In this section I shall first introduce some of the notions and principles underlying 
the theory of metrical phonology. Afterwards, I focus on Italian. Degrees of stress 
as well as the phonetic correlates asso~iated with these stresses are introduced. 

2.2.1 Metrical Phonology 

Metrical th~ory, i.e. the theory that accounts for the relational patterns of stress, was 
initially formalized by Liberlll:;th (1975) and Liberman & Prince (1977). In order to 
represent the prosodic pattern of an utterance, Liberman (& Prince) introduced the 
metrical tree as well as the metrical grid. The hierarchicalJy ordered metrical tree 
reflects the prominence relations which emerge from the syntactic surface structure; 
the metrical grid reflects the rhythmic structure of the timing of the prosodic events. 
Soon afterwards, the relational metrical tree was replaced by the prosodic 
constituent tree (cf. Selkirk 1980).21 In the past fifteen years, the need to distinguish 
a constituent representation from a grid representation (cf. Prince 1983, Selkirk 
1984a) has been a subject of debate. By now, most linguists reject this distinction as 
superfluous in relation to the lowest phonological levels, i.e. the foot and the 
prosodic word. Moreover, an integration of the two representations has been 
proposed, which evolved into the bracketed grid or constituent grid' representation 
(cf. Hammond 1984, McCarthy & Prince 1986, Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Hayes 1987, 
1995, Steriade 1988, van der Hulst 1991, Kager 1993ab). While metrical phonology 
was originally concerned with matters of rhythm and stress, and prosodic 
phonology with the domain-bound application of segmental processes, recent 
research has shown that both phonological properties refer to the same metrical 
constituents. Regarding the foot, for instance, it has been found that issues relating 
to (a) rhythm and stress, (b) the application of segmental processes, and (c) 
morpho-phonological interactions, refer to one and the same foot constituent (c£ 
Hayes 1995, McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990, 1993a, Prince & Smolensky 1993, Booij 
1995, Kager 1995b). 

The universal foot inventory contains three foot types: the syllabic trochee, the 
morale trochee and the iamb. The syllabic trochee is insensitive to syllable weight, 
the morale trochee contains two light syllables, and the iamb contains a light plus 
heavy syllable (cf. Hayes 1995). The trochaic foot types on the one hand, and the 
iambic foot type on the other, reflect the perceptual universal that rhythmic elements 
differ in either intensity or duration.22 That is, elements alternating in intensity are 

21 See (1), in section 2.1, for the prosodic constituent hierarchy. 
22 Hayes (1995:33) formulates this Iambic/Trochaic Law as follows: 

Iambic/Trochaic Law 
a Elements contrasting in intensity naturally form groupings with initial prominence. 
b. Elements contrasting in duration naturally form groupings with final prominence. 
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~ic:' ''· ··•·d· as being grouped in trochees, and elements alternating in duration are 
;pRtcelVf! .. . . . . 
.,. etceive<4 as belllg grouped m lambs. 
:~: WJth respect to the principles which are deemed to underly metrical phonology 
cJ~ the one hand, and prosodic phonology on the other, there are nonetheless 

\•me · crucially· conflicting notions, namely those involving branchingness and .so 
ltfternation. More concretely, the n-ary branchingness principle, which Nespor & 
V~gel (1986) assume to be part of the Strict Layer Hypothesis (cf. (3)), and the 
Principle of Rhythmic Alternation are contradictory. Consider the Principle of 

'Rhythmic Alternation in (23) as formulated by Selkirk (1984a:52) (but see also 
I.iiberman 1975, Uberman & Prince 1977, Prince 1983, Hayes 1984), and Principles 3 
lifid4 of the Strict Layer Hypothesis, for convenience repeated in (24): 

· (23) · . Principle of Rhythmic Alternation (PRA) 
a. Every strong position on a metrical level n should be followed by at least 

one weak position on that level. 

(24) 

b. Any weak position on a metrical level n may be preceded by at most one 
weak position on that level. 

Strict Layer Hypothesis 
Principle 3. The hierarchical structures of prosodic phonology are n-ary branching. 
Principle 4. The relative prominence relation defined for sister nodes is such that 
one node is assigned the value strong (s) and all other nodes are assigned the value 
weak (w). 

While the PRA ensures that a strong rhythmic beat is followed by minimally one 
and maximally two weak rhyhtrnic beats, Principles 3 and 4 of the SLH allow for an 
indefinitely long sequence of non-alternating weak labeled nodes. Compare the two 
representations in (25). In (25a), the x's are organized in accordance with (23), and 
in (25b), in accordance with (24). 

(25) 

X 

a. X I X X 

b. xw 

X 

X 

X X X 

y 

X 

X X 

x=Y 
X 

X 

X 

According to Nespor & Vogel (1989) and Nespor (1990b), the metrical grid (cf. 
25a) is construed on the basis of the prosodic· constituent tree (cf. 25b). In other 
words, the syntactic surface structure provides information on the basis of which 
the prosodic constituent hierarchy is constructed, and the prosodic constituent 
hierarchy provides information on the basis of which the metrical grid is 
constructed: 
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(26) 

CHAPTER 2 

syntactic surface structure 
t 

prosodic hierarchy 
t 

metrical grid 

The question is, how can we reconcile (23) and (25a) on the one hand, and (24) 
and (25b) on the other. Moreover, if the surface realization of a language X gives 
rise to a rhythmically wellformed pattern, why should we need to assume an 
intermediate stage of X whose output is arhythmic? In other words, what evidence 
is there that a language should

1 
be considered to have a metrically unbounded system 

at some level of derivation, while its phrasal outputs are metrically bounded?23 With 
respect to the syllable and the foot, recent research on a variety of languages 
provides an abundance of evidence in favor of binary 

1
(or maximally ternary) 

constituency instead of n-ary constituency (cf. Halle & Vergnaud 1987, van der 
Hulst 1991, Hayes 1995). As will be shown in chapter 4, the Italian foot system 
does not deviate from this pattern: the Italian foot contains either two or three 
syllables. But also above the foot level, Italian appears to be a metrically bounded 
system. For example, Vogel & Scalise (1982) and Helsloot (1993) argue in favor of 
rhythmic patterns at the word level, and Beccaria (1964) in favor of rhythmic 
patterns at the phrase level. Hardly any formal proposals have been made, however, 
regarding the metrical structure of the prosodic word and the phonological phrase. 
In addition, the question of whether prosodic words and phonological phrases still 
require a prosodically as well as a metrically based analysis has not been addressed as 
such. 

2.2.2 Oashes and Lapses 

The Principle of Rhythmic Alternation, i.e. the basic tenet of metrical phonology, is 
stated in order to account for rhythmically illformed patterns. The stress properties , 
of separate words may be in conflict when words are put into a phrasal context.} 
That is, each word is characterized by its own lexical stress. At the surface, however,:; 
the lexical stresses of two adjacent words may give rise to either a stress clash or a ; 
stress lapse. The grid representations in (27) lllustrate the various patterns that may; 
arise at the surface. (27a) and (27b) are well-formed metrical representations, i.e., any; 
strong position (two-x column) is followed by at least one weak position (one-Jr' 
column), and a weak position is preceded by at most one other weak position.J 
(27a') and (27b'), in contrast, are ill-formed metrical representations, since a stro1lgl 
position is immediately followed by another strong position (cf. 27a), and a weak~ 

' ,:,::1 

23 The notions bounded/ unbounded have been introduced in the literature in order to distinguis;~l 
languages whose word-level metrical organization is based on binary (or ternary) branching feet, fi:olll;; 
languages whose word-level metrical organization is based on feet without an upper limit on the number~ 
of branches (cf. Hayes 1981, 1995, Halle & Vergnaud 1987). 1J 
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position is immediately preceded by more than one other weak position (cf. 27b). 
The former configuration is referred to as a stress clash, and the latter as a stress 
lapse (c£ Selkirk 1984a, Hayes 1984, Nespor & Vogel1989). 

(27) X X X X 

a. X X X X X a'. X X X X X 

X X 

b. X X X X X b'. X X X X X 

Clashes and lapses disturb the rhythmic alternation. However, the rhythmic 
alternation appears to be such an overwhelming cognitive and physical reality that 
the phonetic surface is mainly bare of clashes and lapses. That is, although lexical 
representations of words may give rise to rhythmically ill-formed phrasal input
patterns, in the phonetic output these patterns are for the most part resolved. An 
important part of this thesis deals with the tension between lexical stress 
representations· on the one hand, and rhythmically well-formed phrasal outputs on 
the other. 

2.2.3 Stress Properties of Italian 

Metrical phonology accounts for patterns of stress. But what is stress? And how 
many levels of stress must be distinguished? Regarding the phonetics of stress, it is 
well-known that cues for linguistic stress are multiple and hard to define in absolute 
terms (cf. Fry 1955, 1958, Lea 1977, Beckman 1986, Clark & Yallop 1990/5). As in 
many languages, stress in Italian is realized by means of a combination of duration, 
loudness and pitch. Of these three correlates, duration appears to be determinant 
with respect to word stress (cf. Magna Caldognetto & Fava 1974, Bertinetto 1981, 
Marotta 1985), and pitch with respect to phrase stress (cf. Bertinetto 1981, Avesani 
1990). Loudness appears to be the weakest structural contributor to the realization 
of stress in Italian. Leaving aside for the moment these phonetic cues, let me 
summarize the. various proposals regarding th.e' number of stress degrees that have 
been distinguished in the literature, as well as the relation between these stresses on 
the one hand, and linguistic domains on the other. 

In the literature, five levels of stress are often distinguished: (a) zero stress, (b) 
>econdary stress, (c) primary stress, (d) phrasal stress, and (e) sentence stress (or 
ntonational stress) (cf. Cruttenden 1986). In most descriptive grammars of Italian, 
mch a five-level stress system is in fact assumed (cf. Camilli 1965, Agard & Di Pietro 
l965, MuljaCic 1972). In what follows, I shall first introduce the notions zero stress, 
;econdary stress and primary stress. Subsequently, I shall deal with phrasal stress 
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and sentence stress. In order to account for these latter types of stress, I shall refer 
to Avesani's (1990) model for automatic synthesis of Italian intonation. 

2.2.3.1 Zero Stress, Secondary Stress and Primary Stress 

Lexical items belonging to the morphological categories Noun, Verb, Adverb and 
Adjective are generally held to be characterized by primary or main word stress. 
Functional items like auxiliaries, prepositions and pronouns, by contrast, are 
considered to lack such a stress. Clearly, this distin<;:tion refers to the lexical 
representation of these items, 6.ot to the surface realization per se. For instance, a 
preposition may receive phrasal stress for reasons of emphasis. Nonetheless, phrasal 
outputs and lexical representations are intricately related to one another: lexical items 
generally surface with one of the relatively high degrees of stress, while functional 
items generally surface with one of the relatively low degrees of stress. Since the 
degree of stress of a single Qexical or functional) word va#es depending on the 
phrasal context in which it occurs, it is not always easy to establish what the lexical 
stress representation of a word looks like. Especially in regard to functional items, 
linguists avoid making explicit statements about their input stress representation. 

Nespor & Vogel (1986:110) argue that each terminal element of a syntactic tree, 
whether it is a functional item or a lexical item, constitutes minimally a prosodic 
word.24 Other theories, although mainly restricted to lexical items only, define the 
prosodic word on the basis of word stress: a prosodic word is a lexical item with a 
single main stressed syllable (cf. Booij 1983, 1988, 1995, Selkirk 1984a, Hayes 1984, 
Giegerich 1985, McCarthy & Prince 1986, Halle & Vergriaud 1987, Kager 1989, 
Goldsmith 1990). In chapter 4, I shall propose a theory of lexical metrical 
representation which combines the two informational sources: morphological 
information and metrical information. 

With respect to Italian, I assume with Camilli (1965), Mulja~ic (1972), Agard & · 
Di Pietro (1965), Crisati & D'Addio (1967), Bertlnetto (1981), and others, the 
following lexical representations: (a) lexical items have primary stress, (b) • 
monosyllabic functional items have zero stress, and (c) disyllabic functional items 
have secondary stress. Consider the examples in (28). Primary st .. PC• ;. in.4icated by 
''', and secondary stress by '''. 

24 Nespor & Vogel (1989) claim that the difference between iexical items and functional items is 
accounted for in rhythmic (~ metrical) phonology. That is, in rhythmic phonology, which is assumed to 
be ordered after prosodic phonology, prosodic word constituents associated to function words are n~t 
translated into metrical grid positions. More precisely, non-branching prosodic word constituents. 
associated to function words are labeled weak, and these weak labeled ro's do not receive a grid positlon 
at the second and third grid level. 
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(28). a. Lexical Items: primary stress 
gatto N 'cat' 
adetico A 'athletic' 
verci V 'he will come' 

b. Functional Items: zero stress 
il Det 'the' 
se Particle 'if 

c. Functional Items: secondary stress 
contro Prep 'against' 
UnO Det 'a' 

Notice that thls scheme is incomplete: compounds, monosyllabic lexical items, and 
lexical items with a high number of syllables are not presented here. The stress 
representation of these latter items will be dealt with in chapter 4. 

2.2.3.2 Phrasal Stress and Sentence Stress 

The notions phrasal stress and sentence stress are used here as generic terms of a 
number of phonetic properties which may refer to the stress bearing element itself 
as well as to boundary properties of the constituent involved. Lexical items, i.e., 
items that are lexically characterized by main stress, may be bearers of phrasal stress 
or sentence stress. A phrasal stress in Italian is realized by a pitch accent. Avesani 
(1990) argues that Italian has four pitch accents: two simple tones H* (= high pitch 
accent) and L* (= low pitch accent), and two bitonal or complex tones H+L* and 
L+H*. Although bearers of pitch accents are items that are lexically characterized by 
main stress, not all main-stress items are associated with a pitch accent at the 
phrasal level. Avesani observes indeed that of a sequence of two lexical words the 
first word may be subject to stress (or accent) deletion.25 This stress deletion 
implies that the relevant word does not receive a target F0 value and that the 
duration of its lexically stressed syllable is reduced (c£ Avesani 1990:18-9). Instances 
of stress deletion typically include noun-noun, adjective-noun, auxiliary-verb and 
verb-verb sequehces. Consider some examples from A vesani: 

(29) a. degli anni otcinta, > deglit~ otcinta 'of the eighties' 
, I 

H+L* 

b. gia siglata > gia siglata 'already initialed' 
I 

H* 

25 The notions stms and accent are often used to refer to lexical properties and phrasal properties of 
prominence, respectively, In this thesis, I adopt the notion stress for both levels of prominence: word 
stress and phrasal stress, 
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I will take the notion sentence stress as referring to the phrasal prominence 
properties which do not only involve the head syllable of the stressed word, but 
also the post-head syllable(s) as well as the boundary tones of the relevant 
constituent. Avesani distinguishes two post-head or posttonic phrase accents, H- and 
L-, and two boundary tones, H% and L%.26 Again some examples from Avesani: 

(30) a. [ ... ] le prospettive produttive [ ... ] 
I I 

'the productive perspectives' 

H+L* H* H-
b. [ ... ] dalle due case automobilistiche. 'of the two motor companies' 

I 
1 

I 
H* H+L* L-L% 

I 

In addition to the tonal properties of heads, post-heads and boundaries, duration 
is also crucially involved at the phrasal level.27 That is, phrasal constituents can be 
associated with lengthening phenomena or with pauses. The various combinations 
of tonal and durational properties underlie the recognition of different phrasal 
constituent domains (cf. Farnetani 1989). With respect to Italian, Avesani 
distinguishes three phrasal constituents: (a) the Accent Unit, (b) the Intermediate 
Phrase and (c) the Intonational Phrase. Table 2.1 schematizes how constituents on 
the one hand, and phonetic properties on the other are associated with one another 
(PA=Pitch Accent, PHA=Post-head Accent, BT=Boundary Tone, FL=Flnal 
Lengthening, P=Pause). 

Table 2.1. Phonetic Properties of Phrasal Constituents 

Accent Unit Intermediate Phrase Intonational Phrase 

PA one one or more one or more 

PHA - one one or more 

BT - - one 

a - minor major 

p - - yes 

Let me compare now Avesani's speech synthesis units with the constituents of 
prosodic hierarchy (see (1)). The phonological phrase, which I assume to be 
smallest phrasal domain in the prosodic hierarchy, has to correspond with 
Accent Unit, being the smallest phrasal domain in the speech synthesis model. 
the phonological phrase is also characterized by Final Lengthening (cf. Nespor 
Vogel 1986, Ghini 1993). Since in the speech synthesis model FL is held to 

26 See Pierrehumbert (1980), Beck.man & Pierrehumbert (1986) and Pierrehumbert & Beckman (1988), 
which Avdani based her model for the automatic synthesis of Italian intonation. 
27 Recall from section 2.1.3 the phenomenon of Final Lengthening. 
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property of the Intermediate Phrase (and Intonational Phrase), we may conclude 
that the phonological phrase shares properties with both the Accent Unit and the 
Intermediate Phrase. As for the Intonational Phrase, which occurs as a unit in both 
the prosodic hierarchy and the speech synthesis model, correspondence seems to be 
straightforward: both are associated with final lengthening effects, and both are 
followed by a pause (cf. Selkirk 1984a, Nespor & Vogel 1986).28 Notice that, similar 
to the units of the prosodic hierarchy, the speech synthesis units are not 
constrained by maximality conditions. That is, Avesarii's model does not impose an 
upper limit on the number of Accent Units to be enclosed by an Intermediate 
Phrase, or on the number of Intermediate Phrases to be enclosed by an 
Intonational Phrase. 

In spite of the just mentioned correspondences, Prosodic Phonology and the 
model for automatic speech synthesis differ crucially from one another with respect 
to the primary motivation of phonological constituency: while the syntactic surface 
structure motivates the former, phonetic correlates motivates the latter. Tentatively, 
the approaches can be said to be complementary: linguistic information on the one 
hand, and inherent phonetic properties on the other. In the present thesis, both 
types of information are taken in consideration in providing a model of 
phonological phrasing. Section 2.4 presents the details. 

2.2.4 Summary 

Relational stress patterns that are observed at the phrasal level will be theoretically 
accounted for on the basis of the principles of Metrical Phonology. Stress patterns 
are assumed to be constrained by the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation. This 
implies that lexically induced stress clashes or lexically induced stress lapses must be 
properly resolved. Regarding degrees of stress, I assume a five-level system of 
prominence degrees for Italian: zero stress, secondary stress, main word stress, 
phrasal stress and sentence stress. In order to identify these stress degrees, reference 
must be made tq linguistic information, like prosodic constituency and the 
morphological distinction lexical/ grammatical word, as well as to phonetic 
information. 1 

j 

2.3 Principles of Italian Versification 

As mentioned previously, the corpus of analysis on the basis of which I intend to 
propose a theory of phonological phrasing consists of the poetry of Giuseppe 
Ungaretti and Eugenio Montale. In what follows, I shall first address the 
versificational principles to which I refer in order to provide a preliminary analysis 

28 See Hayes & Lahiri (1991) for a clear account of intonational phrasing in Bengali, in which tonal 
properties are related to the phrasal constituents of the Prosodic Hierarchy. 
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of the data. The line of verse and syllable-count criteria are crucial here. The ideal 
metrical grid represent:J.tion of the various meters will be introduced. Afterwards, I 
shall discuss two sound-level properties which help us to distinguish poetic 
language from non-poetic language. With these properties in mind, it will be easier 
to evaluate the theoretical proposals regarding phonological phrasing in general. 

2.3.1 Lines ofVerse 

In order to analyze the phrasal phonological properties of the verse data, I have 
selected the line of verse as the relevant information do~ain. A line of verse .is a 
horizontally printed string of words flanked on both sides by blanks. In the poetry 
of Montale and Ungaretti, a variety of different line types 1 is found. That is, lines 
may differ among each other with respect to the number of metrical positions they 
enclose. Let me present the criteria which underlie the determination of a line type. 
The metrical position, being identified as the smallest versification domain, is 
generally in one-to-one correspondence with the syllable (cf. Halle & Keyser 1971, 
Elwert 1973, Piera 1980).29 The line in (31) exemplifies this one-to-one 
correspondence. Each syllable node (o') corresponds with a metrical position 
(indicated by numerals). 

(31) a a a a a a a a a a a 
la raffica che t'incollo la veste 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
'the squall that wrapped you in your dress' 

M23:5 

The line exemplifies the hendecasyllable, i.e. the eleven-syllable meter (from now on 
referred to as 1..=11). The main property of the 1..=11 is that the penultimate 
position of the meter, i.e. the tenth position, is strong. This strong-weak tail at the 
end of a line is typical of all Italian meters.JO A line instance the fmal word of which 
has penultimate stress is called piano (cf. 32a). If the final word has antepenultimate 
stress, it is called sdrucciolo (cf. 32b), and if the word has final stress, it is called 
tronco (cf. 32c):31 

(32) 
a. 

a a a a a a cr a a a a 
I fuochi senza fuochi del passato 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

'the fires without fires of the past' 

U202:8 

29 Italian poetry does not differ here from English or Spwish poetry. 
30 In fact, the names of the various meters refer to line instances whose final word is characterized 
penultimate stress. Thus, the strongest position of the settenario (),=7) is the sixth position; the strc>ngest5;1 
position of the q11inario (A=S) is the fourth position, and so on. 
31 In phonological terms, the sdmcciolo can be said to be characterized by syllable extrametricality, 
tronco by syllable catalexis. See Hayes (1982), Harris (1983) and Archangeli (1986) for the 
extrametricaliry, and Kiparsky (1991), Kager (1995c), Burzio (1994) and Jacobs (1994a) for the 
catalexis. See Prince (1989) for extrametricality and catalexis in iambic vs. trochaic meter. 
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0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 

Allo stellato grigiore s'unirono. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
'At the starry grayness (they) combined' 

0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 

E in forme favolos~saltera 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

'And in fantastic forms (it) will exalt' 

35 

U105:40 

U110:6 

As shown by the underscored vowels in (32c), two adjacent vowels may be 
associated with one metrical position. The basic assumption is that Italian, like 
most other languages, prefers CV syllables. As a consequence, onsetless syllables 
look for a consonant to realize their onset position. Thus, a [CV] 0 [V] 0 sequence 
becomes [CV] 0 or [CVV]0 . This syllable optimization cannot always be achieved, 
however. In what follows, I shall introduce the phonological properties that are 
drawn in the syllable-count criteria. 

A first distinction involves the higher domain within· which the vowels occur. 
That is, the two vowels either belong to one and the same word, or they belong to 
two separate words. Within both domains, the adjacent vowels are associated with 
either one or two metrical positions. In sum, we find (a) adjacent vowels within a 
single word corresponding to one metrical position, (b) adjacent vowels within a 
single word corresponding to two metrical positions, (c) adjacent vowels of two 
different words corresponding to one metrical position, and (d) adjacent vowels of 
two different words corresponding to two metrical positions. 32 A second 
distinction involves stress. That is, if one of the two vowels is stress-bearing either 
an one-to-one or two-to-one association is observed. As shown in table 2.2, 
within-word adjacency differs from across-word adjacency with respect to this stress 
property: a stressed vowel plus a following unstressed vowel are associated with one 
position if the vowels belong to the same word, but they are associated with two 
metrical positions if they belong to two separate words. A third distinction involves 
the featural prbperties of the relevant vowels: (a) the semi-vowels DJ and [w] are 
always associated with the same metrical position as the preceding or following full 

! 
vowel, and (b) identical vowels of which .the second one is stressed are always 
associated with two metrical positions. Consider table 2.2 and the examples in (33) 
and (34) (boldfaced V stands for a stressed vowel, p stands for a metrical position, 
and a. refers to identidty of vowels): 

32 These correspondences are traditionally distinguished in the literature on Italian versification: (a) is 
called [JtJaeresis, (b) diae111sis, (c) [JIIaloephe, and (d) dialoephe (cf. among others, Bertinetto 1973, Elwert 1973, Di 
Girolamo 1976, Beltrami 1991). 
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Tt bk 2 2 S !fable t M. . I p, · · G a •• lVI - o- etrica o.rtflon OII!Jt 

[ ... V V ... ) m 

l.VV > 1p 

2.VV > 1p 

3. V(i/u} V > 1p 

4. V{afe/o} V > 2p 

(33) [ ... V v ... Jro 

cs a 
a.(=l) Con var i e t a d'inganni 

p 
'With variety of deceptions' 

cscs 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

vv 
vv 
V a. V_a. 

Va. Vu 

b.(=2) all'agon i a d 'ogni essere .. Oggi torno 
p 

... V]ro 

'the agony of every being. Today I come home' 

cs a a 
c.(=3) Ug.!!J! le a un mare che irrequ i e to e blando 

p p 
'Similar to a sea that restless and delicate' 

acs 
d.(=4) Nella p a.M r a del palpito 

pp 
'In the fright of throb' 

(34) ... VJro ro(V ... 

CS CS 

a.(=S) e ogni cosa si tend ~ lla fiottiglia 
p 

'and everything reaches out to the flotilla' 

cscs 
b.(=6) Eravamo nell' et ~ ... .i llusa. 

pp 

'ry;!e) were in the deluded age.'. 

CS CS a CS 

c.(=7) all'agonia d'ogn !___j: s ser L._Q g gi torno 
p p 

'the agony of every being. Today I come home' 

a cs 
d.(=8) Dall'amp i a .... ~ n sia dell' alba 

p p 
'From the ample anxiousness of dawn' 

ro[V ... 

> 1p 

> 2p 

> 1p 

> 2p 

U109:11 

M101:46 

U109:8 

U181:14 

M74:14 

M65:79 

M101:46 

U103:1 
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A complex issue related to the above syllable-count criteria concerns the phonetic 
realization of the adjacent vowels in poetry read aloud. What happens to vowels 
thatare subject to a two-to-one association? Beltrami (1991:148) argues that both 
vowels are pronounced although within the conventional time of a single syllable. A 
phonological analysis concerning vowel adjacency in spoken Italian is advanced in 
Kuhlman (1991): the degree of reduction under vowel adjacency depends on (a) the 
location of stress, (b) the sonority o.f the relevant segments, (c) the degree of 
prosodic juncture, and (d) the rate of speech. Accordingly, the effects are gradual: 
vowel deletion at one extreme, and overt realization of both vowels at the other. In 
chapter 5, I shall propose an optimality theoretical constraint-based account for 
some of these effects. Constraints ensuring proper realization of onset positions, 
foot positions and the head position of a phonological phrase challenge the 
constraint that ensures the proper realization of a vowel. 

To summarize, the analysis of the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti starts with 
the presentation of a line typology. This line typology is based on the grouping of 
lines of verse in accordance with the number of metrical positions they contain. 
Especially in poems which lack a clear-cut underlying meter, it is not always easy to 
establish the exact line type. Whenever one-to-one correspondence between syllables 
on the one hand, and metrical positions on the other, is hampered by sequences of 
adjacent vowels, I shall refer to the syllable-count criteria as set out in table 2.2. This 
means that instances of bounded verse and instances of free verse are treated equally 
with respect to these syllable-count criteria. 

2.3.2 Generative Metrics: The Metrical Ideal 

A crucial claim in theories of Generative Metrics is that the metrical organization of 
poetry can be best accounted for if an ideal abstract pattern is assumed to underlie 
verse realization (cf. Halle & Keyser 1966, 1971, Kiparsky 1977, Piera 1980, Kiparsky 
& Youmans 1989). On the basis of this ideal pattern, or prototype line, actual 
realizations can, be evaluated as being metrical or unmetrical, or as being more or 
less complex. I follow Hayes (1989a) and Prince (1989) in representing the 
prototype line as a multi-layered metrical org:lflization of strong and weak positions. 
I assume the metrical grid (and not the /metrical tree) to be the appropriate 
representation at this point. That is, the prototype line is represented in terms of a 
regular recurrence of beats. No information is provided about the phrasing of the 
beats into constituents. The ratio of recurrence of the beats is set at 1:2, which gives 
a stricdy binary alternating pattern. Since Italian meters· are primarily characterized by 
their fmal strong-weak tail, the prototype metrical grids of the various line types take 
the pre-fmal position as the strongest position of the line. This implies that stricdy 
binary alternating grids are constructed from right-to-left. The number of grid levels 
that is needed to ensure binary alternation throughout the line is proportional to 
the number of positions a line contains. For instance, the 1..=3 (i.e. the three-
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positions line) requires two grid levels, the 'A=7 four and the 1.=14 five grid levels in 
order to ensure binary alternation: 

(35) Metrical Grid· A.= 3 

X level-2 

X X X level-1 

2 3 

Metrical Grid· A.= 7 

X ;Ievel-4 

X X level-3 

X X X level-2 
X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Metrical Grief.· A.= 14 

X level-S 

X X level-4 

X X X X level-3 

X X X X X X X level-2 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

In chapter 3, these prototypical metrical grld representations are adopted in order to 
facilitate the analysis of the phrasal phonological organization of the verse data. 

2.3.3 Poetic Language versus Non~Poetic Language 

Poetic language is popularly regarded as formally deviant from prose or spoken 
language. I shall focus on phonology-related issues in order to mark off the limits 
of this formal deviancy. Repetition and concrete time are the two relevant issues to 
be discussed here. 

Patterns of repetition on all levels of sound, syntax, lexical choice and meaning 
typically characterize poetic language (cf. Jakobson 1960, 1961). On the sound level, 
two types of sound repetition can be distinguished: segmental repetitions like 
alliterations, assonances, consonances and rhyme, and metrical repetitions like 
recurrent feet and line patterns. In non-poetic language these patterns of repetition, 
also occur, but generally in a less concentrated form. Take the foot. If a language 
surface structure has disyllabic as well as trisyllabic feet (as is the case in Italian)i 
sequences of disyllabic feet, sequences of trlsyllabic feet as well as sequences of mixeq 
disyllable and trisyllabic feet will occur. In highly metered poetry, like nurset1 
rhymes, just one foot type is found (the trochaic one, in the case of Italian nurse1 
rhymes). The poetry of Ungaretti and Montale is relatively free in this regard. As~ 
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· non-poetic Italian, disyllabic feet alternate with trisyllabic feet.33 Moreover, in the 
poetry of Ungaretti and Montale, all kind of segmental as well as metrical repetitions 
can be found, but none of them are all-pervasive. As for metrical patterns of 
repetition, the non-pervasiveness of these patterns is most clearly illustrated by the 
verse line. Especially in the case of Ungaretti, there are many poems which lack 
systematic repetition of an identical meter. In chapter 3, a different kind of metrical 
repetition will be presented which chara.cterizes the poetic practice of both Ungaretti 
and Montale. The domain of repetition concerns the phonological phrase rather 
than the foot or the verse line. In sum, repetition as well as the frequency and 
consistency with which repetitive patterns occur are key factors in establishing the 
deviancy of poetic language relative to non-poetic language. 

Concrete time is the second issue that crucially contributes to the observed 
deviancy of poetic language. By concrete time I mean measurable time expressed in 
terms of (milli)seconds. The point at hand can be illustrated by a pilot study carried 
out by Lehiste (1985). Lehiste measured the average duration of trochaic feet in a 
number of English poems. The authors of the poems were asked to read their 
poems as poems and as prose.34 Against Lehiste's expectation rather than there 
being more regular foot durations in the poetry reading than in the prose reading, 
the opposite was found. The average durations of the feet were greater in texts read 
as poetry than in the same texts read as prose. In addition, the standard deviations 
appeared to be larger in the poetry readings than in the prose readings. Especially, 
this latter aspect contributes to the higher degree of variability, expressed in concrete 
time, of feet in poetry vs. prose. The same duration properties were found with 
respect to the line of verse: strings of words making up a line were realized with 
higher average duration in the poetry reading than in the prose reading, and the 
standard deviation was also larger in the former reading than in the latter. In sum, 
the average duration of prosodic units in poetry is larger than the average duration 
in prose. And, the durational variability of a prosodic unit in poetry is larger than in 
prose. However, the metrical structure of the feet (whether of poetry or of prose) 
was the same: the syllabic trochee (according to Lehiste). 

Although neil:her phonetically measured nor compared with a prose reading, the 
recordings of Ungaretti and Montale of their own poetry contain audible durational 
variations. Especially, the recordings of Ungit:etti are loaded by extreme durational 
effects. An important question is whether these durational effects are phonologically 
relevant or not. In other words, is a durational effect a function of phonological 
lenghthening or shortening, or is it a function of paralinguistic or speaker-specific 
:::xpressiveness? Moreover, is it part of the linguistic core-grammar or not? On the 
basis of the results of the perception test (to be introduced below) on the one 

l3 Possibly, in poetry the actual foot sequences are created intentionally, while in non-poetic language 
hey are created non-intentionally. 
14 Lehiste (1985:146): "To be read as prose, the poems were typed continuously with the punctuation 
narks provided by the poet in the original version." 
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hand, and the prosodic structure of the linguistic input on the other, it appears that 
the two functions can be easily separated from one another. Basically, 
phonologically relevant information is perceived, phonologically irrelevant 
information is not. In this thesis, the phonological relevance of phonetic correlates 
is concerned, not their paralinguistic relevance. 

2.4 Method of Research 

In chapter 3, the poetry of Morttale and Ungaretti is phenologically analyzed. The 
methods of analysis are prese'nted in the next subsections. I will start with the 
analysis of the recorded poems. 

2.4.1 Recorded Poems and Perception Task 

Both Montale and Ungaretti recorded readings of their own poetry. I presented a 
selection of these recordings in the form of a perception task to five subjects. The 
selected material consisted of 304 lines of Montale and 219 lines of Ungaretti.35 
Four of the subjects were Italian native speakers, and one a Dutch native speaker, 
unacquainted with Italian. Three subjects (the Dutch one and two Italians) analyzed 
the entire corpus of recordings, the other two analyzed fragments. The subjects, 
varying in age between 25 and 40 years, were either university students or 
researchers.36 The Dutch listener was a highly trained phonetician, and one of the 
Italian informants was acquainted with phonological theories. The two Italian 
native speakers who analyzed the entire corpus were not acquainted with 
phonological theories. The subjects listened to the recorded poems and were asked 
to identify prominent syllables as well as phonation breaks within and between 
lines of verse. The recordings were presented through a Sanyo 9600 tape-recorder l 
and Sony MDR-V100 headphones. . .. 

The Italian informants received printed versions of the recorded poems. These 
printed versions were identical to the published versions. The printed version t 
presented to the Dutch informant, in contrast, was bare of interspaces separating:! 
one word from the other, in order to avoid interference of the prlnted 
representation.37 The readings of the poems were presented line by line. Each; 
realization of a line was first presented two times. Subsequently, sequences of linesj 

35 Of the 219 lines of Ungaretti, 69 are read by the Italian actor Giancarlo Sbragia. These 69 line.~! 
constitute the poem I Fitrtni. See Appendix A for the titles of the recorded poems, and for informacloll{ 
about the recordings. . .~ 
36 Since the subjects were just asked to listen to the presented material, I assume the regional variatio~}J 
in their Italian not to be important. ,~ 
37 Firstly I also submitted a printed version without interspacing to one of the Italian subjects. Tl!fi 
listening task appeared to be too complicated in this form. A conventionally printed representation WasJ 
an evident prerogative in ordet to obtain satisfactory parsing results. · · '!~ 
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were given. Subjects were allowed to change their opinion and to re-listen as often 
as they wished. The questions that accompanied the test were the following: 

(36) a. 
b. 

Indicate the positions of the most prominent syllables of the line. 
If you perceive different degrees of prominence, please indicate these 
differences. 

c. Indicate the positions of breaks in the continuous stream of speech, either 
within or between lines. · 

The methodology of the analysis is correlational. The more the subject judgments 
agree, the stronger the assumed prominency and boundary-ship. In the case of 
contradictory judgments, I took also in consideration the prominences and breaks I 
perceived. 

The listeners applied a four-degree stress distinction. In accordance with the 
degrees of stress distinguished in section 2.2.3, this four-degree system gives rise to: 
(a) zero stress, (b) main word stress, (c) phrasal stress and (d) sentence stress. 
Crucially lacking is secondary word stress. This is due to the fact that syllables with 
secondary word stress were not perceived as being prominent. Thus, in phrases like 
sui/a tavola 'on the table' or l'astinenza 'the abstinence', only one stress was perceived, 
namely the main stress of the lexical item: sui/a trivola, l'astinenza. A language-universal 

. argument as well as a language-specific argument provide evidence, however, in favor 
of a prosodic representation including foot stress: (a) it is universally attested that 
rhythmic alternation groups identical elements in sets of two elements each, such 
that either the first or the second element constitutes the head of the set, and (b) 
Italian native speaker intuitions agree with respect to secondary stress location when 
the relevant words are presented in isolation. That is, the first syllable of sui/a and 
the initial syllable of astinenza are considered to bear more stress than the second 
syllable of these words. 

Although not specifically asked, the informants assigned also various degrees of 
breaks. A three-degree distinction was observed: (1) no break, (2) weak break and 
(3) strong break.3B The correlation between break and prominence appears to be as 
follows: a sentance stress is generally accompanied by a strong break, a phrasal stress 
by either a weak break or no break, and main word stress by no break. In the 
following section, I shall illustrate these perc;eived parsings. 

2.4.2 NV-Parsing versus PR-Parsing 

In addition to the just outlined analysis of the recordings, the entire corpus of 
poetry under analysis is phonologically parsed into phonological phrases by means 

38 Although seldomly assigned, a fourth type of interruption was distinguished: an interruption between 
two segments which nonetheless were linked to each other by liaison. These cases can be interpreted as 
providing evidence in favor of a parsing approach which focuses on heads and prominences instead of 
edges and pauses. 
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of Nespor & Vogel's cp-formation algorithms.39 The results of this NV-parsing are 
compared with the results of the perceived parsings, referred to as PR-parsing. 
Consider in (3 7) two lines of Montale. 

(37) a. NV: [Lo sai]cp: [debbo riperderti]q~ [e non posso]q~. A-=11 
PR: Lo sal]: debbo riperderti] e non posso]. M133:1 

It know-2SG: must-1SG lose-you and not can-1SG 
'You know: I must leave you again and I can't' 

b. NV: ([Come un tiro] <fl [aggiustato] cp) [rni sommuoveJ q> A-=11 
PR: Come un tirQI'aggiusta to] rni sommuove M133:2 

as a shot adjusted me excites 
'like a well-targeted shot [ ... ] unsetdes me' 

NV-parsing and PR-parsing in both lines coincide insofar that the same syllables 
bear phrasal stress. The boldfaced vowels are the heads of these syllables. The 
square brackets in the NV-parsings mark off the edges of the phonological phrase 
domain. In the NV-parsing in (37b), the string enclosed by round brackets 
constitutes a potential restructured-q> domain. The perceived breaks in the PR
parsings are marked by square brackets: 1' stands for weak break, and ']' for strong 
break. In (37a), NVcp-edges and PR-edges (breaks) coincide. That is, in the same 
position as where NV q~-edges are assigned, the listeners perceived phonation breaks. 
Presumably, the strong breaks in the PR-parsings correspond not only to q>-edges 
but also to intonation phrase edges.40 

In chapter 3, the NV-cp parsings are compared with the PR-parsings assigned by 
the listeners to the recordings. Although the NV-<p parsing involves the grouping of 
the terminal elements of the syntactic tree into prosodic constituents, and the PR
parsing the grouping of perceived prominences, I assume that the phrasal stresses of 
the PR-parsing and the cp-heads of the NV-parsing refer to the same entity, i.e. to q>

stresses. This assumption is indirectly confirmed by N espor & V ogel (1989), in 
which the heads of prosodic constituents receive a rhythmic interpretation in terms 
of metrical grid positions: the head syllable of the phonological phrase receives a 
mark at the grid level expressing phrasal stress. 

In NV-parsed lines, the stressed syllable of the rightmost word in the q> domain, 
i.e. the head of the <p, is marked. In PR-parsed lines, by contrast, both main word 
stress and phrasal stress are marked. Regarding the lines in (37), the listeners,, 
perceived only phrasal stresses. In the PR-parsed lines in (38), however, there areo: 
words that are perceived as reali~ed with main word stress, as indicated by the 
diacritic "'. 

39 See 2.1.1, for the definitions of these algorithms. 
40 Being mainly interested in phonological phrase parsing, I shall refer only sporadically 
correspondences between prosodic domains larger than the phonological phrase on the one hand, 
perceived sentence stresses and strong breaks on the other. 
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(38) a. NV: [Abbandona ta] <p (Ua mazza]cp [fedele]cp), 
PR: Abbandonata] la mazza fedele, 

abandoned the staff faithful 
' 

'My faithful staff abandoned,' 

1..=11 
U117:12 

b. NV: [Godi] <p [se il vento]cp [ch'entta]cp [nel pomario]cp 1..=11 
PR: Godi] se il vento ch'entta nel pomario MS:l 

rejoice-2SG-IMP if the wind that enters in-the orchard 
'Rejoice when the breeze that enters the orchard' 

43 

In (38a), the word mazxa is perceived as being realized with main word stress. NV
parsing, too, allows this word to be dependent on the following word fedele, 
because the two <p domains (la mazza] and (fedele] may undergo cp-restructurlng. 
Thus, instead of (Ua mazza]cp [fedele]cp), NV-parsing also allows for the output Ua 
mazza fedele]cp· In (38b), by contrast, NV-parsing does not allow for the output 
[ch'entra nel pomario]cp, because [ch'entra]cp [nel pomario]cp does not fall within the 
scope of the cp-restructuring algorithm: the complement ne/ pomario is branching. 

Appendix B lists the annotation conventions that are adopted in the two parsing 
modes, as well as the other symbols that are used in this thesis (see also the 
inserted bookmark). 

2.4.3 Prosodic Parsing, Line Types and Line Grids 

In chapter 3, the corpus of poetry is not only prosodically analyzed but also 
metrically. This metrical analysis consists of (a) a line typology which is based on 
the syllable-count criteria presented in table 2.2, and (b) metrical line grids 
representing strict binary alternation. 

Regarding line types, for each type a statistical analysis is presented which 
specifies the number and percentages of NV-parsings and PR-parsings. To be more 
concrete, consider again the lines presented in (37) and (38). As indicated on the 
right of the NV-parsed lines, the examples constitute !..=11 lines. In (37), both lines 
contain three NVfPR phrasal stresses. That is, they constitute 3-cp lines. In (38a), by 
contrast, NV-parsing gives rise to 3-cp, but PR-parsing to 2-cp lines; and in (38b), 
NV-parsing gives rise to 4-cp, but PR-parsing t<;J'3-cp lines. On the basis of this mini
corpus of !..=11 lines, it can be observed that 3-cp constitutes the most frequently 
occurring, or unmarked prosodic parsing of the !..=11. More marked are the 4-cp and 
2-cp parsings. The exact proportions for all !..=11 lines and for all line types are 
presented in chapter 3 by means of line parsing tables . . Regarding NV -parsing, it 
should be noted that non-restructured NVcp's are counted. Thus, the line in (38a) is 
counted as a 3-cp NV-parsed !..=11. The reason for this is that the optionality clause, 
added by Nespor & Vogel to the algorithm, is not empirically defined. This 
disallows us to make unequivocal decisions to whether cp-restructuring takes place or 
not. 
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The unmarked prosodic parsings of /..=11 and /..=7 are confronted with the 
binary alternating metrical grid representation of these line types. In other words, 
the grouping of a line is compared with its regular recurrence of strong and weak 
beats. This leads to the metrical definition of the unmarked phonological phrase, 
which, in turn, is adopted to evaluate marked parsings. · 

The statistically determined generalizations concerning the phonological phrase 
are empirically verified on the basis of various diagnostics. These diagnostics come 
from all components of the grammar. Purely phonological diagnostics are enriched 
with morphological, syntactic, se.mantic and versificational diagnostics. 

; 
i 

2.5 Conclusions 

The method of research which is followed in order to provide a phrasal 
phonological analysis of the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti is based on the 
informational sources listed below: 

(39) a. a line typology of the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti based on the 
number of metrical positions per line 

b. a statistical account of the prosodic parsings of the entire corpus into 
Nespor & Vogel's syntax-based algorithms of phonological phrase 
formation 

c. a statistical account of the prosodic parsings of the recorded subcorpus as 
perceived by the listeners 

d. an ideal binary alternating metrical grid representation for each line 
type 

e. the determination of the unmarked shape of the phonological phrase 

£ the determination of the unmarked prosodic pattern of a line type 

g. phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic and versificational 
diagnostics to prosodic phrasing. 



3 Analysis of the Verse Data 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the analyses of the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti. The 
method of research outlined in the previous chapter will be applied now. The 
statistical analyses of the verse data provide us with a metrically defined norm for the 
phonological phrase on the one hand, and for the line of verse on the other. The 
chapter starts with the line typology characterizing the relevant poetry. Section 3.2, 
presents the analysis of the relationship between line type and prosodic parsing, and 
establishes the unmarked prosodic parsing for each line type on the basis of statistics. 
Section 3.3 discusses the differences between Nespor & Vogel's syntax-based 
prosodic parsings and perceptually determined prosodic parsings. Syntactic notions 
like branchingness, recursive side and head-complement sequence will be reconsidered 
in the light of perceptually determined prosodic parsings. Section 3.4 lists a series of 
phonological phenomena in favor of metrically-based prosodic phrasing. The final 
two sections, 3.5 and 3.6, deal with perceived parsings which appear to be 
prosodically marked, namely prosodic overparsing and prosodic underparsing. The 
phonological phrase as well as the line of verse may display prosodic 
overparsing/ underparsing. 

3.1 Line Typology , 
The corpus of analysis consists of well over 5000 lines of verse: specifically, 2744 lines 
of Montale, and 2565 lines of Ungaretti. On the/basis of the syllable-count criteria set 
out in table 2.2 of the previous chapter, the line type of all the line instances has been 
established. The results of this syllable-count are presented in table 3.1. The absolute 
number of occurrences are given, as well as the corresponding percentages. The 
results pertaining to the poetry of Montale are presented in the rows on the left, and 
those of the poetry of Ungaretti on the right. The line typology ranges from the one
position line (A-=1) to the eighteen-positions line (A-=18). Lines longer than the A-=18 
do not occur in the corpus. 
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Histogram 1 and histogram 2 visualize the results of the syllable-count for Montale 
and Ungaretti, respectively. It needs to be noted that the numerical scales on the y
axis are not identical in the two histograms. 

Table 3.1 Line typo OJ!Y in onta an nJ(aretti ;, .M le d[]; 
Montale number % Ungaretti number % 
/o.=1 - 0 :1.=1 8 0.3 
/o.=2 2 0.07 :1.=2 50 1.9 
/o.=3 4 0.14 :1.=3 181 7.0 
/o.=4 29 1.0 :1.=4 152 5.9 
/o.=5 57 io :1.=5 254 9.9 
/o.=6 18 0.6 :1.=6 150 5.8 
/o.=7 450 16.3 :1.=7 559 21.7 
/o.=8 245 8.9 :\.=8 94 I 3.6 
/o.=9 176 6.4 :1.=9 299 11.6 
/o.=10 49 1.7 :1.=10 37 1.4 
/o.=11 1438 52.4 :1.=11 760 29.6 
/o.=12 90 3.2 :1.=12 10 0.4 
/o.=13 55 2.0 :1.=13 4 0.2 
/o.=14 61 2.2 :\.=14 1 0.04 
/o.=15 45 1.6 :1.=15 -
/o.=16 14 0.5 :1.=16 1 0.04 
/o.=17 9 0.2 :1.=17 -
/o.=18 3 0.1 :1.=18 -

total 2744 100 total 2565 100 
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Histogram 1. A-!Jpes Montale . Histogram 2. A-!JjJes Ungaretti 

The histograms reveal some interesting correspondences as well as different~ 

between the poetry of Montale on the one hand, and the poetry of Ungaretti on tt~~~ 
other. One correspondence· regards the hendecasyllable (J..=11) and septenarluSl 
(J..=7): for both poets these canonical lines of the Italian poetic tradition are preferr~ 
over any other meter. The poets differ from each other regarding these meters inso~ 
~at the /o.=l1, percentage~wise, o~curs twice as frequently in the poetry of Monta!elf 
m the poetry of Ungarettl. The p1cture that emerges when we compare the freque~~ 

+dj 
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distribution of !.=11 on the one hand, and all the other line types on the other 
hand, shows the greater metrical variability employed by Ungaretti in contrast to 
Montale. In Montale, the number of 1.=11 lines relates to the number of other lines 
as 1438:1307, while in Ungaretti, they relate as 760:1800. In addition, whereas 
Ungaretti demonstrates a preference for short and medial lines, i.e. from the !.=1 to 
the t.=11, Montale demonstrates a preference for medial and long lines, i.e. from the 
f..=7 to the !.=15. 

The above line typology confirms the general observations concerning the poetics 
of Montale and Ungaretti. The poetry of Montale is said to be characterized by a 
meter that is moderatamente libero 'moderately free' (cf. Contini 1970), and the poetry of 
Ungaretti is said to be an example ofjree verse proper (cf. De Robertis 1945, Gargiulo 
1958, Contini 1972, 1974, Beltrami 1991). In fact, a mixture of canonical and non
canonical line types is one of the criteria which Mengaldo (1989) argues should be 
used in deciding whether a poem is metrically bounded or free. The other two criteria 
are (a) absence vs. presence of structural rhyme schemes, and (b) absence vs. presence 
of dissimilar stanzas (Mengaldo 1989:562-3). Structural rhyme schemes are lacking in 
both corpora. Dissimilarity of stanzas, however, is much more .pervasive in the poetry 
of Ungaretti than in the poetry of Montale. 

However, the present thesis is not primarily aimed at a formal account of the 
versification principles employed by Montale and Ungaretti. These principles will be 
indirectly addressed when prosodic structures are related to specific line types. 
Especially the combination of relatively free verse forms with relatively bounded verse 
forms - a property of the selected poetry - is of interest where unmarked vs. marked 
prosodic phrasing is concerned) Obviously, the metrical variability of the poetry of 
Montale and Ungaretti, as shown by table 3.1 and histogram 1 and histogram 2, is 
reflected by specific linguistic structures. It is in the prosodic organization of these 
linguistic structures that we are interested. 

3.2 Phonological Parsing of Verse Lines 

' As a next step, all verse lines have been parsed into phonological phrases by means 
of the q>-formation algorithms proposed by Nespor & Vogel (1986).2 As mentioned 
in chapter 2, the output of Nespor & Vogel's q>-restructuring algorithm, indicated by 
round brackets, is not statistically counted. Unrestructured cp's are counted.3 

The results of the syntax-based parsings on the one hand, and the perception
based parsings on the other, are confronted with the ideal metrical grid representation 
of the relevant line type. The analysis starts with the most frequently occurring line 
types, i.e. with the !.=11 and 1.=7. Subsequently, phonological.parsing of medial lines 

1 See chapter 9 for a formal account of these different verse forms. 
2 The algorithms are given in section 2.1.1. 
3 See section 2.4, in which I argued in favor of this counting. 
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(from >..=8 to >..=10), short lines (from 1..=1 to 1..=6) and long lines (from >..=12 to 
1..= 18) is considered. 

3.2.1 Default Parsing of 1..=11 and >..=7 Lines 

The >..=11 and the t..=7 are the most frequently occurring lines in the poetry of 
Montale and Ungaretti. As shown in table 3.1, 52.4% of all the lines in Montale, and 
29.6% of all the lines in Ungaretti are >..=11 lines. The >..=7 occurs with a rate of 
16.3% ana 21.7% in Montale at,Jd Ungaretti,_ respectively. The histograms 3-6 depict 
the results of the NV-parsing1 with respect to both line types. They show that in 
both Montale and Ungaretti, the t..=11 is mainly parsed into 3-<p, and the 'J..=7 into 2-
<p. Other parsings also occur: the >..=11 is minimally parsed,into 1-<p and maximally 
into 5-<p, and the t..=7 is minimally parsed into 0-<p and maximally into 4-<p. These less 
frequently occurring NV-parsings will be discussed in the sections 3.5 and 3.6. At this 
point, I shall focus on the most frequently occurring, or unmarked parsings. 
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Histogram 6. U/ .:t=7 in NVtp's 

The parsings assigned by the listeners to the recorded subcorpus (PR 
constitute an empirically based sample survey of the prosodic organization of 
entire corpus of poetry. With respect to the 'J..=11, about 10% of the entire 
1..=11 lines were subjected to the perception task. As indicated by the shaded 
in table 3.2 and table 3.3, most of the recorded 'J..=11 lines are perceived as 
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'three phrasal stresses. In other words, NV-parsing and PR-parsing coincide with 
.. respect to the unmarked parsing of the 1.=11. About 60% of the 1.=11 lines in 

· :Montale and Ungaretti contain three cp-stresses. In sum, the syntax-to-prosody 

fl1applng and the perception-based parsing give rise to the same unmarked phrasal 

prosodic output. They differ, however, with respect to the less unmarked parsings: 

.·the 2-cp parsing occurs more frequently in the PR-parsing than in the NV-parsing, and 

the 4-cp occurs less often in the PR-parsing than ln the NV-parsing. 

Table 3.2. Number and prooortion of NVJ PR-'/Jarsinl!s of M ?..= 11 1 I 
vfA.==11 0-<P 1-q> 2-q> 3-cp 4-cp 5-cp 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 1438 100 - - 10 0.6 188 13.0 8% 62.3 320 222 24 1.6 

m 168 11.7 - - 2 1.1 46 27.3 114 : 67.8 6 35 - -

Table 3.3. Number and tJro!Jortion o[_NVJ PR '/Jar.rings of U ?..= 11 1 I 
U0.==11 0-<P 1<P 2<P 3(j) 4(j) 5-<P 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 760 100 - - 6 0.78 137 18.0 436 573 164 21.5 17 22 

IR 57 75 - - - - 21 36.8 32 56;1 4 7.0 - -

The unmarked parsing of 1.=11 lines is exemplified in (1) and (2), for Montale and 

. Ungaretti, respectively. For the annotation conventions see Appendix B (or the 
inserted bookmark). 

(1) a. NV: [alle dita] cp [non fo glie]cp [mi si atto rcono]cp M96:44 
PR: alle dita non foglie mi si attorcono] 

on-the fingers not leaves me REFL twist-3PL 
'on my ftngers, not leaves, [ ... ] curls around me' 

b. NV: [della mano] cp [additavi] cp [all'altra sponda]cp M125:5 
PR: della mano] additavi all'altra sponda 

of-the hand pointed-2SG to-the other shore 
'of your hand tou pointed toward the [ ... ] shore beyond' 

c. NV: [Lo'sai]cp: [debbo riperderti]cp [e non posso]cp. M133:1 
PR: Lo sai]: debbo riperderti] e non posso]. 

It know-2SG: must-1SG ~ose-you at}d not can-1SG 
'You know: I must leave you again ·and I can't' 

(2) a. NV: [Che spezza]cp [come nulla]<p [vecchie quercie]<p, U172:8 
PR: Che spezza] come nulla] vecchie quercie, 

that cracks-3sg as nothing old oaks 
'That cracks old oaks as though they were nothing' 

b. NV: [Come una fonte] <p [nell' ombra] <j>• [dormire] <p! U172:16 
PR: Come una fonte] nell'ombra]; dormire! 

as a fountain in-the shade sleep-INF 
'Like a fountain in the shade, to sleep!' 
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c. 

CHAPTER 3 

NV: [Le tue mani]q> [si fanno]<p [come un soffio]q> 
PR: Le tue mani si fanno come un soffio 

the your hands REFL make as a breath 
'Your hands become a breath' 

U185:7 

The q>-stresses in both the NV and PR representations in (1) and (2) correspond to 
lexical items which constitute heads of maximal projections: dita, fog/ie, mano, sponda, 
nulla, quercie,fonte, ombra, n1ani and soifio are heads of NP's, while attorcono, additavi, sai, 
ripe:derti, pos.ro, spezza, dormire and Janno are heads of VP's. The few lexical items that 
are not associated with a cp-stre'ss, i.e .. altra in (1 b), debbo in (1 c) and vecchie in (2a), 

I 
constitute, in Nespor & Vogel's terminology, modifiers which occur on the 
nonrecursive side of their head. As shown by the PR-parsings, these modifiers are 
indeed not perceived as being realized with phrasal stress. Furthermore, we observe 
that no grammatical item is associated with phrasal stress. That is, all grammatical 
items are prosodically dependent on the lexical item to their right. In sum, NV
parsing and PR-parsing give rise to the same prosodic output with respect to the 
above lines. 

Turning to the 'A=7, we find the same correspondences. Table 3.4 and table 3.5 
illustrate that the /..=7 in both Montale and Ungaretti is mainly parsed into two cp's. 
That is, this line type is characterized by the presence of two NV /PR <p-stresses. 
About 70%) of the NV-parsings, and well-over 60% of the PR-parsings show this 
pattern. 

Table 3.4. Number and proportion o[_NVJ PR11_ar.ritlf!J o M A-=7 1 I 
11-('A=J. 0-<p 1-((l 2-Q> 3-<P 4-((l 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr 

NV 450 100 - - 50 11.1 345 76.7 55 122 - - -

ffi 30 6.7 - - 9 30.0 19 63.3 2 6.6 - - -

Table 3.5. Number and /Jro or1ion o( NVIPR-t>arsin}!,S of u/ A-=7 
U(/..==7) 0-<P 1-<p_ 2=q>_ 3-(j>_ 4j!>_ 

nr % ne % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr 

NV 559 100 2 0.35 110 19.6 381 68.1'· 65 11.6 1 0.17 -

ffi 49 8.8 - - 11 22.4 31 632 7 14.2 - - -

Consider the examples in (3) and (4) from Montale and Ungaretti, respectively. 

(3) a. NV: [a romper] q> Va grigi ura} cp; 
PR: a romper] la grigiura]; 

to break-INF. the grisaille 
'breaking the grisaille' 

M72:14 

5-<p 

% t: 

-
-

5-[jl 

~ . 
-
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), NV: ([dei bambu]q> [mormoranti.]q>) M96:274 

PR: dei bambu] mormoranti. 
of-the bamboo whispering 
'of whispering bamboo' 

(4) a. NV: I_Le mani]q> {come foglie]q> U195:7 

PR: Le m ani] come foglie] 
the hands like leaves 
'hands like leaves' 

b. NV: [E il dondolio]q>, [dolcissimi] q>. U185:11 
PR: E il dondolio], dolcissimi], 

and the swaying softest-PL 
'And the swaying, softest' 

Again, lexical heads of maximal projections only constitute heads of q>'s: grigiura, 
bambtl, mani, foglie and dondolio are heads of NP's, romper is the head of a VP, and 
mormoranti and do/cissimi are heads of AP's. All grammatical words are prosodically 
dependent on these q>-heads. In contrast to the !..=11 lines considered above, the 
1..=7 lines do not contain lexical items which function as modifiers. That is, in 
addition to the two q>-heads, there are no lexical items which do not surface with 
phrasal stress.5 Notice that (3b) exemplifies a prosodic sequence that falls within the 
scope of NV's q>-restructuring algorithm: momtoranti is the first, and non-branching 
complement of the noun bambti. The recorded reading gives rise to a non-restructured 
parsing, however. That is, both head and complement are perceived as being realized 
with phrasal stress. 

In the next section, the unmarked NV /PR parsings of the A.= 11 and the A.=7 will 
be compared with the metrical grid representations of these line types. 

3.2.2 Metrical Line Grids of A.=11 and !..=7 Lines 

Metrical prototypes of lines are based on the ideal setting of a strictly binary 
alternation. A binary alternation is the most compact form of a metrical grid 
representation (cf.' Prince 1989). Prototype line grids should not be interpreted, 
however, as constituting the actual representation of the poetry of Montale and 

I 
Ungaretti. Actual realization of the line types in these corpora may deviate 
considerably from a binary alternating pattern. Ilne grids only serve to establish how 
many stresses, and of what degree, will ideally arise in a string of metrical positions, 
assuming that binary alternation is pervasive. As argued in section 2.3.2, the line grids 

4 In standard orthography, bambiJ is written with a diacritic to indicate that the final vowel is stressed. In 
order to avoid confusion between orthographic diacritics and· prosodically assigned diacritics, the examples 
in the present work lack the orthographic ones. In case lexical distinction is at stake, as between e 'and' 
and e ([E)) 'is', or da 'from' and da 'he gives', phonetic symbols are used and/ or the context has to provide 
sufficient information. 
5 In section 3.5, I present some A.=7 lines which contain three, instead of two lexical items. 
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of Italian meters are constructed from the final strong-weak sequence of the line to 
the left edge of the line. The line grids have as many levels as necessary in order to 
reflect throughout binary alternation. 

The prototype line grids of the A.=11 .and A.=7 are shown in (5).6 

(5) a. lJne Grid ?.,=11 
X level-5 

X X level-4 
X X X level-3 
X X i X X X level-2 

I level-1 X X X X X X X X X X X 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

b. 1J11e Grid ?.,=7 

X level-4 
X X level-3 

X X X level-2 
X X X X X X X level-1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Thus, line grid t.=ll contains eleven level-1 positions, of them two with level-2, one 
with level-3, one with level-4 and one with level-S stress. Line grid A.=7, by contras~ 
contains seven level-1 positions, of them one with level-2, one with level-3 and one 
with level-4 stress. In other words, the A.=11. requires one metrical grid level more 
than the t.=7 in order to reflect strictly binary alternation. 

Assuming with Liberman & Prince (1977), Prince (1983), Selkirk (1984a), 
(1984), Nespor & Vogel (1989), and many others, that metrical grids represent 
rhythmic organization of prosodic constituents, I shall now compare the above 
grids with the results of the unmarked NV and PR parslngs of the A.= 11 and 
lines. The unmarked parsings give rise to three q>-stresses in the t..= 11, and to two 

stresses in the t.=7. Level-3 in both line grid 1.=11 and line grid t..=7 has exactly 
and two grid marks, respectively. Henceforth, in the unmarked case, level-3 of the 
grids coincides with the phonological phrase level of the prosodic hierarchy: 

(6) a. lJne Grid ).,=11 
X level-S 

X X level-4 
<p q> q> level-3 
X X X X X level-2 

X X X X X X X X X X X level-1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

6 Traditionally, the 'A.=tl is said to have either an tJ llltliOI~ or au a tninore pattern: in addition to the 
position, either the sixth or the fourth position of the meter is strong (cf. Elwert 1973, Di Girolamo 
Beltrami 1991). 
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b. line Grid A.=l 
X level-4 

<jl <p level-3 

X X X level-2 

X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

By analogy, the remaining grid positions can also be replaced by the head nodes of 
prosodic constituents. The lowest grid level coincides most uncontroversially with 
the prosodic constituent level of the syllable (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1989).7 Level-2 of 
the grid coincides then with the prosodic constituent level of either the foot or the 
prosodic word, and level-4 and level-S, with those of the intonational phrase and 
phonological utterance, respectively: 

(!) a line Grid A.=11 
u level-5 

I I level-4 

<jl <jl <jl level-3 

I./m I./m I./m I./m I./m level-2 

er er er er er er er er er er er level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

b. line Grid A.=l 
I level-4 

<jl <jl level-3 

I./m I./m I./m level-2 

er er er er er er er level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

In regard to level-3, three observations can be made in relation to q>-stresses on the 
one hand, and line type on the other. Firstly, the line grids show that q>-stresses are 
separated fro~ each other by three level-1 positions. Hayes' (1984) Quadriryllabic Rule, 
formulated on the basis of the analysis of the rhythmic organization of English, 
precisely matches this pattern: 

(8) Quadriryllabic Rule (Hayes 1984:46) 
A grid is eurhythmic when it contains a row whose marks are spaced close to four 
syllables apart. 

Secondly, by dividing the number of positions of a line type by the number of <p

stresses we get the following measures: eleven positions divided by three amounts to 
three groups of which two contain four positions and one three positions; and seven 

7 See section 2.3.1 for the assumed one-to-one correspondence between metrical position and syllable. 
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pos1t1ons divided by two amounts to two groups of which one contains four 
positions and one three positions: 

(9) a. 
b. 

11/3: 3+4+4,4+3+4,4+4+3 
7/2: 3+4, 4+3 

Thirdly, the strong-weak sequence characterizing the right edge of the Italian line 
types favors a grouping of either three or four positions of which the penultimate 
position is realized with qr-stress: 

(10) 

X X X 

X X X x]A, b. X X I x]A_ 

The combination penultimate strong on the one hand, and three weak positions 
between two strong positions on the other, strongly argues in favor of the four 
positions pattern in (lOa) as being the most unmarked form of the cp.8 Substituting 
the x positions by prosodic constituent nodes, we get the unmarked, or default cp 
form in (11). 

(11) Difttnlt ffJ Form 

q> 

I./ro '£/ro 

cr cr cr 

In section 3.4, I return to the internal prosodic organization of the default cp. For the 
time being, I refer to (1 Oa), i.e., to a q> containing four metrical positions of which the. 
first one bears level-2 stress and the third one level-3, or phrasal stress. This Difault ~ ·• 
Form provides us with a metric to evaluate the prosodic parsings of line types other · 
than A-=11 and A.=7. 

3.2.3 Default Parsing of Medial Lines (from A.=S to A.=10) 

As indicated in table 3.1, the corpus of analysis contains about 17% of line typesj 
which range from A.=S to A-=10. The distribution of these line types, to which I referi 
as medial lim types, is almost identical in the two corpora. On the basis of the 
unmarked prosodic parsing of A.=7 on the one hand, and A.=11 on the other, we may' 

8 In fact, taking the three positions sequence in (lOb) to be the most unmarked sequence, we expect the 
A.=11 to be parsed into four cp's instead of three cp's. Eleven positions divided by as many three-position 
sequences as possible gives rise to four groups of which three with three positions and one with twc 
positions: 2+3+3+3. 
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assume that the unmarked prosodic parsing from A.=8 up to 1.=10 gradually increases 
from two cp-stresses to three cp-stresses. Consider the tables below.9 

Table 3.6. Number and ProPortion of NVI PR-t>arsinf!s or M! }.:=8 
M'A.=B 0-Q> 1-((l 2-ID 3-ID 4m 5-D 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 245 tOO - - 18 73 146 :{s<):s>:' 79 322 2 0.08 - -

IR 42 17.1 - - 7 16.6 25 ·'s9.s< 10 23.8 - - - -

1 Table 3.7. Number and vrooortion of NVi PR-varsinl!s or U/ ).=8 
U(A.=8 0-((l 1-((l 2-((l 3-ID 4-ID 5 D 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 94 100 15 15.9 53 ;>56:3' 21 22.3 5 53 - -

IR 9 9.6 - - 3 33.3 6 66:7'> - - - - - -

1 Table 3.8. Number and tJro ortion of NVi PR-varsin{ls o M/ A.=9 
M'A-=9 0-Q> 1-(J) 2-(J) 3-(J) 4-cp 5-JJ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 176 100 - - 8 45 69 392 97 .":55;1>:: 2 1.1 - -

IR 19 10.8 - - 3 15.7 11 .:s1;s:· 5 26.3 - - - -

1 Table 3.9. Number and vro ortion of NVi PR-varsin{ls of U/ ).=9 
U(A.=9 0-cp 1-(J) 2-Q> 3-((l 4-(J) 5-[JJ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 299 100 - - 16 53 123 41.1 142 ''"47A.';; 18 6.0 - -

PR 30 10 - - 1 33 20 ;6fi7:'.' 9 30 - - - -

Table 3.10. Number and tJrotJortion of NVIPR-varsin{ls of Mh=10 
M:A-=10 O.cp 1-(J) 2-cp 3-((l 4-(J) 5-[JJ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 49 100 - - 1 20 14 28.5 31 \:632·: 3 6.1 - -

IR 10 20.4 - - - - 5 'so:o' 5 iso:o· - - - -

Table 3.11. Number and vrot>ortion of NVi PR-t>arsinf!s of U. A.= 10 1 I 
UrA=10 0-(J) 1-ID 2-ID 3-(J) 4-ID 5-(JJ 

nr % nr % nr % nr :o/o nr % nr % nr % 

NV 37 100 - - 1 27 15 40.5 16 . t~i: 5 13.5 - -

IR 2 5.4 - - - - 1 ·.50 1 '·t'5o · - - - -

Like A-=7, the unmarked parsing of A-=8 gives rise to two cp-stresses. Both the NV
parsing and PR-parsing coincide. In comparison with A-=7, a slight decrease in the 
occurrence of 2-cp stresses can be observed, however: from 76.7% of two NV-cp's in 

9 Histograms illustrating NV-parsings of line types other than /..=7 and A-=11 are presented in Appendix C. 
The tables presenting number and proportions of NV /PR parsings of all line types are listed in Appendix 
D. 
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Mh.=7 to 59.5% in Mh.=8, and from 68.1% of two NV-q>'s in Uh.=7 to 56.3% in 

Uh.=8. The PR-parsings confirm this decrease in the case of Montale (from 63.3% 

to 59.5%). In Ungaretti, by contrast, the reverse is observed, i.e. a slight increase of 

two q>-stresses in 11.=8 with respect to A.=7: from 63.2% to 66.7%. 

As for 11.=9, it is striking that the most-occurring NV-parsing and most-occurring 

PR-parsing do not coincide. While the syntax-to-prosody mapping identifies the 3-q> 

as the unmarked parsing (55.1% in Mh=9, and 47.4% in Uh=9), the perception

based parsing identifies the 2-q> as the unmarked parsing (57.8% in Mh=9, and 

66.7% in Uh=9). 

Like the unmarked prosodic'parsing of 11.=9, the NV-parsing and PR-parsing of 

11.=10 do not coincide: while NV-parsing gives rise to 3-q>, PR-parsing gives rise to 2-

q> as well as 3-q> as the unmarked prosodic pattern. 
; 

Consider the examples in (12)-(14), which illustrate the unmarked parsings of A.=8, 

11.=9 and 11.=10, respectively. 

(12) a NV: ([sul tnio capo]q> [teclinato]q>) A.=8 
PR: sul mio ea po reclina to M51:2 

on-the my head inclined 
'above my bent head' 

b. NV: [E mentre scoppio] q> [di brama]q>, 11.=8 
PR: EJ mentre scoppio di brama, U172:13 

and while burst-1SG of longing 
'And while I burst with longing' 

(13) a NV: [Meriggiare]q> [pallido]q> [e assorto]q> 11.=9 
PR: Meriggiare] pilllido e assorto] M28:1 

to-laze-at-noon pale and thoughtful 
'To laze at noon, pale and thoughtful' 

b. NV: [Cogli occhi]q> [caduti]q> [in oblio]q>, A-=9 
PR: Cogli occhi) caduti in oblio], U117:25 

with-the eyes fallen in oblivion 
'Eyes fallen to oblivion' 

(14) a. NV: [ascolta re] q> [ tra i pruni] q> [ e gli st erpi] q> 11.=10 
PR: ascoltare tra i ptuni e gli sterpi M28:3 

listen-INF between the thorn-bushes and the dry-twigs 
'to listen, in brambles and brake' 

b. NV: [abbandonato] q> [in questa dolina] q> A.=10 
PR: abbandonato.in questa dolina U43:2 

left-alone in this ravine 
'left alone in this ravine' 

The relevant ideal line grids are presented below. 
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(15) a. lJne Grid }.=8 
X levd-4 

X X level-3 

X X X X level-2 

X X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

b. lJne Grid A-=9 
X level-4 

X X level-3 

X X X X level-2 

X X X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

c. lJne Grid }.=10 
X level-S 

X X level-4 

X X X level-3 
X X X X X level-2 

X X X X X X X X X X level-1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

On the basis of the previously observed correspondence between level-3 of line grids 
')..,=7 and ')..,=11 on the one hand, and the level of the q> on the other, I assume the 
same correspondence with respect to the medial line types. This correspondence 
amounts to an unequivocal confirmation of the unmarked parsing of ')..,=8: level-3 of 
line grid ')..,=8 contains exactly two grid marks. With respect to ')..,=9, by contrast, the 
line grid favors the unmarked PR-parsing, and not the unmarked NV-parsing: while 
level-3 contains exactly two grid marks, in accordance with the two q>-stresses in the 
PR-parsing, there is no grid level containing exactly three grid marks, as required by 
the three q>-stresses in the NV-parsing. With respect to A-=10, level-3 of the line grid 
contains three grid marks. As stated previously, the unmarked NV-parsing of A-=10. 
indeed gives ri~e to three q>-stresses. The PR-parsing fluctuates between two and three 
q>-stresses. 

Consequently, the unmarked q>'s of the me,dial line types are shaped as follows: 

(16) ·a. 8/2 (NV /PR): 4+4 
b. 9/2 (PR): 5+4,4+5 

913 (NV): 3+3+3 
c. 10/2 (PR): 5+5 

10/3 (NVIPR): 3+3+4,3+4+3,4+3+3 

In other words, the unmarked q> form in the medial line types either equals or 
approximates the Difault 1fJ Fomt. Of interest is the fact that the PR-parsing contains 
larger intervals between two <p-stresses than the NV-parsing, with respect to f..=9 and 
;\.=10. 
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Summarizing, medial line types are parsed according to expectations: the number of 
qrstresses gradually increases from two q>-stresses in 1..=8 to three q>-stresses in 1.=10. 

In addition, the Difau/t cp Form which is deflned on the basis of the analysis of !..= 7 
and 1..=11, also proves to be the default form in the medial line types. A slight 
asymmetry is observed between the NV-parsing and the PR-parsing: while the former 
gives rise to smaller stress intervals, the latter gives rise to larger stress intervals in case 
the number of positions making up a line type cannot be divided into integral 
sequences of four positions only. Furthermore, in the case of unmarked prosodic 
parsing, Nespor & Vogel's syntax-based approach to phonological phrasing is 
empirically conflrmed by the perception-based parsings: (a) lexical heads of maximal 
projections surface as q>-heads, (b) speciflers as well as modiflers occurring on the 
nonrecursive side of heads of maximal projections are prosodically dependent on this 
cp--head. ' 

3.2.4 Default Parsing of Short Line Types 

By short line types I mean lines ranging from the 1..=1 to the A-=6. As indicated in table 
3.1, in Montale there are 90 instances of short lines, and in Ungaretti 795 instances. 
Regarding the overall distribution of line types in the two databases, about 4% of the 
lines in Montale and about 30% of the lines in Ungaretti are short lines. In other 
words, the metrical practices of the two poets differ remarkably in this respect.10 

The unmarked prosodic parsing of short line types displays tendencies which align 
with the tendencies discussed above: the number of q> stresses and number of metrical 
positions are proportionally related to one another. That is, a decrease in metrical 
positions amounts to a decrease in q>-stresses: from two q>-stresses in the 1.=6, to one 
q>-stress in the A-=5, 1..=4, A-=3 and A-=2, and to zero q>-stress in Ungaretti's 
Consider tables 3.12-3.22, which present the results of the NV /PR-parsing. It ~ .. ,,~,~,;3] 
be noted that the recorded subcorpus of Montale contains an extremely low ""''"L'"~·a 
of short line types. That is, PR-parsings are virtually absent. 

10 Regarding the analyzed a:uvres of Montale, i.e. Ossi di seppia and Le occasiotzi, there are no 
differences where the distribution of short lines is involved. Regarding the analyzed u:uvres of 
in contrast, in particular Ungaretti's first work L'AIIegria is characterized by the presence of 
lines. At this place, it is not my intention to present data in relation to distinct works, but see 
others De Robertis (1945), Gargiulo (1958), Genot (1972), Ossola (1975), Cambon (1976), Contini 
1974), Barberi Squarotti (1981) and Bo et al. (1981) for analyses in which the different periods of 
poetics are taken into account. Short lines also occur in works successive to L'Allegria, however. 
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Table 3.13. Number a11d t;rovortion of NVI PR-varsinJI.s of U }.,=6 

UIA=6 0-g>_ 1-<t> 2-CD 3~Q> 4-<n 5-<n 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 150 100 2 1.3 54 36.0 94 i~2.6' - - - - - -

:m 14 9.3 - - tO :71.4 4 28.6 - - . - - -

1 

Table 3.14. Number and t;rot;ortion of NVI PR-tarsinl'S of M }.,= 5 

M'A.-5 0-<D 1-<P 2-<P 3-<t> 4-CD 5-CD 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

I 

NV 57 100 - - 29 '56:8 28 492 - - - - - -

:m 1 1.8 - - 1 :1oo·,·· - - - - - - - -

Table 3.15. Number and t;rovortion of NVI PR-tJarsiMS of u/ }.,= 5 

UlA'--5 0-(J) 1-<D 2-{J) 3-{J) 4-<D 5-(J) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 254 100 6 2.3 158 "62.i 90 35.4 - - - - - -

PR 29 11.4 - - 26 '89:1' 3 10.3 - - - - - -

Table 3.16. Number and vrotJortion of NVI PR-tJarsiltJ!S of M J..=4 

MA.=4 Q-(1)· 1-<t> 2-<t> 3-q> 4-(J) 5-{J) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

I 

NV 29 100 - - 29 :<:HxY\ - - - - - - - -
- - - - - --

PR - 0 - - - - -

Table 3.17. Number and proportion of NVI PR-varsim!S of U! }.,=4 
U(/,.:..4 0-(J) 1-(J) 2-(J) 3-<P 

4-CD 5-(J) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 152 100 10 65 130 85.5 12 7.8 - - - - - -

PR 15 9.8 - - 15 :1100 . - - - - - - - -

- Table 3.18. Number and t;rot;ortion of NVI PR-varstlt!!S of M J..= 3 

MA.-3 Q-(1) 1-{J) 2-{J) 3.,_<p_ 4-{J) 5-(J) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

I 

NV 4 100 - - 4 ·. 100 :.' - - - - - - - -

- - - - - --m - 0 - - - - -

Table 3.19. Number and vrovortion o[ NV/ PR-varsimt.s of Ul J..= 3 

UIA'--3 0-{J), 1-{J) 2-<P 3-(J) 4-<D 5-(J) 

nr % nr % nr % nr 9/o nr % nr % nr % 

NV 181 100 13 72 168 :'.'9z.s·: - - - - - - - -

m 12 6.6 - - 12 · ioo - - - - - - - -

Table 3.20. Number and /Jrotortion o( NVI PR-varsin!!S of M J..=2 

MA.-2 0-<t> 1-<D 2-{J) 3-qj 4-<D 5-<p 

nr % nr % nr % · nr % nr % nr % nr % 

I 

NV 2 100 - . - 2 ·too: - - - - - - - -
- - - - - ---m - 0 - - - -
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Table 3.21. Nun1ber and f;rof;ot1ion of NVi PR-t>arsin}!s of[], ,\,=2 1 1 
Ui'A=2 0-(J) 1-qJ 2-(j) 3-(J) 4-(j) 5-:P 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 50 100 17 34 33 66 - - - - - - - -
PR 2 4 - - 2 100 - - - - - - - -

Table 3.22. Number and tJro/Jot1iotJ of NVi PR-/JarsitiJ!.S of U, A-=1 1 1 
U(A,=l 0-Q> 1-(j) 2-<Q 3-Q> 4-<P 5-QJ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 8 100 6 75 2 25. - - - - - - - -
PR 0 

; 
- - - - i - - - - - - - -

Let me summarize the most important results. Line type A.=6 is generally parsed into 
two NV I q>-stresses. PR-parsing gives rise to two q>-stresses in Morltale, and to one cp-. 

stress in Ungarett:i (cf. (17)). That is, the q> in /..=6 lines contains either three or six 
metrical positions. As for the /..=2 to A.=S line types, one q>-stress is dominant in NV 
as well as PR-parsing (if present, this latter), in both Montale and Ungaretti. The 
relevant q>'s contain either two, three, four or five metrical positions (cf. (18)-(21)). 
The /..=1, finally, is generally parsed into 0-<p (cf. (22)). That is, the linguistic input of 
A.=1 lines consists either of a monosyllabic grammatical word or of a monosyllabic 
lexical word which is on the nonrecursive side of the head of a maximal projection 
Nespor & Vogel's q>-formation algorithms do not allow such inputs to surface as q> 

head. The recordings are bare of A.=1 examples. 

(17) a. NV: 
PR: 

b. NV: 
PR: 

(18) a. NV: 
PR: 

b. NV: 
PR: 

(19) a. NV: 

b. NV: 

[ansieta] [d'Ori ente], 
ansieta d'Oriente], 
yearning of Orient 
'Oriental yearning' 
[sudici] [di guerra] 
sudici di guerra] 
filthy of war 
'war-filthy' 

[sta per scoccare]; 
sta per scocc are]; 
is to strike 
'the striking [of the clock]' 
[che non si vede]q> 
che non si vede 
that not one sees 
'that is not seen' 

[sulla strada] q> 
on-the road 
'on this road' 
[cosi fredda]q> 
[cosi dura] q> 

/..=6 
M125:13 

A.=6 
U43:23 

A.=S 
M96:32 

/..=5 
U41:11 

A.=4 
M96:2 

A.=4 
A.=4 



(20) a. 

b. 

(21) a. 

b. 

(22) NV: 
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PR: cosi fr edda] 
cosi dura) 
'so cold I so hard' 

NV: [Riviere]q>, 
'Seacoasts' 

1\TV: !_La morte] q> 

([si sconta] q> 
[vivendo]q>) 

PR: Lamorte 
si sconta 
vivendo 

U41:3-4 

A-=3 
M101:1 

A-=3 

A-=3 
A-=3 
U41:12-4 

the death I REFL discounts I living 
'Death is I paid off I by living' 

NV: [cuore]q>o A-=2 
'heart' M11:17-8 

NV: [Luce]q>o A-=2 
PR: Luce. U253:13 

'Light' 

[del A-=1 

sonno]J U7:23-4 
of-the sleep 
'of I sleep' 

Consider now the line grids of short line types. 

(23) a. Line Grid ;t=t b. Line Grid ;t= 2 
X 

X level-1 X X 

1 2 

c. Line Grid }.=3 d. Line Grid }.=4 

X 

•x level-2 X X 

X X X level-1 X X X X 

1 2 3 / 1 2 3 4 

e. Line Grid }.=5 £ Line Grid }.=6 
X 

X level-3 X X 

X X level-2 X X X 

X X X X X level-1 X X X X X X 

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 6 
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level-2 

level-1 

level-3 

level-2 

level-1 

level-4 

level-3 

level-2 

level-1 

The line grids relate as follows: A-=1 : A.=2/A.=3 : A-=4/A.=S : A-=6. That is, line grid 

A-=1 requires one grid level, line grids A-=2 and A-=3 two grid levels, line grids A-=4 
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and A.=S three grid levels, and line grid A.=6 four grid levels in order to represent 
binary alternation throughout. As for the relation between grid level-3 on the one 
hand, and the level of cp-stresses on the other, we expect A.=1, A.=2 and A.=3 not to 
contain cp-stresses: these line grids lack level-3 marks. However, the parsing facts 
presented in the tables above show that 1..=2 and !..=3 generally contain one cp-stress. 
I suggest that a principle of versification is at play, which I formulate as follows: 

(24) Versification Principle 1 
A line of verse minimally contains one cp-stress. 

I 

Consequently, the unmarked parsing of A.=2 and 1..=3 lines gives rise to a cp 
containing fewer metrical positions than the Difault q> Fow. 

As will be shown in the next section, a similar kind of itueraction between 
versification and prosody is found in long lines. 

3.2.5 Default Parsing of Long Line Types 

A long line type is a line ranging from 1..=12 to 1..=18. As indicated m table 3.1, long 
lines are also unequally distributed over the analyzed corpora of the two poets. While 
short lines dominate in the poetry of Ungaretti, long lines dominate in the poetry of 
Montale. To be more precise, long lines lead to a proportion of 9.9% in Montale, 
and to 0.7% in Ungaretti. 

Tables 3.23-3.33 present the number and percentages of NV /PR cp-stresses in long 
line types. Notice that the 1..=15, 1..=17 and 1..=18 lines occur only in the poetry of 
Montale. The recordings of Ungaretti lack any long line realizations, i.e, there are no 
PR-parsings of long lines. · 

Table 3.23. Number and ProPortion of NV!PR-barsinJ!s of .MIA-=12 
W/..=12 1-q> 2-Cll 3-<D 4-(J) 5-Q> 6--rp 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 90 100 - - 4 4.4 56 622 27 30.0 2 22 1 1.1 
PR 17 18.8 - - 3 17.6 11 64.7. 3 17.6 - - - -

Table 3.24. Number and !Jro!Jortion of NV/ PR-varsinl!s of Ulll= 12 
U(/,.=12 1-(j) 2-(J) 3-(j) 4-(J) 5-(J) 6-CO 

nt % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 10 100 - - 2 20 4 . 40 4 40' - - - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.25. Number and ProPortion of NV/ PR-fiarsinJ!S of M/ 1.=13 
MA-=13 1-co 2{1) 3-<D 4-<D 5-(j) 6-<D 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 55 100 - - 3 5.4 19 34.5 25 45.4 · .. 8 14.5 - -
PR 8 14.5 - - 5 62.5 2 25 1 12.5 - - - -
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Table 3.26. Number and proportion o[NVJ PR-parsit~gs of[}, ).= 13 1 I 
u<A.=t3 1-QJ 2-QJ 3-QJ 4-(!l 5-(!l 6-J!!. 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 4 100 - - - - 2 50 2 50 - - - -

PR - 0 - - - -- - - - - - - - -

Table 3.27. Number and ProPortion of NVJ PR-ParsinJ!S of M ).=14 1 I 
M(A.=14 1-QJ 2-Ql 3-Ql 4--<!1 5-QJ 6-QJ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 61 100 - - - - 14 22.9 35 57.3 12 19.6 - -

PR 4 6.6 - - - - 2 50 1 25 1 25 - -

Table 3.28. Number and Proportion of NVJ PR-tJarsitJJ!S of[}, ).=14 1 I 
U(A.=14 1.q> 2~Ql_ 3-Ql 4-q> 5-<Q 6-<p 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 1 100 - - - - - - 1 100 - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

·Table 3.29. Number and proportion of_NVJ PR-fi_arsitJgs of_ M ).=15 1 I 
:M(A.=15 1-<!> 2-QJ 3-(!l 4-QJ 5-Q> ~ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 45 100 - - - - 10 22.2 22 48.8 12 26.6 1 22 
PR 2 4.4 - - - - 2 100 - - - - - -

Table 3.30. Number and Pro/Jortion q[_NVJ PR:i!__arsitJgS !![M ).=16 1 I 
'4(1.=16 1-(j) 2-(j) 3-<p 4-Ql 5-:CP_ 6-_q> 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nt % nr % nr % 

NV 14 100 - - - - 5 35.7 7 50.0 2 142 - -
PR 2 14.3 - - - - 1 . 56.0 1 50.0 - - - -

Table 3.31. Number and /!rotJortion of NT/i PRjyrsitJgS o[_U, J.=16 1 I 
U(A.=16 1-q> 2-QJ 3-q> 4-q> 5-q> 6-p 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 1 100 - - - - - - 1 100 - - - -

PR - 0 ·- - - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.32. Number and /Jro/Jortion of NVJ PR-ParsiiiJ!S of M ).=17 1 I 
.M(I.=1 1-(j) 2-(j) 3-(!l 4-Cjl 5_:_q>_ 6-q>_ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr %' nr % nr % 

NV 9 100 - - - - 1 11.1 2 222 5 55.5 1 11.1 

PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.3 3. Number and /JroportiotJ of NVJ PR-par.rings of M ).= 18 1 I 
11(1.=18 1~(j) Z_:C!>_ 3~<j>_ 4-_(Q_ 5-='!>_ 6-='!>_ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 3 100 - - - - - - 1 33.3 1 33.3 1 33.3 

PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -
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The unmarked NV-parsings in Montale display a gradual increase of qr-stresses which 

is directly proportional to the length of the line: from three qrstresses in A.=12 to five 

<p-stresses in t.=:=17. The three A.=18 instances are all parsed differently, i.e. with four, 

five and six q>-stresses, respectively. The unmarked PR-parsings in Montale, involving 

line types A.=12 to A.=16, all maintain three cp-stresses. As for the unmarked NV

parsings in Ungaretti, it is striking that the long lines contain maximally four <p

stresses. Consider some examples. 

(25) a. 'NV: [Cresceva] cp [tra rare ~anne] cp [e uno sterpeto] cp /..=12 
PR: Cresceva tra rare capne] e uno -sterpeto M43:3 

grew-3SG among scarse reeds and a brush 
'Among a scattering of reeds and brush 
[the human plant] leafed' 

J 

b. NV: [Stormire] cp [agli ulivi) cp [da un attimo]<p [all'altro]cp A.=12 
rustle-INF to-the olives from a moment to-the other U238:19 
'in the olive trees, the rustling [ ... ], at any instant' 

(26) a. NV: [Quando piu sordo]q> [o meno]<p [il ribollio]cp [dell'acque]cp A.=13 
PR: Quando piu s6rdo o meno J il ribollio dell'acque M51:9 

when more deaf or less the agitation of-the waters 
'Louder, then muffled, the sound of seething breakers' 

b. NV: [e filtra] <p ([la sua benedizione]<p fghiacciata] <p) A.=13 
and filters the his benediction frozen U14:3 
'and filters his frozen benediction' 

(27) a. NV: [facevano] q> fgli spari]cp. ([nel grembo] q> [solitario]<p) A.=14 
PR: Tad~vano gli spari], nel grembo solitario] M41:5 

past-over-in-silent-3PL the .shots in-the lap lonely 
'The barage stopped, in the lonely vale' 

b. NV: [L'azzurro]cp [scuro]<p [delle prof'ondita]<p [si e franto]<p 1.=14 
the azure dark of-the deeps REFL is broken U91:3 
'The dark azure of the deeps shatters' 

(28) NV: [Poi]<p [come s'uno schermo]cp, [s'accampetanno]q> [di gitto]cp 
PR: Poi come s'uno schermo), s'accamper:lnno di gitto] A.=lS 

then as on-a screen REFL-will-reassemble-3pl. of throw M40:5 
'Then, as on a screen, [ ... ] will suddenly reassemble' 

(29) a. NV: [ arida]<p, [rivolgendomi]<p, [vedro compirsi] cp [tl miracolo] cp! 
PR: arida], rivolgendomi], vedro compirsi il miracolo: 1.=16 

dry turning-me shall-see-1 SG accomplish-REFL. the miracle 
'dry [ ... ], I'll turn and see the miracle occur' M40:2 

b. NV: [frinano]<p ~e cose]cp [un'estesa monotonia]q> [di assenze]cp 
weave-3PL the things a vast monotony of absences /.=16 
'Things weave a vast monotony of absences' U91:1 

(30) NV: [se dal tuo volto]<p ([s'esprime]cp ~bera]<p) ([un'anima]cp [ingenua]cp). 
if from-the your face REFL-expresses freely a soul simple A.=17 
'whether your face freely reveals a simple soul' M30:r 
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In section 3.3, I shall deal with the various parsing .outpu~s that are a~signed to the 
bove lines. First let me present the prototype metncal gnds of long line types. On 
~e right of the line grids I indicate the grid level that best coincides with the 
unmarked number of the NV/PR er-stresses per line type. In (31b), for instance, the 
NV-parsing is associated with level-3 which contains three grid positions, although 
the parsing results require four positions. Level-2 of the grid, however, contains six 

positions. 

(31) a. Li11e Grid }..=12 
X level-S 

X X level-4 
X X X level-3 < PRINV(M/U) 

X X X X X X level-2 
X X X X X X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

b. Li11e Grid }..=13 
X level-S 

X X level-4 < PR(M) 
X X X level-3 < NV(M/U) 

X X X X X X level-2 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

c. Lim Grid }..=14 

X level-S 
X X level-4 < PR(M) 

X X X X level-3 < NV(M/U) 
X X X X X X X level-2 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

d. Line Grid }..=15 

X level-S 
X X level-4 < PR(M) 

X X X level-3 < NV(M) X 
X X X X X X X level-2 

X X X X X X X .x X level-1 X X X X X X 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

e. Line Gnd }..=16 

X level-S 
X X level-4 <PR(M) 

X X level-3 < NV(M/U) X X 
X X X X X X X X level-2 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X level-1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
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£ line Grid ?..=17 
X level-S 

X X level-4 
X X X X level-3 < NV(M) 

X X X X X X X X level-2 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X level-1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

:g. line Grid A.=18 
X level-6 

X I 
X level-S 

X X X level-4 
X X X X X level-3 <NV(M) 
X X X X X X X X X leve1!2 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X level-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

The tendency is that NV-rp stresses are located one grid level lower than PR rp
stresses: the NV-parsing corresponds to level-3, and the PR-parsing to level-4 of the 
line grids. Two hypotheses can be formulated. The first hypothesis is that a principle 
is at play involving long line types on the one hand, and phrasal-stress intervals on 
the other. The principle specifies that phrasal stresses in long line types are placed 
from each other as far apart as possible: 

(32) Verriftcation Principle 2 
The space between two phrasal stresses in long line types is as large as possible. 

This principle is reminiscent of Hayes' (1984) Phrasal Rule, formulated on the basis 
of the rhythmic behavior of phrasal structures in English. 

(33) Phrasal Rule (Hayes 1984:S2) 
A grid is mote eurhythmic if its second highest level beats two marks, spaced as far 
apart as possible. 

Versification Principle 2 may also be formulated in terms of a condition on the maximal 
number of phrasal stresses that are allowed to occur in long lines. On the basis o£ 
the PR-parsings in Montale, we may conclude that three rp-stresses constitutes the 
maximum: 

(34) Versification Principle 3 
A line of verse maximally contains three q>-stresses. 

In comparison with the Default <p Form, containing four metrical positions, rp 
that arise from parsing of long line types are thus expected to be more comP'lC-'' 
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From the A.=13 upwards, either one, two or three <p outputs per line will enclose 
more than four metrical positions. 

3.2.6 Summary 

Nespor & Vogel's relation-based parsings on the one hand, and the perception-based 
parsings on the other, show that Montale's and Ungaretti's verse lines are governed 
by a set of recurring prosodic properties. The most frequently occurring line types, i.e. 
A.=7 and A.=ll, are generally realized with two and three <p-stresses, respectively. 
Heads of <p-stresses are syllables of lexical items which surface as heads of maximal 
projections. Specifiers, or heads of functional projections, are not realized with <p
stress. Neither are lexical items occurring on the nonrecursive side of heads of 
maximal projections. These properties are observed in all the line types. 

The Difault rp Fomt, deduced from the unmarked parsings of both A.=7 and A.=ll, 
has the following properties: (a) it contains four metrical positions, (b) it has a 
hierarchical structure of three levels, and (c) the <p-stress falls on the third, or 
penultimate position. On the basis of the assumption that the metrical position and 
the syllable are in one-to-one correspondence, and that in between the syllable and 
the phonological phrase, foot and prosodic word properties occur, I defined the 
Difau/t rp Form as in (35). 

(35) Difault rp Fortn 

<p 

L/ro L/ro 

Since line types often do not allow a division into groups of only four metrical 
positions, unmarked parsing may also give rise to <p forms containing three or five 
metrical positions. The extremely short A.=2 line even selects a <p containing two 
metrical positioqs. My suggestion is that this selection is made under pressure of 
Versification Principle 1, which states that a line of verse minimally contains one <p
stress. The reverse is found in long lines: <p's c,ontaining five or six metrical positions 
constitute the unmarked <p form of these line types. ·Versification Principle 3 accounts 
for this observation: a line of verse maximally contains three <p-stresses. 

In table 3.34, the unmarked NV /PR parsings are listed for all the line types found 
in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti. Unmarked NV /PR parsings of line types on 
the one hand, and Difattlt rp Fom; on the other, are two metrics which enable us to 
evaluate (a) line parsings which deviate from the unmarked one, and (b) <p forms 
which deviate from the Difatt!t rp Form. 
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1 Table 3.34. Unmarked NVJ PR /Jarsitws o( line tv/les. 
Montale NV PR Ungaretti NV PR 
lv=1 - - lv=1 0-<p -
lv=2 1-QJ - 'A=2 1~ 1-q> 
A.=3 1-QJ - 1..=3 1~ 1::!.1>_ 
1..=4 1-ql - 1..=4 1-QJ 1-Q> 
A.=5 1-Ql 1-(j) 1..=5 1~ l-(j) 

1..=6 2-CD 2-QJ A.=6 2-QJ 1::!.1>_ 
'A=7 2-CD 2-<p A.=7 2:gJ_ 2-<p 
A.=S 2-CD 2::!.1>_ A.=S 2_:gJ_ 2_:gJ_ 
A.=9 3-CD 2-QJ A.=9 3-q> 2~ 
A.=10 3-QJ 2/3-<p A.=10 3-:gJ_ 2/3-<p 
lv=11 3-({) 3_:<_t A.=11 3::!.1>_ 3::9.> 
lv=12 3-({) 3-QJ A.=12 3/4-<p -
lv=13 4-<p 2-q> A.=13 3/4-__(j1_ -
A.=14 4-(j) 3::!.1>_ A.=14 4-<P -
lv=15 4-QJ 3-((> 1.=15 - -
A.=16 4-q> 314-:_q> A.=16 4~ -
!..=17 5-CD - A.=17 - -
A.=18 4/5/6-<p - !..=18 - -

The next sections are dedicated to these deviations: section 3.3 considers deviations 
between NV-parsings and PR-parsings, and the sections 3.5 and 3.6 consider 
deviations between marked and unmarked PR-parsings. 

3.3 Syntax-based Prosodic Parsing Reconsidered 

Lines of verse appear to be prosodically parsed on the basis of very regular recurring 
patterns. As indicated by the shaded boxes in the line parsing tables presented in the 
previous section, the syntax-to-prosody mapping as well as the perceived 
prominences lead to the same most frequently occurring phrasal output. Two 
questions arise .in this context. Firstly, how do we account for the prosodic parsings 
of the line instances which do not match this regular pattern? And secondly, how do 
we account for the fact that the syntax-to-prosody mapping and the perception of 
prom.inences do not always produce the same prosodic output? 

In relation to the first question, the NV /PR-parsing tables of line types (see also 
Appendix D), suggest that NV-parsing often gives rise to more prosodic variability 
than PR-parsing. More concretely, while PR-parsing provides a specific line type witl 
two or three different parsings, NV-parsing provides the same line type with four a 
five different parsings. Let me illustrate the point by taking Ungaretti's A.=7 an( 
Montale's A.=12. Regarding U/A.=7, the NV-parsing leads to five outputs rangin 
from 0-cp to 4-cp, while the PR-parsing leads to three outputs ranging from 1-q> to 3-< 
Regarding MIA.=12, the NV-parsing leads to five outputs ranging from 2-<p to 6-< 
while the PR-parsing leads to three outputs ranging from 2-cp to 4-cp. In other word 
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1e NV-parsing often allows a line type to be parsed by more as well as fewer <p
:resses than the PR-parsing. The two parsing modes differ thus on the margins. 
!he second question directly relates to the first one. Not only with respect to 

1arginal parsings but also with respect to core parsings, may the NV-parsing and PR
arsing give rise to dissimilar outputs. That is, although the number of cp-stresses in 
1e two parsing modes may be identical, it is not necessarily the case that these 
cresses will be associated with the same syllables. By taking into consideration the 
yntactic notions on the basis of which the NV-parsing is applied, we may account 
Jr at least a part of these dissimilarities. The following sections are dedicated to 
Jespor & Vogel's claims concerning (a) the optionality of cp-restructuring, (b) 
yntactic branchingness and cp-restructuring, (c) the prosodic parsing of nonrecursive 
ides of syntactic heads, and (d) the prosodic parsing of relatively unrelated syntactic 
.eads. 

3.3.1 Prosodic Parsing of Head-Complement Sequences 

l.ccording to Nespor & Vogel (1986), the possibility in Italian of restructuring two 
•honological phrases into one is conditioned by syntactic structure: the first 
omplement immediately following the head must be non-branching in order to 
mdergo restructuring with the cp of its syntactic head. Even if these conditions are 
net, <p-restructuring does not necessarily apply. That is, cp-restructuring is claimed to 
1e an optional process (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986:173). 

In what follows, I shall compare the NV-parsings with PR-parsings of head
:omplement sequences which fall within the scope of Nespor & Vogel's cp

estructuring algoriilim. PR-parsing gives rise to either one cp-stress or two cp-stresses. 
3y virtue of ilie Difault qJ Fomt we are able to account for these parsings. 

Another set of non-corresponding NV /PR outputs is rooted in the non
>ranchingness restriction that is imposed on cp-restructuring. In contrast to Nespor & 
{ ogel's claim iliat only non-branching complements may undergo cp-restructuring, PR
>arsing shows that head plus branching complement sequences may also form a 
:ingle <p domain: Again, the Difault qJ Fomt enables us to account for these prosodic 
mtputs. 

3.3.1.1 cp-Restructuring Optional? Restructure! 

fhe lines in (36) contain head plus non-branching complement sequences the 
:ecorded realizations of which are perceived as containing a single <p-stress. In NV
:erms, cp-restructuring has applied. The round brackets in the NV-parsings delimit ilie 
iomain of cv-restructuring. !he PR-parsings show iliat only the second bold-faced 
rowel is perceived as being realized with <p-stress. !he exemplified lines constitute 
~iilier 'A=7, 'A=9 or 'A=11 instances. Similar structures can be found in other line types 
ts well, however. 
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(36) a. NV: ([mi sara]er [lieve]er), [meno acre]er Va ruggine)er ... 1..=11 
PR: mi sara lieve), meno acre] la ruggine ... M5:18 

me will-be-3SG light less bitter the grudge 
\vill be slaked, my rancor less bitter .. .' 

b. NV: ([Le notci] er [chiare] er) [erano]er [tutteJer [un alba]er 1..=11 
PR: Le notri chiareJ erano t:Utte un alba M41:9 

the nights bright were-3PL all a dawn 
'the bright nights, all one dawn' 

c. Nv: [da cieli] er ((ed acqueJ er [misci] er); 1..=7 
PR: da cieli ed acque misti M147:7 

by skies and waters mixed 
'of sky and water me'ecing' 

d. NV: [D'un iddio]er, ([saro]er [innocente]er), 1..=9 
PR: D'un iddio ], saro innocenteJ, ,U117:22 

of-a god shall-be-1SG innocent 
'Of a god, I shall be innocent' 

e. NV: [Hailer [i denri]er ([della luceJer [breve] er), A.=9 
PR: Hai i denti della luce breve U172:4 

have-2SG the teeth of-the light brief 
'Your teeth are of the brief light' 

In comparison with the Difault tp FortJJ, both restructured and non-restructured 
parsings give rise to deviating er outputs. Generalizing, restructured parsings give-rise 
to larger er outputs, and non-restructured parsings give rise to smaller <p outputs. In 
table 3.35, the er outputs are presented in terms of the number of metrical positions. 
Considering the fact that the PR-parsings are empirically attested, I assume that er
restructuring constitutes the unmarked realization of the relevant head-complement 
sequences. Output cp's larger than the default form are preferred over output er's 
smaller than the default form. 

Table 3.35. Si:m of fnon-Jre.rtroctured a '.r in (36). 
Non-restmchJred (JJ's Restructured (JJ's 

a. 3+2 5 
b. 3+2 5 
c. 3+2 5 
d 2+4 6 
e. 4+2 6 

The parsings in (36d) and (36e) lead us to formulate a more specific hypothesis, 
however. In fact, the non-restructured er's in these examples contain a proper default 
er, i.e. a <p containing four metrical positions. Nonetheless, restructuring is observed in 
these cases. The underlying trigger for er-restructuring seems to be the avoidance of a · 
er that contains t:Wo metrical positions. This avoidance is formulated by means of the 
Minimal tp lfypothe.ri.r. 
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(37) Minimal rp Hypothesis 
A <p minimally contains three metrical positions. 

Recall from section 3.2.4 that only the A.=2 is basically parsed into two-position cp's. 

3.3.1.2 cp-Restructuring Optional? Don't Restructure! 

Recall that the recorded data contain head plus first, non-branching complement 

sequences which sometimes are realized with one cp-stress, and sometimes with two 
cp-stresses. The former parsing is accounted for by the Minimal rp Hypothesis. In what 
follows, I shall present a series of line instances in which this minimal <p condition is 
vacuously satisfied. Consider the examples in (38). As previously, the round brackets 
delimit the domain of cp-restructuring. The PR-parsings show that both boldfaced 
vowels are perceived as being realized with cp-stress. In NV-terms, cp-restructuring did 

not apply. 

(38) a. NV: ([fi:eccia te] <p [biancazzurre] cp), [due ghiandaie]cp A.=11 
PR: ftecciate biancazzurre], due ghiandaie M51:17 

arrows white-blue two jays 
'of blue-white arrows, two jays' 

b. NV: ([Come un tiro] <p [aggiustato] cp) [mi sommuove] <p 1.=11 
PR: Come un tiro aggiusta to) mi sommuove M133:2 

as a shot adjusted me excites 
'like a well-targeted shot [ ... ] unsettles me' 

c. NV: ([dei bambu] <p [mormorantl]cp). A.=7 
PR: dei bambu J mormorantl. M96:27 

'of whispering bamboo' 
d. NV: [Che pari]cp ([alia tortora]cp Uamentosa] cp) 1.=11 

PR: Che pari alia tortora] 1atnentosa U117:8 
that like to-the turtledove grieving 
That like the grieving turtledove' 

e. NV: [Gli occhi] <p ([mi tornere bber21PJi.nnocenti]cp), 1.=11 
PR• Gli occhi] mi tornerebbero] innocentl, U172:26 

the eyes me will-turn innocent 
'My eyes would then turn inpocent' 

£ NV: ([Da un' onda]cp [riposa ta] cp)· A.=7 
PR: Da un'onda] riposata. U172:19 

by a wave rested 
'By a rested wave' 

The sizes of the relevant cp's in (38) under restructuring/ non-restructuring are 
presented in table 3.36. 
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Table 3.36. Sins of (notJ-)restructmwl w's itJ 08). 
Non-restructured <D's Restructured <D's 

a. 3+4 7 

b. 4+4 711 

c. 3+4 7 

d 5+4 9 

e. 6+4 9 

f. 3+4 7 

Notice that the non-restructured q> outputs are much closer to the Difau/t ({) Fom1 than 
the restructured <p outputs. Since the nbn-restructured outputs are empirically attested 
on the basis of the readings of Montale and Ungaretti, I consider these outputs to 
constitute the unmarked realization. A Maximal ({) Hypothesis can now pe formulated: 

(39) Maximal ({) Hypothesis 
A <p maximally contains six metrical positions. 

To summarize, whereas Nespor & Vogel's syntax-based approach to phonological 
phrasing does not cope with the question whether a head plus non-branching 
complement sequence forms a single phonological phrase or not, the Minimal rp 

1-:[ypothesis and Maximal rp 1-:[ypothesis do. That is, instead of considering <p-restructuring 
as an optional process, I consider q>-restructuring to be conditioned by the avoidance 
of either too short q>'s (<v;;::: 3 mp's) or too long <p's (<v;;::: 6 mp's). 

3.3.1.3 Branching Complements 

Nespor & Vogel's (1986) definition of q>-restructuring excludes a syntactically 
branching complement from forming a single phonological phras~ with its 
immediately preceding head.12 On the basis of the empirically attested PR parsings of 
a number of line instances, this exclusion must be rejected as being too strong. 
Consider the lines in ( 40). In contrast to the head-complement sequences discussed 
in the previous sections, the delimited sequences in (40) fall outside the scope of cp~ 
restructuring (curly brackets are used for this).13 The PR-parsings indicate that the 
relevant sequences are perceived as constituting a single phrase domain, i.e., the head 
vowel of the complement alone is perceived as being realized with phrasal stress. 

(40) a. NV: 
PR: 

{[tutto]<p [d'accanto]<p} [ti sciaborda]<p, [sbattono]<p 
tutto d'accanto ti sciaborda], sbattono 
everything from-aside you stirs slam-3pl. 
'everything a,round you spills over, [ ... ] flap' 

A-=11 
M81:41 

11 Adjacent vowels within the same q> domain are counted as constituting a single position; across a 'P' 
boundary, they are separately counted. 
12 See section 2.1.1 for the exact formulation of Nespor & Vogel's <p-restructuring definition. 
13 Hayes' (1989a) definition of q>-restructuting for English, in contrast, allows a branching complernen 
which prosodically consists of one clitic group to undergo restructuring. 
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b. NV: [svelte]cp, {[tremi]cp [di vita]cp} [e ti protendi]cp A-==11 
PR: svelte], tremi di vita e ti protendi M81:48 

torn-up quivers-2SG qf life and you-REFL lean-2SG · 
'torn up, quivering with life, you lean out' 

c. NV: {[schiocchi]cp [di merli]cp}, {[frusci]cp [di serpi]cp}. A-==10 

PR: schi6cchi di merli], frusci di serpi M28:4 
cracks of blackbirds rustles of snakes 
'to blackbirds scolding, the snake's rustle.' 

d. .NV: [Avra fatto cadere]cp {[il muro]cp [d'ombra]cp}, A-==11 

PR: Avra fatto] cadere] il muro d'ombra], U158:2 
will-have-3SG made-PART fall-INF the wall of shadow 
'[ ... ] will have destroyed the shadow-wall' 

e. NV: {[Faro]cp [da guida] cp} [alla felicita]cp- A-==11 
PR: Faro da guida] alla felicita. U117:26 

shall-do-1SG as guide to-the felicity 
'I shall be guide to felicity' 

£ NV: {[Sei]<p [la donna]<p} [che passa]cp A-==7 

PR: Sei la donna] che passa U185:14 
are-2SG the woman that passes 
'You are the woman who passes' 

The Minimal cp l:[ypotbesis, formulated in section 3.3.1.1.1, can be again invoked. In 
order to avoid surfacing of phonological phrases that contain fewer than three 
metrical positions, the head plus branching-complement sequences are parsed into 
one <p domain. In fact, if the sequences are parsed into two <p's, outputs arise which 
contain fewer than three metrical positions. 

Table 3.37. Si~es o( (non-)re.rtmctured ([J's in (40). 
Non-restructured cp) 'Restructured' _cp's 

a. 2+3 5 
b. 2+3 5 
c. 2+3/2+3 5/s 
d. 3+2 5 
e .. 2+3 5 
£ 1 + 3 4 

Notice now: that the introduction of the r Ma>..imal rp l{ypothesis allows us to do away 
with the need to establish the degree up to which sequences may branch. That is, 
instead of arguing that the [V+[PP+PP]] sequence in (41) may not form a single <p 
because of branching complexity, <p maximality explains why restructuring is 
clisfavored, if not excluded. 

(41) NV: 
PR: 

[Forse]cp [un mattino]cp {[andando]<p {[in un'aria]<p [di vetro]<p}}, 
F6rse un mattino andando in un'aria di vetro, 
maybe a morning going in an air of glass 
'Maybe one morning, walking in air of [dry] glass' 

A-==13 
M40:1 
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In sum, the prosodic parsings considered until now lead to the following 

conclusions: (a) <p-restructuring is not an optional process, but it either applies or not, 

(b) the application of qrrestructuring is conditioned by the Minimal rp Hypothesis on the 

one hand, and the Maximal rp 1-fypothesis on the other, and (c) <p-restructuring does not 

only involve non-branching complements but also branching complements. 

3.3.2 Non-Recursive Sides 

Nespor & Vogel's basic <p-formation algorithm incorporates all the elements on the 

nonrecursive side of the lexical head of a maximal projection into the q> of the head. 

With the Maximal rp 1-fypothesis still fresh in mind, we expect this algorithm to be 

potentially troublesome. In fact, the PR-parsing shows tha~ nonrecursive-side 

elements are sometimes perceived as being realized with <p-stress. Consider the 

examples in (42). Except for (42d), the relevant strings consist of adjective-noun 

sequences. In ( 42d), the verbal head perdonato is preceded by an auxiliary, a 

pronominal clitic and a complementizer. As for (42c) and (42d), it appears that 

material preceding or foiiowing the relevant strings is also prosodically involved in 
the parsing. The curly brackets enclose the relevant strings. 

(42) a. NV: [che schiude]cp {[la divina Indifferenza]cp}: 1..=11 
PR: che schiude] {la divina]} {Indifferenza}: M33:6 

that discloses the divine Indifference 
'disclosed by the divine Indifference' 

b. NV: [mi credo]cp {[del solenne ammonimento]cp} 1..=11 
PR: mi credo] {del solenne} {ammonimento} M52:11 

me belief-1SG of-the grave admonition 
'I think myself [ ... ] the grave admonition' 

c. NV: {[presso un rovente muro]cp} [d'orto]cp, 1.=9 
PR: {presso un rovente} {muro d'orto} M28:2 

nearby a blazing wall of-garden 
'by a blazing garden wall' · 

d. NV: [E solo]cp {(quando m'avra perdonato]cp}. 1..=11 
PR: {E solo quando]} {m'avra perdonato}, U158:12 

and only when me will-have-3SG forgiven 
'And only when he has forgiven me' 

NV: { [D'inviolabili lontananze]<p}, 1..=9 
PR: {D'inviola bili} {Ion tan anze} U185:8 

'Of inviolable distances' 

The Minimal rp Hypothesis and Maximal rp Hypothesis account for the empirically atteste' 

PR-parsings, but not for the NV-parsings. Tabie 3.38 presents the sizes of th 

relevant cp's, in terms of the number of metrical positions. 
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Table 3.38. Shes of NV/ PR _<is in j_42j. 
NVcp's PR cp's 

a 8 4+5 
b. 8 4+5 
c. 7(+ 2) 5+4 
d (3)+ 8 5 + 6 
e. 9 5+4 

:n sum, the automatic mapping of syntactic structure into prosodic constituency may 
~ve rise to prosodically marked results. In the verse data at hand, the phonological 
Jhrase strongly tends to surface as a domain that contains about four metrical 
Jositions. When the phrase exceeds the maximal limit of six metrical positions, it will 
Je split up into two more or less equally balanced domains, regardless of its syntactic 
;onfiguration. Prosody may still be considered to be ordered after syntax: prosodic 
1lters ("" Minimal q>, Maximal cp) readjust the prosodic constituents which are 
:onstructed on the basis of the syntactic surface structure. 

3.3.3 Prosodic Parsing of Head-Head Sequences 

[n the above sections we saw that Nespor & Vogel's definitions of cp-formation and 
p-restructuring are too restrictive in either of the two following senses: (a) they do 
:wt allow complex cp's to be split up into two cp's, and (b) they do not allow simple 
p's to be joined together into one cp. In both cases the relevant cp's correspond to 
well-defined syntactic constituents, namely to lexical heads of maximal projections, 
:omplements and pre-head modifiers. In the present section, attention is given to 
?honological phrases the input of which consists of two lexical items, both heads of 
maximal projections, which are neither in a head-complement nor in a modifier-head 
relation. In other words, the NV-parsing unconditionally assigns two cp constituents 
to these inputs. The PR-parsing, by contrast, indicates that only the rightmost item is 
?erceived as being realized with phrasal stress. Consider the examples in (43). The 
:urly brackets in the NV representations delimit the relevant strings. 

I 

(43) a. NV: {[Ora] cp [e fmito]cp} [il cerulo marezzo ]cp A.=11 
PR: oraE finito) il cel'IJlo marezzo]. M72:12 

now is fmished the sky-blue marbling 
'Now the watered blue is gone' 

b. NV: [M:eriggiare]cp {[pallido]cp [e assorto]cp} A.=9 
PR: Meriggiare] piillido e assorto] M28:1 

to-laze-at-noon pale and thoughtful 
'To laze at noon, pale and thoughtful' 

c. NV: {[Il sole]cp, [in alto]cp},- [e un secco greto]cp. A.=9 
PR: n sole, in alto], - e un secco gr eto] . M37:5 

the sun in high and a dry shingle 
'Above, the sun - and the dry shingle.' 
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d. NV: 
PR: 

e. NV: 
PR: 

£ NV: 
PR: 

CHAPTER 3 

(Sul tardi) q> {[corneggia)cp Va luna]q>}· 
Sul tardi] corneggia la luna]. 
on-the late horns ·the moon 
'later on the moon lifts her horns.' 

(I prati]cp {[hanno]q> [una tale} tenerezza]cp, 
I prati] hanno una tale] tenerezza, 
the meadows have a such tenderness 
'The meadows wear such tenderness' 

[ ... ), [d'irruenti I I { acque]cp [sontuoso)q>}, [ ... ] 
[ ... ], d'irruenti I I acque sontuoso], ( ... ) 
of raging waters 'rich. 
'With raging waters,' rich' 

1.=9 
M72:39 

A-=11 
U195:5 

U117:5-6 

The syntactic configurations delimited by the curly brackets ar~ the following: 
{AdvP+VP} in (43a), {AP+AP} in (43b), {NP+CP} in (43c), {VP+NP} in (43d), 
{V+A} in (43e), and {NP+AP} in (43£). Most interesting in the light of other 
syntax-based proposals to phonological phrasing are the examples ( 43acf). Ghini 
(1993), in line with Selkirk's (1986) end-based approach, argues that q>-formation in 
Italian crucially involves the right boundary of maximal phrases (Xmax). 14 More 
concretely, the right boundary of an xmax blocks continuous prosodic parsing. Such 
right-edge xmax boundaries occur, however, between the sentence adverb ora and the 
verb phrase e'ftnito in (43a), between the subject NP il sole and the nonrestrictive 
relative clause in alto in (43c), and between the preposed complement d'irruenti acq11e 
and the adjectival head sontuoso in (43£). In addition, the string hanno una tale ln (43e) 
is problematic for the xmax approach insofar that the head word of the phrase, tale, 
is not immediately followed by an xmax boundary. On the basis of {xmax, right} it 
is predicted that the entire string hanno una tale tencrezza forms a single phonological 
phrase.15 

Again, the Difault fP Fotm and the Minimal fP Hypothesis straightforwardly account for 
the empirically attested PR-parsings. In table 3.39, the sizes of the NV-q>'s and PR-<p's 
are presented. Notice that both parsings in (43bcd) contradict neither the Minimal tp 

l[ypothesis nor the Maximal cp I-fypothesis. That is, although the NV-parsings are not 
empirically attested, we expect them to be equally well-formed as the PR-parsings. On 
the basis of the PR-parsing of (43£), I hypothesize that the intervening line-break 
introduces a cp boundary between d'imtenti and acquc in the NV -parsing as well. The 
NV-cp's refer then to acque and .sontuoso, respectively. 

To summarize this section, PR-parsings indicate that single phonological phrases · 
may contain two relatively unrelated lexical heads of maximal projections. That is, 
these heads are not in a modifier-head or head-complement relation. Ghini's adaption · 

14 q>-Domain Formation: The domain of q>-forrnation is delimited by right-edge xmax boundaries (Ghirll 
1993:68). 
!5 Additional q>-formation principles allow Ghini (1993:68) to arrive at outputs like (42e). These principles 
refer to (a) uniformity and average weight, (b) symmetry and (c) increasing units. 
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of Selkirk's end-based approach to Italian is not adequate: phonological phrasing 
across right-edge boundaries of xmax is also found. 

1 Table 3.39. Si~es o( NV; PR (fJ
1
S in (4 3 ). 

NV$'s PR <ll's 

a. 2+4 5 

b. 3 + 3 5 

c. 3 + 3 5 

d 3 + 3 6 
e. 2 + 8 5+4 
f. 2 + 3 5 

3.3.4 Summary 

Phonological parsings of line types that deviate from the unmarked parsing can only 
be partially explained on the basis of Nespor & Vogel's <p-formation algorithms. 
More precisely, deviating NV-parsings fall into parsings consisting of either fewer <p's 
per line than the unmarked parsing, or more <p's per line than the unmarked parsing. 
Both deviations result from the fact that the NV-parsing is blind to metrical 
complexity. Either too short or too long phonological phrases are generated. Too 
short phrases surface by virtue of the claim that (a) branching complements are not 
allowed to undergo restructuring with the phrase of its head, and (b) lexical heads of 
relatively unrelated maximal projections are not allowed to form a single phonological 
phrase. Too long phrases surface by virtue of the claim that (a) nonbranching 
complements are allowed to constitute a single <p with their immediately preceding 
heads, and (b) all elements on the nonrecursive side of the head of a maximal 
projection are incorporated into the phonological phrase of the head. 

I formulated two hypotheses which account for the metrical well-formedness of 
the phonological phrase: the Minimal rp 1-fypothesis and the Maximal !fJ 1-fypothesis. A 
phonological phrase contains minimally three metrical positions and maximally six 
metrical positions. By virtue of these hypotheses, the supposed optionality of <p
restructuring can be straightforwardly accounteq for: (a) in order to avoid surfacing of 
too short <p's, two <p's will be restructured into one <p, and (b) in order to avoid 
surfacing of too long <p's, two cp's will not be restructured into one <p. 

The Minimal rp 1-fypothesis and the Maximal !fJ l:[ypothesis can be argued to constitute 
prosodic filters that are placed at the output of the syntax-to-prosody mapping. In 
fact, empirically attested phrasal parsings often coincide with well-defined syntactic 
constituents. However, we also find phrasal parsings which do not coincide with 
such well-defined syntactic constituents. That is, two lexical maximal projections 
which are not in a head-complement relation may also form a single phonological 
phrase. It thus seems that the metrical well-formedness hypotheses do not function 
as prosodic fllters, but rather as structure-building conditions on prosodic phrasing. 
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3.4 Phonological Properties of the q> 

This section addresses the issue of the presumed correspondences between the 
lowest levels of line grids on the one hand, and the smallest constituents of the 
prosodic hierarchy on the other. I will begin with an analysis of grid level-2, which I 
assume to correspond to either the foot constituent or the prosodic word 
constituent. The Difault rp Fom will be enriched with a Complex rp Fom1. On the basis 
of these forms a number of stress deletion and stress addition phenomena can be 
properly understood, Afterwards, I discuss the alleged correspondence between grid 
level-1 and the syllable constituent. Special attenti()n is drawn to the behavior of 
adjacent vowels across word boundaries. 

3.4.1 The Default rp Form 

Consider again the Difault rp Form as deduced from the analysis of the unmarked 
prosodic parsing of t..=7 and 1..=11: 

( 44) Default rp Form 

q> 

Elm I:/ro 

Until now I have referred to the default q> as a domain containing four metrical 
positions. In fact, the tables representing the NV /PR parsings of the various line 
types enclose information about these two entities alone, i.e. about the number of <p's 
distributed over a specific number of metrical positions. As suggested by the binary 
alternating metrical grid representations of most of the line types, between the lowest 
grid level, representing metrical positions/ syllables, and the third grid level, . 
representing q>-stresses, there is an intermediate level which either represents foot · 
stresses or prosodic word stresses. In the present section, I shall present data which 
indicate that the second level of the Default cp Form is realized by a foot stress 
followed by a prosodic word stress:16 

(45) Default rp Form 

q> 

I: ro 

er er a 

16 Chapter 4 provides arguments in favor of a representation in which the foot stress and the word stte~ 
are placed on separate levels. 
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The main argument in favor of this internal <p organization derives from a statistical 
analysis of the perception of non-phrasal stresses in the recordings. As already 
mentioned in section 2.4.1, the informants applied a four-degree distinction of stress: 
(a) zero stress, (b) main word stress, (c) phrasal stress, and (c) sentence stress. The 
first two degrees are crucial in the light of the internal organization of the <p. · 

Consider the following numbers and percentages. The recorded corpora of 
Montale and Ungaretti contain a total 6f 767 and 415 phonological phrases, 
respectively. Of these phrases, 316 in Montale and 139 in Ungaretti are default <p's· of 
the type exemplified in (44). Of these default phrases, 285 (in Montale) and 125 (in 
Ungaretti) contain a phrasal stress plus a foot stress, and 31 and 14, a phrasal stress 
plus a word stress. The former I call Default <p I, and the latter Default <p II. 

Table 3.40. Number and ercenlaf!es of PR- (f)'s. 
Montale Ungaretti 

nr % nr % 
Total of PR-Q>'s 767 100 415 100 
Default Q> I+ II 316 41.2 139 33.5 

Default Q> I 285 37.2 125 30.1 
Default cp II 31 4 14 3.4 

That is, of the two Default <p types, Default <p I constitutes the unmarked, and Default 
<p II the marked one. The two are in the rough proportion 10:1. From now on, 
Default <p I is considered to constitute the Difault cp Fomt, and Default <p II, a marked 
variant. 

Phrases typically realized with a phrasal stress plus a foot stress are illustrated in 

(46). The relevant strings are delimited by curly brackets. 

(46) a. vedi] {che si trasforffia} {questo lembo} M5:8 
see-2SG that REFL transforms this strip 
'look how this strip [ ... ] has been transformed' 

b. il tuonp] {con un fremer} {di lamiera} M81:26 
the thunder with a quiver of metal 
'thunder, like sheet metal [clanging]' r 

c. riarsa], {era il cavallo} { stramazza to} ].: M33:4 
parched, was-3SG the horse knocked-down 
'parched ~ea£], the fallen horse, dying' 

d. {Colla mente}] murata, U117:24 
with-the mind walled 
'With mind walled-in' 

e. {E 1' equivoco}] { della 1 una} U185:10 
and the ambiguity of-the moon 
'And the moon's ambiguity' 
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Later on in this chapter, I shall deal with default q>'s that are characterized by a 
phrasal stress plus main word stress. First, I shall focus on the Default cp Form as 
presented in (45). 

As argued in chapter 2, foot stress is assigned on the basis of the universally
attested principles of rhythmic alternation as well as on the basis of native speaker 
intuitions about secondary stress location. The relevant strings in (46) thus surface 
with a foot stress plus a phrasal stress (the syllable with foot stress is marked by the 
diacritic '' '): 

(47) a. che si trasf ottria I ' questo lembo 
b. con un ftemer I I clilamient 
c. era il cav allo I strillnazza to 
d. Colla mente 
e. e l'equivoco I della luna 

Irrespective of whether secondary stress can be argued to be a lexical property of the 
relevant item or not, rhythmic alternation ensures that positions are properly 
organized into weak-strong patterns. Notice now that the foot stress and the phrasal 
stress may also be separated from one another by two intervening positions: chC si 
tra.iforma and era il cavallo. In fact, although I adopt the strictly binary alternating grid 
as an evaluation metric for determining the rhythmic organization of the verse data, · · 
rhythmically well-formed structures are generally defined as either binary or ternary 
organized: a strong position may be flanked by one or two weak positions (i.e. 
clashes and lapses are avoided).17 

Besides the foot stress, the above examples also share another property, which is 
essentially morphological in nature. That is, the syllable with foot stress is 
characterized by either one of the following three properties: (a) the syllable 
constitutes a monosyllabic grammatical word, (b) the syllable is part of a disyllabic 
grammatical word, or (c) the syllable is part of a polysyllabic lexical word. In (48), the 
elements involved are listed on the basis of these three properties. 

(48) Monosyllabic grammatical word: che (45a), con, di (45b), e (45e) 
Disyllabic grammatical word: questo (45a), era (45c), colla (45d), del/a (45e) 
Polysyllabic lexical word: stramaiX,afo (45c) 

By contrast, the syllable with phrasal stress is the stress-bearing syllable of a lexical 
word. At this point, there are two reasons to assume that the second level of thee 
Defattlt ((1 Fo17ll is characterized by a foot mark (L) followed by a prosodic word mark 
(ro): (a) morphologically, the input is characterized by a lexical word, possibly 
preceded by a grammatical word, and (b) phonologically, the input is characterized by 
a single main word stress. 

1? Cf. the P1inciple of Rlzytbtnic Alternation in section 2.2.1. 
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3.4.2 The Complex rp Fomt 

As stated previously, the informants of the perception test distinguished a main word 
stress from a phrasal stress. In default <p's this distinction does not arise, however: 

the main stress of a lexical item is realized as phrasal stress. In the present section, I 
consider phonological phrases in which both a main word stress and a phrasal stress 
occur. I will call these complex <p forms. Let me begin with some statistics. I 
mentioned in section 3.4 that about 4<Yo of all PR-<p's in Ungaretti and Montale 
surface as marked default <p's, i.e. as <p's with a main word stress plus a phrasal stress. 

This result can be compared with all the phrases that are perceived as being realized 

with a main word stress plus a phrasal stress. Five types of phrasal domains can be 
distinguished. In addition to marked default <p's, there are four complex <p's which 

differ in turn in complexity. Consider the representations: 

(49) a. 

c. 

Difault rp Form (marked): 

<jl 

0) 0) 

cr cr cr cr 

Conplex rp Form I!: 

<jl 

0) 0) 

cr cr cr cr cr cr 

e. Complex rp Form IV: 

<jl 

0) 0) 

cr cr cr cr cr cr cr cr 

b. 

d. 

Complex rp Form I: 

<jl 

0) 0) 

cr cr cr cr 

Complex rp Form Ill: 

0) 0) 

cr cr cr cr cr cr cr 

Thus, complex <p's contain one to four positions more than the default <p. Notice that 

in Complex rp Fqmt If, Ill, IV m-stress and 1::-stress alternate with one another. These 
<p's contain thus a phrasal stress, a word stress and a foot stress. Complex rp Fomt IV 
even contains two foot stresses. 

By taking into consideration the distributional properties of these <p forms, we 
arrive at some striking differences regarding their prosodic markedness. Firstly, 
complex <p's (marked defaults excluded) relate to the totality of PR-<p's as 168:7 67 in 
Montale, and as 106:415 in Ungaretti. This amounts to 21.9% of complex <p's in 
Montale, and to 25.5°;(, in Ungaretti, against 41.2% and 33.5% of default <p's. 
Secondly, there are important distributional differences between one complex <p and 
another. Table 3.41 presents the number and percentages of the ro+<p-stress domains; 

The percentages are determined on the basis of all the m+<p-stress domains alone, i.e. 
of the total of 199 phrases in Montale, and the total of 120 phrases in Ungaretti. 
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Table 3.41. Number a11d tJerceJJfOIJeJ of m+QJ-stres.r domai11s. 
Default q> Complex <p Complex q> Complex q> Complex q> 

Form Form I Form II Form Ill FormN 
(marked) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

M 31 15.6 55 27.6 81 40.7 27 13.6 5 2.5 

u 14 11.7 28 23.3 54 45 20 16.7 4 3.3 

The rates indicate that m+<p-stress domains typically involve Complex rp Form If, i.e. a q> 

in which the phrasal .stress is preceded by a foot stress and a word stress. The 
second most frequently occurring mlcp-stress domain is Complex rp Fomt 1 Smaller and 
larger <p's than these are definitely more marked, statistically. 

Consider some examples of complex cp's. The relevant strings are placed between 
; 

curly brackets. 

(SO) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Va], {per te l'ho pregato}],- ora la sete 
go-IMP-2SG for you it have-1SG prayed now the thirst 
'Go, I have prayed for your escape - now my thirst' 

Meriggiare] {phllido e assorto}] 
to-laze-at-noon pale and thoughtful 
'To laze at noon, pale and thoughtful' 

Tomato] {a dorare la terra}] 
'Returned to gild the earth' 

Alzerai] tremante] {le vecchle braccia} 
raise-2SG-FUT trembling the old arms 
'Tremblingly you will raise your old arms' 

MS:17 

M28:1 

U117:2 

U158:9 

Returning to the line parsing tables in section 3.2, we expect line parsings which are 
marked due to containing fewer <p-stresses than the unmarked line parsing, to contain 
a relatively high number of complex cp's. To illustrate this, consider the tables 
representing the prosodic parsing of '}.,::::.7 (cf. table 3.4 and table 3.5). In both 
Montale and Ungaretti, PR-parsing of '}.,::::.7 may give rise to 1-<p outputs. I call these 
outputs underparsed since they contain fewer cp-stresses than the unmarked parsing. 
The underparsed '}.,::::.7 lines in (51) indeed constitute complex cp's. 

(51) a. 

b. 

{Hcrimava nell' aria}]. 
cried-3SG in-the air 
'wailed [faintly] through the air' 

{A limid d'inganni}], 
at limits of illusions 
'At the limits of illusion' 

M41:8 

U226:13 

The same correlation between line underparsing and complex <p forms is found J 
other line types. In the remaining part of this chapter, more examples of the kind w 
be presented. 
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In the following sections, two issues will be addressed which also involve complex 
q>'s. The first issue concerns pitch accent, and the second, morphological properties 
of complex q> inputs. 

3.4.2.1 Complex qJ Form and the Obligatory Contour Principle 

Complex q>'s are typically realized with two· pitch accents. One accent is associated 
with the syllable with phrasal stress, and one with the syllable with main word stress. 
On the basis of a mere auditive analysis of the verse data, it appears that these two 
pitch accents differ remarkably in their target F0 value: either the first is low and the 
second high, or the first is high and the second low. I hypothesize therefore that 
Italian q> structures are subject to the Obligatory Contour Principle (cf. Leben 1973).18 
That is, only the pitch accent sequences in (52c) and (52d) may occur in a single q> 
domain. 

(52) OCP and Pitch Accmts in Complex qJ Forms 
a. * (H* H*) <p c. (H* L *) <p 
b. * (L* L*)<p d. (L* H*)<p 

In (53) some examples are presented. 

(53) a. 

b. 

c. 

L'uguale] {mi farai del sogno}] 
H* L* 

the equal me make-2SG.FUT of-the dream 

'you will make me dream's equal' 

{le inutili macerie}] del tuo abisso. 

L* H* 
the waste of-the your abyss 

'all the waste of your abyss' 

{la tua cara min accia}] la cons uma. 
1 H* L* 

the your beloved menace it consumes 
'your beloved menace consumes it' / 

U117:17 

M52:21 

M139:9 

Notice that one and the same syntactic structure, such as the modifier-head sequences 
in (53b) and (53c), can be realized with a H*L* sequence as well as a L*H* sequence. 
Here, however, I shall not deal with the linking of pitch accents to specific syntactic 
and/ or semantic configurations. By virtue of the identification of pitch accent 
sequences we are simply provided with a means to locate phonological heads. 

18 Obligatory Contour Principle (Durand 1990:248): 
For any pair of adjacent autosegments a and b, a "' b . 
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3.4.2.2 Morphological Properties of Complex rp Forms 

In section 3.4.1, I showed that the Difault rp Fomt realizations typically consist of one 
lexical word, possibly preceded by one or more grammatical words. Complex cp's, by 
contrast, typically consist of two lexical words, possibly accompanied by one or more 
grammatical words. In fact, all complex q>'s presented in the previous sections contain 
two lexical words. The relevant strings are repeated below. 

(54) a. From (50): 
per te l'ho pregato > N(stressed pronoun)+V 
pallido e as so rto I; A+A 
a dorare la term > V+N 
le vecchie bra ccia > A+N 

b. From (51): 

lacrirmiva nell'aria. > V+N 
A limiti d'inganni, > N+N 

c. From (53): 

mi farai del s ogno > V+N 
le inutili macerie > A+N 
la tua cfu:a minaccia > A+N 

In what follows, we shall see that q> domains containing two lexical words are not 
always realized with a main word stress plus a phrasal stress. That is, destressing 
takes place in order to create eurhythmic patterns. 

3.4.3 Stress Deletion and Stress Addition 

This section considers perceived parsings in which (a) lexical words are not always 
realized with main word stress or phrasal stress, and (b) grammatical words are not 
always realized with no stress or secondary stress. The findings confirm the structural 
properties of the previously introduced Difault rp Fow and Complex rp Fow.r. 

3.4.3.1 Stress Deletion and Default cp Fonn 

The Difault cp Fom1 corresponds to a phrasal prosodic structure in which the syllabi 
with phrasal stress is preceded by two or three syllables of which the leftmost on 
bears secondary stress. The lexical . input of these phrases is characterized by tb 
presence of a single lexical word possibly preceded by one or more grammatic: 
words. The examples in (SS) show that phrasal inputs characterized by a sequence < 

two lexical words may also correspond to the structural properties of the Difatllf 
Form. 
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{SS) a. presso un rovente {muro d'orto} M28:2 
nearby a blazing wall of-garden 
'by a blaiing garden wall' 

b. d'acque], {vivo di pietre} e di calcine] M96:11 
of water, alive of stones and of limes 
'of water, alive with limewash and stony rubbish' 

c. {Poche cose}] mi restano visibili U226:1 
few things me remain visible 
'Few things are still visible to me' 

d. {Tale pudore} negli 6cchi rivive, U195:6 
'such chasteness in the eyes relive' 

That is, muro, vivo, poche and tale are lexical words which are not perceived as being 
realized with main word stress. Only the syllable with phrasal stress has a clearly 
audible pitch accent19 In other words, the relevant words have undergone word

stress deletion. 

3.4.3.2 Stress Addition and Complex cp Form 

The mirror image of stress deletion is found in certain complex <p domains. As noted 

earlier, Complex cp Forms typically contain a ro+<p-stress. In general, the input consists 
of two lexical words. The examples in (56) show, however, that an input consisting 
of one lexical word (plus one or more grammatical words) may also give rise to . 

' complex <p outputs. In other words, a main word stress is added to a syllable which 
is not the head-syllable of a lexical word. 

(56) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Bene non seppi], {fu6ri del prodigio} 
good non knew-1SG except for-the omen 
'Of good I found litde more than the omen' 

La ea sa {delle mie esta ti} lontane) 
the house of-the my summers distant 
'The house where I spent my summers long ago' 

e ardere]' {d'inc6nsapevolezza} 
and burn-INF of unconsciousness 
'burning with unknowing' 
inafferrabili) {come le idee}, 
unseizable as the ideas 
'unseizable as thoughts' 

{Dalla cr6cefissione}] di Masaccio 
'From the Crucifixion of Masaccio,' 

' ! 

M33:5 

M52:5 

U43:55 

U185:9 

U226:30 

t9 See section 2.2.3.2 in which I referred to Avesani's (1990) observation that in a sequence of two lexical 
words only the second one may be associated with a pitch accent. 
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That is,Juori del in (56a) is an inflected complex preposition, delle in (56b) is a simple 
inflected preposition, and le in (56d) is the feminine plural of the definite article.20 In 
(56c) and (56e), the main word stress is not realized by a grammatical word but by a 
prefix and a first member of a compound, respectively. The relevant strings contain 
two pitch accents: 

(57) a. fu6ri del prodigio b. delle mie esta ti 
L* H* L* H* 

c. d'inc6nsapevolezza d. come le idee 
H* L* ' 

H*L* 
I 

e. dalla cr6cefissio ne 
L* H* 

In sum, either grammatical words or non-head syllables of lexical words may surface 
with a main word stress {cf. Helsloot 1993). On the basis of the observation that 
such elements are often not realized with main word stress, I make the claim that the 
relevant syllables have undergone word-stress addition. 

3.4.3.3 Stress Addition and Difault ({1 Form 

In the above two sections, I considered marked prosodic realizations of lexical words 
and grammatical words. In contrast to what is generally observed, lexical words may 
lack a main word stress, while grammatical words may bear a main word stress. In 
the present and following section, the focus of attention is not on the input words, 
but on the structural properties of the <p forms. That is, lexical words and grammatical 
words behave as expected. As mentioned earlier, marked default <p's are characterized 
by the fact that the :E-stress is realized as m-stress: 

(58) 

(l) > (l) 

(J 

Consider the examples in (59). 

(59) a. 

b. 

si compongono {qui le storie}], gli atti 
REFL compose-3PL here the tales, the deeds 
'here are tales composed and deeds' 

{schi6cchl di merli}], {ftusd di serpi}. 
cracks of blackbirds rustles of snakes 
'to blackbirds scolding, the snake's rustle.' 

M5:13 

M28:4 

20 See section 3.6.1.2 for a more detailed discussion of the prosodic behavior of complex prepositions like 
jiiOfi di. 
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{Bene non seppi} ], fu6ri del prodigio 
good non knew-1SG except for-the omen 
'Of good I found little more than the omen' 
{T6ccano l'anima}]. 
touch-3PL the soul 
'Touch the soul' 
Convertita {giu in roccia} ammutoliva, 
transformed below in rock fell-still-3SG 
'Transformed, below, to stone, fell still' 

87 

M33:5 

U185:13 

U226:33 

These ro+cp-stress sequences call for an explanation. The sequences are not only 
statistically marked, but also from a rhyhtmic point of view: ro-stress and cp-stress are 
placed rather close together. In chapter 8, I shall account for these marked phrases by 
making reference to focus. 

3.4.3.4 Stress Deletion and Complex cp Form 

In 3.4.2, I distinguished four Complex cp Fo1771s. Something more needs to be said 
about Complex tp Fo1771 I, however. In addition to the structure in (60a), we also find 
cp's that are structured as in (60b). 

(60) Complex tp Form I 

a. 

(l) 

a 

Cjl 

(l) 

a b. 

(l) 

a 

That is, (60b) is called complex because the second stress in the cp domain is 

preceded by a weak syllable, or upbeat. On the other hand, the structure resembles 
the default cp insofar that the cp-stress is preceded by a :E-stress. Table 3.42 presents 
the number and percentages of phrasal outputs in Montale and Ungaretti, matching 
(60a) on the on9 hand, and (60b) on the other. The rates indicate that both outputs 
are more or less equally distributed over the recorded corpus of poetry. 

i 
Table 3.42. Number and percentaues of o+ m+ rp .Vs. a+ .E+q> domain.r. 

cr+ro+cp cr+:E+cp 

nr % nr % 

Montale 55 462 64 53.8 

Ungaretti 28 51.9 26 48.1 

In other words, there are no statistical grounds on the basis of which we should 
consider either a+ro+cp or a+:E+cp to be marked. There is no evidence so far that we 
are faced with either Beat Deletion or Beat Addition. In (61) and (62), examples are 
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given of a+m+<p stress and o+:r+q> stress, respectively. The :r-stress is marked by ''', 
and the m-stress by "'. 

(61) a. { spifu: le file} { di r6sse formiche}] M28:6 
spy-INF the files of red ants 
'to spy the red ants ftling past' 

b. Alzerai] tremante] {le vecchie braccia} U158:9 
'Tremblingly you will raise your old arms' 

(62) a. {su questa ptoda}] che ha sorpresa l'onda M96:35 
on this shore that has sl}!'ptised the wave 
'here on this shore surprised by the [sluggish] tide' 

b. {Appie del botro} ], d'irruenti U117:5 
on-foot of-the ravine, of raging 
'Along the foot of the ravine, with raging' 

c. {E) mentre sco ppio} di brama, U172:13 

'And while I burst with longing' 

Again, the distinction lexical word vs. grammatical word appears to be crucially 
involved. In (61), the bearers of m-stress are lexical words: spiar is a verb and rosse and 
vecchie are adjectives. In (62), the bearers of '£-stress are grammatical words: qucsta is a 
demonstrative pronoun, appie del is an inflected complex preposition, and mentrc is a 
temporal conjunction. 

To summarize, in the above sections I considered a number of stress deletion and 
stress addition phenomena. Prosodic properties of lexical inputs on the one hand, 
and structural properties of <p forms on the other, may sometimes not coincide:. a 
lexical word may lose its main word stress while a grammatical word may receive a 
main word stress under pressure of structural properties of cp forms, and, vice v.ersa, 
structural properties of <p forms may be changed under pressure of the prosodic 
properties of lexical inputs. A more specific form of tension, i.e. stress clash, is 
addressed in the next section. 

3.4.4 Word Final Stress and Clash Resolution 

Stress clash is a classic phenomenon on the basis of which prosodic parsing has 
been diagnosed. In Italian, various degrees of stress clash may arise when a stress~· 
final word is immediately followed by a stress-initial word within the same 
phonological utterance. This stress adjacency violates the principles of rhythmic well
formedness: weak and strong positions must alternate. The degr~e of phonological 
juncture between the two words determines how the stress clash will be resolved (c£,; 
Nespor 1988, Helsloot 1988/1992, Nespor & Vogel 1989, Peperkamp 1992). .; 

At this place, I restrict the analysis to resolution of stress clashes within the 
phonological phrase. Stress Deletion, Stress Retraction, Raddoppiamento Sintattico and Pitc~ 
]tt!llping are the four phenomena to be discussed. Whenever this is relevant, I shaJ] 
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refer to Nespor & Vogel's (1986) <p-formation algorithms in order to emphasize the 
criticisms I made earlier of this approach. Afterwards, I shall account for the 
phonological properties of word-final stresses occurring on the edge of the 
phonological phrase. I adopt Vmvel Doubling as a generic term for all the phenomena 
that can be observed in this edge position. 

Chapter 8 accounts for the presence of the above phenomena by making reference 
to the foot: in order to create well-formed disyllabic feet, either lexical stress or 
lexically specified segments may be modified in the output. 

3.4.4.1 Stress Deletion 

In a sequence of two adjacent lexical stresses either the first or the second may 
disappear in order to avoid a stress clash. Consider the examples in (63). As before, 
the representations are based on the results of the perception test. Stress Deletion is 
diagnosed if the main word stress of a lexical word is not perceived as being realized 
with stress. The subject pronoun tu 'you' in (63b), and the wh-word chi in (63d) are 
both considered to be lexically specified by main word stress. I refer to chapter 4 for 
arguments in favor of this assumption. 

(63) a. {Quando piu s6rdo o me no}] il ribollio dell'acque <piu 
when more deaf or less the agitation of-the waters M51:9 
'Louder, then muffled, the sound of seething breakers' 

b. {tu forse}] nel fantasma che ti salva] <m 
you maybe in-the phantasm that you saves-3SG M5:12 
'you may [ ... ] the phantasm who might save you' 

c. {Non avr6 piu pensieri}] ne bonta. < avr6 
not have-1SG.FUT more thoughts nor kindness U117:23 
'I shall have no more thoughts or kindness' 

d. Chi teme piu], chi giudica? <chi 
who fears more who judges U195:9 
'Who still would fear, who judge?' 

Three types of deletion can be distinguished. The first one involves word stress 
4nmediately followed by phrasal stress. As s,hown by tu forse in (63b) and chi giudica 
in (63d), the stress on the left is deleted. The second and third types involve two 
word stresses none of which surfaces as phrasal stress. Here, either the first or the 
second stress is not reallzed. The former type is exemplified by piu sordo in (63a), and 
the latter by avrrJ piu in (63c) and by. chi teme in (63d). 

3.4.4.2 Stress Retraction 

The phenomenon of Stress Retraction differs from Stress Deletion insofar as the deletion 
of a stress is accompanied by the addition of a stress to a preceding syllable. The 
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'retracted' stress has a lower prominence degree than the original stress, i.e., it surfaces 
as secondary stress and not as main word stress (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1989). In fact, 
the 'retracted' stresses were not perceived by the listeners. 

(64) a. {mi sara lieve}], meno acre] la ruggine ... < sara 
me will-be-3SG light less bitter the grudge M5:18 
'will be slaked, my rancor less bitter .. .' 

b. l'acetilene] - {fmche goccia} trepido < finche 
the acetylene until drops-3SG shivering M81:39 
'acetylene [ ... ] - until [ ... ],shivers into drops' 

c. {Cosi sperso}] tra i virllini e le stuoie < cosi ~ 
so lost between the withes and the mats M81:45 
'So, lost among wicket and drenched mats' 

d. Un'anima] {si fa senza piu peso}], <fa 
a soul REFL makes-3SG without more weight U195:4 
'A soul would shed its -heaviness,' 

Recall from chapter 2, section 2.1.3, that N espor & Vogel (1986) argue that 
phenomena like stress deletion and stress retraction are bounded to apply within the 
domain of the phonological phrase. This <p domain is defined on the basis of the 
syntactic surface structure. Considering now example (64d), we observe that the string 
si fo senza piu peso behaves as a single phrase domain: the noun peso bears phrasal 
stress, the preposition senza mala word stress, and the verb fa is unstressed. Since the 
verbal complement is syntactically branching, NV-parsing predicts a <p-boundary to 
occur betweenfo and senifJ: [si fa]q> [senza piu peso]q>· Notice that under this account, 
Stress Retraction should not apply in the involved context. 

3.4.4.3 Rmldoppiamento Sintattico 

Raddoppiamento Sintattico has been presented as a phenomenon that can be invoked in 
order to create 'sufficient phonological distance' between two adjacent stresses within 
the same phonological phrase domain (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1979, 1986). In (65), 
some examples from the recorded corpus are presented in which RS is observed. 

(65) a. {ma piu [f:]oce} di umani atti consunti, 
but more sluice of hun1an acts consumed 
'but more a sluice for the trash of human acts' 

{cosi [f:]redda}] 
{ cosi [d:Jura}] 
'so cold I so hard' 

M96:122t 

< cosi 
U41:3-4 

21 This instance of RS is the sole example found in the recordings of Montak In fact, it is 
observed that in northern varieties of Standard Italian, like in Montale's Ligurian, Raddoppiamento 
does not exist, 
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{andro [s:]enza} lasciare improntaJ. 
go-1SG.FUT without leave-INF imprint 
'I shall leave no imprint.' 

< andr6 
U117:20 

91 

In (65a), both stresses are realized, but the lengthening of the consonant ensures that 
the two stresses do not clash. In (65b) and (65c), by contrast, both Stress Retraction 
and Raddoppiamento Sintattico are observed.22 With respect to (65c), notice that the NV
parsing excludes the attested realization as being an available cp-parsing: verb and 
preposition. do not form a syntactic constituent. The NV-parsing predicts the 
following output: [andro] ([senza lasdare][impronta]). Again, under this account, 
Raddoppiamento Sintattico should not apply in the context in question. 

3.4.4.4 Pitch Jumping 

As argued in 3.4.2.1, complex cp domains are realized with two non-identical pitch 
accents. If the two syllables with pitch accents are immediately adjacent to one 
another, th~ target Fo values of the two pitches appear to differ more perspicuously. 
The phenomenon, to which I refer as Pitch jumping, can be considered to be one of 
the mechanisms available of resolving a stress clash.23 The jump is either rising or 
falling. 

(66) a. 

b. 

c. 

{come tU fai}] che sbatti sulle sponde] 
H*L* 

as you do-2SG that hurls-2SG on-the beaches 
'You showed me how, hurling onto the beaches' 

ll frullo {che t:U senti}) none un volo, 
L* H* 

the surge that you hear not is a flight 
'That surge you hear is no whir of wings' 

Chi teme piu], {chi giudica}? 
H* L* 

'Who still would fear, who judges?' 

/ 

M52:19 

M5:6 

U195:9 

Notice that in (66c), the wh-word with which H* is associated is not perceived by 
the informants as being realized with stress. Nonetheless, the jump is clearly audible 
in the recorded realization. Like Stress Retraction ("" Stress Deletion) and Raddoppiamento 
Sintattico, Stress Deletion and Pitch Jumping may also eo-occur. 

22 See section 2.1.2.2 for criticisms on Nespor & Vogel's claim that Stress Retraction and RS mutually 
exclude each other. 
23 Camilli (1965) refers to the phenomenon as to a melodic change, which is in complementary 
distribution with Raddoppiamento SitJiattico. See chapter 8 for a more detailed discussion. 
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3.4.4.5 Vowel Doubling 

I adopt Vowel Doubling as a generic term for phenomena typically involving word
final stressed vowels at the edge of a cp domain. These vowels may be re-articulated, 
lenghtened, or accompanied by a glottal stop.24 Both Ungaretti and Montale evince 
these phenomena. In the examples, re-articulation is indicated by -V, lengthening by a 
double-stop, and the glottal stop by ". 

(67) a. 

b. 

d. 

e. 

{dei bambu-u}] mormoranti. 
of-the bamboo whispering/ 
'of whispering bamboo' 1 

{della citta:} J, lucida di fuliggine], 
of-the city, shining of soot 
'the city's [inner harbor], shining with soot' 

d'avorio ]; {e cosi"}] esisti]! 
of ivory; and so persist-2SG 
'of ivory. And so you persist.' 

{Di volonta"}], bruciante 
'of will - [ ... ] burned' 
{Ricordera-i}] d'avermi atteso tanto] 
remember-2SG-FUT to have-me waited so-much 
'you will remember how much you waited for me' 

M96:27 

M125:8 

M125:28 

U226:22 

U158:14 

Phrase-internally, Vo1vel Doubling can also be observed, as illustrated in (68). Here, it 
occurs in combination with Pitch Jumping. 

(68) or piovorno] ora acceso], {in cui pa:r] scatti} 
L* H* 

now raining now illuminated in what seems bursts-3SG 
'of alternating sun and rain, [ ... ) by what seems a [ ... ] burst 

M81:8 

Let me briefly summarize the previous sections dedicated to the resolution of stress 
clashes on the one hand, and the realization of word-final stressed syllables on 
other. Stress Deletion, Stress Retraction, Raddoppiamento Sintattico and Pitch 
are the four phenomena that are found in stress-clashing contexts. Some of 
examples presented challenge the syntax-based approach to cp formation: 
resolving phenomena occur in syntactic environments which are excluded to form 
single cp. Chapter 8 argues in favor of an account of the above phenomena in 
of foot well-formedness. 

Finally, if a stress-fmal word occurs on the right edge of the phonological IJH'-""¥'':!l!l 

Vowel Doubling phenomena are observed. That is, the vowel is either re-arttcutate.u,fl 
lengthened or followed by a glottal stop. 

24 I refer to chapter 8 for relevant literature about these phenomena in Italian. 
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3.4.5 Vowel Adjacency 

Let me now turn to the lowest level of the phonological phrase, i.e. to the metrical 
position or syllable level. As stated previously, a one-to-one correspondence between 
metrical positions and syllables may be hampered if the linguistic input contains two 
adjacent vowels. The traditional syllable-count criteria, adopted in the present work, 
associate across-word adjacent vowels with one met~ical position, unless the first 
vowel is stressed. As often reported in the literature on poetic meter, syllable-count 
and phonetic realization cannot be equated. A gradual scale is recognized, with 
deletion of one of the vowels on the one hand, and full realization of both vowels 
on the other (cf. Kuhlman 1991). In what follows, I shall present examples which 
demonstrate that a. strictly binary alternation crucially determines the phonetic 
realization of the vowels. 

3.4.5.1 Adjacency of Unstressed Vowels 

Unstressed adjacent vowels within q> are generally realized as one syllable. The vowel 
on the left is either deleted or reduced to a glide, while the vowel on the right is fully 
realized. Some examples are given below. The underscoring indicates that the two 
vowels are realized as one syllable. 

(69) a. 

b. 

c. 

qui] {doveaffonda}] un morto] 
here where sinks a dead 
'here, where dead [memories] mesh and founder' 
{acc:lnto a lt'mghe secche}) mi raggiunge 
besides long shoals me reaches 
'by a long line of shoals reaches my ear' 
:Mi darai] {il cuore immobile} 
me give-2SG.FUT the heart immobile 
'you will give me the immobile heart' 

M5:3 

M51:11 

U117:21 

Although occurring in the same q>, unstressed vowels are sometimes fully realized, as 
indicated by the dotted underscore: 

/ 
! 

(70) a. {.~.:).1 mare}] la in fondo] fa velo M51:6 
and near-the sea there in below makes veil 
'Far below, the sea is hidden' 

b. una bracciata {dLtmara} M72:24 
an armful of bitter 
'an armful of your bitter' 

c. {Da.\l.n'onda}] riposata. U172:19 
by a wave rested 
'By a rested wave' 
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~eneral, unstressed vowels separated by a cp boundary are both fully realized (the 
y brackets enclose the two involved q> domains): 

a. 

b. 
qui] {dove affondJ!.] . .\J.n morto}] 

{E quand.o .. J .. ~ l'ora}] m6lto buia 
and when is the hour very dark 
'And when the very dark hour falls' 

t not always: 

!) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

esplode {fUribond.!_una cariea} ]. 
explodes furiously a pack-of-hounds 
'[the distance] explodes, a furious baying' 

[ ... ], {innanzi al brUlichio I I [ ... ]} 
onwards to-the swarming 
'against the teeming tide' 

Allora fu] che], {entrato in San Clemente}, 
then was-3SG that entered in San Clemente 
'It was then that, on my entering San Clemente' 

Convertita {giu in rocci.e.J!mmutoliva}, 
'Transformed, below, to stone, fell still' 

M5:3 

U172:10 

M72:26 

M96:52 

U226:29 

U226:33 

The rhythmic outputs of the above instances share two fundamental properties: (a) a 
strictly binary alternation of strong and weak syllables is realized, and (b) this 
rhythmic alternation preferably involves three levels. To rephrase, the outputs confirm 
the Default <p Fomt. Consider the representations below, where X stands for syllables 
with phrasal stress, X for syllables with main word stress, x for syllables with foot 
stress, and x for stressless syllables. The row on the' left represents the rhythmic · 
outputs with full realization of the two vowels, and the row on the right those with 
reduced realization. The italicized representations are the ones that are realized. 

(73) full realization reduced realization 
a. {dov~ffonda} xxx Xx xxX x 
b. {accanto a lUnghe secche} xXxxxxXx xXxxxXx 
c. {il cuore immobile} xxxxXx xxxXx 
d. {innanzi al btUlichio xXxxxxXx xXxxxXx 
e. {entrato in San Clemente} xXxxxxXx xXxxxXx 
£ {giu in roccii!J!mmutoliva} XxXxxxxXx XxXxxxXx 

g. {i;.~ mare} xxXx xXx 
h. { dJ. ll!llil ra} xxXx xXx 
i. {D;!,l,ln'onda} xxX x xXx 
j. {[ ... ] affonda.1rln motto} [x]xXxxXx [~] x Xx Xx 
k. {E quand.Q.F; l'ora} xXxxXx xXxXx 

The sole two instances in which two stressless adjacent vowels are fully realized 
G) and (k). These two cases show that rhythmic alternation does not involve just 
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levels of alternation: the phrasal stresses have to be separated by a foot stress. I 
suggest that the two vowels are fully realized in order to approximate this 
requirement, i.e., in order to create sufficient phonological distance. Likewise, the full 
realizations of the vowels in (g-i) confirm the three-level alternation: a phrasal stress 
is preferably preceded by a foot stress. The realizations in (d)-(f) indicate that binary 
alternation is not bounded to the domain of the <p: adjacent vowels occurring on 
both edges of a <p domain may be realized as one syllable. 

3.4.5.2 Adjacency of Stressed/Unstressed Vowels 

The same rhythmic properties as discussed above appear to underlie the full vs. 
reduced realization of adjacent vowels if one of the two is stressed. In (7 4), examples 
are presented in which the vowel on the left is stressed. The degree of stress tells us 
whether the two vowels are part of the same <p domain or not: phrasal stress implies 
vowel adjacency across a <p boundary; foot or word stress implies vowel adjacency 
within the same <p. Full realization of the two vowels is observed in both contexts: 

(74) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

d'avorio ]; {e cosiJ.~sisti}]! 
of ivory; and so persist-2SG 
'of ivoty. And so you persist.' 

{Ma E scrltta gii-\Jjn quegli sguardi} 
but is written already in those stares 
'But it's written already in the stares' 

{che f!J.Wl'alba} infinita e senza strade], 
which was a dawn infinit and without roads 
'which was a dawn that never ended, with no roads' 

Convertita {giidn roccia} ammutoliva, 
'Transformed, below, to stone, fell still' 

M125:28 

M125:47 

M173:16 

U226:33 

Within the same <p domain, examples are found in which the unstressed vowel is 
reduced. That is, the stressed and unstressed vowel are realized as one syllable. 

(75) a. 

b. 

Forse { rlavr6 un asp etto}]: nella luce 
maybe re-have-1SGFUT a face: in-the light 
'I may regain a face: in the glancing' 

D'un iddio], {saro innocente}, 
'Of a god, I shall be innocent' 

M96:37 

U117:22 

If the vowel on the right is stressed we also find either full or reduced realization. 
(76) illustrates full realization. The stress degree is either phrasal (76a-d), word-like 
(76e) or foot-like (76f). · 

(76) a. {verso le strepeanti..:J.cque}] 
'to the boisterous waves' 

M51:16 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

£ 
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mi sara lieve], {men.o .. ~cre}] la ruggine ... 
me will-be-3SG light less bitter the grudge 
'will be slaked, my rancor less bitter .. .' 

{GU .. Qcchi}] mi tornerebbero] innocenti, 
My eyes would then turn innocent' 

Mentre riprende a distaccarsi {daJ}mbre} ], 
while re-takes to come-off from shadows 
'As once again it leaves the shadows' 

{MortJ;:l. .. 4rldo fi ume} 
'Death, dry river' . 

{Le n6tti chiar~.J..~rano mt\:e un alba} 
the nights bright were-3pl. all a dawn 
'the bright nights, all one dawn' 

MS:18 

U172:26 

U253:7 

U117:15 

M41:9 

Reduced realizations only occur within the <p domain, as illustrated in (77). The 
involved stress degree is phrasal in (77a), and foot~like in (77b). 

(17) a. 

b. 

{Hai chiuso gJi.Qcchi} ] . 
'You have closed your eyes' 

Trascinante] {la nuvola insolu bile}], 
'Trailing a cloud that cannot be dissolved' 

U185:1 

U226:3 

The same annotation conventions as above are adopted in representing the rhythmic 
outputs of the just considered instances. 

(18) full realization reduced realization 
a. { e cos ;te;s isti} xxX xX x xxXXx 
b. {[ ... ] gi~.J.n quegli sguardi} [.)X xxxXx [ ... ]X x x Xx 
c. {che fJJ..un'alba} xxxXx xxXx 
d; {gi#.in roccia} XxXx XXx 
e. {[ ... ] strepeanti .. ncque} xxX xX x xxXXx 
£ {meng . .:~cre} xxXx xXx 
g. {Mort.~.itido flume} XxXxxX x XXxxXx 
h. {[ ... ] chiar~.~.rano tUtte [ ... ]} XxxxxX XxxxX 
i. {GU .. Qcchi} xXx Xx 
j. {d.a . .Qmbre} xXx Xx 

k {rlavr6 un aspetto} xxXxx Xx xxXxXx 
1. {saroinnocente} xxxx Xx xxxX x 
m {Hai chiuso gli_Qcchi} xXxxXx xXxXx 
n. {la nuvo!J!._insolubile} xXxxxxXx xXxxxXx 

If the adjacent vowels were realized as one syllable, a stress clash would arise in (a.-hlJ 
Although avoidance of clash is not at stake in (i) and Q), both vowels are aN~ 
realized here. Full realization approximates the default rhythmic pattern of the WJ 

although not by a foot stress, the phrasal stress is preceded by a stressless syllabi~~ 
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Reduced realization in (k-n) follows the observed tendency: create strictly binary 
alternating patterns. 

In sum, the dichotomy between syllable-count, or better, metrical-position count 
on the one hand, and phonetic realization of adjacent vowels on the other, is not 
grounded in the rhythmic pattern: line grids as well· as phonetic realization manifest 
strictly binary alternation. Nonetheless, the former generally distinguishes fewer 
positions in a line than the latter syllables. The difference seems to lie in the number 
of rhythmic levels that is involved: while metrical-position count distinguishes two 
levels of stress, phonetic realization of rhyhtmic alternation distinguishes four levels 
of stress. Approximately, the former is only capable of recognizing vowels with 
phrasal stress, while the latter recognizes phrasal stress, main word stress and foot 
stress. With respect to metrical-position count, recall from chapter 2, section 2.4.1, 
that word-final stressed vowels unconditionally require the following vowel to be 
counted separately. This line-internal strong-weak alternation is reminiscent of the 
line-final strong-weak tail of Italian meters. 

3.4.6 Summary 

Section 3.4 has been dedicated to the internal structure of the phonological phrase. 
The <p has a syllable-level, foot-level and phrase-level, and possibly an additional 
word-level. By making reference to the metrical organization of these <p-internal 
constituents, we are able to account for the presence of phonological phenomena 
involving stress deletion and stress addition. A rough distinction between lexical 
words and grammatical words allows us to unfold some basic properties of the 
relation between linguistic input on the one hand, and prosodic output on the other. 

In the next two sections, I shall focus on non-phonological properties of phrasal 
prosodic parsings. That is, a variety of linguistic factors can be distinguished which 
prove to be (partially) responsible for the fact that not all phonological phrase 
outputs correspond to the Default qJ Fomt. 

3.5 Prosodic Overparsing 
f 

The notion prosodic otmparsing encompasses the follmving properties: 

(79) Prosodic Ovetparsing: 

(a) phonological phrases are overparsed if 
i. they contain fewer metrical positions than the Defa.ult qJ 

ii. they surface as marked default <p's g.e., with co+<p-stress). 

(b) lines are overparsed if they contain more q>-stresses than the unmarked 
parsing of a specific line type 
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The mbles in section 3.2.3 lllustrate how many as well as which lines are ovetparsed: 
all lines referred to by the boxes on the right of the shaded ones. Highly overparsed 
cp's are those realizations that are formally represented as in (80). 

(80) Simple qJ Form l' 

cp 
(J) 

a. 0' 

Simple rp Fo17!1 If: 

cp 

(J) 

b. 

Although less severely, the twg; representations in (8~) are also. overparsed in 
comparison with the Difault qJ Fomt. 

(81) Simple rp Fo17!1 Ill: 

a. 0' 

cp 

(J) 

0' 0" 

Difault !p (marked): 

cp 

b. 
(J) 

0" 

(J) 

0' 0' 

There clearly is a metrical implication between line overparsing and phrase 
ovetparsing. 

As shown in section 3.3, Nespor & Vogel's syntax-based algorithms of cp
formation may lead to outputs that deviate more or less severely from the unmarked 
parsing of a line type on the one hand, and from the metrical properties of the . 
Difault rp Form on the other. NV -based prosodic overparsings derive from the fact 
that (a) branching complements are not allowed to undergo restructuring with the 
phrase of its head, and (b) lexical heads of relatively unrelated maximal projections are 
not allowed to form ·a single phonological phrase. 

In what follows, I shall refer exclusively to PR-parsings. Indeed, prosodic·. 
overparsing is empirically attested. Statistical facts concerning the distribution of 
simple cp's in the PR-cotpora provide insights into their prosodic markedness. All' 
instances that correspond to Simple rp Fom1 I, II or III relate to the total of phrases in 
Montale as 219:767, and in Ungaretti as 144:415. In percentages, these relations: 
amount to 28.5% of simple phrases in Montale, and 34.7% of simple phrases in: 
Ungaretti. Of the three Simple rp For7Jis, III occurs much more often than I or II. This 
is shown in table 3.43. The percentages refer to the set of simple phrases only. 

Table 3.43. Number and 1Jetce11taue.r o SirlltJle ({J Fo17!1J. 

Simple <p Form I Simple <p Form II Simple <p Form Ill 

. nr % nr % nr % 

Montale 7 3.2 59 27 153 69.8 

Ungaretti 3 2.1 34 23.6 107 . '74.3.: ;;:; 
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Triggers of prosodic overparsing have a heterogeneous or1g1n, i.e., they can be 
morphological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic or versificational in nature. Although 
the set of interactions to be treated here seems to enclose a substantial part of all the 
possible interactions, it should be stressed that the set is not meant to be exhaustive. 

3.5.1 Morphological Triggers of Prosodic Overparsing 

The two morphological triggers of prosodic overparsing are (a) monosyllabic lexical 
words, and (b) Adjective/ Adverb alternation. 

3.5.1.1 Monosyllabic Lexical Items 

Under the assumption that lexical words (N, V, Adj, Adv) are lexically characterized 
by main word stress, and that lexical words normally surface with either main word 
stress or phrasal stress in a phrasal context, one expects monosyllabic lexical words 
to conflict easily with principles of rhythmic alternation. That is, their surfacing 
requires the presence of adjacent unstressed syllables in order to a"void clash 
configurations. A monosyllabic lexical word cannot exhaustively realize a 
phonological phrase without creating an overparsed cp. As seen earlier in this chapter, 
lexical stresses may undergo Stress Deletion, avoiding a clash between two stresses. 
But Stress Deletion cannot take place unconditionally. For instance, the context must 
provide sufficient information in order to retrieve the intended item, or the semantic 
structure of a sentence .must permit a lexical item to be realized with reduced stress. 

The examples in (82) contain one or more monosyllabic lexical words. Line 
overparsing as well as cp overparsing is observed. The bracketed words are lexical 
monosyllables. 

(82) a {V a}], per {te} l'ho pregato],- ora la sete A.=11 
'Go, I have prayed for your escape - now my thirst' M5:17 

b. {Poi}] scendesti dai monti] a riportanni A.=11 
' 'Then you came down from the hills, you brought me back' M134:3 

c. dal giorno sparsa {gia} ]. Prega per {me} . A.=11 
! 

from-the day dispersed already pray-IMP-2SG for me M96:49 
'dispersed now [ ... ] of day. Pray for me' 

d. {Mai} ] non vedro J nella no tte del s angue? A.=11 
ever not see-1SG.FUT in-the night of-the blood U172:21 
'Shall I never see in the night of the blood?' 

I just indicate the cp's that are highly overparsed: Vain (82a), Poi in (82b) and Mai in 
(82d). 

The entire set of monosyllabic lexical words in Italian is small. Leavirig aside the 
set of non-cliticized pronouns, there are just a few adverbs, nouns and verbal forms 
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which are monosyllabic. By contrast, the closed class of grammatical words is 
relatively rich in monosyllables. This is not only a property of Italian, but of many 
languages. In chapter 4, I shall put forward a theoretical proposal concerning the 
lexical representation of monosyllable lexical words vs. monosyllabic grammatical 
words. 

3.5.1.2 Adjective/ Adverb Alternation 

Adverbs that are derived from adjectives by means of suffixation of -mente sometimes 
surface as if they were adjectives, ie:, they surface without -mente. The sentence 
position the adjectival form occupies with respect to the verbal head and nominal 
head leads us to the adverbial interpretation. Leaving aside the ,morphological and 
syntactic pecularities of this alternation, from a metrical point of view, the forms are 
quite different: the fully derived -n;ente form encloses two more syllables than the bare 
adjectival form. Henceforth, it is predicted that the adjectival form, rather than the 
-mente form, may induce prosodic overparsing. Consider some lines and their relevant 
domains. 

(83) a. Un freddo cala] ... {Duro} il c6lpo svetta. 1..=11 
a cold falls-down hard the blow slices M150:5 
'A chill strikes ... The blow slices hard.' 

b. viaggia una nebbia], { alta} si flette un'illa 1..=11 
ttavels-3SG a fog high REFL bends-3SG a wing M96:8 
'floats a cloud, tilting skywards a [ ... ] wing' 

c. [ ... ] montagne I I {Sbocciate lievi} da leggere nuvole A-=11 
'on maintains I I Unfolded lighdy from faint clouds' U226:37 

Duro/ duramente, a/tal altamente, and lievi/ Jievemente, are the alternating pairs involved. If 
the disyllabic forms were replaced by the four-syllabic -mente forms, Difault rp Form 
outputs would arise. In addition, phrasal stresses and main word stresses would not 
be placed as close together as they are now. In short, Adjective/ Adverb alternation 
crucially impinges upon the metrical markedness of the output string. Later on, I shall 
argue that the fully derived form may lead to prosodic underparsing. 

3.5.2 Semantic/Pragmatic Triggers of Prosodic Overparsing 

The presence of monosyllabic or disyllabic lexical words is not a sufficient condition, 
however, to encounter overparsed lines or overparsed phrases. Either by Stresi 

Deletion or by incorporation in a complex phonological phrase, lexical monosyllable: 
may give rise to properly parsed metrical outputs. In fact, the examples considered .ii 
the previous sections are also characterized by other highly specific non-phonologita 
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properties. Some of these properties, like the presence of imperative constructions 
and deictic elements, I consider to be semantic and/ or pragmatic in nature. 

3.5.2.1 Imperatives 

Imperative verb forms constitute potential triggers of prosodic overparsing. 
Assuming that imperatives are intrinsically emphasized, I hypothesize that they are 
protected against Stress Deletion. At the surface, an imperative is always realized with 
a relatively high degree of stress, with either phrasal stress or main word stress. The 
bracketed imperatives in (84) exemplify these stress properties. 

(84) a. {Godi}] se il vento ch'entra nel pomario M5:1 
rejoice-IMP if the wind that enters in-the orchard 
Rejoice when the breeze that enters the orchard 

b. che ci stringe], tu {balza} fuori], {fuggi} ]! M5:16 
that us tightens73SG you leap-IMP out flee-IMP-2SG 
'that tightens around us, leap out, flee!' 

c. {V a}], per te l'ho pregato ], - ora la sete M5:17 
'Go, I have prayed for your escape - now my thirst' 

d. dal giorno sparsa gia]. {Prega} per me M96:49 
'dispersed now [ ... ] of day. Pray for me' 

The highly overparsed cp's are the following: Godi in (84a), fuggi in (84b) and Va in 
(84b). That is, the phrasal stresses are not preceded by a foot stress, and they are not, 
or only partially flanked by unstressed syllables. 

3.5.2.2 Enumeration 

Enumeration of syntactic phrases may also trigger prosodic overparsing. The 
hypothesis advanced with respect to imperatives also seems to hold for enumeration: 
items or phrases that are,part of an enumeration are intrinsically emphasized. As such, 
they are protected against Stress Deletion. Consider the bracketed domains: 

(85) a. mtto che ti riprende], {strada} {portico}· 
{mfua} {specchi}] ti figge in una sola 

' 

everything that you retakes-3SG street arcade 
walls mirrors you fixes-3SG in a single 
'all things seize you, street, arcades, 
mirrors, walls, fixing you in a single' 

f 

A-=11 
1.=11 
M81:52-3 
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b. 

c. 
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[ .. ]: {visi emunri}, 
{mani scarne}], {cavalli in fila.}], {ru6te 
stridule} ]: {vite no}]: {vegetazioni} 

faces emaciated 
hands bony horses in rows wheels 
screeching lives no vegetarians 
'emaciated faces, 
bony hands, horses filing past, screeching 
wheels - not lives, no, but vegetation' 

{Terr ori} ], { slanci} ], 
{Rantolo] di foreste}], }quella m ana I I [ ... ]} 
'Terrors, starts, 
Gasp of forests, that hand· 

1..=11 
1..=11 
1..=11 
M96:15-7 

1..=5 
A.=11 
U172:6-7 

The examples illustrate lists of NPs that are phonetically realized by either bare nouns 
(85ac) or nouns with modifiers (85bc). Notice that in (85a) two enumerated nouns 
form a single prosodic phrasal domain: mtira specchi. (85b) and (85c) show that the 
non-flnal element of the enumerated modified noun phrase may be subject to either 
Stress Deletion or Stress Addition: mtini scarne > mani scame and rtintolo di Joreste > 
ranto/o di Joreste, respectively. 

The sing-sang pattern typically manifested by the enumeration of bare-noun 
sequences, as in (85a) and (85c), emerges by virtue of the absence of foot stress. 
Regarding line overparsing, notice the two <p-stresses in the A.=S line in (85c). The 
unmarked parsing of /\.=5 is one cp-sttess. 

3.5.2.3 Vocatives 

Vocatives too are potential triggers of prosodic overparsing.25 Again, I claim the 
intrinsic prominence of the construction to be the cause of the prosodically marked 
outputs. 

(86) a. 

b. 

c. 

La tUa leggenda], {Dota} ]! 
the your legend Dora 
'Your legend, Dora!' 

{Morte}], {arido fiume} I I 
{Immemore sorella}, {morte}, 
'Death, dry river 
Forgetful sister, death,' 

Saresri accolta ], { anima} ], 
would-be-2SG welcomed soul 
'Soul, you would be welcomed' 

'J..=7 
M125:46 

'J..=7 
'A.=9 
U117:15-6 

'A.=7 
Ul72:18 

25 I assume vocatives to include apostrophes, i.e., vocative addresses to inanimate objects or qualititiei 
Apostrophes typically occur at the openings of poems (cf. Wales 1989). 
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!Jora, Morte (2x) and anima, are highly overparsed <p's: the phrasal stress is preceded by 
neither a foot stress nor an unstressed syllable. 

3.5.2.4 Deixis 

-; Prosodic overparsing may also be caused by the presence of deictic elements. Just as 
imperatives, vocatives and enumeration phrases, I consider deictic elements to be 
intrinsically emphasized. Especially in poetry, deictic elements are highly attention 

- demanding when they refer to a world that lies outside the closed domain of the 
poem itself. Consider the examples in (87). 

(87) a. 

b. 

c. 

{qui}] dove affonda] un morto] 
here where sinks a dead 
'here, where dead [memories] mesh and founder' 

ll frullo che {m} senti] none un volo, 
L* H* 

'That surge you hear is no whir of wings; 

{Questi} s6no i miei fiumi 
'These are my rivers' 

/...=7 
M5:3 

/...=11 
M5:6 

'A=7 
U43:6F6 

_ The locative adverb qui, the second personal pronoun tu, and the demonstrative 
pronoun questi are all three realized with a relatively high degree of prominence. It 
should be noted that questi in (87 c) can also be interpreted as being anaphoric, Le. as 
referring to the 'rivers' mentioned in the text.27 In comparison with the Difault rp 

'Form, the involved outputs give rise to various degrees of prosodic overparsing. 

3.5.2.5 Slow Speech 

Slow speech may trigger prosodic overparsing. In particular Ungaretti often recites his 
poems with such an extremely low speech rate that almost all the syllables seem to be 
stressed. As shown in (SS), the informants perceived all lexical words in these /...=7 
lines to be realized with phrasal stress. In addition, the words are perceived as being 

r 
separated from each other by weak phonation breaks. ' 

(88) a. Quando eri] ancora] in vita. 'A=7 
when was-2SG still in life U158:8 
'When you were still alive.' 

b. Piena] di fmte] buche, /...=7 
'Full of false hollows' U185:3 

26 See Gargiulo (1958) and Sanguineti (1977) for an analysis of the use of deictic elements in Ungaretti's I 
Fiumi (U43); and de Rooy (1994) for the non-lyrical or narrative funcrion of deictic elements in Ungaretti's 
L'Alkgria. 
27 See Cinque (1976) for deixis in Italian. 
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The result is line overparsing and phrase overparsing. 

3.5.3 Syntactic Triggers of Prosodic Overparsing 

Ellipsis and Fronting are two syntactic phenomena which actively contribute to the 
surfacing of prosodically overparsed outputs. Just as the above presented 
semantic/ pragmatic triggers, syntactic triggers do not necessarily give rise to prosodic 
overparsing. But the prosodically overparsed outputs can be explained with reference 
to relevant syntax-prosody interactions. Notice that these interactions are much more 
specific than the interaction betw<Z~n syntax and prosody that is assumed to exist by 
standard theories of prosodic constituency. 

3.5.3.1 Ellipsis 

Ellipsis allows certain linguistic elements to be omitted from the surface string under 
the condition that the context provides sufficient information to recover the omittted 
element. Especially the poetry of Ungaretti is characterized by non-overt realization of 
a variety of functional constituents.28 Auxiliaries, relative pronouns and conjuncts are 
typically involved. Consider the examples in (89). Between round brackets I present 
the elements which can be argued of omitting. 

(89) a. 

b. 

c. 

[ ... ] il getto tremulo M81:24-5 
dei violini], {spento}] quando r.otola ( che e 'which is') 
the spurt tremolo // of-the violins quenched when rolls 
'the tremolo spurt/ I of violins, quenched by the rolling [thunder]' 

Amore], [ ... ] 
{Tornato}] a dorare la tetta], 

'Love, [ ... ]' I I Returned to gild the earth' 

Colla mente] murata, 
{cog!i occhi}] caduci in oblio], 

(che el sei 'which is/you are') 

U117:1-2 

'With mind walled-in, I I Eyes fallen to oblivion' 

U117:24-5 

(e 'and') 

d. Da p6chi passi] {apparsi} (che sono 'who [appeared]') 
I pass anti] [ ... ] I I perdevano U226:14-5 

of few passes appeared-PART 
the passers [ ... ] lost 
'Appearing near to me I/ the passets [ ... ] lost' 

28 See Genot (1972) and Spezzani (1972) for non-prosodic accounts of ellipsis in the poetry of Ungaretfi; 
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{'ith the functional constituents overtly realized, the strings would rather surface as 

1roper default cp's. Omission of grammatical words implies a lack of metrically weak 
lements. The metrical result of ellipsis is compactness, or prosodic overparsing. 

3.5.3.2 Fronting 

~y Fronting I mean shiftings of syntactic constituents from their normal post-verbal 
>osition to the beginning of the sentence. Fronting provides constituents with 
:mphasis. Their relatively high degree of prominence makes fronted constituents 
>Otential triggers of prosodic overparsing: 

90) a. {Bene} non seppi, fu6ri del prodigio A.=11 
'Of good I found little more than the omen' M33:5 

b. Un freddo cala... {Duro} il c6lpo sve tta. A.=11 
a cold falls-down hard the blow slices M150:5 
'A chill strikes ... The harsh blow slices.' 

c. {L'uguale} mi fru:ai del sogno A.=9 
'you will make me dream's equal' U117:17 

d. {Mai} non vedro nella notte del sangue? A.=11 
'Shall I never see in the night of the blood?' U172:21 

e. La speranza immuta bile 
{In me} che fuoco nuovamente scova A.=11 
'The hope, immutable U253:8-9 
In me, that flame dislodges newly' 

Hypothetically, in their original, non sentence-initial posmon the constituents in 
question would form a <p domain with the preceding material. Possible metrical 
outputs are the constructs in (91). 

(91) a. (non seppi (il) bene)cp 
b. (svetta d uro) <p 
c. (mi fru:ai l'ugu ale)cp 
d. (n'on vedro mai)cp 
e. (scova in me)cp 

Obviously, fronting of constituents, and thus, creation of overparsed phrases is given 
priority at the expense of default <p outputs. 

3.5.4 Versificational Triggers of Prosodic Overparsing 

In the following sections phenomena of prosodic overparsing will be considered 
which interact with principles of versification. The first phenomenon relates to the 
versificational figure of enjambment, the second to the opening and closing lines of 
.... ~,..,.,c <>nr1 t"hP t"hirr1 tn tht> relation between short lines and edge positions. 
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3.5.4.1 Enjambment 

Prosodic overparsing of line types may be caused by enjambment. Enjambment is the 
phenomenon in which phrasal strings are broken up by a line boundary. Generally, 
the linguistic string at the end of the first line is the dependent part of the phrase, 
and the linguistic string at the beginning of the second line is the head part of the 
phrase.29 As a consequence of this dependent-head partition, the second line is 
particularly susceptible to prosodic overparsing. That is, the second line contains a 
phrasal stress that is not, or only partially, preceded by dependent material on the 
same line. The broken phrases are placed between curly brackets, and the overparsed 
lines are indicated by an arrow. / 

(92) a. dal finire il tuo viaggio], anello {d'una 
catena}], imm6to andare], oh tr6ppo noto 

chain unmoving go-INF oh too familiar 
'chain, unmoving motion, ah, that too familiar' 

b. percossa]; la tempest! e dolce] {quando 
sg6rga bianca} la stella di Canicola 

beaten-PAST.PART. the storm is sweet when 
spouts-3SG white the star of Canicola 
'clanging; the storm is sweet 

c. 

when the Dog Star shows, white' 

le tende molli], un fmscio immenso {rade 
la terra}], giu s'afflosciano stridendo 

flap-3pl. the curtains soft a flurry huge razes-3SG 
the earth down REFL-weaken-3pl. screeching 
'the drooping awnings flap, a huge flurry brushes 
the earth; hissing [ ... ] fall soggy [ ... ].' 

< 

< 

< 

A.=ll 
A.=ll 
M81:21-2 

A.=ll 
A.=ll 
M81:27-8 

1..=11 
A.=11 
M81:42-3 

Like Fronting, Ef!fambmmt gives emphasis to constituents that occur at the beginning 
of a larger domain. In the actual case, the beginning does not refer to the sentence 
but to the line of verse. That is, the elements on the second line of the en jam bed line 
pair are highlighted by virtue of the line break. Again, this kind of focalization 
appears to have priority over default cp formation. 

3.5.4.2 Opening and Closing Lines of Poems 

The opening and closing lines of poems typically surface as prosodically overparsed 
The poets often read these lines with a lower rate of speech than poem-internal lines 
Consider some examples. Opening lines are given in (93), and closing lines in (94). 

29 Enjambment is generally accounted for with reference to syntactic head-dependent relations (cf. LevL 
1971, Di Girolamo 1976), but see Helsloot (1988/1992) for an account in terms of prosodic as well: 
metrical head-dependent relations. 
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(93) a. Perdersi nel bigio] ondoso A.=8 
Lose-REFL-INF in-the gray swaying M72:1 
'Losing myself in the swaying gray' 

b. Fu] dove il ponte di legno A.=8 
was-3SG where the bridge of wooden M125:1 
'It was where the wooden bridge' 

c. E il cuore] quando] d'un ultimo] batcito A.=11 
and the heart when of-a final beat U158:1 
'and my heart with a final beat' 

(94) a. mia sera]. Ed io non so] chi va] e chi resta. A.=12 
my evening and I not know who leaves and who stays M161:22 
'my evening. And I don't know who's staying, who's leaving.' 

b. E avrai] negli occhi] un rapido] sospiro. A.=11 
and will-have-2SG in-the eyes a rapid sigh U158:15 
'And a swift sigh will be in your eyes.' 

c. E lasci] agli alberi un fuoco] d'autunno. A.=ll 
and leave-2SG at-the trees a fire of autumn U185:16 
'And leaves unto the trees a fire of autumn.' 

Many of the cp's in (93) and (94) are overparsed: phrasal stresses are not preceded by 
unstressed syllables and! or foot stresses. 

3.5.4.3 Short Unes and Edge Position 

Short lines in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti are typically characterized by 
prosodic overparsing. In section 3.2.4, I introduced Versification Principle 1 which 
states that a line of verse must be minimally realized by one cp-stress. This principle 
seems to have more weight than the Difault ({J Fomt. However, a property of short 
lines, especially manifested in Montale, is that they often occur in edge position, i.e. 
in poem-final, stanza-final or sentence-final position. I illustrate the phenomenon 
with 1..=2 lines. In (95a) and (95c), the lines are poem-final, and in (95b), the line 
contains the final,word of a sentence. 

(95) a. scordato strumento, 
cuore. 

discordant instrument / heart 
'discordant instrument, 
heart.' 

b. 0 rabido ventare di scirocco 
che l'arsiccio terreno gialloverde 
bruci; 

0 rabid blow-INF. of scirocco 
that the parched ground yellow-green 
burn-2SG 

[M11:17-8] 
1..=2 

[M68:2-3] 
A.=2 
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c. 

'0 scirocco, rabid gale 
that parches 

CHAPTER 3 

the cracked green-yellow ground;' 

Talmente amati] che immortali parveto, 
Luce. . 

U253:12-3 
A.=2 

In other words, deliberately created overparsed lines seem to have a highly specific 
function, namely to attract attention. Like Fronting and Ef!fambment, the combination 
Short Line-Edge Position emphasizes the linguistic input. Again, priority is given to thls 
emphasis, not to the reallzation of default q>'s. 

/ 
l 

3.5.5 Summary 

In the above sections I presented a series of non-phonological linguistic phenomem 
which display a potential to create prosodically overparsed phrases and lines. Lexica 
monosyllables, metrically simple adverbial forms, imperatives, enumeration, vocatives 
deictic elements, slow speech, ellipsis, £ranting, enjambment, opening and closin1 
lines, and short lines in edge position are the phenomena in question. In contrast tc 
default phonological phrases, overparsed phrases do not manifest a three-leveled 
rhythmic alternation. They often surface as di- or trisyllables of which one syllable has 
phrasal stress and the other(s) have no particular stress degree. A fundamental 
correlation between prosodic overparsing on the one hand, and the involved non
phonological phenomena on the other, is that they both contribute to the 
focalization of the input. 

3.6 Prosodic Underparsing 

Prosodic underparsing is the reverse of overparsing, and is characterized by the following 
properties: 

(96) Prosodic Undetparsing: 
(a) phonological phrases are underparsed if they contain more metrical 

positions than the Difault qJ 

(b) lines are underparsed if they contain fewer Cjl-sttesses than the 
unmarked parsing of a specific line type 

The degree of underparsing may vary. In what follows, I shall mainly deal wit![ 
strongly underparsed phrases, i.e. with phrases which formally allow separation intQ 
two properly structured q>'s (at righthand side in (97)): 
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(97) Underparsed rp's (strong): 

<p q> q> 

I: (J} I: (J} > I: (J} I: (J} 

a. a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a ()' 

q> <p <p 

(J} I: (J} > (J} I: (J} 

b. a a ()' a a a a a a a a a ()' a 

<p <p <p 

I: (J} (J} > I: (J} (J} 

c. a a a a a ()' a a a a a a C5 C5 

These strongly underparsed cp's call for an explanation. 
As shown in section 3.3, Nespor & Vogel's syntax-based algorithms to cp

formation may lead to underparsed outputs. In what follows, I shall exclusively refer 
to PR-based underparsings. Triggers of underparsing are either morphological, 
syntactic, semantic, pragmatic or versificational in nature. Often these triggers overlap 
in the sense that they display a combination of properties. Like triggers of prosodic 
overparsing, triggers of underparsing are just potential triggers, i.e., they do not 
necessarily give rise to prosodic underparsing, but their presence favors its emergence. 

3.6.1 Morphological and Syntactic Triggers of Prosodic Underparsing 

Polymorphernic words may easily give rise to surfacing of underparsed cp's. And so do 
complex prepositional constructions and possessive constructions. 

3.6.1.1 Polymorphemic Lexical Words 

Polymorphemic lexical words favor the emergence of underparsed phrases and/ or 
lines. Polymorahemic words are morphologically complex in the sense that one or 
more affixes are added to the root. As a consequence of this complex word structure, 
the phonological structure often also emerges as complex. That is, the more affixes 
attached to ~a root, the more syllables the 01iput word will have. Although it is well
known that· morphological structure and phonological structure are not in one-to-one 
correspondence, there is a tendency in such a direction. The generalization holds that 
polymorphernic words preceded by one or more grammatical words easily give rise to 
prosodic underparsing. Consider some examples. Notice in (98a) the bracketed vowel 
of the preposition di: although the written version does not contain this vowel, 
Montale realizes both this vowel and the adjacent identical one.30 

30 Two informants added this /i/ in their written copy of the poem. 
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(98) a. 

b. 

c. 
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delirio], Arsenio), { d[i] immobilita} ... 
'ecstasy, Arsenio, of inertia .. .' 

{La tUa irrequietudine}] rni fa pens are 
the your restlessness me makes think 
'Your restlessness reminds me' 
e ardere] {d'inc6nsapevolezza} 
and burn-INF of unconsciousness 
'burning with unknowing' 

A.=ll 
M81:23 
A.=13 

. M125:16 

. 1.=11 

U43:55 

Phrasal underparsing and lexical integrity appear to be closely related: morphological 
words display a resistance to being sejarated into two phonological phrases. In fact, 
phonological phenomena typically characterizing the edges of a cp domain, like 
lengthening or boundary tones, may be observed at the edge of a morphological 
word but not somewhere in the middle. As for the functional elen1ents in (98b), like 
affixes, they are hardly capable of forming a cp on their own: the determiner La and 
the possessive pronoun tua require a lexical word to attach to prosodically.31 

Regarding polymorphemic words, let me return to the Adjective/ Adverb 
alternation discussed before. As argued in 3.5.1.2, the alternation crucially impinges 
upon metrical markedness. Bare adjectival forms may give rise to prosodic 
overparsing, and adverbs formed by suffixation of -mente may give rise to prosodic 
underparsing. The recorded corpus contains a single example of this derivation: 

(99) In me] che fuoco {nuovamente scova}] 
'In me, that flame dislodges newly' 

The prosodic output gives rise to a weakly underparsed cp. 

3.6.1.2 Complex~Preposition Constructions 

A.=11 
U253:8-9 

A second potential morphological or morpho-syntactic trigger of prosodic 
underparsing is the complex-preposition construction. Generically, I take a complex 
preposition to be any polymorphemic construction whose function is prepositional; 
Some examples are: sequences of two prepositions like accanto a 'beside', vicino a 'close 
to' andfuori di 'outside', or sequences of the type preposition+noun+preposition like 
in me~o a 'in the midst of, per via di 'owing to' or in base a 'on the ground of. In 
chapter 4, I shall follow Rizzi (1988) in considering these constructions to be 
lexicalized items.32 

Prosodically, these prepositional con~tructions are also complex, i.e., they consist 
of at least three syllables. In comparison with simple monosyllabic prepositions, 

31 Within short, we will see that possessive pronouns display a variety of prosodic properries. That is, theJ 
are not always prosodically dependent, as illustrated here. 
32 Rizzi (1988) presents a number of lexico-semantic and morpho-syntactic arguments in favor of th 
lexicalizarion of these prepositional constructions. 
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complex prepositions favor therefore the emergence of prosodically underparsed 

·phrases. 

(100) a. 

b. 

c. 

:Un rovello] { e di qua dall'erto muro} 
a rage is of here from-the steep wall 
'All is furor within the sheer wall' 
{acd.nto a 11lnghe secche}] mi raggiunge 
'by a long line of shoals reaches my ear' 
Sarai una sta ttia] { davanti ill'Eterno} ], 
be-2SG.FUT a statue in-front of-the Eternity 
'you will be statue in front of Eternity' 

A.=11 
M5:10 

A.=11 
M51:11 
A.=11 
U158:6 

Notice that the A.=11 lines contain just two <p-stresses, and not three, as displayed by 
the unmarked parsing. The phonological phrases are also underparsed: phrasal 
stresses do not follow each other at a distance of about four metrical positions, but 
at a distance of about six or seven positions. The unmarked syntactic position of 
prepositions as well as their functional interpretation with respect to nominal heads 
favors their prosodic dependency. 

Nevertheless, we also· come across prosodic parsings in which complex 
prepositions are associated with phrasal stress: 

(101) a. 

b. 

{a sommo di rninuscole biche}] 
'at the tips of the tiny sheaves' 
{vicino all:l matita delle labbra}], 
close to-the pencil of-the lips 
'beside your lipstick' 

A-=10 
M28:8 
A.=ll 
M125:26 

In other words, complex prepositions are potential triggers of prosodic underparsing, 
but they do not necessarily give rise to prosodically underparsed outputs. 

3.6.1.3 Possessive Constructions 

Another potential trigg~r of prosodic underparsing is the possessive· construction in 
Italian. The basic word order of possessive pronouns in Italian is possessive 
pronoun > noun. Leaving exceptions aside, prenomlnal possessives in Italian must 
be preceded by a determin~r: DET-POSS-NOUN.33 If this possessive-noun string is 
also enriched with elements like prepositions, verbs or non-possessive adjectives, 
complex prosodic phrases easily emerge: 

(102) a. 

b. 

La casa {de:lle rnie estati} lontane] 
'The house where I spent my summers long ago' 
{la tua legge rischiosa}]: esser vasto] e diverso 
the your law perilous: be-INF vast and various 
'your perilous law [ ... ]: to be vast and various' 

13 See Cordin (1988) for a detailed presentation of possessive constructions in Italian. 

A-=11 
M52:5 
A-=14 
M52:16 
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c. Questi { sono 
i miei fiumi}] 
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'These are // my rivers' 
')..=7 
U43:45-6 

As the examples show, the possessive itself can be realized with no stress (102b), 
foot stress (102a) or main word stress (102c). In contrast t.o plain adjectives, pre
nominal possessives disfavor phrasal stress.34 In othe.r words, pre-nominal 
possessives differ from other pre-nominal adjectives with respect to this stress 
property: the latter are intrinsically stress-bearing, the former not. One counter
example occurs in the recorded subcorpus. Notice however that the phrasal stress on 
nostri may be triggered by the immedk{tely following line break. 

(103) Ritornavamo {dai nostri} 
vagabondari infruttuosi ]. M72:40-1 

came-back-lpl. from-the our// wanderings useless 
'This was when we came back home from our // useless wanderings' 

By virtue of being intrinsically unstressed or weakly stressed, pre-nominal possessives 
may give rise to underparsed phrases: 

(104) a. 

b. 

{La tUa. lrrequietudine}] mi fa pens are 
'Your resdessness reminds me' 

Questa {e la mia nostalgia} 
'This is my nostalgia' 

1.,=13 
M125:16 
1.,=8 
U43:63 

In the next section, I shall continue examining the prosodic behavior of possessives. 
A syntactically marked word order is considered in the light of prosodic well
formedness. 

3.6.1.4 Possessive Inversion 
~ ·<1 

The lines in (1 05) contain what I call inverted possessive constructions. It should fi .• ~ 
said that the lines rather surface as prosodically overparsed than as prosodicalli~ 

(r:% 
underparsed. That is, the A.=S is generally realized with two instead of three tJl 
stresses, and the 1..=11 is generally realized with exactly three q>-stresses (i.e. with n~;~ 
additional word stress). Regardless of these line-parsing deviations, the lines ai~;~ 
characterized by the presence of a highly marked syntactic configuration: the nor~~ 
word order DET-POSS-ADJ-NOUN surfaces as. DET-ADJ-POSS-NOU~#~ 
Prosodically, these possessive strings are parsed into two phonological phrases: i;~ 

(105) a. una bracciata {di amara A.=8 
tua scorza}], istanre]: discosta 1.,=8 

of bitter your bark M72:24-5 
'0 Instant, an armful of your bitter bark, [ ... ] the distance' 

34 See section 3.3.2 for examples of pre-nominal modifiers realized with phrasal stress. 
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malcerto] {il certo tuo fuoco}. 
uncertain the certain your fire 
'your certain fire [ ... ] uncertainty' 
non far] {del grande suo viso} in ascolto 
not make-IMP of-the great her face into listening 
'Don't change her great listening look' 

A-=8 
M107:4 

A-=11 
M150:3 
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·~Without the inversion the strings easily lead to underparsed cp's, as illustrated by the 
-constructs below: 

(106) a. 
b. 
c. 

di tUa amara scorza I 
il ruo certo fu oco I 
del suo grande vi so I 

di tua amara sco rz;a 
ll tuo certo fu oco 
del suo grande viso 

- Under the assumption that possessives are grammatical words rather than lexical 
words, possessive inversion leads to binary alternation expressed by sequences of 
grammatical words and lexical words, i.e., to alternation of prosodically weak and 
strong elements (F=grammatical word, L=lexical word): 

(107) Possessive Inversion: 
DET-POS5-ADJ-NOUN > DET-ADJ-POSS-NOUN 

F-F-L-L >. F-L-F-L 

Prosodic pattern: 

weak-weak-strong-strong > weak-strong-weak-strong 

FIF.L rather than FFLL patterns may fulfill the requirements of the Default qJ Form. 
Syntactically weak and strong elements alternate, like metrically weak and strong 
elements. That is, possessive inversion actively contributes to the realization of 
metrically well-formed prosodic outputs. 

3.6.2 Narrativity and Prosodic Underparsing 

Especially with respect to the poetry of Montale, the emergence of underparsed cp's 
receives an explanation when placed in the light of narrativity. As convincingly 

f 

· demonstrated by De Rooy (1994), the Italian liric .poetry of the first half of this 
century -which includes the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti- is rich in elements that 
are generally associated with narrative genres. Finite verb forms, the past tense and 
temporal adverbs support the fundamental narrative property of telling a story in 
time. The presence of personal pronouns which allow for an unequivocal 
identification of the agents and/ or the participants in the story enforces the 
narrativity of the text. As argued by De Rooy, these text-internal narrative aspects 
favor a narrativizing attitude on the part of the reader. 

Regarding the prosodically underparsed lines and/ or phrases, the presence of 
narrativizing aspects is striking. That is, there seems to be a correlation between 
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narratlvity on the one hand, and prosodic underparsing on the other. Consider the 
bracketed strings in (1 08). 

(108) a. 

b. 

{Poi seguimmo il canale}] fino alia darsena 
then followed-1PL the canal until to-the inner-harbor 
'Then we followed the canal ,back to the [ ... ] inner harbor' 

l 

{Come allora oggi}] in tua presenza impietro, 
mare], ma non piu degno 
mi credo] del solenne ammonimento 
del t:Uo respiro]. {Tu m'hai detto primo} 
{ che il piccino fermento} 
del mio cuore {non era che un momento} 
del tuo]; {chf: mi era in fondo} 
{la tua legge rischiosa}]: esser vasto] e diverso 
e insieme fi.sso: 

'0 sea, 
petrified by your presence then as now, 
I think myself not worth the grave admonition 
of your breath. You told me as a child 
the petty ferment 
of my heart was merely a moment 
of yours; that your perilous law 
lay deep within me: to be vast and various, 
but unchanging too' 

A.=12 
M125:7 

1..=11 
A.=7 
A.=ll 
A.=ll 
'J...=7 
'J...=11 
'J...=7 
'J...=14 
1..=5 

M52:9-16 

In (108a), the temporal adverb, past tense and first person plural contribute to the 
narrativizing or prosaic reading of the line. In (108b), the second person singular 
which the poet addresses is the mare, the Meditetratteo. The fragment, from Antico, .ronq 
ubtiacato da//a voce, contains a relatively large number of underparsed prosodic phrases: 
In other words, the prosody of the fragment enforces the observation that Montale's 
Meditelianeo poems are highly narrative in nature. 35 

3.6.3 Versificational Triggers of Prosodic Underparsing 

In the following subsections two phenomena of prosodic underparsing are examin~.~ 
which have in common their interaction with principles of versification. Thei fi~.~ 
phenomenon. relates to the versificational figure of enjambment, the second to t}J 
presence of long lines. 

3.6.3.1 Enjambment 

As shown in 3.5.4.1, the correlation between enjambment and prosodic ouepdf.l! 
generally involves the second line of the enjambed line pair. The inverse correlat.!,? 

-~- ,'->' 

35 See De Rooy (1994:236), citing Barberi Squarotci (1974), Mengaldo (1978) and Luperini (1986). 
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i.e. between enjamb,ment and prosodic underparsing, involves rather the first line. 
Consider in this regard the 1.=11 lines in (109ab) and the 1.=7 line in (109c) which 
surface with fewer than three and two cp-stresses, respectively. The relevant first lines 
contain two/ three unstressed or weakly stressed syllables which are dependent on the 
qrhead occurring on the next line. 

(109) a. con se trasdna), viscide], {non mai 
svelte}], tremi di vi ta e ti protendi 
with him drags-3SG slimy not ever 
torned-up quiverings of life and REFL lean out-2SG 
'dragging [ ... ], all slime, never 
torn up, quivering with life, you lean out' 

1.=11 
1.=11 

M81:47-8 

b. nell'6ra che si scioglie], il cenno {d'una 1.=11 

c. 

vita strozzata}] per te sorta], e il vento 1.=11 

in-the hour that REFL dissolves the sign of-a M81:57-8 
life strangled for you emerged and the wind 
'in the hour dissolving, this is the call 
of some strangled life that emerged on your behalf, and the wind' 

E, per sempre], {l'aprile 
Trascinante}] la nuvola insolubile], 

'And, for ever, April 
Trailing a cloud that cannot be dissolved' 

1.=7 
A.=11 
U226:2-3 

More interesting with respect to the correlation between prosodic underparsing and 
enjambment is the following: phrasal prosodic parsing across a line boundary often 
gives rise to underparsed phrases. More peculiarly, it appears that across-A. parsing 
rather involves complex or underparsed phrases than default phrases. Some statistics 
to illustrate the point: Ungaretti's recordings evince five instances and Montale's 
recordings 39 instances of cp-formation across a A. boundary. The five across-A. cp's in 
Ungaretti all give rise to underparsed cp's. In Montale, there are 17 underparsed cp's 
against 22 default cp's. Given the percentages of the unmarked parsings presented in 
section 3.2, the high amount of across-A. phrases that are underparsed is thus highly 
significant. Let me present some examples: 

(110) a. nell'aria persa], innanzi al {brUlichio 
dei vivi}; [ ... ] M96:52 

'in the violet air, against the teeming tide /I of the living' 

b. strazia] com'unghia ai vetri). {Cerco il segno 
smarrito }, [ ... ] / M133:10-1 
look-1SG the sign I I lost 
'screeches like a fingernail on glass. I look for the lost I I sign' 

c. balestrucci { dal palo 
del telegrafo} al mare M139:2-3 

of-the pole I I of-the telegraph 
'martins [flying] from the telegraph I I pole seward' 
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d. Come] {cli sllgheri 
cli reti}] calate nell'acqua]. 
'As of corks I/ Of nets lowered into the water.' 

e. E, per sempre], {l'aprile 
Trascinante}] la nuvola insolubile], 

'And, for ever, April . 
Trailing a cloud that cannot b'~ dissolved' 

U185:4-5 

U226:2-3 

How can we explain these underpars.ings? A first not very impressive;observation is 
that the elements on both sides of the line boundary are part of the same sentence 
(i.e., there are no across sentence-boundary underparsed cp's). Of more .interest is the 
fact that the head of the q>, occurring on the second line, is indeed syntactically related 
to the dependent material on the first line, but not as strongly as might be expected. 
By means of the syntactic notions to which Nespor & Vogel (1986) refer in their q>

formation deflllitions, only (110b) can be accounted for. That is, il regno and rmamro 
might form a single q>, since rmanito is the first and non-branching complement of il 
regno. NV-parsing cannot account for the other examples, however: the complements 
in (110acd) are all branching. In addition, Trascinante in (110e) introduces a 
nonrestrictive relative clause which, according to Nespor & Vogel (1986:188), should 
be prosodically separated from its head by an intonational phrase boundary. In actual 
case, the head l'aprile and the gerund form one q> domain. 

In sum, the underparsed q>'s in (11 0) fly in the face of the law: they challenge the 
generally observed pattern that line boundaries and q> boundaries coincide, and they 
challenge the structural principles of the Default q> Form. 

3.6.3.2 Long Lines 

As mentioned in section 3.2.5, long lines are characterized by the fact that they 
contain relatively many phrases that are larger than the Default q> Form. I also 
mentioned some differences between NV-parsing on the one hand, and PR-parsing 
on the other, where long lines are concerned: syntax-based parsing assigns more 
phonological phrases to long lines than are attested in the recorded readings. 
Consider again section 3.2.5, for relevant examples. 

3.6.5 Summary 

In the above sections I presented a series of non-phonologicar linguistic phenomena· 
which display the potential for creating prosodically underparsed phrases and lines. , 
The phenomena include: polymorphemic words, complex prepositions, possessive~ 
constructions, narrativity, enjambment and long lines. I also discussed the · 
syntactically marked phenomenon of possessive inversion the prosodic output 
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which better fits the rhythmic requirements of the default <p. Generalizing, in contrast 
to the three-leveled rhythmic alternation of the default <p, underparsed phrases reflect 
four levels of alternation: no stress, foot stress, main word stress and phrasal stress. 
Where prosodic overparsing implies focalization, prosodic underparsing rather implies 
flatness or continuance. 

3. 7 Conclusions 

In this chapter, I presented a set of phonological phrase structures which emerged on 
·the basis of a threefold analysis of the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale. Hypothetic 
syntax-to-prosody parsings, perception-based parsings, and strictly binary alternating 
line grids, gave rise to phonological phrases which are metrically structured into 
syllables, feet and prosodic words. These phonological phrase structures are listed in 
(111). 

(111) a. Simple rp F ow L· 
<p 

CO 

CJ 

d. Default rp Fow: 

<p 

:I: CO 

CJ CJ CJ CJ 

f. Complex cp Fow la: 

q> 

:I: CO 

CJ CJ CJ CJ 

h. Complex rp Fow 11· 

CO :I: 

CJ CJ CJ CJ 

f. Compfer cp Fow TV: 

CJ CJ 

CO 

CJ CJ 

b. Simple rp Fow IL· 
<p 

c. Simple cp Fow Ill: 
<p 

CO 

CJ 

CJ 

q> 

CO 

CJ CJ 

CJ CJ 

CO 

CJ CJ CJ 

e. Default rp Fow (marked): 

<p 

CO CO 

CJ CJ CJ CJ 

g. Complex rp Fow lb: 

q> 

CO CO 

CJ CJ CJ CJ 

e. Complex rp Fow Ill: 

CJ 

CO 

CJ CJ CJ 

CO ! 
' 

CJ CJ 

CJ 

CJ 

CJ 

CO 

CJ CJ 

Table 3.44 presents the number and percentages with which these different q> forms 
occur in the recorded corpora. The row on the righthand side gives the (sub)sections 
in which the q> forms were discussed. 
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Table 3.44. Number and f;ercenta]!es of PR ({! Forms. 

Montale Ungaretti 

nr % nr % section 

Simple cp Form I 7 0.9 3 0.7 

Simple cp Form 11 59 7.7 34 82 3.5 

Simple cp Form Ill 153 
j 

20 107 25.8 

Deja11lt cp Form 285 37.2 125 30.1 3.2/3.4 

Deja11lt cp Form (marked) 31 4 14 3.4 3.4.3.3 

Complex cp Form lab 119 15.5 54 13 

Complex cp Fonn 11 81 10.5 54 13 3.4 

Complex cp Form 111 27 3.5 20 4.8 /3.6 

Complex cp Form IV 5 0.7 4 1 

Total 767 100 415 100 

In both Montale and Ungaretti, the Default cp Form occupies the top posltlon, 
followed by Simple cp Form Ill The third position is occupied by the Complex cp Forms 
lab in both Montale and Ungaretti, and by Complex cp Form If in Ungaretti. In 
Montale, the latter occupies the fourth position. In terms of metrical positions, the 
order of phrases from most frequent to less frequent is as follows: 4-3-5-6-2-7-1/8. 

On the basis of a comparison between NV-parsings·and PR-parsings, I formulated 
two hypotheses, the Minimal cp Hypothe.ris and the Maximal cp Hypothesis. A phonological 
phrase contains minimally three and maximally six metrical positions. Thus, phrases 
containing one or two positions are subminimal, and phrases containing seven or 
eight positions are supramaximal. Subminimal as well as supramaximal phrases 
typically occur under pressure of non-phonological structures involving focus and 
continuance, respectively. 

Syntactic notions like branchingness, non-recursive side and head-complement fail 
to accurately predict how lexical words and grammatical words are parsed in the 
output. On the basis of all the PR-parsed outputs (see Appendix E), it results that 
NV-parsing and PR-parsing coincide in 68.3% in Montale, and in 74.4% in Ungaretti. 
Obviously, this correspondence derives from the fact that lexical words in both 
parsings provide the head syllable of the phonological phrase. The other 31.6% and 
25.5% of the PR-parsings provide crucial evidence in favor of a prosodic account of 
phonological phrasing based on metrical well-formedness. In the following chapters, 
this account will be formalized in a theory of metrical phrasing. Chapter 4 is 
dedicated to the prosodic input representations of words on the one hand, and to 
the prosodic properties of metrical templates on the other. Chapter 5 illustrates how 
these two input specifications are matched up in the output. The chapters 6 and 7 
deal with prosodic overparsing and prosodic underparsing, respectively. 



4 Prosodic Input Features: 
Templates and Text 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter is dedicated to the Prosodic Input, i.e. to the prosodically distinctive 
features of words and structures. These features constitute the building blocks of 
the phrasal prosodic outputs as found in the verse data. My proposal is that the 
input consists of two sources of which one provides prosodic template features, 
and the other textual prosodic features. I take both sources to be indispensable in 
accounting for prosodic phrasing. In addition to this input, the grammar possesses 
a Generator (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993ab) whose 
function it is to generate sets of output candidates. Each output candidate is 
characterized by templatic features as well as textual features matched up in a 
particular way. The optimality theoretical constraint families PARSE and FILL 
evaluate these candidates, so that the candidate that best satisfies the constraints is 
selected as being optimal (see the schema under (1)). Since the constraints may 
conflict with each other, relative ranking of the constraints is crucial. The higher the 
hierarchical position of a constraint a, the stronger its need to be properly satisfied. 
Proposals regarding the ranking of constraints are deferred till chapter 5. 

(1) INPUT 
temphtes text 

GENERATOR 
(free generation of output candidates) 

t 
EVALUATION 

(rank~ FIU./PARS'E constraints) 
t 

OUTPUT 
(optimally parsed text) 

The first part of this chapter deals with the prosodic template features, and the 
second part, with the textual prosodic features of Italian. Section 4.1 starts with an 
overview of the set of phonological phrase outputs found in the verse data. Three 
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of the ten <p forms distinguished in. chapter 3 will be considered to be part of the 
input. These three forms give rise to the default <p template, the maximal <p template 
and the minimal <p template. Afterwards, the Italian syllable, foot and prosodic 
word templates will be discussed. The templatic prosodic features that are relevant in 
the context of phonological phrase formation involve structural well-formedness 
conditions imposed on these prosodic constituents: Section 4.2 deals with the 
textual prosodic features that are relevant in the context of phonological phrase 
formation. Lexical words (compounds included) and grammatical words 

1
will be 

argued to be associated with prosodic head features. 

4.1 Prosodic Templates 

In chapter 3 we saw that the phonological phrase in the poetry of Montale and 
Ungaretti is characterized by a set of recurring properties. Most evident is the 
alternation of phrasal stress, word stress; foot stress and zero stress. This 
alternation is binary in nature. This observation is captured in terms of the rp

Metricality Hypothesis: 

(2) qrMetricality Hypothesis 
The phonological phrase is a metrically structured prosodic domain 

In contrast to Nespor & Vogel's (1986) claim that prosodic trees are n-ary 
branching, the actual generalization is that all prosodic constituents up to the level 
of the phonological phrase are conditioned by one and the same principle of 
binarity:1 

(3) Binari{y Principle 
Prosodic constituents from the syllable up to the phonological phrase are binary 

However, the parsed verse data show that binarity must not be interpreted in a 
strict sense. Focusing on the four most frequendy occurring <p forms (see table 3.44. 
in the conclusions of chapter 3), we observe the following structural patterns. The 
Difault rp Form is strictfy binary at the prosodic weird level, but at the phonological 
phrase level it is unary (cf. 4a). The three-positions counting Simple rp Form Ill is 
unary at the phrase level, and loose!J binary at the word level, in the sense that the 
word node dominates a foot node and a syllable node (cf. 4b), but not two foot 
nodes.2 The five-positions counting Complex ffJ Forms lab are stricdy binary either at 
the word or phrase level, as well as loosely binary at the word level (cf. 4cd). And 
the six-positions counting Complex ffJ Fom; 11 is stricdy binary at the phrase level, 

1 See Principle 3 of the Strict Lqyer Hypothesis (chapter 2, section 2.1), regarding the n-ary branchingness claim. 
2 Inkelas (1989), Ita & Mester (1992), Kager (1994a), McCarthy & Prince (1993a) and Hayes (1995), among others, 
argue in favor of loose prosodic constituency. 
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but at the word level just one of the two words is strictly binary (cf. 4e). Notice 
that in contrast to the configurations presented in chapter 3, the foot and the 
prosodic word are both represented now on separate levels. 

(4) a. Dif4ult rp Form b. Simple rp Form Ill 
q> q> 

0) 0) 

:t :I: .t 
(j (j (j (j CJ CJ (j 

c. Cotnplex rp Form la d. Cornplex (/J Form lb 

q> q> 

0) 0) 0) 

I: I: I: I: 

(j (j CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ (j 

e. Cotnplex qJ Form !I 

q> 

0) 0) 

:t :I: :t 
(j CJ CJ (j CJ (j 

Statistically, the phonological phrase forms identified in the verse data display a 
gradual scale of markedness. The forms ln ( 4) belong to the core set of phrases; 
peripheral forms, in contrast, enclose one or two, or seven or eight metrical 
positions. Notice now that in accordance with the Binariry Pn'ndple in (3), we expect 
the eight-position form to be the optimal structure. Nonetheless, as an output 
phrase, this <p form appears to be extremely marked. In other words, overall unarity 
at the one extreme, and overall binarity at the other, both give rise to highly marked 
structures: 

(5) a. Simple rp Form I b. Cotnplex rp Form W 
<p cp 

m 0) m 
.t :t :E :t .t 
CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ (j CJ CJ 

Obviously, reducing prosodic structuring to one single principle of binarity 
/ 

overshoots the mark. In order· to.'account for the core set of q> forms in (4), 
reference should be made to unariry, loose binariry as well as strict binariry. In addition 
to these three structural properties, the Italian verse data also give rise to structural 
ternarity. That is, two unstressed syllables may separate two stressed ones. This 
ternarity is observed at the foot level alone, however. No three-foot words or three
word phrases are found: 
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(6) 3-a foot: 

0" a a 

CHAPTER 4 

* 3-L word: 

(J) 

L 

* 3-ro phrase: 

(J) (J) 

<p 

(J) 

Assuming the Default rp Fo1711 to constitute the core phrase in the poetry of 
Ungaretti and Montale, I reformulate the Binarity Principle in (3) as the GOre Binarity 
Principle: 

/ 

(!) Core Binarity Principle 
The core <p is unary at the q> level and stticdy binary at the ro and t level 

The statistics illustrate that the relative markedness of the other phrase forms 
gradually increases with the number of constituents diplaying either unarity or 
binarity/ternarity. That is, when (a) unarity is not only observed at the cp-level, but 
also at the word or foot level, and (b) binarity ls not only observed at the foot and 
word level, but also at the cp-level, we get relatively marked phrases. 

I make the claim now that only three of the above distinguished cp forms 
constitute templates which are stored ln the input. In addition to a Default cp 
template, there is a Minimal q> template and a Maximal cp template (the labeled 
square-bracket notation indicates that the templates are abstract formats, i.e., they are 
not yet realized by textual material): 

(8) Dejrp template Mi11 rp template Maxrp template 
[ )rp nrp ( Jcp 
[ ]ro [ ]ro [ Jro [Jro 

[J:E [lE [)t [).r [Jt Ut 

[ Jcr [ lcr [ ]cr [ ]cr [ ]cr []cr ( lcr [ ]cr []a Ucr [la [ Ja rJcr 

The Defcp template corresponds to the Default rp Form, the Mincp template to Simple rp 
Fo17!1 III, and the Maxcp template to Complex rp Fo1711 11. As we shall see in the 
following chapters, the remaining non-templatic cp forms result from the interaction 
between the textual input on the one hand, and the structural conditions 
represented by the above templates on the other. This interaction is controlled by 
the optimality theoretical constraint families PARSE and FILL. Before accounting 
for this interaction, we need to establish which are the structural conditions 
imposed on the Italian subphrasal prosodic constituents. I start with the syllable. 

4.1.1 Prosodic Input Features: the Syllable 

The Italian syllable has been studied by many scholars, most notably: Muljadc 
(1972), Basb0ll (1974), Bertinetto (1981), Vogel (1977, 1982), Chierchla (1986), 
Marotta (1988), Bullock (1991), Calabrese & Romani (1991) and Bolognesl (1992, 
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1995). Language-universally, CV is considered to constitute the core syllable 
structure, and CVC its expansion (cf. Bell 1971, Kahn 1976, Bell & Hooper 1978). 
That is, every syllable has an Onset and a Nucleus, and possibly a Coda. In Italian 
too, Onset-Nucleus is the core syllable structure, and Onset-Nucleus-Coda its 
expansion.3 As above, the labeled square brackets indicate that we are dealing with 
formal positions, not yet realized with segments. I refer to Onset-Nucleus as to the 
minimal syllable template, and to Onset-Nucleus-Coda as to the maximal syllable 
template. 

(9) Mina temphte 

[ ]o [ ]n 

Maxa temphte 

[ ]o [ ]n [le 

The Italian onset can be simple or expanded. The simple onset consists of either a 
single C or an Obstruent+Sonorant sequence, and the expanded onset consists of 
an s+Obstruent(+Sonorant), an Obstruent+Obstruent, or a Geminate Consonant 
(cf. Calabrese & Romani 1991, Bolognesi 1995). Simple and expanded onsets are 
exemplified in (10ab), respectively. 

(10) a. Simple Onset: > tavolo 'table' 
m > mano 'hand' 
pr > prato 'meadow' 
Id > classe 'class' 

b. Expanded Onset: str > strada 'street' 
A.: > gli 'the' (masc.sg.) 
ps > psicologo 'psycologist' 

The Italian nucleus is simple. In addition, there is the short (rising) diphthong 
[w::~], which behaves as a nucleus. By contrast, the other rising diphthong Oe] as 
well as the falling diphthongs [Vj] and [Vw] do not behave as a single nucleus (cf. 
Marotta 1988, Bolognesi 1995). Long vowels, furthermore, are not lexically 
distinctive in Italian (cf. Vogel 1982). 

(11) a. Simple Nucleus: 
, 

b. Rising Diphthong: 

a 
i 
W:J 

/ 

> 
> 
> 

mano 
riso 
uomo 

'hand' 
'rice' 
'man' 

The Italian coda is also simple. It can be realized by a sonorant, the first member of 
a geminate, or the left part of a consonant cluster:4 

3 See Mancini & Voghera (1994) for a statistic analysis of Italian syllable structures. Their analysis is based on the 

Lmko di .freqllenza dell'ilaliano parla/o (LIP). CV is the most frequently occurring syllable structure, followed by CVC. 
4 See Ito (1986) for general discussion on codas, and Bullock (1991) and Bolognesi (1995) for discussion on Italian 

codas. 
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(12) Simple Coda: n 
t 

CHAPTER 4 

> 
> 
> 

non 
pat. to 
ros.po 

'not' 
'pact' 
'toad' 

In contrast to the onset and nucleus position, the coda position is not necessarily 
realized in Italian. Moreover, it will be realized when the following onset position is 
not able to contain the relevant segment. Consider the phrases in (13). The /s/ of 
stamani occurs in the coda position of da, [das], and the first member of the 
geminate h:/ of gli occurs in the coda position of se, [seA.].S 

(13) a. 
b. 

/ dal / stamani/ 
/se/ h:i/ /dicJ 

> 
> 

[das]cr[ta]o[ma]cr[ni]cr ' 
[seA.] 0 [A.i]0 [di] cr[ci] cr 

since this mornitlg' 
'if you tell' m' 

The Sonority Sequencing Principle (cf. Selkirk 1984b), or the constraint 
NoExpanded-Onset (cf. Bolognesi 1995), account for the phonotactic restrictions 
imposed on the onset. When the context does not provide a coda position, Italian 
has no mechanisms available other than realizing an expanded onset. The first 
consonant cannot be deleted, and there is no epenthetic vowel that can be inserted. 
Insertion of /i/, as in per istrada 'on the road', is not a productive mechanism 
anymore. In the case of word-initial geminates, degemination may occur (cf. 
Chletchia 1986). 

In the output, the templatic syllable positions are not always properly realized. 
For instance, Italian has a considerable set of word-initial onsetless syllables. 
Nonetheless, onsetless syllables are phonologically undesirable elements, in Italian as 
well as in many other languages. Evidence of this undesirability is provided by: (a) 
phrasal syllabification, (b) synaloephe, and (c) stress properties. 

Regarding (a), syllabification in Italian applies across words (cf. Hall 1964, Agard 
& Di Pietro 1965, Mulja~ic 1972, Bertinetto 1981, Chierchia 1986). If an onsetless 
word is immediately preceded by a eve sequence, the final consonant of this 
sequence surfaces as the onset of the vowel-initial word. That is, a properly realized 
CV syllable is preferred over CVC.V. The examples in (14) illustrate this point. 

(14) 
a. 
b. 

Input 
/non/ /a/ /re/ 
/per/ / amore/ 

Phra.ral Output: 

[no ]cr[na]cr[teJ cr 
[pe]cr[ra] cr[mo ]cr[re] cr 

'not to you' 
'out of love' 

Regarding the second argument (b), adjacent vowels in Italian are frequently subject 
to vowel deletion or vowel reduction (cf. Nespor 1990a, Kuhlman 1991). Recall 
from section 3.4.5, the phenomenon of synaloephe. Given the assumption that CV 

5 See Bolognesi (1995) for an account of coda realization in an optimality theoretical framework. The 
fact that expanded onsets trigger the selection of the determiner /o instead of the consonant-closing 
determiner i/, selected by simple as well as complex onsets, provides crucial evidence in favor of a 
constraint on onset realization. 
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constitutes the core syllable structure, these vowel deletion/ reduction phenomena 
can be formally explained. That is, an input CV.V is realized as CV. 

Regarding the flnal argument (c), stress properties and syllabification appear to be 
intricately related to one another. Section 3.4.5 showed that adjacent vowels are fully 
realized in order to obtain rhythmically well-formed outputs. That is, rhythmic 
alternation at the foot, word or phrase level is preferred over properly realized CV 
syllables. To exemplify the point, let me take a possessive pronoun like tuo 'your'. 
This pronoun can surface as monosyllable or disyllable. The stress degree with 
which the pronoun is realized .is crucial regard to this: if unstressed, it surfaces as 
monosyllabic (cf. 15a), if stress-bearing, it surfaces as disyllabic (cf. 15b). 

(15) a. 
b. 

il tuo piatto > 
il piatto tuo > 

il [tuo]cr piatto 
il [tu]cr[o]cr piatto 

'your dish' 
'YOUR dish' 

Thus, the actual surface realization of lexically onsetless syllables is at least partially 
determined by suprasyllabic structure, like foot and word structure. The grammar (= 
the evaluating constraints) has to account for the fact that the templatic onset 
position is not always properly realized at the surface. In chapter 5, bare V outputs 
will be accounted for by the relative ranking of the constraint FILL-Onset. 

4.1.2 Prosodic Input Features: the Foot 

The foot in Italian is generally assumed to be a quantity insensitive left-headed 
constituent (cf. Vogel & Scalise 1982, Den Os & Kager 1986, Nespor & Vogel1986, 
Nespor 1993, Helsloot 1995a).6 In addition, it is also generally assumed that a 
stressed syllable in Italian can be followed by one or two unstressed syllables (cf. 
Sesini 1939, Migliorini 1963, Camilli 1965, Mulja6c 1969, 1972, Bertinetto 1981). I 
hypothesize therefore that the Italian foot is characterized by a minimally disyllabic 
template, and a maximally trisyllabic template. 7 

(16) Mini temphte 

[Jr. 

[la' []cr 

Maxi template 

[Jr. 

[Jcr [Jcr [lcr 

The Minimal foot template expresses the yequirement that a foot minimally contains 
a head syllable followed by a dependent syllable. Although a debatable issue, there 

6 For general discussions on trochaic foot systems, see Hayes (1995), van der Hulst (1991), Kager (1993ab). An 
analysis of the Italian foot as quantity sensitive left-headed struCture is found in Sluyters (1990). In the second part 
of this chapter, dedicated to the textual features of input words, I shall briefly consider the relative quantity 
sensitivity of main stress location in Italian. 
7~ Headedness of constituents is indicated by means of vertical dominancy, and dependency by diagonal 
dominancy.This notation is reminiscent to the head-dependent notation formalized in Dependency Phonology (cf. 
Anderson & Jones 1974, Anderson & Ewen 1987). 
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are a number of reasons which argue in favor of an additional ternary foot· 
template.8 

Two durational effects have been reported in the literature which show that 
disyllabic surface feet crucially differ from trisyllabic surface feet.9 As mentioned 
earlier, vowel length is not lexically distinctive in Italian. But the vowel of a non
final stressed open syllable is lengthened in isolated pronunciation (cf. Mulja 1972, 
Fava & Magna Caldognetto 1976, Bertinet.to 1981, Vogel 1982, Nespor & Vogel 
1986). This lengthening appears to occuf in stressed open p~nults, but not in 
stressedopen antepenults (cf. Castellani 1980, Sluyters 1990). Thus, a:ma 'he loves'-
amano 'they love',10 j 

A similar durational effect is observed with respect to consonant lengthening 
(Raddoppiamento Sintattico). Marotta (1986) found that a word-final stressed 
syllable followed by two unstressed syllables (CV#CV.CV) does not cause 
lengthening of the initial consonant of the first unstressed syllable (*CV#C:V.CV). 
By contrast, a word-fmal stressed syllable followed by one unstressed syllable causes 
consonant lengthening. Thus, the [p] in cittd pulitissima 'very clean city' is short, 
while it is lengthened in citta p:ulita 'clean city'.11 

Another argument favoring a trisyllabic foot template, in addition to a disyllabic 
one, is provided by the fact that the second dependent syllable will always be fully 
realized. Moreover, the relevant syllable can be heavy (CVq. This argument bears on 
the other debatable issue, i.e. the assumed quantity insensitivity of the Italian foot. 
In Italian, not only the head syllable of the foot, but also the first and/ or the 
second dependent syllable can be heavy. Words like mandorla 'almond' and polizza 
'policy' are often mentioned in this context (cf. Delmonte 1981, Lepschy & Lepschy 
1981, Den Os & Kager 1986). That is, main stress falls on the antepenultimate 
syllable in these words, although the penult is heavy. Of interest are also the 
loanwords and proper names in (17). These words were originally pronounced in 
Italian with stress on the fmal syllable. Nowadays, the stress is often realized on the 
antepenultimate syllable: 

(17) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

eve.cv.cvc 
ev.cv.cvc 
ev.cvc.cvc 
eve .eve. eve 

festival 
'Arafat 
Benetton 
performance 

8 See Halle & Vergnaud (1987), Dresher & Lahiri (1991) and Rice (1992) for ternary foot structures in other 
languages than Italian. Recent proposals in which feet are argued to be exclusively binary branching are found in 
Kager (1989, 1993b), Hewitt (1992), McCarthy & Prince (1993a) and Hayes (1995). 
9 But see Prince (1990) for arguments in favor of a theory in which length in penults and non-length in antepenults 
are both derived from one binary foot. 
10 Measurements reported by Bertlnetto (1976) and Marotta (1985) seem to confirm this duratlonal effect. 
11 Presumably, these durational differences cannot be attributed to the relevant foot shapes alone! word stress 
and/ or phrasal stress are also involved. 
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Such stress shifts are hard to explain from within a quantity sensitive foot system. 
The examples (17c) and (17d) show that both the dependent syllables can be 
closed. Word-internally, we also find trisyllablc (dependent) feet with closed 
dependent syllables. Some examples are given below. 

(18) a. 
b. 
c. 

CVC.CVC.CV.CVC .CV 
cvc.cv.cvc.cvc.cv 
cv.cvc.cvc.cv.cv 

r:lddoppiamento 
sensibilrnente 
mitrigneggiare 

A flnal argument in favor of a Max!: template in addition to a Miru: template is 
provided by the specific set of phrases, distinguished in section 3.4.5, in which two 
adjacent unstressed vowels do not undergo synaloephe. Two examples are repeated 
in (19). 

(19) affonda.\l.n motto 
E quand.o .. !i l'o.m 

The two unstressed syllables are both fully realized in order to create sufficient 
distance between the two phrasal stresses. Although the relevant syllables will not 
be dominated by one and the same foot constituent, the fact that two, instead of 
one, intermediate syllables are required argues in favor of a ternary Max!: template. 

4.1.3 Prosodic Input Features: the Prosodic Word 

The prosodic word in Italian is a right-headed constituent, i.e., the rightmost foot 
of a prosodic word is the head foot of the word (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986). llke 
the syllable and the foot, I define the Italian prosodic word in terms of a minimal 
template and a maximal template. The Mineo template contains one foot and the 
Maxeo template two feet: 

(20) Min w template 

[]eo 

m:, 

Maxw template 

[]eo 

m:: m: 

Let us first discuss the Mineo template. A, minimality condition on the prosodic 
word exists in a variety of languages.12 Although not necessarily so, a frequent 
property of languages with such a condition is the presence of a set of (mainly) 
functional or cliticizable elements which do not conform to this minimality 
condition. That is, mineo requirements typically apply to lexical words but not 
grammatical words (cf. Golston 1991, Selkirk 1995b). In Italian too a mineo 

12 Some examples are Latin (cf. Allen 1973), Greek (c£ Golston 1991), English (cf. Hayes 1995), Cairene Arabic (c£ 
McCarthy 1979), Mohawk (cf. Michelson 1988), Japanese (cf. Ita 1991), Lardil (cf. Wilkinson 1988). 
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condition is imposed on lexical words alone. Many Italian grammatical elements are 
prosodically smaller than the Minro template. Italian lexical words that are 
monosyllabic thus call for special treatment. That is, these monosyllabic words are 
potential violators of constraints involving the Minro template. Chapter 8 provides a 
formal account of lexical monosyllables occurring in a phrasal context. 

The number of Italian monosyllabic lexical words is rather small, however.13 
Furthermore, monosyllabic lexical words, in contrast to lexical penults or 
antepenults, may trigger a variety of external' sandhl phenomena. As shown in 
chapter 3, monosyllabic lexical words (like all stress-final words) are often associated 
with clash-resolving phenomena like Vowel Doubling (VD), Raddoppia.mento 
Sintattico (RS) or Pitch Jumping (PJ), and monosyllabic lexical words are particularly 
susceptible to Destressing (DS). These phenomena are illustrated in (21a) with 
respect to the Noun-Adjective sequence re nudi 'naked kings'. In (21b), an almost 
homophonous Determiner-Noun sequence is given: le nude 'the naked (fem.pl.)'. In 
contrast to the monosyllabic noun re, the determiner le does not trigger any of the 
above phenomena.14 A detailed analysis of these phenomena is deferred until 
chapter 8. 

(21) a. re midi b. le nude 
RS: re n:udi RS: *le n:ude 
VD: re-e nudi VD: *le-e nude 
PJ: HL PJ: *H L 

re nudi le nude 
DS: re nudi DS: 

Although the output of the phenomena does not result in the disyllabic trochee 
characterizing the Minro template, the fact that monosyllabic lexical words trigger 
clash-resolving phenomena in order to create enough distance between two stressed 
syllables argues in favor of an underlying ro template that is minimally defined as a 
well-formed disyllabic foot. 

The dichotomy between lexical monosyllables and external sandhl phenomena on 
the one hand, and grammatical monosyllables and absence of such phenomena on 
the other, obviously correlates with the dichotomy between lexical words and stress 
on the one hand, and grammatical words and absence of stress on the other. In the 

13 Monosyllabic nouns are: re 'king', gru 'crane', tC 'tea', di 'day', bar 'bar', tram 'tram', zar 'czar', gas 'gas', est 'ease, 
sud 'south', nord 'north'. Most ;f these nouns are loanwords. As in many languages, musical notes and certain letters 
of the alphabet also belong to the set of monosyllabic nouns. Monosyllabic pronouns may function as head of an 
NP: tu 'you', me 'me (dat./ ace.)', te 'you (dat./ ace.)', se 'itself. Monosyllabic verb forms may function as head of a 
VP: va 'go (3sg. ind.)', fa 'make (3sg. ind.)', so 'know (lsg: ind.)', sa 'know (3sg. ind.)', do 'give (lsg. ind.)', dii 'give 
(3sg. ind.)', Monosyllabic adverbs are: qui 'here', qua 'here', li 'there', lii 'there', fa 'ago', gia 'already', Monosyllabic 
adjectives are: blu 'blue', tre 'three'. 
14 Raddoppiamento Si11tattico (RS) is the only phenomenon that characterizes also a set of function words (determiners 

excluded). As will be discussed in section 4.3.2, RS triggered by function words and RS triggered by lexical words 
must be treated as two different phenomena. 
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next section, I shall propose therefore that lexical monosyllables only are 
underlyingly specified for eo-headship. Grammatical monosyllables lack this eo-head 
feature. In short, presence vs. absence of external sandhi phenomena is 
straightforwardly accounted for in a theoretical framework in which lexical and 
grammatical monosyllables are distinguished by means of prosodic feature 
specifications. 

With respect to the Maxeo template, it should be noted that prosodic maximality 
conditions on the prosodic word have attracted virtually no attention in the 
literature.15 One reason is the following. Although the observed non-isomorphism 
between morphological structure on the one hand, and phonological structure . on 
the other, lies at the root of the introduction of autonomous prosodic (or metrical) 
constituents (cf. llberman & Prince 1977, Selkirk 1978), it is often assumed that this 
non-isomorphism is determined by morphological constituency alone. For example, 
Nespor & Vogel (1986) consider the interaction between morphology and prosody 
as being unidirectional in the sense that morphological structure is mapped onto 
prosodic structure (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986:109). Thus, a morphological 
compound may give rise to two prosodic words (cf. Booij 1983, McCarthy & Prince 
1986, Nespor & Vogel 1986), or prefixes may constitute a prosodic word on their 
own (Nespor & Vogel 1986). The possibility that prosodic structure and 
morphological structure are related in a bidirectional fashion has received less 
attention.16 Nespor & Vogel (1986:110) explicitly exclude the option that prosodic 
words may enclose more than one terminal element of a syntactic tree. In line with 
Booij's (1983, 1995) analysis of Dutch, I shall argue instead that Italian prosodic 
words must be allowed to enclose more than one terminal element. Chapter 5 
provides evidence on the basis of syllabification and foot formation phenomena. 

The prosodic output of certain derived words argues in favor of the Maxeo 
template. Derived words in Italian may give rise to metrical outputs of more than 
two feet. In Helsloot (1993), I showed that such words surface as a prosodic 
compound, i.e., as a sequence of two prosodic words: in addition to a lexical main 
stress, there is a second syllable with smface main stress.17 The former occurs close 
to the right edge, and the latter close to the left edge of the word domain. These 

15 But see, for instance, Hewitt (1992), Helsloot (1993) and Kager (1994a). 
16 See Inkelas. (1989), however, for a bidirectional account be~esd morphology and phonology. Morpho-prosodic 
alignment constraints like those proposed by McCarthy & Prin~e (1993b) are also intrinsically bidirectional. of 
nature. In neither of these two works, however, maximality requirements on the prosodic word are taken into 

account. 
17 The involved words consisted of three feet each: /r:r.r./. On the basis of a perception test it was established 
that the informants systematically perceived a second main word stress in these words: /crcr.crcr.crcr/. Since the head 
syllable of the intermediate foot was not perceived as stressed, the main stress close to the left edge of the word 
domain could not be interpreted as being just a foot stress. Duration as phonetic correlate proved not to be as 
important as one might expect considering the role generally attributed to Vowel Lengthening as criterium of main 
word stress in Italian. Consequently, the hypothesis was made that fundamental frequency and/ or intensity 
functioned as potential information-bearers of this second main word stress. Additional phonetic measurements ·are 

required, however, to verify this hypothesis. 
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prosodic compounds typically consist of a stem that is surrounded by more than 
one affix. Underived words, by contrast, never exceed the Maxro template: they 
maximally contain one main stress and one secondary stress (cf. MuljaC!c 1969, 1972, 
Vogel & Scalise 1982). (22) illustrates derived words which are realized at the surface 
with two main stresses. Both the initial foot and the fmal foot must be considered 
to constitute the head of a prosodic word constituent. 

(22) Lexical Main Stress 
1
Surface Main Stresses 

a. immobilita > ([immo]:E)ro ([bili]:E[ta]:E)ro 
'immobility' 

b. irrequietUdine > ([irre] :E) ro ([ quie] :E[tUdine] :E) ro 
'restlessness' 

c. inconsapevolezza > (in[c6nsa]:E) ro ([pevo ]:E[lezza]:E) ro 
'unconsciousness' 

d. accompagnera > ([accom]:ilro ([pagne]z[ra]:E)ro 
'accompany (3SG.FUT)' 

e. insensibilmente > ([insen] :E) ro ([sibil]z[mente]:E) ro 
'imperceptibly' 

The right-headedness of the Maxro template as well as the two-foot maximum 
formalize the observed patterns. 

4.1.4 Summary 

On the basis of the analysis of the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale, I defined a set 
of phonological phrase templates. These phrase templates reflect the structural 
conditions imposed on the Italian syllable, foot and prosodic word. Each 
constituent is characterized by a minimal as well as a maximal template: 

(23) Min (j template MaX(j template 
[lo [ln [lo [ln [le 

Mini template Maxi template 

[ l:E [ l:E 
[la [la [la [la Ua 

Minm template Maxm template 

[ lro [ lro 
[]z [ l:E [ l:E 

Mimp template Maxrp template 

[ lcp [ lcp 
[ lro [ lro [ lro 
[ l:E [ lr [l:E []:E 

[la [la [la [la [la [la [la [la [la 
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These templates are part of the input. The Generator produces output candidates in 
which these templatic features are associated with textual features. The textual input 
features of Italian will now be considered. 

4.2 Textual Prosodic Features 

The textual prosodic input to phrasal phonology I claim to be characterized by 
distinctive features only. The distinctive features of Italian involve (a) strings of 
segments, (b) syllabic heads, (c) main stress in lexical words, and (c) secondary 
stress in polysyllabic grammatical words: 

(24) Textual Prosodic Input Principle 
Input texts are specified by distinctive features involving segments 
and prosodic heads 

In what follows, I concentrate on the prosodic head features. Lexical words, 
grammatical words, morphological hybrids and compounds are separately dealt 
with. 

4.2.1 Textual Prosodic Features: m-heads 

The first question to be addressed regards the need of assuming an input 
specification of word stress. The following arguments can be advanced in favor of 
this textual prosodic feature. 

First of all, main stress in Italian is contrastive (cf. Camilli 1965, Agard 1967, 
Mulja6c 1972, Bertinetto 1981, Delmonte 1981). Indirect minimal pairs like stfgno 'I 
dream' vs. sogntf 'I dreamt', anctfra 'still' vs. ancora 'anchor', formica 'Formica' vs. formica 
'ant' occur frequently in the Italian lexicon. 

Secondly, in underived words, stress may fall on either the final, penultimate or 
antepenultimate syllable. It has been shown that in a substantial part of the corpus 
of underived words, main stress can be predicted on the basis of segmental 
specifications involving the consonant or consonant cluster preceding the final , 
vowel of the word (cf. Delmonte 1981, Sandri & Vivalda 1981). A list of exceptions 
still needs to be assumed, however. 

f 

Thirdly, in derived words main stress' can be generally predicted on the basis of 
the morphological components of the word. That is, a word consists of stressable 
and unstressable components (cf. Garde 1968). Stems, certain suffixes and certain 
flexions are stressable, while prefixes and other suffixes and flexions are 
unstressable. In fact, as shown by Martin (1990), automatic stress assignment in 
Italian involves an enormous amount of morphological information. 
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In sum, word stress cannot be assigned at the phrasal level by means of an 
automatic parsing algorithm.18 Therefore, I take all lexical words to be specified by a 
main stress feature ("" m-head). This m-feature assignment is the result of either 
lexical marking or of a morpho-phonological analysis. The textual input source is 
thus fed by the lexicon as well as by morpho-phonology: 

(25) Lexicon Morpho-phonology 
-.....,.,_ i / 

I 
Textual Input 

{segments, m-heads} 

With respect to the specification itself, I suggest that all major class items (Nouns, 
Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs) are associated with a feature m-head. This m-head is 
linked to the stress-bearing vowel of the word, or MCat (major category): 

(26) MCats, m-head: 

m 
I 

/ ... V .. ./ 

The other full vowels in a word are prespecified by a a-head feature. That is, all and 
only full vowels in Italian may surface as syllabic nucleus. In (27), the textual 
specification of some MCats is given. 

(27) m m cr cr m mcrcr cr cr m cr cr 

I I I I 

/re/ /nudo I !virtu/ /ate o I /r e s p o n s a b i 1 e I 
'king' 'naked' 'virtue' 'atheist' 'responsable' 

Notice that responsabile, which at the phrasal level may surface with a foot stress (> 
re'sponsabile) is not prespecified by a ~:-head feature. The main reason underlying this 
approach is that foot stress in Italian is not lexically distinctive ( c£ Camilli 1965, 
Bertinetto 1981).19 Secondly, foot stress is not fixed. For instance, the word 
inconsapevole may be realized with a foot stress on either the first or second syllable: 
t'nconsapevolel inconsapevole. As will be argued in the next section, foot stress in 
compounds and polysyllabic grammatical words, by contrast, must be underlyingly 
specified. 

18 Various phrasal parsing algorithms can be imagined: parse into either disyllabic or ttisyllabic feet from left-to
right or from right-to-left. No such parsing mode will give rise to correct outputs without taking in consideration 
lexical stress. 
19 Lepschy (1978) argued for foot-consttastivity in Italian. Rather morphological decomposition may influence 

location of foot-stress, as shown by Scalise (1983). 
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4.2.2 Textual Prosodic Features: :E-heads 

Grammatical words are either not specified at all for stress, or are specified for foot 
stress. The first argument in favor of a distinction between grammatical words and 
lexical words in terms of prosodic feature specification, is_ purely observational in 
nature. That is, in contrast to lexical words, grammatical words generally surface 
either without a perceptual degree of stress or with a low degree of stress. This is 
observed in Italian as well as in many other languages (cf. Selkirk 1972, 1984a, 
1995b, Giegerich 1978, 1985). As indicated in chapter 3, the fact that grammatical 
words may surface with foot stress or word stress is explained on the basis of 
phrasal metrical structure. That is, prosodic template features trigger these surface 
forms, rather than the intrinsic prosodic features of the grammatical words 
themselves. Consider the lines in (28). The third person singular of 'to be' e 
surfaces with foot stress in (28a) but with zero stress in (28b). And the determiner 
la 'the' (FEM.SG) has foot stress in (28c), but zero stress in (28d). 

(28) a. Questo { e} l'Isonzo U43:27 
'This is the Isonzo' 

b. :Ma {e} scrltta gia in quegli sguardi M125:47 
'But it's written already in the stares' 

c. percossa; {la} tempesta e dolce quando M81:27 
'clanging; the storm is sweet' 

d. Tomato a doci.te {la} terra, 
'Returned to gild the earth' U117:1-2 

The second argument is that heads of phonological phrases are almost without 
exception realized by lexical words, and not by grammatical words. The proposed 
prosodic feature specifications account for this fact. Prosodic word heads, assigned 
to lexical words, must be parsed into phonological phrases either as the head of the 
phrase or as the dependent. The. prosodic features of grammatical words, instead, 
must still be parsed into either feet or prosodic words. 

A third argument for distinguishing lexical words from grammatical words in 
prosodic terms relates to the previously mentioned fact that only lexical words may 
trigger a variety ofi external sandhi phenomena. 

Regarding the actual prosodic feature associated with grammatical words, I claim 
that only polysyllabic grammatical words are 1prosodically specified by a.L-head 
feature. Although this specification is not reqUired to distinguish minimal pairs (as 
in the case of lexical words), the location of foot stress in grammatical polysyllables 
cannot be deduced from the main stress of an adjacent lexical word (cf. Garde 
1968), nor from the edge of the grammatical word. That is, the foot stress on the 
penultimate syllable of the preposition se'nza 'without' is fixed, the foot stress on the 
antepenultimate syllable of the preposition trdmite 'through' is fixed, and the foot 
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stress on the final syllable of the wh-word perche' is also fixed. The textual input is 
thus enriched with a ~>feature: 

(29) Textual Input 

{segments, cr-heads, m-heads, .I:-heads} 

Let me consider now the class of Italian grammatical words, or mCats (minor 
categories). This class includes conjunct.:;~ pronouns, auxiliaries, modals, determiners, 
prepositions and negative particles. 

Grammatical words that are not associated with a :E-head fall into JiWo groups: (a) 
bare C items, and (b) (C)V(C) items. The former are specified by a consonant only. 
The complete set of these bare C mCats is given in (30). 

(30) Determiners: Ill 'the' (masc/ fem.sg.), / J../ 'the' (masc.pl.) 
Clitic pronouns: /I! 'it/him/her' (ace.), /A/ 'it/him/her/ them' (dat.), /m/ 'me' 
(acc./dat.), /t! 'you' (accldat.), /s/ 'himself/themselves', le/ 'there/us' 

The (C)V(C) group of items is given below. The (C)V items are in (31), and (C)VC 
items in (32). 

(31) Determiners: lo 'the' (masc.sg.), la 'the' (fem.sg.), le 'the' (fem.pl.), i 'the' 
(masc.pl.), gli 'the' (masc.pl.) 

Prepositions: su 'on', a 'to', di 'from', da 'to', fra 'between', tra 'between' 
Auxiliaries: ho 'have' (1sg.), ha 'have' (3sg.), e 'is' (3sg.) 
Interrogative Pronouns: che 'what', chi 'who' 
Personal + Riflexive Pronouns: tu 'you' (nom.), mi 'me' (ace./ dat.), ti 'you' 

(sg.acc./ dat.), si 'Xself (REFL.3sg./ pl.), vi 'you' (ace./ dat.pl.), ci 'us' 
(ace./ dat.), le 'them' (acc.fem.), lo 'it/him' (ace.), la 'it/her' (ace.), li 'them' 
(acc.masc.), gli 'him/ them' (dat.masc.sg./ pl.) 

Partitive Pronoun: ne 'from it' 
Relative Pronouns: che 'that' 
Cotgunctions: e 'and', o 'or', ne 'neither' 

(32) Determiners: il 'the' (masc.sg.), un 'a' (masc.sg.) 
Prepositions: in 'in', per 'by', con 'with' 
Auxiliaries: hai 'have' (2sg.), sei 'are' (2sg.)20 

ltiflected Prepositions: del 'from-the' (masc.sg.), dei 'from-the' (masc.pl.), sul 
'on-the' (masc.sg.), dal 'to-the' (masc.sg.), dai 'to-the' (masc.pl.), al 
'to-the' (masc.sg.), ai 'to-the' (masc.pl.), nei 'in-the' (masc.pl.) 

Negative Particle: non 'not' 
Personal Pronouns: lei 'she', noi 'we', vol 'you' (nom.2pl.) 
Possessive Po!louns: miei 'mine' (masc.pl.), suoi 'his' (masc.pl.)', tuoi 'your' 

(masc.pl.) 

20 The monosyllabic items dei and sei are considered to contain diphthongs (I dej/, / sej/), just as possessiv 

pronouns like miei and suoi (/mjej/, /swojl). 'TI1ese items may also be realized as disyllabic, however. 
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Let me address now the earlier mentioned phenomenon of morphological 
Raddoppiamento Sintattico. Although one of the arguments for distinguishing 
lexical words from grammatical words concerns application/ non-application of 
external sandhi phenomena, there is a set of grammatical words that triggers 
application of consonant lengthening (cf. Marotta 1986, Agostiniani 1992).21 
Uncontroversial are the following RS triggering mCats. 

RS-mCats: (33) 
a 'to', da 'to', e 'is', ne 'neither', ma 'but', che 'thadwhat', se 'if', 0 'or', come 
'as', dove 'where', qualche 'some' 

Consider some examples: 

(34) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

aParigi 
da Catia 
e pallido 
ne domani 

> 
> 
> 
> 

[ap:arigi] 
[dak:atiaJ 
[ ep:allido] 
[ned:omaniJ 

'to Paris' 
'to Catia' 
'(he) is pale' 
'neither tomorrow' 

In the literature various proposals are advanced for the underlying representation of 
RS-mCats (see Korzen 1980, 1986, Chierchia 1986, Hurch 1986, Marotta 1986, 
Bertinetto & Loporcaro 1988, Bolognesi 1992, Vayra 1992): the items are 
represented with either an additional C, an additional mora or with a ghost 
segment. Here I shall not deal with these proposals. As far as the prosodic 
phrasing in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti is concerned, there are no 
differences between grammatical words that trigger RS, and those that do not.22 
The number of syllables counts, not the internal syllabic structure. 

Grammatical words that are segmentally specified by more than one vowel are 
specified by a 1.:-head and one or more a-heads. Either the final, penultimate or 
antepenultimate V is associated with this 1.:-head feature. 

(35) mCats, a-head(s) + l:-head: 
a 1.: l: a l: a a 

I I I I I I I 
/. .. v ... V/ / ... v ... v/ /. .. V ... V ... V/ 

Near to complete lists of these mCats are givelf below: a fmal V associated with a 1.:
head in (36), a penultimate V associated with a 1.:-head in (37), and an 
antepenultimate V associated with a 1.:-head in (38). 

21 The property shared by most of the RS triggering mCats is that the corresponding Latin forms have a CVC, 
instead of CV, structute: ad>a, est>e, ned>ne. 
22 It is interesting to note that in early Italian metered poetry, as in Dante and Petrarca, the RS-mCats ma, rh•, u 
and o triggered dialoephe when followed by a vowel (cf. Beltrami 1991:150-2). That is, the adjacent vowels were not 

associated to a single metrical position. 
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(36) Coo/unctions: perche 'because', poiche 'since', purche 'provided that'. 

(37) Detetminers: ~no 'a' (masc.), 1ma 'a' (fern.) 
Prepositions: sopra 'on/ above', dietto 'behind', dopa 'after', come 'like', sotto 

'under', contto 'against', entto 'within', lll.ngo 'along', oltte 'beyond', salvo 
'except', senza 'without', ttanne 'except', verso 'near', presso 'nearby', 
accanto 'besides', avanti 'before', durante 'during', mediante 'through', 
malgrado 'in spite of', eccetto 'except'. . 

Auxiliaries: sono 'am/ are' (lsg./]pl.), siamo 'are' (lpl.), siete 'are' (2pl.), sia 'is' 
(sg. conj.), hanno 'have''(3pl.), abbia 'have' (1/z/3sg.conj.), abbiamo 
'have' (1pl.), avete 'have' (2pl.). 

Personal Pronouns: io 'I', lili 'he', loro 'they', esso/ a 'it' (masc./ fem.), essi/ e 'they' 
(masc./ fern.), ella 'she', egli 'he'. 

Possessive Ponouns: mio/ a/ e 'mine' (sg.masc./ sg.fem./ pl.fem.), ruo/ a/ e 'your' 
(sg.masc./ sg.fem./ pl.fem.), suo/ a/ e 'his/her' (sg.masc./ sg.fem./ pl.fem.), 
loro 'their', nostto7 a/i/ e 'our' (masc./ fem.sg./ masc./ fem.pl.), vostro/ alii e 
your' (masc./ fem.sg./ masc./ fem.pl.). 

Relative/ Interrogative/ Indefinite! Demonstrative Pronouns: cUi 'whose', dove 
'where', quale 'which', come 'how', quanta/ alii e 'how much' 
(masc./fem.sg./masc./fem.pl.), quando 'when', milia 'nothing', niente 
'nothing', altro 'another', questo7a/i/e 'this' (masclfem.sg/masclfem.pl), 
quello/ a/i/ e 'that' (masc./ fem.sg./ masc./ fern. pi.). 

Inflected Prepositions: nello/ a/ e 'in-the' (masc.sg./ fem.sg./ pi.), negli 'in-the' 
(masc.pl.), dello/ a/ e 'of-the' (masc.sg./ fem.sg./ pi.), degli 'of-the' 
(masc.pl.), illo/ a! e 'to-the' (masc.sg./ fem.sg./ pl.), agli 'to-the' (masc.pl.), 
sUIIo/ a/ e 'on-the' (masc.sg./ fem.sg./ pi.), sugli 'on-the' (masc.pl.). 

(38) Auxiliaries: siano 'are' (3pl.Conj.), fossero 'were' (3pl.Conj.), fmono 'were' 
(3pl. past per£.), abbiano 'have' (3pl.Conj.). 

It should be noted that a number of grammatical words have also a lexical 
counterpart. In the next section, I shall deal with these morphological hybrids. 

4.2.3 Textual Prosodic Features: Morphological Hybrids 

By morphological hybrid I mean homonyms which differ with respect to category 
membership. More concretely, one form behaves as a grammatical word and one as 
a lexical word. Consequently, the forms are prosodically specified by different 
features. 

For instance, prepositions like presso, sotto, su, gitl, accanto have an adverbial 
counterpart. Consider some examples. 

(39) Preposition:. Adverb: 

a presso la casa a'. la casa e qui presso 
'near the house' 'the house is not far from here' 

b. sui tavolo b'. vado su 
'on the table' 'I am going upstairs' 
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Similarly, auxiliaries and modals like essere 'to be', avere 'to have', fare 'to do', stare 'to 
be', andare 'to go' and vedere 'to see' have verbal counterparts.23 The functional 
interpretation is illustrated in (40ab), and the verbal interpretation in (40a'b'). 

(40) a. arida, rivolgendomi, {vedro} compirsi il miracolo: M40:2 
'dry [ ... ],I'll turn and see the miracle occur' 

a'. Mai non { vedro} nella h otte del s angue? U172:21 
'Shall I never see in the night of the blood?' 

b. La tUa. irrequietudine mi {fa} pensare M125:16 
'Your restlessness reminds me' 

b'. come tU {fai} che sbatti sulle sponde M52:19 
'You showed me how, hurling onto the beaches' 

Pronouns too, although generally heads of a functional maximal projection, may 
also surface as the head of a lexical maximal projection. The former situation is 
illustrated in (41ab), the latter in (41a'b'). 

(41) a. M:l sara troppo tardi; ed io {me} n'andro zitto M40:7 
'but too late, and I'll quietly go my way' 

a' .. dal giorno sparsa gia. Prega per {me} M96:49 
'dispersed now [ ... ] of day. Pray for me' 

b. com'E tUtta la vitae il {suo} travag!io M28:15 
'how all of life and its hard travail is' 

b'. e l'ombra {sua} non cura che la canicola M27:7 
and the shadow his not cares but the dog day's 

Of course, the question whether all morphological hybrids need to be underlyingly 
specified by different prosodic features, is a debatable issue. In this thesis, I simply 
assume this twofold representation (cf. also Selkirk 1995b). Thus, pairs like the ones 
exemplified in ( 42) co-exist in the textual input: 

(42) 

a. 

b. 

C., 

r. 

I 
f presso/ prep 

/sui prep 

r. 
I 

/vedro/mod 

I 
/presso/ A 

I 
/vedro/v 

,. r 

23 See Simone & Amacker (1977) for an elaborate presentation of Itallan modals. 
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These prosodic feature specifications account for the fact that the lexical forms, but 
not the function forms, may surface as phrasal heads. 

4.2.4 Textual Prosodic Features: Compounds 

Compounds in Italian require special treatment with respect to prosodic feature 
specification. As argued by Scalise ll993), Italian compounds fall into 
morphologically strict compounds and morphologically loose compounds. The 
former include compounds consisting of any combination of free. or bound 
morphological forms, while the latter refer to compounds consisting of two free 
forms only. Furthermore, strict compounds undergo derivation and/ or inflection 
after compounding (cf. jerrovia 'railroad' > ferroviario 'railroad (adj)', camposanto 
'cemetery' > camposanti 'cemeteries'), while loose compounds undergo derivation 
and/ or inflection before compounding (cf. trasmissione radio 'radio program' > 
trasmissioni radio 'radio programs'). That is, strict compounds appear to behave as a 
single word, but loose compounds as two words. Accordingly, I take these 
compounds to have different prosodic specifications: strict compounds are specified 
by either a single eo-head or a eo-head plus :E-head, while loose compounds are 
specified by two eo-heads. 

4.2.4.1 Strict Compounds 

The prosodic features of strict compounds are given in (43), and exemplified in (44) 
and (45) by compounds occurring in the verse data. The compounds of type (43a) 
are characterized by the fact that the head vowel is preceded by exacdy one other 
vowel. Between the foot-head and word-head in (43b) there is at least one other 
vowel, which belongs either to the first or the second member of the compound. 

(43) Strict Compounds: 
cr CO :E cr CO 

I I I I I 
a. / ... v ... v .. ./ b. / ... v .. .v ... v .. ./ 

(44) strict compound, eo-head: malcerto 'uncertain', policromo 'polychrome', meg{tfoni 
'megaphones', pit6sfori 'pittospores', tricuspide 'tricuspid'.24 

(45) strict compound, I-head + (f)-head: astrolabi 'astrolabes', architrave 'architrave', 
controcorrente 'counter-current', soprassalti 'jumps', autocarri 'trucks', 
fotosfera 'photosphere', flligrana 'filigree', ragnateli 'spider-webs', 

24 Some of these strict compounds are specified by the fact that the m-head is associated to the antepUltimate 

vowel (megtifoni, pit6sfori and policrotno), and not to the penultimate vowel constituting the head vowel of the second 
compound member (!'megafoni, *pito-sfori, *poli-mimo). These compounds seem to be prosodically lexicalized in the 
sense that the output of the compound is prosodically specified, not its input members. 
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:lrchiv6lti 'archivolts', porcospini 'porcupine', spaccapietre 'stone-breaker', 
terrec6tte 'terra-cotta', pianterreni 'ground-floors', verderfune 'verdigris', 

. verdibt:Une 'brownish-green'. 

139 

The association of a l::-head feature to the first members of the compounds in (45) 
is justified on the basis of the fact that the location of this stress is not dependent 
on the word stress of the second member. Like polysyllabic grammatical words, the 
foot stress of these compound members is fixed. The form controcotrinte provides 
evidence in this regard. The foot stress of contro is realized as such in the 
compound: contro'corrinte is . excluded. Evidence is also provided by derived strict 
compounds like dopolavoristico 'relating to the employees club activities', in which the 
foot stress on the first member of the compound remains in its original position: 
do'polaurfro > diipo/duori.rtico. 

Notice now that the prosodic specifications for strict compounds in (43) differ 
quite radically from Nespor & Vogel's (1986) approach in which all Italian 
morphological compounds are considered to be specified by two m-heads. Evidence 
in favor of the above single m-head analysis can be adduced from a series of facts. 
Firsdy, the subjects who analyzed the recordings of the verse data perceived strict 
compounds as being realized with one word stress: 

(46) a. biancazzfure (>*biiincazzurre) 'blue-white' M51:17 
b. rnalcerto (>*miilcerto) 'uncertain' M107:4 
c. sempreverde (>*sempreverde) 'evergreen' M125:54 
d. mezzodi (>*mezzodi) 'midday' M144:5 
e. plenilunio (>*plenilunio) 'plenilune' M173:4 
£ mezzogi6rno (>*mezzogi6rno) 'midday' M37:1 
g. s:lliscendi (>*siiliscendi) 'ups and downs' M139:1 
h. intravvidi (>*intravvidi) '(I) caught a glimpse' U226:39 

These surface forms argue in favor of an underlying representation with a single m
head. Indeed, as shown in the chapters 2 and 3, only m-heads and q>-heads are 
perceived by the informants, not 1:-heads. If a two m-head specification is assumed, 
one has to account for the destressing of the first stress. 

Another argument in favor of a :E+m-head instead of m+m-head specification, 
comes from tlfe phenomenon of Volflel Lengthening (VL). Nespor & Vogel (1986) 
and Nespor (1993) claim that both members of whatever Italian compound 
undergo VL, provided thl).t the correct coiftext is available (i.e., a stressed open 
syllable). The recordings of Montale and Ungaretti lack such realizations. The 
examples in (47) are from Montale. 

(47) a. 
b. 

saliscendi 
plenilu:nio 

(>*sa:liscendi) 
(>*ple:nilu:nio) 
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Nespor & Vogel's claim contrasts also with the results reported by Bertinetto 
(1981). No VL is observed regarding the stressed vowel of the first member of 
compounds like pomodoro 'tomato' and chiaroveggente 'clear-sighted: pomodo:ro vs. 
*po:modo:ro, and chiaroveggente vs. *chia:roveggente.25 

Vowel Raising (VR) is another phenomenon cited by Nespor & Vogel (1986) 
and Nespor (1993) in favor of a ro+ro analysis of Italian_ compounds. VR refers to a 
stressless [::~] and [e] that are raised to [o] and [e]. Tha.t is, the low vowels [=>] and 
[e] can only occur in stressed syllables (Malmbe'rg 1962, Devoto 1964, Mulja6c 1972, 
Nespor & Vogel 1986). Absence of VR in the first member of a compound can 
thus be interpreted as an indication of the ro status of this member. However, data 
on VR are not very consistent. For instance, following the phonetic transcriptions 
given in Zingarelli's dictionary (1971), the stressed [=>] and [e] of unbounded forms 
are raised to [o] and [e] if this form constitutes the first member of a compound: 

(48) a. 
b. 
c. 

p:~rco 'pig' 
tErra 'earth' 
sempre 'always' 

> 
> 
> 

porcospino 
terrec6tte 
sempreverde 

Zingarelli refers to the forms in ( 49) as being outdated: 

(49) a. 
b. 

p:~rci spini 
terre cotte 

'porcupine' 
'terra-cotta' 
'evergreen' 

These outdated forms are characterized by the fact. that both members of the 
compound are inflected. In other words, the forms in ( 49) behave as 
morphologically loose compounds, and those in ( 48) as morphologically strict 
compounds. 

In sum, morphologically strict compounds are prosodically specified by either a 
single (I)-head or by a :E+ro-head. 

4.3.4.2 Loose Compounds 

Loose compounds consist of a sequence of two or mor~ morphologically free forms 
that undergo derivation and/ or inflection before compounding. Notice however 
that this property does not imply that these compounds indeed have various 
derived and/ or inflected forms (cf. Scalise 1993). I hypothesize that loose 
compounds as well as phrasal compounds are both prcisodically specified by two m
heads: 

25 See also De Mori (1980/1) and Bertinetto (1985) with respect to absence of stress and VL in the first member of 
a compound. 
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(50) Loose and Phrasal Compounds, a-heads + ro-heads: 
ro a ro a 

I I I I 
/. .. v ... v . ../ / ... v ... v . ../ 

The items in (51), from the poetry of both Montale and Ungaretci, are examples of 
loose and phrasal compounds. 

(51) .Luose/phrasal compountt (J}-head + (J}-head: martin pescat6re 'kingfisher', 
ora d'attesa 'waiting hour', va~e-vieni 'to-and-fro', luce-in-tenebra 'light-in
the darkness', u6mini-capre 'goat-men', g6cciole d'acqua 'drops of water'. 

In addition to the ro-head features, the underlying representation must also specify 
that the input must be parsed into one phonological phrase. That is, an output in 
which the two ro-features bt:long to two different phonological phrases is not 
attested. Therefore, I suggest that these compounds are enriched with a cp-head 
feature: 

(52) Loose and Phrasal Compounds, a-heads + ro-head + cp-head: 
rocr cpa 

I I I I 
/. .. v ... v . ../ /. .. v ... v . ../ 

In chapter 7, I introduce an 'island' constraint which ensures that both members of 
the compound are part of the same phonological phrase. 

4.3 Conclusions 

This chapter presented the prosodic features of the two input sources which I 
consider to be indispensable in accounting for prosodic phrasing in Italian. Textual 
features involve: (a) segmental specifications, (b) cr-heads to unstressed full vowels, 
(c) ro-heads to the stress-bearing vowel of lexical words and compounds, and (d) .t
heads to the stress-bearing syllable of polysyllabic grammatical words and 
dependent rrfembers of strict compounds. Prosodic template features involve the 
minimally and maximally well-formed structures of the syllable, the foot, the 
prosodic word and the phonological p~tase. The next chapters deal with the 
outputs that result from the matching of textual inputs on the one hand, and 
templatic inputs on the other. 



5 Default Phonological Phrasing 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the. relation between textual! templatic inputs on the one 
hand, and actual surface outputs on the other. In line with Optimality Theory 
(Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993ab), I assume GEN to provide 
sets of possible output candidates. As shown in chapter 4, I consider well
formedness conditions on prosodic constituents not to be captured in terms of 
rankable constraints, as in standard OT, but to be part of the input ( > templatic 
input features). That is, like segmental specifications and prosodic head features of 
words ( > textual input features), prosodic templates are considered to be distinctive. 
I hypothesize furthermore that all generated output candidates are characterized by 
templatic features as well as textual features. This is captured in the Bifeatural 
Generation Hjpothesis: 

(1) Biftatural Generation Hypothesis 
Output candidates generated by GEN are characterized by templatic as well as 
textual input features 

Whereas in standard OT the number of output candidates is infinite, the Bifeatural 
Generation Hjpothesis leads to a more restricted number of output candidates.l 

The relative ranking of constraints provides the grammatical means of accounting 
for the fact that candidate a rather than candidate ~ or r is observed at the surface. 
PARSE and FILL are the only two families of constraints which I claim to be 

' relevant. Alignment constraints (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1993b), posited to account 
for the relation between the edges of two different (prosodic or non-prosodic) 

' constituents, are reformulated in terms of PARSE and! or FILL. 
The first part of this chapter introduces the PARSE and FILL constraints which 

are relevant in accounting for phonological phrasing. The second part, provides 
arguments for the relative rankings of PARSE/FILL constraints. The rankings to be 
discussed mainly involve default phonological phrase outputs. In line with standard 

1 In Helsloot (1994), I argued in favor of a function Feature Checking (cf. Chomsky 1993), by virtue of 
which textual features were checked against templatic features. This approach too leads to a considerable 
decrease of the number of evaluable candidates. 
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OT, I consider a violation cif a PARSE constraint to give rise to deletion, and 
violation of a FILL constraint to give rise to epenthesis or addition (cf. Prince & 
Smolensky 1993). More specific rankings involving (sub)minimal and (supra)maximal 
phrase outputs are presented in the chapters 6 and 7. The final part of this chapter 
considers the generalizability of the text! template approach that I am proposing 
here. 

5.1 PARSE and FILL Constraints 
i 

I 

The broad idea is that PARSE constraints refer to textual inputs, and FILL 
constraints to templatic inputs. That is, textual input features must be properly 
parsed in the output, and templatic input features must be properly filled in the 
output. 

The string in (2) represents a default <p output: the <p contains four syllables, of 
which the penultimate one bears phrasal stress and the initial one foot stress: 

(2) dilarniera M81:26 

As illustrated in (3), the input of this phrase consists of a textual input, Texln, and 
a templatic input, Temln. The Temln corresponds to the Def<p template (cf. section 
4.1). It should be noted, however, that in principle all input templates are available 
to GEN. 

(3) Texln: Temln: 
[ lcp 

(J (J ro cr Uro 
I I I I Ur [lr 

/dil /lamj era/ [ lcr [ lcr [ lcr Ucr 

The preposition / di/ 'of' is a monosyllabic grammatical word, and as such it is 
prosodically prespecified by a cr-head feature alone (cf. section 4.2.2). The noun 
/lamjeral 'metal' is a lexical word, and as such it is prosodically prespecified by a eo
head feature plus cr-head features (cf. section 4.2.1). The templatic input consists of 
a hierarchical structure of abstract constituents. The output candidates, supplied by 
GEN, are all possible matchings of textual inputs and templatic inputs. In the 
tableau in (4), the optimal output candidate is indicated by an arrow. The other two 

candidates show up with either PARSE violations, marked by angled brackets, or 
FilL violations, marked by empty square brackets. The Texin is associated with the 
Def<p template in (4a), with the Min<p template in (4b), and with the Max<p template 
in (4c). 
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cr cr eo cr 

I I I I 
(4) PARSE/FILL, from Texln: /c!il /lamj eta I and Temln: Mincp/Defcp/.Maxcp 

Candidates PARSE FILL 

[J(j) 

[ro]ro 

[];E [:E]:E 
** [cr]cr [crlcr [cr]cr [cr]cr 

-> [oJ[n] [ o] [n][ o ][n][o][n] 

i. d i 1 a mj e r a 

[](j) 

[ro]ro 

U:E [:E]:E 
*** * (cr) [cr]cr [cr]cr [cr]cr 

[o ][n][o ][n][o][n] 
il. (d)(i) 1 a mj e r a 

[J(j) 

[ lro [ro]ro 
[]:E [ ]:E [1:]:E 

****** [ Jcr [ lcr [cr]cr [cr]cr [ cr]cr [ cr]cr 

[o][n] [oJ[n] [oJ [nJ[oJ[nJ 
ill. d i 1 a mj e r a 

In (4i), there are two FilL violations: the dependent :E position is not filled with a 
textual :E feature, and the q> position is not filled with a textual q> feature. In (4ii), the 
Texin, being associated with the Mincp template, gives rise to three PARSE 
violations, in addition to the FILL violation of the q> position. There is no FILL 
violation of the dependent foot position, however, as in (4i). In (4iii), the 
association of the Texin with the Maxcp template gives rise to four additional FILL 
violations. Although the PARSE and FILL constraints are not yet ranked with 
respect to one another (which is indicated by the dotted line separating the 
constraints), on the basis of the number of violation marks (*) candidate output 
( 4i) is selected as the optimal one. 

The first step now concerns the determination of the specific PARSE and FILL 
constraints. '):'he second step, their relative ranking. 

5.1.1 PARSE Constraints ! 
J 

From the bottom up, the first PARSE constraint involves the proper parsing of the 
input segments: the vowels and consonants making up a word must be parsed in 
the output in order to be recognizable as such. For instance, if the inflected 
preposition I della/ 'of-the FEM.SG' is parsed in the output as [(d)ella], the word 
will be interpreted as the feminine singular personal pronoun I ella/ 'she'. 
Consequently, I suggest that PARSE-segment in Italian is an undominated 
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constraint. More concretely, all .input segments must be realized .in the output. How 
the segments are realized .in the output depends on their featural specification: full 
vowels, prespedfied by a a-head feature, are parsed into the nucleus position of a 
syllable, and consonants are parsed into onsets. 

(5) PARSE-segment: all segments are parsed 
PARSE-a-Head: syllable-head features are parsed into nuclei 
PARSE-consonant: :Consonants are parsed into onsets 

That .is, a vowel cannot be parsed .into an onset position, and a consonant cannot 
be parsed .into a nucleus position, in Italian. 

In order to be part of a phrasal output, .it is generally accepted that onsets and 
nuclei must be properly parsed into syllables, and syllables into feet. PARSE-syllable 
.is the cover constraint: 

(6) PARSE-syllable: syllables are parsed into feet 

Climbing up in the prosodic hierarchy, it is generally accepted that feet are parsed 
.into prosodic words, prosodic words .into phonological phrases, and phonological 
phrases into intonation phrases:2 

(J) PARSE-foot: feet are parsed into prosodic words 
PARSE-prosodic word: prosodic words are parsed into phonological phrases 
PARSE-phonological phrase: phonological phrases are parsed into intonation 

phrases 

As for the default <p output .[di lamjera], the representation in (Sa) satisfies the above 
PARSE constraints. A number of violations are illustrated in (Sb). 

(8) a. Satisfaction of PARSE: b. Violation of PARSE: 
cp Ol 

Ol cp 

l: l: :!: Ol l: 

<J <J <J <J <J <J <J l: 

o-n o-n o-n o-n n o-n o-n o-no 
d i 1 a mje r a d i 1 a mj e r a 

In (Sa), vowels are parsed into nuclei (PARSE-a-Head), consonants are parsed into 
onsets (PARSE-onset), syllables are parsed into feet (PARSE-syllable), feet are parsed 
into prosodic words (PARSE-foot), and a prosodic word is parsed into a 
phonological phrase (PARSE-prosodic word). In (Sb), instead, vowels are parsed 
into onsets (PARSE-a-Head:*), consonants are parsed into nuclei (PARSE-

2 See chapter 2 for the prosodic hierarchy as well as relevant references. 
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consonant:*), onsets surface as heads of syllables or feet, and nuclei as dependents 
of syllables, a syllable is parsed into a word (PARSE-syllable:*), feet are parsed into 
phrases (PARSE-foot:*), and a phrase is parsed into a word (PARSE-phonological 
phrase:*).3 

The optimal output in (Sa) also shows that input elements are either parsed as 
heads or as dependents of dominant constituents. That is, two of the four syllables 
are parsed as the head of a foot, and two as dependents of a foot. One of the two 
feet is parsed as the head of a prosodic word, and one as the dependent. Recall 
from chapter 4, that all prosodic constituents are characterized by such head
dependent alternations. Whether a textual feature will be parsed as a head or as a 
dependent is not a property of the feature itself, however.4 It is the FILL constraints 
which account for the proper filling of head-dependent relations of prosodic 
constituents. 

5.1.2 FilL Constraints 

In order to obtain proper cp outputs, the positions of a cp template must be properly 
filled with textual material. Consider the fully specified Default cp template. 

(9) 

Or 

[]cp 

[ lro 
[]:I; 

[ lcr [ lcr [ lcr [ lcr 

[]o[]n[]o[]n[]o[]n[]o[]n 

From the bottom up, the following constraints are involved. The syllable-head 
position as well as the onset position must be properly filled. FILL-a is the cover 
constraint. 

(10) FILL-onset: onset positions are filled with Cs displaying rising sonority 
FIIL-cr-Head: cr-head positions are filled with Vs 
FilL-?: syllable positions are filled with segmental features 

A templatit foot position dominates tpinimally two syllable positions. These 
positions must be properly filled: 

(11) FIIL-:E: a foot template must be properly filled 

3 From now on, abbreviations and greek symbols are u~ed again: vowel=V, consonant=C, onset=O, 
nucleus=N, syllable= cr. foot=!:, prosodic word= m, phonologicai phrase=q>, and intonation phrase=!. 
4 Only onset-nucleus sequences are exceptions in this regard. 
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The Default <p template requires the maximal prosodic word positions to be 
properly filled. That is, the Maxro template dominates two feet of which one 
functions as the head, and one as the dependent. Each <p template, in turn, requires 
its <p position to be properly filled. 

(12) FILL-Maxro: the Maxro template must be properly filled 
FIIL-<p: a <p template must be properly fill~. 

I 

Consider again the default phrase [cli lamjera]. 

(13) 

[b:: 

[]cp 

[ro]ro 

[LJ:E 

[cr]cr [cr]cr [cr]cr [cr]cr 

[cl] o[i]n~]o[a] n[mj]o[e] n[r]o[a] n 

All the onset positions are filled with C features (FILL-onset), all the nucleus 
positions with V features (FILL-cr-Head), all the syllable positions with CV features 
(FIIL-cr), and the foot positions with syllables (FILL-l:). The maximal word 
positions, by contrast, are not all properly filled: the dependent foot is not filled 
with a textuall:-head feature. FILL-Maxro is thus violated. The <p position of the 
template is neither properly filled: the Texin does not provide a textual <p-head 
feature. FILL-<p is thus violated. Addition is the generic term which is associated with 
violation of FILL. In the actual case, FILL violation implies addition of prosodic 
features. That is, the first syllable in the string is phonetically realized with 
secondary stress properties, and the ro-head syllable is phonetically realized with 
phrasal stress properties. 

The next section considers a number of FILL and! or PARSE violations in more 
detail. 

5.2 Constraint Ranking 

As seen in chapter 3, there are many textual inputs that do not give rise to such a 
straightforward parsing as the phrase [cli lamjeni]. Synaloephe, syllable upbeats, 
stress deletion and stress addition, are just a few phenomena which require a more 
profound analysis. The ranking of constraints is the grammatical means that is 
adopted here in order to account for these phenomena. The optimality theoretical 
idea is that the satisfaction of a higher ranked constraint at the expense of a lower 
ranked constraint gives rise to a more grammatical output than the satisfaction of a 
lower ranked constraint at the expense of a higher ranked constraint (cf. Prince & 

Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993ab). 
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The discussion proceeds from conflicting constraints involving the lowest levels 
of the prosodic hierarchy, to constraints involving the higher word and phrase 
levels. Conflicting constraints involving the segmental level are most thoroughly 
described in the literature: a PARSE violation causes deletion of an underlyingly 
specified vowel or consonant, and a FILL violation causes epenthesis of an 
underlyingly non-specified vowel or consonant. The phrasal phonology of Standard 
Italian lacks such deletions or epentheses.s That is, underlyingly specified segmental 
features cannot be deleted; and underlyingly non-specified segmental features cannot 
be inserted. Nonetheless, deletions and additions of various kind are found in 
Italian. That is, PARSE and FILL violations do occur. The effects of these violations 
are prosodic in nature, however. With respect to segments, a more fine-grained 
account is thus required, such as that elaborated below. 

5.2.1 PARSE/FilL: segmental features and syllable positions 

In the following subsections, I will focus on the syllabification of segments which 
occur at the edges of words, beginning with consonant syllabification and then 
turning to syllabification of adjacent vowels. 

5.2.1.1 Syllabification of Consonants 

As already mentioned, the domain of syllabification in Italian minimally 
corresponds to the phonological phrase. With respect to consonants, two 
phenomena are often discussed in the literature: forward and backward 
syllabification (cf. Vogel 1982, Chierchia 1986).6 Forward syllabification refers to the 
fact that word-fmal consonants may surface in the onset of the following syllable; 
backward syllabification refers to the fact that word-initial consonants may surface 
in the coda of the preceding syllable. In chapter 4, section 4.1.1., I presented the 
following examples: 

(14) a. Forward ~llabijication 
i. /non/ /a/ /te/ > [no]0 [na]0 [te] cr 'not to you' 
ii. I per/ I amore/ > [pe]0 [ra] 0 [mo]cr[re] cr 'out of love' 

I 

b. Backward ~llabijication 
i. / dal / stamani/ > [da,P]cr[ta] 0 [ma]0 [ni] cr 'since this morning' 
ii. /se/ !f...:i/ / dici/ > [seA,] cr[Ai]cr[ di] cr[ci] cr 'if you tell' m' 

5 For the sake of explanation, consider the vowel-initial indefinite article I una! 'a (fern.)' in light of the 
syllable template Onset-Nucleus. The initial onset position of /una! is not filled, but no epenthetic 
consonant comes to surface: /una/ -> * / duna/ or */!una/. Neither is it allowed to delete the initial 
vowel /u! in order to satisfy Onset-Nucleus: /una!-> *f<u>na/. 
6 See also Camilli (1965), Di Pietro (1968), Saltarelli (1970), Muljacic (1972), Basb0ll (1974), Bertinetto 
(1981), Kaye & Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (1990). Most analyses of syllabification are derivational in nature: 
lexically syllabified segments undergo resyllabification at the phrasal level. 
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FilL-onset is the constraint which verifies whether the onset pos1t1on of the 
syllable template is properly filled with Cs displaying rising sonority. That is, in 
order to satisfy FILL-onset, a consonant textually specified as being part of 
morphological item a, fills the onset position of the syllable whose nucleus is 
realized by the initial vowel of a morphological item ~: !. .. Cl a /V .. ./ (!-> ... [CV]0 .... 

This happens to be the case in (ai) and (aii). 
However, as observed in section 4.1.1, language-universally as well as Italian-. 

specifically, there are restrictions on what/can be put into an onset position. 
Consonant clusters violating the Sonority Sequencing Principle ("' expanding 
consonant clusters) are not allowed to fill the onset.7 This is exemplified tn (14b). 
The first member of the cluster will fill the coda position provided by the Maxo 
template. FILL-onset is not violated. 

The ranking order of constraints becomes crucial in more complex environments. 
For instance, if no coda position is available, FILL-onset will be violated by virtue of 
the undominated constraint PARSE-segment. That is, the input segments must be 
parsed in the output, irrespective of whether the word is preceded by another word 
or not. The tableau in (15) illustrates the relevant constraint ranking with respect to 
the Texln / stamanil 'this morning'. 

(15) PARSE-segment >> Flll.-onset from / stamani/ 'this morning' 
' 

Candidates PARSE-segment FilL-onset 

[J<p 
[oo] 

[l:] 
* [er] [er] [er] 

-> [ [o]][n][o][n][o][n] 
i. s t a m a n i 

[]q> 
[oo] 

[l:] 
*! [er] [er] [er] 

[o][n] [o] [n][o][n] 
il. <s> tamani 

The coda position too is conditioned by phonotactic restr1ct10ns. Consider the 
example in (16). The first member of the expanding consonant cluster [sk] cannot 
be parsed into the coda position of the preceding syllable: the coda position is 
already filled. 

(16) /par/ /skatti/ > [par]er[skat] er[ti] er M81:8 

7 Word-internally, evidence in favor of this sonority restriction of FILL-onset is provided by duration 
differences of stress-bearing vowels (cf. Fava & Magna Caldognetto 1976): stressed vowels in open non
final syllables are longer than stressed vowels followed by expanding consonant clusters. 
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Thus, FILL-onset is not only dominated by PARSE-segment but also by a constraint 
involving the proper realization of'the coda position.s 

5.2.1.2 Syllabification of Adjacent Vowels 

The assumed undominated ranking position in Italian of PARSE-segment accounts 
for the fact that segments cannot be deleted in order to satisfy conditions on 
syllable positions. Nonetheless, underlyingly full vowels can be reduced at the 
surface. The constraint PARSE-a-head, appears to be involved here. That is, the a

head feature associated with full vowels in the textual input may not be properly 
parsed in the output. Violation of PARSE-a-head implies the deletion of the 
prosodic property of the relevant vowel. 

Let us consider now the phenomenon of synaloephe as presented in section 
3.4.5. Within the domain of the phonological phrase, two adjacent unstressed 
vowels are often realized as one syllable. The righthand vowel is fully realized, but 
the lefthand vowel is reduced. The grammatical account I want to propose here 
crucially refers to FILL-onset and PARSE-a-Head. That is, FILL-onset outranks 
PARSE-a-Head. Consider the tableau in (17), with /dove aff6ndal (M5:3) as Texin. 

(17) PARSE-segment>> FILL-onset>> PARSE-a-Head, from [dove affonda] 

Candidates PARSE-segment FILL-onset PARSE-a-Head 

[]<p 
[ro] 

(J:E [:E] 
*I [a] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

[o] [n] [ ]0 [n] 

i. d o v e a f f o n d a 

[]<p 
[0>] 

[ ]1; [1:] 
* [cr] (cr)[cr] [cr] [cr] 

-> [o] [n] 

il. d o v e a f f o n d a 

The phonetic effect of the violation of PARSE-a-Head is a schwa-like element.9 
Recall from the same section 3.4.5, that unstressed adjacent vowels within cp are 

sometimes fully realized. The underlying generalization involved (a) strict binary 
alternation, and (b) the Default cp template. Strict binary alternation at the syllable 
level is reflected by the Min1: template. Proper realization of this foot template is 

8 See Bol~gnesi (1995) for a constraint-based account of coda realization in Italian. 
9 Other vowel combinations may give rise to glide formation. See Rosenthall (1994) for a cross-linguistic 
analysis of Vowel/ Glide alternations. 
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ensured by the constraint FILL-1:. A constraint ranking in which FILL-1: dominates 
FILL-onset accounts for the observed output, i.e. full realization of both vowels. 

Consider the tableau in (18). 

(18) FILL-1: >> Fill-onset>> PARSE-cr-Head from [d;lun'onda] (U172:19) , 

Candidates FILL-1: FilL-onset PARSE-cr-Head 

[]cp j 

J 
[ro] 

[]:E ILl 
* [0'] [cr] [cr] [0'] • 

->[o] [n][ ]o[n] 
i. d a u n o n d a 

[]cp 
[ro] 

[ l:E [l:] 
*I * * [0'] (cr) [0'] [cr] 

[o] [n] 
ii. d a u n o n d a 

Although much more can be said about the input-output relations of segments and 
syllables in Italian, the above outlines will suffice to account for PARSE/FILL 
interactions involving the higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy. For the ease of 
exposition, the subsyllabic constituents will not be taken in consideration from 
now on. 

5.2.2 PARSE/FILL: syllables and feet 

As observed in chapter 3, a stressed syllable can be followed by either one or two 
unstressed syllables. Italian foot templates indeed allow ternary alternation in 
addition to binary alternation. Surfacing of trisyllabic feet can be accounted for by 
means of P ARSE-cr, i.e. by the constraint which ensures that syllables are parsed into 
feet. At the left edge of a phrase domain P ARSE-cr can be violated, however. This 
phenomenon is better known under the name weak parsing or. weak layering (cf. I to 
& Mester 1992, Hung 1994, Hayes 1995). I suggest that the constraint PARSE-1: is 
crucially involved here. 

Consider first the parsings in (19). The dependent foot of the default cp phrase is 
trisyllabic,lO 

10 Although these secondary stresses were not assigned by the informants of the perception test, the 
on of two native speakers about the secondary stress location in the examples in (19) resulted 
llowing tendencies: the leftmost syllables in the strings in (19) receive secondary stress in a 
:ading, the second syllables from the left receive secondary stress (if not main stress) in a 
eading. 
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(19) a. [che si ttas]:E [forma]:E M5:8 

b. [con un ter]:E [rore]:E M40:4 

c. [ricorde] :E [rai]:E U158:14 

d. [inaffer] :E [ra bili]:E U185:9 

Notice however that the textual input element that bears the foot stress is not 
specified for foot headship. That is, the elements are either monosyllabic 
grammatical words (cf. 19ab), or the relevant syllable belongs to a lexical word 
which is specified for main stress alone (cf. 19cd). PARSE-er is at play. But PARSE-er 
is dominated by FILL-:E, which requires minimally two syllables in order to be 
properly filled. As shown in (20), (i) is the optimal candidate. The output cp 
corresponds to the Defcp template, i.e., a maxro is realized. The unproperly filled 
foot position is phonetically interpreted as addition of secondary stress features.ll 
In (ii), the Texln is associated with the Maxcp template: a SMinro precedes a Maxro. 
As indicated by the empty square brackets, a number of FILL violations occur. At 
this place, the FILL-:E violation is crucial. In (ili), there is no FILL-:E violation, but 
the initial syllable is not properly parsed. That is, PARSE-er is violated.12 

In sum, whether the foot is disyllabic or trisyllabic plays no role. What is 
important is that textual inputs are properly parsed in the output, in accordance 
with the structural requirements expressed by the templates. 

(20) FIIL-:E >> PARSE-er, from [con un terrore] (M40:4) 

Candidates FJLL-:E PARSE-a 

[]cp 
[ro] 

[ l:E [:El 
-> [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

i. con un terrore 

llcp 
[ lro [ro] 

*I 
[ l:E [ l:E [:EJ 
[cr] [ lcr[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

ii. con un terrore 

, [ lcp 
[ro] 

*I 
[ l:E [:E] 

[(er)] [Cl] [cr] [cr] [cr] 
' 

iii. con un terrore 

11 The relevant FILL violation is discussed in the next section. 
12 In order to distinguish violation of PARSE-cs-Head (cf. section 5.2.1.2) from violation of PARSE-cr, the 
latter is represented by a bold node enclosed by angled brackets. It should be stressed that the 
interpretations of the two violations are totally different: violation of PARSE-cr-Head implies deletion of 
the prosodic features of the vowel, violation of PARSE- cr implies weak syllable layering. 
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· Consider now the examples in (21). The phrase-initial syllable is not parsed into a 
foot, and the second syllable from the left edge bears the foot stress: 

(21) a. 
b. 
c. 

e senza strade 
in questo nembo 
appie del botro 

M173:16 
M96:29 
U117:5 

The inputs in (21) differ from those in (19) insofar that the foot-stress bearing 
element is textually prespedfied by a :E-heap feature. That is, the involved words 
constitute polysyllabic grammatical words. Obviously, the realization of this :E-head 
prevails over the proper parsing of syllables into feet. In constraint-basl'!d terms, 
PARSE-:E outranks PARSE-cr. 

(22) PARSE-l:: >> PARSE-a, from [e senza strade] (M173:16) 

Candidates PARSE-l:: PARSE-<1 

[ l<p 
[ro] *I 

[]:E (:E) [:E] 
[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

i. e senza strade 
[]<p 
[ro] * 

[L] [:E] 

-> [(cr)] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 
il. e senza strade 

It should be noted now that we also find P ARSE-cr violations in contexts in which 
the foot-stress bearing element is not textually prespedfied by a :E-head feature. That 
is, the dominance of PARSE-:E over PARSE-a does not provide an explanation for 
the observed relevant outputs. In (23), the foot stress falls on the second syllable of 
the rightmost phrase domain, and not on the initial syllable.B 

(23) a. 

b. 
c. 

[ove i cavalli] [indppucciati] 
[ti salva] [un amuleto] 
[dl quiete] [inilterabile] 

(* incappucciati) 
(* Un amul eto) 
(* inaltera bile) 

M81:3 
M125:25 

U226:28 

R~call from section 3.4.5.1 that adjacent unstressed vowels across a <p-boundary may 
be realized as one syllable. This happens to be the case in the examples in (23). The 
final vowel of the leftmost phrase domain ls reduced (PARSE-a-Head is violated) by 
virtue of the higher ranking of FILL-onset. Curiously enough, the syllable that 
emerges from the fusion of the vowels is part of the second phonological phrase 
rather than of the first phonological phrase: 

13 Compare (23ac) with (19cd) in order to get convinced that foot stress location is not morphologically 
determined: in one and the same metrical context a prefix (in/ ri) can be stressed or not. 
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b. 

c. 
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[ove i caval]~ <i>in.cippucciati] 

[ti sal] [v<a>u.rultnuleto] 
[di quie ][t<e>i.nalterabile] 

(* [ove i cavall<i>in][cappucciati] ) 

(* [ti salv<a>u][namuleto]) 

(* [di quiet<e>i][nalterabile]) 
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By listenlng to the recorclings of Montale and Ungaretti, it can be observed that the 
phrasally stressed syllable on the left is considerably lengthened. How to account 
for these outputs in terms of constraint ranking is a complex matter, which I do 
not pretend to resolve here.14 

5.2.3 PARSE/FILL: feet and prosodic words 

The above sections presented a number of examples in which the dependent foot 
position of the cp template was not fllled by a textually specified !.-head feature. As 
stated, the phonetic interpretation of this FILL violation is addition of secondary 
stress features. The constraint that is responsible for this addition is FILL-Maxco: a 
dependent foot precedes a head foot. 

In what follows, I will focus on the interaction between FILL-Maxco on the one 
hand, and PARSE-eo on the other. Recall from section 3.4.3.1 that the recordings 
provided realizations in which the main stress of a lexical word was not perceived 
by the informants. On the basis of the claim that lexical words are prespecified by a 
eo-head feature, the output thus gives rise to a destressed syllable. Consider some 
relevant Texln/ Temln pairs: 

(25) Texln: Temln: 

[]<p 
CO CO [ lro 
I I [Jr. [Jr. 

a. I murol Id/ I orto/ [ lcr []a Dcr [ lcr M28:2 

[ ]<p 
CO CO [ lro 
I I [Jr. [Jr. 

b. /vivo/ I di! I pietre/ [la []a Ucr [ lcr M96:11 

[]<p 
CO CO [ lro 
I I [Jr. [Jr. 

c. /acque/ /sontuoso/ [ lcr Ucr [ lcr []a U117:6 
f 
' 

14 The complexity of the phenomenon is even further increased by the following example: 
esplode [furibonda] [una canea] > furibond<a>una canea M72:26 

The :!:-head feature of the polysyllabic determiner /una/ is not properly parsed (PARSE-:!: is violated): the 
foot stress falls on the following syllable, I una/. If both the m-head feature of I furibonda/ and the :!;

head feature of /una/ are realized, then the reduction of the word-final vowel /a/ of /furibondal will 
cause a clash berween these rwo stresses. What seems to happen is that the dependent part of the foot 
dominating the stressed syllable /bon/ is filled with the first syllable of /una!. In constraint-based 
terms, FilL-:!: outranks P ARSE-1:. 
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The outputs of these strings contain a foot stress plus a phrase stress, and not a 
word stress plus a phrase stress: 

(26) a. 
b. 
c. 

muro d'orto 
vivo di pietre 
acque .sontuoso 

(* muro d' orto) 
(*vivo di pietre) 
(* acque sontuo so) 

In constraint-based terms, P ARSE-ro is vi6lated. The claim is that this violation is 
triggered by the higher ranking of FILL-Maxro. For the sake of the exposition, let 
me repeat the relevant q> templates, i.e. the Defcp template and the Maxcp t!emplate: 

(27) Def rp template MaxqJ template 

[]cp [Jcp 

Uro Uro [ lro 

[]r [Jr Ur [Jr [Jr 

[ lcr Ucr [ lcr []cr [ lcr [Jcr [ lcr [Jcr Ucr Ucr 

In order to properly parse both ro-head features, the Maxcp template must be 
assumed to be associated with the Texin. The tableau in (28) illustrates the effect of 
the matchings. 

(28) FIIL-Maxro >> PARSE-ro, from [acque sontuoso] (U117:6) 

Candidates FILL-Maxro PARSE-ro 

[]cp 
[ro] [ro] 
[:E] []:E [:E] 

*I [cr] [cr] [ lcr [cr] [cr] [cr] 

i. acque sontuoso 
(]cp 

{ro) [ro] 
[:E] [:E) 

* -> [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

ii. a c que sontuoso 

That is, while the matching of the relevant Texin with the Maxcp template gives rise 
to a violation of FILL-Maxro, the matching of the Texin with the Defcp template 
gives rise to a violation of P ARSE-ro. In the actual case, the latter situation is found. 
That is, the ro-head feature of I acque/ is not parsed in the output. Evidence in 
favor of the outranking of PARSE-ro by FILL-Maxro is not only provided by the 
perceived parsings assigned to the verse data. A series of phonological phenomena 
typically associated with main word stress do not occur in the lefthand words. 
Vowel Lengthening, Stress Retraction and Pitch Accent are the relevant phenomena. 
Deletion of ro prosodidty is thus spelled out by means of duration, frequency 
and! or intensity. The following subsections are dedicated to these phenomena. 
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5.2.3.1 Violation of PARSE-eo: Vowel Lengthening 

As stated in chapter 4, vowel length is not lexically contrastive in Italian. At the 
surface, a vowel can be lengthened, however. This lengthening can be considered to 
be the phonetic spell-out of a prosodic feature eo-head or cp-head. The former is 
generally referred to as Vowel Lengthening (VL), and the latter as Final Lengthening 
(FL). VL only applies to open, non-flnal eo-head syllables (d. Camilli 1965, Fava & 

Magno Caldognetto 1976, Bertinetto 1976, 1981, Vogel 1982, Nespor & Vogel 
1986), and FL applies to closed as well as open cp-head syllables (cf. Magno 
Caldognetto et al. 1983, Bertinetto 1981, Nespor & Vogel 1986, Ghini 1993). 
Neither in absolute nor in relative terms, have duration criteria been reported which 
would allow us to determine whether a syllable is subject to just VL or to VL plus 
FL. Moreover, it is observed that in a phrasal context [word1word2]cp only the head 
syllable of word2 undergoes lengthening (cf. Bertinetto 1985).15 Consider in this 
regard the examples in (29), from Camilli (1965:§33). The verbal forms fate and stare 
surface with a lengthened vowel when pronounced in isolation (cf. 29ab), but with 
a short vowel when surfacing in phrase-dependent position (cf. 29a'b'):16 

(29) a. fute > [fa:te] a'. fate stare > [fate stare] 
make-2PL make-2PL to be 'you make ... ' 

b. stare > [sta:re] b'. stare zitto > [stare zitto] 
to be to be silent 

Marotta's (1985) experimental study on lengthening phenomena in Italian phrases, 
fully conflrms this pattern: in normal speech, sequences like pesa pere '(he/ she) 
weighs pears' and pes a le pere '(he/ she) weighs the pears' are produced with only one 
stress (1985:136). That is, these phrases surface as Default cp's: 

(30) [cp] [cp] 

(eo) [ro] (ro) [eo] 

[!:] LLl [!:] [L] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [crJ [cr] [cr] [crJ [crJ 

a. pesa pere b. pesa le pere 

'he weighs pears' 'he weighs the pears' 

The observance of lengthening at the rjght edge of the q> only, is entirely compatible 
with the quantity patterns characterizing foot types: iambic systems tend to enhance 
quantitative contrasts while trochaic systems do not (cf. Alien 1975, Hayes 1985, 

15 Bertinetto (1985:622): "le differenze di durata tra vocali toniche in sillaba aperta e chlusa (evidentissime 
nella pronuncia isolata) tendono a scomparire ne! contesto di enunciato prodotto a velocitii normale;" 
[the duration differences between stressed vowels in open syllables vs. closed syllables (very evident in 
isolated pronunciation) tend to disappear in phrasal contexts produced with a normal speech rate]. 
16 Similar observations regarding the absence of lengthening in phrase-dependent (i}

1
S are made in Crisari 

& D'Addio (1967) and Magno Caldognetto et al. (1983). See also Helsloot (1993). 
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1995, Prince 1990). Since Italian gives rise to an iambic organization from the level 
of the foot upwards, we expect to find similar Light-Heavy patterns in !:!: or roro 
sequences. That is, the first I: (or ro) will be Light, and the second will be Heavy. 
Prince's (1990) Grouping Generalization, accounting for the gradual wellformedness of 
the iambic/ trochaic foot divide, can be invoked here in order to account for the 
structural requirements at the ro and cp level. Hence, ro's and cp's preferably group 
subordinate constituents in a,Light-Heavy mode. 

From this point of view, the absence/of phrase-internal lengthening can be 
considered to be the effect of Trochaic Shortening or Deweighting (cf. Kager 1989, 
Prince 1990): in principle, all underlyingly specified m-heads may undergo 
lengthening at the surface, but actual realization of lenghtening is determined by the 
phrasal context. Notice now that within a template-and-constraint framework there 
is no need to refer to processes of Shortening or Deweighting: constraints ensuring 
proper filling of templates straightforwardly account for the empirical facts. In the 
actual case, FILL-Maxm outranks PARSE-m. Consider the tableau in (31), illustrating 
the input-output relation of an example from the verse data. In (i), not only FILL
Maxro is violated, but also FILL-I:, and in (ii) PARSE-a-Head as well as PARSE-m are 
violated. 

(31) Flll-Maxm »PARSE-m, from [fillna il suolo] (M81:40) 

Candidates FILL-Maxm PARSE-m 

[]cp 
[ro] [ro] 

[.I:] [].I: [.I:] 
*I [a] [a][ la[a] [a] [a] 

i. fu:m ll ...... .i 1 suolo 
[]cp 

(ro) [ro] 
[.I:] [.I:] 

* [a] (a) [a] [a] [a] 

ii. fuma i 1 suolo 

This constraint ranking is confirmed by the phenomenon of Stress Retraction, 
discussed in the next subsection. 

5.2.3.2 Violation of PARSE-ro: Stress Retraction 

Stress Retraction in Italian is a widely observed and frequently discussed 
phenomenon (cf. Camilli 1965, Savoia 1974/5, Nespor & Vogel 1979, 1986, 1989, 
Farnetani & Kori 1983, Marotta 1985, Nespor 1990b, among others). The 
phenomenon as it occurs in the northern variety of Italian is argued to apply within 
the phonological phrase domain, and it is argued to be triggered by a sequence 
word1word2, in which word1 has final stress and word2 initial stress (cf. Nespor & 
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Vogel 1986:174-5). Contrary to its name, phonetic measurements show that the 
'retracted' stress is subject to destressing rather than to retraction (cf. Farnetani & 

Kori 1983, Marotta 1985). Nespor & Vogel observe that the retracted stress of 
word1 does not necessarily maintain its original stress prominence: "it must only be 
stronger than the stress of the final (destressed) syllable of word1" (1986:175). 
Nespor & Vogel (1989) argue in favor of an analysis in terms of Beat Deletion and 
Beat Addition, where beats stand for positions in the metrical grid. The clash 
between word1 word2 triggers Beat Deletion. Beat Addition is not intrinsically related 
to the phenomenon of SR, but is triggered in case a lapse is created.17 

The relative dominance of FILL-Maxeo over PARSE-eo accounts for the 
observation that the stress of word1 is not realized at the surface. A complete 
account of SR involves also FIIL-:E, PARSE-:E and PARSE-a. This complete account 
is deferred until chapter 8. Consider the Texln/ Temln pairs below: 

(32) Texln: 

(1) (1) 

I I 
a. I mi/ I saral /lieve/ 

(1) (1) 

I I 
b. I cosil I dura/ 

Temln: 
[lcp 
[ lro 

[ l:E [ l:E 
Ua Ucd la []a 

[lcp 
[ lro 

Ut U:E 
[la [ la [la []a 

M5:18 

U41:4 

The tableau in (33) illustrates the input-output relation for (32b). Notice now that 
FliL-Maxeo is violated in both output candidates. Output (a), however, gives also 
rise to three FIIL-r. violations. I suggest therefore that FIIL-:E outranks FIIL-Maxro. 

(33) FIIL-:E >> FIIL-Maxeo >> PARSE-eo, from [cosi dura] 

Candidates FIIL-:E FIIL-Maxeo PARSE-eo 

[lcp 
[rol [rol *I** * 
[:El [l:E [:El 

[al [al [la [la [la [al[al 
i. 

, . 
c 0 s 1 dura 

[lcp 
(ro) [rol / 

' * * 
[l:t (:E) [:El 

-> [al [al [al [al 
ii. c 0 si dura 

17 See section 2.2.2 for definitions of stress clash and stress lapse. 
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A final argument in favor of FIIL-Maxco >> P ARSE-co derives from the distribution 
of pitch accents. 

5.2.3.3 Violation of PARSE-eo: Pitch Accent Assignment 

In section 2.2.3.2, I referred to Avesani's (1990) account of pitch accent assignment 
in Italian. Lexical_ words, although typically associated with a pitch accent, 
sometimes surface without such an accent. Avesani's Accent Unit is the smallest 
phrasal domain which is characterized by the presence of one pitch accent 
associated with the head of the phrase (cf. chapter 2, section 2.2.3.2). Inputs of 
Accent Units may enclose either one or two lexical words. In other words, properties 
of the Accent Unit do not differ from the properties characterizing the Default 
phonological phrase domain: a single strong stress (= phrasal stress), irrespective of 
whether the input encloses one or two lexical words. 

In constraint-based terms, FILL-Maxm outranks PARSE-eo. That is, violation of 
PARSE-eo is phonetically spelled out as the non-realization of a pitch accent. The 
examples from the verse data in (34) are realized with just one clearly audible pitch. 

(34) Texln: Output: 

CO CO L* 

I I I 
a. /la/ /in/ I fondo/ l:l in fondo M51:6 

CO CO H* 
I I I 

b. I esser/ I vasto/ esser vasto M52:16 

(I) CO H* 
I I I 

c. I poche/ I cose/ pOche cose U226:1 

In sum, the prosodic eo-head feature of the lexical word on the left is not realized at 
the surface. The reason is the Default phonological phrase template. The proper 
filling of this templatic input outranks the proper parsing of the textual input. In 
chapter 8, instances of marked default phrases will be discussed: both input eo-heads 
are parsed then. It will be argued that a constraint is involved that is higher ranked 
than FIIL-Maxco. 

5.3 Generalizability and Predictability 

Having introduced the PARSE and FILL constraints crucially involved in default cp 
outputs, let us now consider the generalizability and predictability of the 
text! template-and-constraint approach outlined so far. More concretely, in the 
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recorded subcorpus of the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale, 30% and 37% of all 
the phonological phrases, respectively, are default cp's. All these default <p outputs are 
captured by a simple framework in which a templatic and a textual input source are 
distinguished, as well as a number of ranked PARSE and FILL constraints. 

To understand the high degree of generalizability of this framework, I list the 
various textual inputs which all lead to one and the same default <p, i.e. to the two
foot maximal ro whose feet are either disyllabic or trisyllabic:lB 

(35) [<p]cp 
[ro]ro 

ILh: ILh; 
[cr]cr [cr]cr ([cr]cr) [cr]cr [cr]cr ([cr]cr) 

Textual inputs are expressed in terms of CV sequences, prosodic features (ro
headh:-head) and word boundaries (/ /) (the full specification also includes the 
association of a cr-head feature to each full vowel, however). As for the CV 
sequences, I shall not differentiate among the possible internal variations of these 
sequences. Each input is exemplified by data from the recorded subcorpus of 
Ungaretti and! or Montale (see Appendix E). 

In (36), one lexical word inputs are given. Seven different one-word inputs giving 
rise to default <p outputs are found in the data. (36g) exemplifies a strict compound 
input (cf. section 4.2.4.1). 

(36) (J) 

I [ meriggi are] cp M28:1 

a. lcvcvcvcvl [totalmente]cp U41:7 

(J) 

I [ansieta] cp M125:13 

b. lcvcvcvl [mer ai] cp U158:9 

(J) 

I [moltitucline] cp M81:54 

c. I cvcvcvcvcv I [tmmuta bile]cp U253:8 

(J) 

I [felicita] cp M173:1 

d. lcvcvcvcvl /[rlcorder ai] cp U158:14 

(J) 

I 
e. lcvcvcvcvcvl Undiffer enza] cp M33:6 

(J) 

I 
£ I cvcvcvcvcvcv I [mafferr a bile] cp U41:7 

18 Although violating FIIL-I:, stress-final words can also be inputs of Default cp. In chapter 8, I come 
back to these forms. 
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I: ro 
I I 

lcvcvcvl 
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[mezzodi]<p M144:5 

In (37), two-word inputs are listed giving rise to default <p outputs. The list contains 
21 different forms, all occurring in the recorded subcorpus of Montale and 
Ungaretti. 

(37) 
; 

(0 I 

I ~a grigiura] <p M72:14 

a. lcvl lcvcvcvl [per condurmi]<p U117:3' 
(0 

I ~o scoia ttolo]<p M142:1 

b. I cv I I cvcvcvcv I ~o spettacolo]<p U43:5 
(0 

I [dei bambu]<p M96:27 
c. lcvllcvcvl [mi darai]<p U117:21 

(0 

I 
d. I cv I I cvcvcvcv I [a riportarmi] <p M134:3 

(0 

I 
e. lcvl lvcvcvcvl [che intravvidi]<p U226:39 

(0 

I 
£ I cl lvcvcvcvcv I [ d'inviol abili] <p U185:8 

I: (0 

I I [ooa tromba]<p M81:14 

g. le vcvl lcvcvl [colla mente]<p U117:24 
I: (0 

I I [quando rotola]<p M81:25 

h. lcvcvllcvcvcvl [delle nuvole] <p U43:8 
I: (0 

I I [come te]<p M146:7 

i. lcvcvllcvl [come gia]<p U158:7 
I: (0 

I I [Una bracciata]<p M72:24 

j. lcvcvllcvcvcvl [mentre riprende]<p U253:7 
I: (0 

I I 
k. lcvcvllcvcvl [ senza vilta] <p M96:54 

I: (0 

I I 
l. lcvcvllcvcvcvcvl [debbo rip erderti] <p M133:1 
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:E (J) 

I I [perche tardi] cp M142:1 

m lcvcvllcvcvl [avra fatto]q> U158:2 
(J) (J) 

I I 
n. lcvllcvcvcvl [gia profuma] cp M139:6 

(J) (J) 

I I [mini scame]cp M96:16 

o. lcvcvllcvcvl [vecchle querct]cp U172:8 
(J) (J) 

I I 
p. lcvcv I lvcvcv I [ogni opera]cp M133:3 

(J) (J) 

I I [atti consunti]cp M96:12 

q. lcvcv I I cvcvcv I [acque sontuoso]cp U117:6 
(J) (J) 

I I 
r. lcvcvl lcvcvl [cosi ftedda]cp U41:3 

(J) :E 

I I 
s. lcvcvllcvcvl [andro senza]cp U117:20 

:E :E 

I I 
t. lcvcvllcvcvl [come quando]cp U158:10 

:E (J) (J) 

I I I 
u le wcvcv I I cvcv I [duemil'anni]cp U43:49 

Three-word inputs giving rise to default <p outputs are presented in (38). A total of 

23 different forms are found in the recorded data. 

(38) (J) 

I [che a cerchio] cp M96:15 

a. lcvllcvllcvcvl [e il cuore]cp U158:1 
(J) 

I [eo' suoi vortici]cp M96:4 

b. lcvl lcvl lcvcvcv/ [fra gli alberi] cp U172:12 
(J) 

I 
c. /cv/ /cvl lcvl [che sei qui]cp M144:8 

(J) 

I 
d. lcvl lcvl /vcvcv/ [mi si effonda]cp M96:30 

(J) 

I [per la cucina]cp M125:55 

e. /cvl /cv/ lcvcvcv/ [e nel sil enzio ]cp U253:10 
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(J) 

I 
/cv/ /cv/ /cvcv/ 

(J) 

I 
/CV/ /c/ /VCVCV(CV)/ 

(J) 

I 
/cl !vel /vcvev I 

1: (J) 

I I 
le vcvl /cv/ /evev/ 

1: (J) 

I I 
le vcv I /vel I evev I 

1: (J) 

I I 
le vcv/ /ve/ /evevev/ 

1: (J) 

I I 
le vcv I !vel /vevcvcv I 

1: ro 
I I 

le vcv I I cl /vevev I 
1: ro 
I I 

/cl lvcv! /evev/ 
1: (J) 

I I 
/cv/ /eve vi /ev/ 

1: 1: (J) 

I I I 
le vcvl I vcv/ /evev/ 

(J) (J) 

I I 
/ev//ev//evev/ 

(J) (J) 

I I 
/ev/ /ev/ /evev/ 

(J) (J) 

I I 
/ev/ /ev I /evcvcv/ 

(J) (J) 

I I 
/cvcv/ /ev/ /evev/ 

' I 

[e vi sosto] q> 

[e !'inferno ]<p 

[e l' equi voco] <p 

[d'1ln iddio]<p 

M161:5 

M133:12 

U185:10 

U117:22 

[era la sera] q> M173:29 

[entro il giorno] <p U117:3 

[quando il bulino]<p M147:8-9 

[dietto il biancore]<p U226:34 

[come un acrobata]q> U43:19 

[come m'aggrada]<p U226:34 

[d'1lna forma]<p M96:43 

[non sapro mai]<p U172:20 

[senzJU!no scarto] q> M81:14 

[hannQ__una tale]<p U195:5 

[piu non torna] <p 

(da se scrolla] <p 

[e qui meglio]<p 

(se tu folgore]<p 

[vivo di pietre] <p 

M161:9 

M150:6 

U43:28 

M142:7 

M96:11 
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ro ro 
I I 

u lcvl lcvcvl lcvcvl [mi sara lieve]cp M5:18 
ro ro ro 
I I I 

v. lcvllcvllcvcvl [poi piu nulla]cp M96:46 
ro ro ro 
I I I 

w. lcvcvllcvllcvcvl [sempre piu tarcli]cp M125:61 

Finally, three different four-word inputs giving rise to default <p outputs are found. 

(39) ro 

I 
a. lcvllcvllcvl lcvcvl [che mi fu tolta)cp M96:43 

ro 
I 

b. I cv I I cl lv I I cvcv I [non c'e vento]cp U172:25 
ro ro 
I I 

c. lvl lvcvl lcvl lcvcv/ [ e :lnche lo spiro] cp M133:3 

In sum, at least 54 textual prosodic inputs can be distinguished which (may) give 
rise to default <p outputs. 

5.4 Conclusions 

The many-to-one correspondence between textual input on the one hand, and 
Default <p on the other, illustrated .in the previous section, strongly argues in favor 
of a prosodic account of phonological phrasing based on abstract templates. That 
is, prosodic contituency should no longer be seen as being constructed .in a 
bottom-up fashion with a textual input as the sole .information source. By contrast, 
the textual input and the templatic input are two sources which try to match each 
other in an optimal way. Regarding the Default q> template, the lists presented in the 
previous, section show that the structural prosodic requirements expressed by this 
template are extremely powerful. If the textual input conflicts with the templacic 
requirements, prosodic features are either deleted from the textual input or added to 

I 
the textual input. Only the non-prosodic information of the textual input, i.e. the 
segmental features, is protected against deletion or addition. 

A number of phonological phenomena have been presented in this chapter in 
favor of the dominance of the Default q> template over the textual input. At the 
three subphrasal constituent levels, the relevant phenomena are: (a) cross-word 
syllabification, involving either consonants or vowels, (b) cross-word foot 
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formation, and (c) deletion of main stress, i.e., cross-word prosodic word 
formation. Most insightful in this regard are the following constraint rankings: 

(40) FILL-onset FILL-:E FILL-:E 
>> >> >> 
PARSE-a-Head PARSE-I. FILL-:Maxro 

>> >> 
PARSE-a PARSE-ro 

' 
' 

The phenomena discussed in this chapter illustrate that FILL constraints (templatic 
requirements) generally dominate PARSE constraints (textual requirements). In the 
next chapter, we will see that the textual input is nonetheless not a weak kneed, i.e., 
PARSE constraints may dominate FILL constraints. 



6 Phonological Phrase Minimality 1 

6.0 Introduction 

The present chapter is dedicated to phonological phrase outputs that are smaller 
than the default <p. In chapter 3, I distinguished three Simple <p Forms which were 
found in the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale. These forms are repeated in (1). 

(1) a. Simple rp Form 1· b. Simple rp Form 11· c. Simple rpForm Ill: 

<p <p <p 

ro ro ro 
~ ~ ~ 

0" 0" 0" 0" 0" 0" 

In the recorded corpus of poetry, the proportions of occurrence of these <p forms 
evince a rapid decrease from Simple rp Form ]]1 to Simple rp Form l2 On the basis of a 
comparison between syntax-based NV-parsings and perception-based PR-parsings, 
in section 3.3 I formulated the hypothesis that the phonological phrase has a 
minimal size. This Minimal rp 1-fypothesis was defined in terms of the number of 
metrical positions a <p should minimally contain, namely three. I now reformulate 
this hypothesis in terms of prosodic constituency: 

(2) Minimal rp Hypothesis (revised) 
A <p minimally contains a loose minimal word (LMinro). · 

That is, Simple rp Form 111 constitutes the :Minimal <p template. Its prosodic word is , 
loosely binary:3 

(3) Min rp template: Uc/ 
[ lro 
[)1; 

[ lcr [ lcr Ucr 

1 Parts. of this chapter were presented 'at ConSole III, Venice, November 1994 (cf. Helsloot, to appear), 
and at the LAGB meeting in Newcasde, April 1995. 
2 The acmal proportions in Montale are 20%, 7.7% and 0.9%, and in Ungaretti 25.8%, 8.2% and 0.7% for 
Simple q> Form III, II and I, respectively. . 
3 See section 4.1 for a presentation of the structural properties of the q> templates. 
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Both Simple ({J Fot7JJ I and Simple ({J Fot7JJ 11 are thus phrasal outputs instead of input 
templates. The former violates the constraint Flll-:E (cf. section 5.1.2) as well as the 
constraint that ensures proper filling of the Mincp template, the latter just violates 
this Flll-Min<p constraint: 

(4) FIIL-Mincp: the Mincp template must be filled 

In this chapter, I shall present a formal ,account of the observations made in 
chapter 3 concerning the inappropriatenes~ of the claim that the syntactic surface 
structure constitutes the input from which prosodic constituency is constructed. 
Crucial to this account is the constraint FILL-Mincp. In section 6.1, I shall briefly 
consider the textual inputs giving rise to minimal and subminimal phrase outputs, 
as well as indicate which subphrasal PARSE and FILL constraints are involved. In 
section 6.2, the autonomy of cp formation with respect to syntax is considered. A 
number of different syntactic structures will be distinguished including head
complement sequences, branching sisternodes and coordination. The prosodic 
parsing of these structures is confronted with Nespor & Vogel's relation-based 
approach, Selkirk's end-based approach and Inkelas & Zec' arboreal approach. 
Section 6.3 is dedicated to subminimal phrase outputs. The potential triggers of 
prosodic overparsing, discussed in section 3.5, receive a formal account. Some of 
the triggers will be argued to be specified by a cp-head feature in the textual input, 
others will be argued to be specified by a cp-template in the templatic input. The 
textual cp-head feature must be properly parsed in the output: PARSE-cp. The template 
must be properly filled in the output: FILL-cp. A constraint ranking in which both 
PARSE-cp and FILL-cp dominate FILL-Mincp accounts for the subminimal phrase 
outputs. 

6.1 (Sub)minimal Phrasing: Inputs and Outputs 

In contrast to the large set of textual inputs giving rise to Defcp (or 2-:E phrase) 
outputs, the Mincp (or LMinro/1-:E phrase) allows for considerably fewer textual 
inputs.4 The one-word inputs are listed in (5). Again, the a-head features associated 
with the full vowels M are not indicated. 

(5) (l) 

I [ sentire] cp M28:14 

a. /cvcvcv/ [memoria]cp U172:23 
(l) 

I [Lakme]cp M146:9 

b. /cvcv/ [cosi]cp U41: 7 

4 In 5.3, 54 textual inputs to the Default cp template were distinguished. 
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0} 

I [comindano ]<p M72:48 

c. /cvcvcvcv/ [visibili]<p U226:1 
:I: 

I 
d. /cvcvcv/ [innanzi]<p M81:4 

A constraint that is violated by input-output forms like (5) is PARSE-cr. That is, the 
initial syllable is not parsed into a foot. Recall from section 5.2.2, that I accounted · 
for such weak layerings by means of FIIL-l:: FIIL-l: outranks PARSE-cr. The tableau 
in (6) illustrates the interaction with respect to I sentire/. It should be mentioned 
that in principle all three q> templates, i.e. the Mincp, Defcp and Maxcp template may be . 
associated with a Texin. Obviously, a matching of the relevant Texin in (6) with 
the Maxcp template gives rise to a considerable number of Fill violations. 

(6) FILL :I:» PARSE cr from [sentire] (1\128·14) - -
' l<p 

Candidates FILL-.I: PARSE-a 

[ l<p 
[m] * 
[l:J 

-> [(cr)] [cr] [cr] 

i. sentire 
[ l<p 
[m] *! 

[].I; [1:] 

[cr] [ lcr [cr] (cr] 

ii. sen tire 

In (1), the two-word inputs giving rise to Mincp outputs are listed.S 

(T) 0} 

I [d'argento] <p M72:8 
a. /cl lvcvcvl ~'uguale]<p U117:17 

0} 

I 
b. , I cl lvcvcvcv I [m'accolsero)<p U226:31 

0} 

I r [che sba tti]<p M52:19 
lcvl lcvcvl ' [sUil'erba]<p U117:9 c. 

0} 

I [e qui)<p M125:11 
d. lcvl lcvl [m me)<p U253:9 

5 Appendix E presents the PR-parsings of the recorded corpus. The contexts in which the above Min<p 
outputs occur can be found there. At this place, we are interested in the internal properties of the Min<p 
outputs. 
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CO 

I [tra sugheri] cp M52:20 

e. /cv/ /cvcvcv/ [mi pesano]cp U117:11 
1: 

I [in questo]cp M28:16 

£ /cv/ /cvcv/ [e quando]cp U172:10 
CO CO 

I I Jtu forse]cp M5:12 

g. /CV/ /cVCV(CV)/ [chi giudica]cp U195:9 

Subphrasal constraint interactions of particular interest involve the input-output 
pairs in (lf) and (7g). In (lf), a textual:I:-head surfaces as cp-head. The 1:-feature itself 
is properly parsed into a prosodic word (PARSE-1:). The cp-head position of the 
template, by contrast, is not properly ftlled. That is, the q> head is not realized by a 
lexical word, as usual, but by a grammatical word. I call the relevant' constraint FILL
cp-Head: 

(8) FILL-cp-Head: the head of a q> template is filled with a textually specified eo-head 
feature 

In accounting for the phrasal outputs in (7f), a constraint that is higher-ranked than 
FILL-cp-Head must be assumed to be active. In section 6.3, I shall argue in favor of a 
constraint FILL-cp, which will account for the highly specific prosodic outputs 
caused by Ungaretti's emphatic speech. Here, I want to stress the fact that textual:I:
head features seldom fill cp-head positions. The violation of FlLL-cp-Head implies the 
addition of prosodic features: the head syllable of a grammatical word is lengthened 
as well as realized with a pitch accent. 

Regarding the input-output pair in (liJ, recall from section 5.2.3 that lexically 
specified word stresses do not always surface in the output. In chapter 5, this stress 
deletion involved Maxro or default phrases. That is, a head foot must be preceded by 
a dependent foot (c£ section 5.2.3). In the cases now at hand, both the leftmost eo
node and a-node are not properly parsed. In addition to FILL-Maxro, FILL-1: is at 
play. The tableau in (9) illustrates the involved constraint interaction with respect to 
/tu forse/. As indicated by the dotted lines, the two FILL constraints are ranked 
with respect to the two PARSE constraints only; n:either the FILL nor the PARSE 
constraints are ranked with respect to one another. In (i), the Texin is associated 
with the Mincp template, in (ii), with the Def<p template, and in (ill), with the Max<p 
template. 
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(9) FILL :Maxro FILL L » PARSE ro PARSE fr m [tu for ] (MS 12) -
' 

- -
' 

-cr 0 seJcp : 

Candidates FILL-Maxro FILL-L PARSE-ro PARSE-cr 

[]cp 
(ro) [ro] * * 
(:E) [:E] 

-> [(cr)] [cr] [cr] 
i. tu f o r se 

[]cp 
(ro) [ro] *! * 
[L] [:E] 
[cr] llcr [0"] [a] 

ii. tu fors e 
[Jcp 

[ro] [ro] *! *** 
[L] []:E [:E] 

[a] [ lcr [ lcr llcr [a] [a] 

ill. tu f o r s e 

The optimal candidate is (9i), in which the lexically stressed pronoun I tu/ is 
realized at the surface as an unstressed upbeat syllable. 

In the recorded poems the sole example found of a three-word textual input that 
gives rise to a Minq> output is the one in (10) 

(10) (t) 

I 
/cl !vel /vcvcv/ [d'un ultimo]cp U158:1 

Constraints involving the subsyllabic constituents Onset and Nucleus are crucially 
active here. Two of the three words are specified as being vowel-initial, and one as 
consisting of a bare C. PARSE-consonant (Cs are parsed into onsets) and FILL
onset are both satisfied by the candidate in (11). 6 

(11) [du]cr[nul]cr[ti] cr[mo]cr 

Obviously, in Minq>'s too, segmental inputs may conflict with the subsyllabic 
constraints. In (6c) above, for instance, the two-word input I che/ / sbatti/ 
activates' constraints on onset complexity. 

Passing to the subminimal phrase templates, we find that the textual inputs are 
few and far between. Consider (12). / · 

(12) 

a. 

(t) 

I 
/cvcv/ 

[vedi] cp 
[volta]cp 

M5:8 
U117:4 

6 Only the /1/ being parsed into a coda position instead of an onset position can be seen as an 
instance of PARSE-consonant (or NoCoda) violation (cf. Bolognesi 1995). 
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Ol 

I [florida]cp M43:7 

b. /cvcvcv/ [ba ttito] cp U158:1 
Ol 

I [va]cp M5:17 

c. /cv/ [mai]cp U226:31 

:E 
I j 

/cvcv/ (nelle)cp U226:10 
I 

/cv/ [e]cp U172:2!\ 

d. 

e. 

All five inputs in (12) give rise to a FILL-Mincp violation, i.e., the cp outputs do not 
contain loose minimal words, but strict minimal words. In addition, the inputs 
(12c) and (12e) give rise to a FILL-:E violation, i.e., the foot is not properly filled. 
And the inputs (12d) and (12e) give rise to FILL-cp-Head violations. It should be 
noted that these two inputs are found in the poetry of Ungaretti alone. Moreover, 
the example in (12e) is the only realization of the illustrated input-output pair. The 
reasons underlying the above constraint violations are dealt with in section 6.3. 

Summarizing, twelve textual inputs are found in the poetry of Ungaretti and 
Montale which give rise to Mincp outputs, and five textual inputs which give rise to 
Submincp outputs. Whether these inputs contain one, two or three words makes no 
difference with respect to syllabification, syllable weak layering, destressing, and so 
on. All the relevant inputs match with the same Mincp template. 

6.2 The Mincp Template versus Syntax-to-Prosody Mapping 

This section considers the role of the Mincp template proceeding from the standard 
syntax-based assumptions to phonological phrase formation. In section 3.3, the 
prosodic parsings of three syntactic structures were examined which lead to the 
hypothesis that well-formedness conditions of minimality are crucially involved in 
prosodic parsing. The structures in question were: (a) head plus non-branching 
complement sequences, (b) head plus branching complement sequences and (c) head 
plus head sequences. The relation-based algorithms defined by Nespor & Vogel 
(1986) are not able to account for the observed parsing outputs. That is, the 
structures (b) and (c) are incorrectly excluded from being parsed into one 
phonological phrase, and structure (a) is argued to be optionally parsed into one 
phonological phrase. On the basis of the perceptually determined parsings, we 
found that prosodic parsing of two syntactic heads into one phonological phrase 
depends rather on the metrical properties of the heads. 

In what follows, I shall account for the parsings of the above syntactic structures 
by means of constraint evaluation. The constraint FILL-Mincp is crucially involved. 
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Afterwards, I shall examine more specific syntactic structures in order to delimit the 
autonomy of prosody with respect to syntax. 

6.2.1 FILL-Mincp and Relation-based Syntax-to-Prosody Mapping: 
the case of Head-Complement sequences 

The examples presented in section 3.3.1.1 of head plus non-branching complement 
sequences are repeated in (13). While NV-parsing assigns either one or two phrases 
to the involved sequences, PR-parsing gives rise to just one phrase: 

(13) NV-parsing PR -parsing 
a. ([mi sara]<p [lieve]<p) [ml sara lieve]<p M5:18 
b. ([Le notti]<p [chiare]~p) [Le n6tti chiare] <p M41:9 
c. ([ed acque]<p [misti]<p) [ed :icque misti] <p M147:7 
d. ([saro ]<p [innocente]<p) [sar6 innocente]<p U117:22 
e. ([della luce]<p [breve]~p) [de!la luce breve] <p U172:4 

In (14), the examples presented in section 3.3.1.3 of head plus branching 
complement sequences are repeated. Again, while NV-parsing assigns two phrases 
to the relevant sequences, PR-parsing gives rise to just one phrase: 

(14) NV-parsing PR -parsing 
a. [tutto]cp [d'accanto]<p [t:Utto d'accanto]<p M81:41 

b. [treml]<p [di vita]<p [tremi di vita] <p M81:48 
c. [schiocchi]<p [di merli]<p [ schi6cchi di merll] <p 

[frusci]<p [ di s erpi] <p [frusci di s erpi] <p M28:4 
d. [il muro]<p [d' ombra] <p [tl muro d' ombra] <p U158:2 

e. [Faro]<p [da guida]<p [Faro da guida]<p U117:26 

£ [Sei]<p ~a donna]<p [Sei la d onna]<p U185:14 

In order to account for the observed outputs, a constraint ranking might be 
suggested in which FILL-Mincp dominates a PARSE constraint which ensures that 
each head X of a lexical maximal projection X" surfaces as the head of a cp, PARSE
{X > qrhead}.7 Arguably, this PARSE constraint would not discriminate between 
pre-head and post-head modifiers: each lexical head of a X" is separately parsed into 
a cp. In comparison with Nespor & V.ogel's relation-based approach, PARSE-{X > qr 
head} thus also captures the observ~tion that pre-head modifiers may form a cp on 
their own (cf. section 3.3.2). Consider the tableau in (15), illustrating the input-

. output relation for I tremi di vital. In contrast to the prosodic representations 

7 This PARSE constraint can also be formulated as a syntax-prosody Alignment constraint, in the sense 
of McCarthy & Prince (1993b). 
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considered up till now, the candidates are now enriched with a cp-head feature, 
supplied by GEN. 

(15) FILL Mincp » PARSE {X> cp-h d} from [ttemi di vim] - - ea 
' J<i> 

Candidates FILL-Mincp PARSE-{X > cp-head} 

(cp) [ cp] 

[Ol] [ro] * 
[.I:] [.I:] ' J 

-> [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

i t rem i d i vita • 
[ cp] [ cp] 

[Ol] [ro] 
[.I:] [.I:] 

*! [ lcr [cr] [cr] [cr} [cr] [cr] 

ii. t.r em i d i vita 

However, the question is whether the grammar really needs this syntax-prosody 
PARSE constraint. In the metrical approach outlined in this thesis, the constraint 
PARSE-ro ensures already that ro-head features are parsed into cp's. In fact, regarding 
the prosodic parsing of the syntactic sequences considered above, there is no need 
to presuppose a syntax-prosody prespecification. All ro-head features provided by 
the textual input are parsed into a <p, either as a head or as a dependent. It is the 
ranking position of FILL-Mincp with respect to PARSE-ro which causes an output 
candidate in which a m-feature is parsed as cp-dependent and not as <p-head to be 
evaluated as optimal. Consider the tableau in (16), for the same input I tremi di 
vital. 

(16) FILL Min<p » PARSE ro from [ttemi di vita] - -
' l<il 

Candidates FILL-Mincp PARSE-m 

[]cp 

(ro) [Ol] 

LLl [.I:] 
* 

-> [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

i. t re m i di vita 

[Jcp [Jcp 
[Ol} [ro] 
[.I:] [.I:] 

*! 
[ lcr [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

ii. t re m i d i vita 

As shown in chapter 3, there are also head-complement sequences that are parsed 
into two cp's. The relevant inputs do not challenge FILL-Min<p, however. 

Moreover, what we need to understand is whether there are syntactic 
configurations other than the head-complement sequences considered above, which 
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unconditionally either block or trigger .phonological phrasing throughout. That is, 
are there any {syntax, prosody} alignment constraints which dominate either the 
constraint FII.l..-Mincp or constraints referring to phonological phrase maximality?B 
As shown above, alignment constraints referring to head-complement sequences are 
not of this kind: head-complement sequences are parsed into either one or more cp's, 
dependent on their metrical complexity. Section 6.3, however, presents a small 
number of syntax-prosody alignments which indeed must be assumed to be part of 
the grammar. That is, the relevant prosodic outputs violate the metrical constraint 
FllL-Mincp. 

6.2.2 FILL-Mincp and End-based Syntax-to-Prosody Mapping: 
the case of Head-Head sequences 

In (17), the examples from section 3.3.3 are repeated. The syntactic sequences 
involved display head-head structures, and not head-complement ones, - syntactic 
sisters are involved rather than mothers and daughters. Nespor & Vogel's 
algorithms to cp-formation exclude such sequences from forming a single cp. The PR
parsings, by contrast, give rise to single phrase outputs. 

(17) NV-parsing PR -parsing 
a. [ora]cp [E finito]cp [ 6ra E finito] cp M72:12 

b. [pallido] cp [e ass orto]cp [pill.ido e ass orto] cp M28:1 
c. [ll sole]cp, ~n alto]cp [Il sole in alto] cp M37:5 
d. [corneggia] cp ~a luna]cp [corneggia la luna]cp M72:39 
e. [hanno]cp [una tale tenerezza]cp [hannQ.J!U3. tale]cp [tenerezza]cp U195:5 
£ [ acque] cp [sontuo so]cp [acque sontuoso] cp U117:6 

Except for (17c) and (17d), the PR-parsings of the examples in (17) are accounted 
for by the same FJLL-Mincp »PARSE-eo ranking. If /oral, /pallido/, /hanno/ and 
I acque/ are exhaustively realized as a cp, then we would be faced with FILL-Mincp 
violations. In (17c), by contrast, FILL-Onset is at stake, and in (17d), FII.l..-Defcp.9 

As mentioned in section 3.3.3, the end-based approach proposed by Selkirk 
(1986), Chen (1987), Selkirk & Shen (1990), and applied by Ghini (1993) to Italian, 
cannot account for the PR-parsings in (17acf). Ghini suggests that prosodic 
phrasing in Italian takes the right edge/ of a maximal projection as the boundary 
across which continous parsing is blocked. In (17acf), the relevant syntactic heads 
are separated by such a boundary, however. In other words, a {syntax, prosody} 
alignment constraint in which {xmax, Right} is associated with the right edge of a 

8 Maximality conditions on the cp are treated in chapter 7. 
9 See chapter 5, for discussion of these constraints. 
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phonological phrase would certainly not be undominated. That is, FILL-Minq> still 
must be assumed to outrank such a constraint. 

Assuming the existence of this {XmaxfR, <p/R} constraint, we should not be 
deceived, however, about the number of violations this constraint may incur. In 
addition to the higher-ranked FILL-Min<p, constraints involving prosodic maximality 
must also be assumed to be higher-ranked. This is illustrated by the example in 
(17e): [hanno una tale tenerezza]vP > [h:lnn~na tale]<p [tenerezza]q,._ The entire 
xmax, i.e. the VP, is parsed into two <p's and not into one <p. While the right edge 
of the second q> coincides with the right edge of the xmax, the right edge of the 
first <p does not. More concretely, the string hanno una tale does not corrdpond to 
any syntactic constituent. In fact, as correctly observed by Ghini (1993), end-based 
mapping to prosody requires a set of rhythmic readjustment principles in order to 
prevent prosodic phrases from being too long. Again, these readjustment principles 
render syntax-prosody alignment vacuous, since there is nothing left of <p phrasing 
that cannot be accounted for by prosodic principles. 

In sum, with lexical words prespecified with a ro-head feature, and with FILL
Min<p dominating P ARSE-ro, we are still able to account for the observed phrasal 
prosodic outputs. The right edge boundary of a maximal projection does not block 
phonological phrasing. In other words, making reference to syntax is not required 
up till now. By Occam's razor, we should abandon it altogether. 

6.2.3 FILL-Min<p and Arboreal Syntax-to-Prosody Mapping: 
the case of Aunts and Nieces 

The syntax-to-prosody mapping approach proposed in Zec & Inkelas (1990) and 
Inkelas & Zec (1995) is not sensitive to the edges of maximal projections. The 
approach, referred to as arboreal mapping, is based on the assumption that any 
phonological phrase minimally contains two nonbranching syntactic sisters. 
Although immediate sisters are given priority, there is in principle no restriction on 
the syntactic bar level at which this sisterhood criterion may be fulfilled. This 
implies that head-head sequences like the ones presented in (1 T) will form a single q> 
if the branchingness criteria are obeyed.10 Under this approach, it is predicted that 
FTIL-Min<p violating outputs hardly occur: a cp minimally contains two lexical heads. 
Again, a {syntax, prosody} alignment constraint can be formulated: for instance, 
PARSE-{XY > <p}, where X and Y stand for syntactic sisters. 

But let us consider the XY sisters one of which is the mother of a daughter. At 
the surface, the daughter (x) may occur either to the left or the right of the mother 
(X). The following four combinations can emerge: 

10 That is, (17abcd) are predicted to form a single phrase by the arboreal approach. In (17e), the 
rightmost sister, [una tale tenerezza] NP· is branching. And in (17£), the leftmost sister is branching: 
[d'irruenti acque]pp. 
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(18) a. 
b. 

[xXJ y 
[Xx]Y 

c. 
d. 

Y[xX] 
y [Xx] 

The sequence [xX] typically refers to modifier-head sequences, and [Xx] to head
complement sequences. The arboreal mapping approach predicts that in all cases the 
mother and daughter are prosodically more connected than the sisters XY. In what 
follows, I shall present data from the recorded corpora exemplifying the syntactic 
configurations in (18). On the basis of the perceived parsings, it appears that the 
sisters XY may phrase together to the exclusion of the daughter x, and that the 
aunt and niece \fxlxY) may phrase together to the exciusion of the mother X. 
Metrical principles ate determinant: avoid violation of FIIL-Mincp and/ or FILL-Defcp. 

(19)-(22) illustrate (18a)-(18d), respectively. The parsings on the right are the 
perceived ones, and those on the left represent the syntactically-based arboreal ones. 

(19) [xXJM PR: [x][XY] 

a. [di umani atti]~p [consunti]~p [ell umanl]~p [atti consunti]~p 
of human acts consumed M96:12 

b. [d'irruenti I acque] !p [sontuo so]~p [d'irruenti]~p I [:lcque sontuoso]~p 
of raging waters rich U117:5-6 

c. [d'avermi atteso]!p [tanto]~p [d'avermi]!p [atteso tanto]<p 
to have-me waited so-much U158:14 

d. [su esttemi fumi]~p [emerso]!p [su esttemi]~p [fUmi emerso]~p 
on extreme mists emerged U226:6 

(20) [XxJM PR: [X][xY] 

a. [si compongono qui]~p ~e storie]cp [si compongono]<p [qui le storie]cp 
REFL compose-3PL here the tales M5:13 

b. [dove un'ombra sola]~p [tiene]~p [dov~n'ombra]~p [sola tiene]<p 
where a shadow lonely holds M81:37 

c. [finche goccia ttepido]~p [il cielo]~p [finche goccia]~p [ttepido il cielo] !!I 
until drops-3SG shivering the heaven M81:39-40 

d. [eo' suoi vortici caldi]~p, [e spare]~p [eo' suoi vortici]~p [cald~ spare]~p 
widl its whirles warm and disappears M96:4 

(21) M[xXJ PR: [Yx][X] 

' a. ~a foce]!p [e allato- del torrente] !p ' ~a foe~ allato]~p [del torrente]~p 
the mouth is on th side of-the creek M96:10 

b. ~ casa]~p [di questa I mia sera]!p ~a cisa di questa] 1p I [mia sera] !p 

the house of this my evening M161:21-2 

c. [hanno]~p [una tale tenerezza]!p [h:lnnQ..__una tale]cp [tenerezza]<p 
have-3PL a such tenderness U195:5 

d. [andro]!p [senza lasciare impronta]~p (:lndro senza]<p Uasciare impronta]~p -
go-1SG.FUT without leave-INF imprint U117:20 
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(22) [Y][Xx] 

a. [dice]cp I [allo specchio annerito]cp 
tells to-the mirror blackened 

b. [che fu]cp [un'alba infinita]cp 
which was a dawn infinit 

c. [brucia] cp [una toppa di cielo] cp/in alto 
bW:ns a patch of sky overhead 

d. [riesono]cp [bende I leggere]cp fuori/ 
succeed-3PL veils light outside 

e. [che pari]cp [alla tortora lamentosa]cp 
that like to-the turdedove grieving 

PR: [YX][x] 

[dice I allo specchio]cp [anneri to]cp 
M125:41-2 

[che fU un' alba] cp [mfinita] cp 

M173:16 

[brucia una toppa] cp [di cielolin alto] cp 

M72:15-6 

[riesono bende]cp I ~eggere fuori]<p 
M72:29-30 

[che pfu:i aJla tO!tOta] cp I ~amentosa] <p 
U117:8 

The PR-parsings in (19)-(22) all give rise to two more or less equally balanced cp's. 
More concretely, most of the q> pairs consist of 2-:E cp's. No violation of FILL-Mincp 
occurs. In (23), I present a full prosodic representation of one example of each 
syntactic combination. In (23a), the dependent m-head is unparsed; in (23bcd), by 
contrast, the dependent m-heads are indeed parsed, which gives rise to violation of 
FTIL-Maxm (cf. 5.2.3) and of FILL-:E (cf. 5.2.1).11 

(23) [lcp [lcp 
[rol (ro) [rol 

[:El [:El [:El [:El 
[crl [crl [crl [crl [crl [crl [crl [crl [crl 

a. (=19a) di u m ani at ti consunti 

[lcp [lcp 
[rol [rol [rol 

[:E] [:El I.Ll [ l:E [:El 
[crl [crl [crl [crl [crl [crl [ lcr [ lcr [<rl [crl [crl 

b. (=20a) s i compongono qui 1 e storie 

[]cp []cp 
[ro] [rol [rol 
[Ll [ l:E [L] [L] [:E) 

[crl [cr] [ lcr [cr] [cr] [cr] [crl [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 
c. (=21a) la f 0 c ~ all a to d el totrente 

[]<jl [ lcp 
[ro] [ro] [ro] 
I.Ll [l:E [:El [Ll [:E] 

[cr] [ lcr [crl [cr] [crl [cr] [crl [crl [crl [crl 
d. (=22a) die ~llo specchio annetito 

To conclude, the {syntax, prosody} alignment is not of the kind as proposed il 
either the relation-based, end-based or arboreal approach to prosodic constituenC) 

11 Chapter B deals with the phonetic interpretations of these violations. 
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A textual input in which lexical words are distinguished from grammatical words by 
means of ro-head features, and a templatic input in which the Loose Minro is 
identified as the Minc:p template, straightforwardly account for prosodic phrasing of 
a variety of syntactic configurations. Making reference to the heads or edges of 
maximal projections, or to sisterhood relations unnecessarily complicates prosodic 
phrasing. Moreover, there is no evidence so far that phonological phrasing is based 
on syntactic constituency. 

6.2.4 FILL-Minc:p and Coordination 

Coordination is the final syntactic configuration to be examined here in order to 
enforce the claim that prosodic phrasing is highly independent of syntax. A head Y 
is followed by two coordinated arguments X+X: [Y [X+X]xp)yp. The three 
syntax-based mapping approaches predict three different parsings: 

(24) a. 

b. 
c. 

Relation-based: 
End-based: 
Arboreal: 

M<p [X]cp [ + X]cp 
[Y X+X]cp 
Mcp [X+X]cp 

None of the approaches thus predicts a parsing in which Y forms a single <p with 
the leftmost X: (Y XJcp [+XJcp· Regarding (24a), <p-restructuring between the Y-<p· and the 
leftmost X-q> is blocked since the complement of the Y, i.e., the entire XP, is 
branching. Nor can the two X's form a single <p: the X's are not in a modifier-head 
or head-complement relation. Regarding (24b), the end-based parameter {xmax, 
Right} predicts that the entire YP should form a single <p. Between the Y and the 
leftmost X there is no right-edge boundary of a maximal projection. The arboreal 
approach, in (24c), predicts that the two X's should be parsed into a single cp. 
Although the Y and the leftmost X form a sister pair at the YP level, priority is 
given to immediate sisters with respect to q>-formation. Thus, the two X's will be 
parsed into a single q>. 

However, the verse data provide examples which show that the involved 
syntactic configuration allows for either of three prosodic parsings: (a) [YX]cp 
[+ X]cp, (b) [Y]CJl [X+ X]cp, or (c) [Y]cp [X]CJl [+X] cp. Whether an input is prosodically 
parsed as either (a), (b) or (c) is determined by the metrical properties of the entire 
string. In other words, one cannot freely choose between these parsings. In the 
light of q> minimality, only the (a)/and (b) parsings are of interest. (25) illustrates (a) 
parsings, and (26), (b) parsings. 
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(25) [YX] cp [eX] cp 
a. [esser vasto]cp [e diverso]cp M52:16 

b. [vivo di pietre]cp [e di calcine]cp M96:11 

c. [da cieli] cp [ed acque misti]cp M147:712 

(26) [ ... Y] cp [X e X] cp 
a. [Il saiisc endi] cp [biancQJ:: nero] cp M139:1 

b. [meriggiare]cp [pillido e assorto]cp M28:1 

c. [sola tie ne] cp I [mare e cielo ]cp I 
; M81:37-8 

From a metrical point of view, the parsings in (25) and (26) are highly consistent: 
most output cp's are default cp's: 

(27) [cp] [ cp] 

[ro] [ro] 

[:E] [:E] [:E] [:E] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

a. es ser vas to e di ver so 

b. vi vo di pie tre e di ell cl ne 

c. da cie li ed ac que mis ti 
d. 11 sa lis cen di bian CQ_(;?, ne ro 

e. nx: rig gia re palli doe as sor to 
£ so la tie ne tnl r~ cie lo 

If the sequences in (25) were parsed as either [Y] [X+ XJ or [Y] [X] [+X], and th( 
sequences in (26) as [Y] [X] [+X], several FILL-Min<p violations would be incurred. B~ 
contrast, no subminimal cp's arise in the output. The conclusion seems to be tha1 
syntax does not provide the necessary tools in order to predict the prosodic parsin! 
of coordinated elements. 

6.2.5 Summary 

In this section, I showed that two syntactic heads displaying a variety of structura 
relations may be parsed into a single phonological phrase. That is, not onl~ 
mothers and daughters, but also sisters as well as aunts and nieces can be parse< 
together. Whether these relatives are prosodically united or not in the outpu 
depends on their metrical shape. The constraint FILL-Minq> is crucially involved: tw 
adjacent heads are parsed together in order to satisfy FILLcMincp. 

The phonological phenomena discussed in chapter 5 provide evidence. That i: 
(a) only the head of the phrase undergoes lengthening, (b) only the head of th 

12 In this example, the Y is the argument and the coordinated Xs are the head. The relation-base 
approach allows the second X and Y to be parsed together into a single cp. 
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phrase is associated with a pitch accent, (c) if the head of the phrase is preceded by 
a ro-stress, the two pitch accents of the phrase are non-identical, and (d) clash
resolving phenomena like stress deletion and! or stress retraction occur if the input 
gives rise to a clash. 

6.3 Phonological Phrase Subminimality 

As discussed in section 3.5, the perceived parsings of the recorded poems of 
Ungaretti and Montale contain <p outputs that are smaller than the Min<p. That is, 
these <p's lack the initial unstressed syllable preceding the <p-head, and sometimes 
they also lack the final unstressed syllable following the <p-head. Consequently, these 
<p's violate FILL-Min<p. In the present section, I woUld like to address the following 
issues: (a) what are the non-prosodic properties of subminimal <p outputs, and (b) 
how can we account for the subminimal <p outputs in a template-and-constraint 
approach? Consider the predictions in (28), which relate to these issues: 

(28) a. FILL-Min<p is crucially dominated by another constraint 
b. This constraint ensures faithful parsing or filling of intrinsically 

non-metrical information 

c. Violation of FILL-Min<p is minimal 

In the course of this section, I shall return to these predictions. The list in (29) 
presents the various potential triggers of prosodic overparsing, as discussed in 
chapter 3. 

(29) a. Monosyllabic Lexical Items (3.5.1.1) 
b. Adjective/ Adverb Allomorphy (3.5.1.2) 
c. Imperatives (3.5.2.1) 
d. Enumeration (3.5.2.2) 
e. Vocatives (3.5.2.3) 
£ Deictics (3.5.2.4) 
g. Slow Speech (3.5.2.5) 
h. Ellipsis (3.5.3.1) 
i. Fronting (3.5.3.2) 
j. Enjambment (3.5.4.1) 
k. Opening and Closing Lin9s of Poems (3.5.4.2) 
l Short Lines and Edge Position (3.5.4.3) 

With respect to (29a) and (29b), recall from section 6.1 that only a restrictive set of 
textual inputs may give rise to subminimal phrases, namely those inputs that will be 
parsed into less than a LMinro (i.e., lexical monosyllables, disyllables and trisyllables 
with antepenUltimate stress). Adverbs formed by suffrx:ation of -mente never induce <p 
subminimality, in contrast to their bare adjectival allomorphs. As shown in chapter 
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3, 'short' textual inputs are not a sufficient conclition for cp subminimality to arise. 
One of the other triggers listed in (29) must also be involved. From now on, I will 
consider 'short' textual inputs to be an intrinsic prerequisite. 

The remaining of the triggers in (29) fall into two subsets: (c), (e) and (£) on the 
one hand, and (d), (g)-(1) on the other. The former, I suggest, are accounted for by 
the textual input, and the latter by the temptatic input: 

(30) Texln: 
Imperatives 
Vocatives 
Deictics 

' '!emln: 
Enumeration 
Slow Speech 
Ellipsis 
Fronting 
Enjambment 
Opening and Closing Lines of Poems 
Short Ilnes and Edge Position 

Analogously to the clistinction between prosodic head features associated with 
words, and templatic prosodic features characterizing the prosoclic well-formedness 
of structures/ constituents, the Texin/Temln distinction in (30) reflects prosoclic 
properties of (sub)classes of words on the one hand, and prosodic properties of 
constructions on the other. In section 6.3.1, the textual triggers are accounted for, 
and in section 6.3.2, the templatic triggers.13 

6.3.1 Textual Triggers of lj)-Subminimality: PARSE 

Imperatives, vocatives and deictic elements were recognized in chapter 3 as being 
potential triggers of cp subminimality. The formal accout:J.t I would like to propose 
here is that these items are prespecified in the textual input by a feature cp-head. That 
is, these items are considered to be intrinsically emphasized: the q>-feature is part of 
their underlying representation. The constraint P ARSE-q>, repeated for convenience 
in (31), ensures that the cp-feature is properly parsed into an intonation phrase. 

(31) PARSE-q>: phonological phrases are parsed into intonation phrases 

A constraint ranking in which PARSE-q> dominates FILL-Mincp accounts for the fact 
that the relevant inputs may give rise to subminimal phrase outputs.14 Although the 

13 Enjambment will not be tteated here since it rather gives rise to line overparsing than to phrase 
overparsing. In chapter 7, however, the role of the phenomenon with respect to phrase underparsing is 
formalized. 
14 Proposals like in Selkirk (1984a), in which focus assignment takes place prior to metrical constituency, 
are reminiscent of a constraint ranking in which PARSE-<p is higher ranked than FILL-Minq>. The crucial 
difference between Selkirk's Pitch Accent First and the constraint-based approach lies in the 
constructionistic account of the former and the checking-in-parallel account of the latter. See Selkirk 
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effect of satisfaction of P ARSE-cp is phonological in nature, the reason that the 
relevant inputs are prespedfied with a cp-head feature is crucially non-phonological. 
Rather, focus is at play.15 

6.3.1.1 Imperatives 

!n (32), the examples in which imperative forms give rise to subminimal cp outputs 
are repeated from section 3.5.2.1. 

(32) a. 
b. 

c. 

[Godi] q> se il vento ch'entra nel pomario 
che ci stringe, tu balza fuori, [fuggi]q>! 
[V a]q>, per te l'ho prega to, - ora la sete 

MS:l 
M5:16 
M5:17 

I suggest that the verbal subclass of imperatives is prespecified by a cp-head feature: 

(33) Texin: {Imperative, cp-head} 

The tableau in (34) illustrates the supposed constraint ranking PARSE-cp >> FILL
Mincp, with respect to (32a). 

cp 

I 
(34) PARSE »FILL Min f -cp - cp, rom I ciih go mperattve 

Candidates PARSE-{j) 
[q>] [Jq> 
[0>) [0>) 

[E) [];E [:E) 

-> [ lcr [cr] [cr) [cr] [cr] [cr) [cr] 

i. Godi s e i 1 vento 
(q>) [ lq> 
[0>] [ro] 

*! [E) [];E [:E] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr) 

ii. God i se il vento 

I 

FILL-Minq> 

* 

However, the imperative form is not necessarily realized as a cp-head. In (35), 
examples are given of imperatives that aJie cp-dependents. The verbal argument is 
'realized as the cp-head. ' 

(1995a), however, for an allusion towards a constraint-based approach in which the Pitch Accent 
Prominence Rule and the Nuclear Stress Rule are related to one another such that the former outranks 
the latter. 
15 For analyses of semantic focus, see Selkifk (1984a), Rochemont & Culicover (1990), and the references 
,given in these works. 
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(35) a. 

b. 
c. 

CHAPTER o 

elemento alle nubi; [fa che il passo]cp 

che ci stringe, [tu bruza fuori]cp, fuggi! 

dal giorno sparsa gia. [Prega per me]cp 

M81:17 

M5:16 

M96:49 

Whether or not the specification IMPERATIVE must include an element Y referring 
to the argument of the imperative, is a matter which I will leave unanswered.16 The 
prosodic J:ealization of the imperative-argument string is subject, however, to 
conditions of prosodic maximality. Consicjer in this regard, the broader context of 
example (35a). 

(36) elemento alle nubi; fa che il p asso 
su la ghiaia ti scricchioli e t'indampi M81:17-8 

The argument of /fa/ is I che il passo su la ghiaia ti scricchioli/, and not / che il 
passo/. The prosodic output gives rise to a sequence of three cp's, and not to a 
single cp: 

(37) (<p] []cp []cp 
(ro) [eo] [ro] (<o] 

[I:] LLJ (]!: [!:] [!:] 

[<1] [cr] [cr] [<>] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

fa chul pas so su la ghiaia ti scricchioli 

In sum, 'although PARSE-q> dominates FILL-Minq>, it is itself dominated by the 
constraint which ensures that phrasal outputs do not exceed the maximally allowed 
shape of the phonological phrase. In chapter 7, I shall return to this maximality 
constraint. 

6.3.1.2 Vocatives 

As shown in section 3.5.2.3, vocatives too may give rise to subminimal q> outputs. I 
suggest that vocatives, like imperatives, are textually prespecified by a q>-head 
feature:17 

(38) Texln: {Vocative, q>-head} 

16 Consider in this regard Selkirk's Phrasal Focus Rule (1984a:207): 
A constituent may be a focus if (D or (ii) (or both) is true: 
(i) The constituent that is its head is a focus. 
(ii) A constituent contalned within it that is an argument of the head is a focus. 

17 The prosody of vocatives is often characterized by particular intonational and/ or metrical forms. For 
instance, in a variety of Italian dialects, vocatives have truncated surface forms (cf. Andalo 1992, for 
vocative truncations in the dialect of Naples). 
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With PARSE-cp dominating FILL-Minq>, we account for the subminimal cp's. Consider 
some relevant examples in (39), and the tableau in (40). 

(39) a. 
c. 

d. 
e. 

£ 

[mare)cp, ma non piu degno 

La tua leggenda, I_Dora)cp! 

[M orte] cp. arido fiume ... 

Per condurmi, [Madre]<p, sino al Signore, 

[Anima]cp, non sapro mai calmarti? 

q> 

I 

M52:10 

M125:46 

U117:15 

U158:3 

U172:20 

(40) PARSE-q> >> FILL-Minq>, from /morte/vocative (U117:15) 

Candidates PARSE-cp FILL-Minq> 

[<p] []q> 
[ro] [ro] [ro] 

* [L] [LJ [LJ 
-> Ua [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

i. mort e arid o fi urn e 

(q>> []q> [J<p 
[ro] [ro] [ro] 

*I * [.l:] [.l:] [.l:] 

-> [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [ lcr [cr] [cr] 

ii. m or te arid o fiume 

6.3.1.3 Deictics 

As argued in section 3.5.2.4, deictic adverbs of time and space, as well as personal 
pronouns and demonstratives acting as deictics, may give rise to subminimal-q> 
outputs in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti. In contrast to anaphoric pronouns 
or bound variables which connect text-internal expressions, deictics are marked in 
lyrical poetry when connecting text-internal expressions with text-external reference 
points. I suggest therefore that deictics are also textually prespedfied with a qrhead 
feature: 

(41) Texln: {Deictic, q>-head} 

/ 
Consider the examples in (42). 

(42) a. 
b. 
c. 

[qu~ cp dove affonda un motto 

[Tosto]cp potd. rinascete l'idillio. 

[Questi] q> sono i miei fiurni 

M5:3 

M72:27 

U43:61 
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Again, deictic elements are not always realized as a qrhead: 

(43) a. 

b. 
[6r~.t: finito] il cerulo marezzo. 

[Questo e l'Is onzo] 

M72:12 
U43:2718 

That is, in comparison to imperatives and vocatives, deictic elements can be argued 
to have a lower degree of intrinsic relevance. An explanation resides presumably in 
the fact that deictics -belong to the clas8 of grammatical words, rather than to the 
class of lexical words. Instead of being prespecified by a <p-head feature, they might 
be prespecified by a eo-head feature. The verification of this suggestion,; however, lies 
beyond the scope of the present research. 

6.3.2 Templatic Triggers of qrSubminimality: FILL 

The templatic triggers of prosodic overparsing are: enumeration, slow speech, 
ellipsis, fronting, enjambment, opening/ closing lines of poems, and short lines in 
edge positions. Except for ellipsis, these triggers will now be formally accounted 
for. As stated, templatic triggers of <p subrninimality differ from textual triggers· of <p 
subminimality insofar that the input items themselves cannot be argued to be 
intrinsically emphasized. Rather, the following two tendencies are observed: (a) 
sequences of overparsed 0 marked default/ minimal/ subminimal) <p's are created, 
and (b) structural edge positions in the utterance are emphasized.19 Analogously to 
the prespecification of a textual <p-head feature to certain classes of items, I propose 
to account for these tendencies by means of the prespedfication of a templatic <p 
position to the above constructions. The constraint FILL-<p ensures that this 
templatic <p position is filled at the surface: 

(44) FILL-<p: a q>-template is filled with textual material 

Unlike FILL-Min<p (cf. 6.0), FILL-<p does not specify the internal metrical 
composition of the phrase. A constraint ranking in which FILL-<p dominates FILL
Min<p accounts for the fact that the prespecified <p positions may be realized as 
subminimal cp's. 

16 As mentioned in section 3.5.2.4, certain elements may have an anaphoric as well as a deictic reading. 
Example (43b) indeed allows for this twofold interpretation. 
19 Edge-located prosodic markedness is also found at lower levels of the prosodic hierarchy: at the left 
edge of a cp, sC clusters can be improperly parsed, at the left edge of a cp, a syllable can be improperly 
parsed, and at the right edge of a cp, a foot can be improperly filled (cf. chapter B). Devine & Stephens' 
(1990:434) observations on phonological phrasing in Classical Greek confirm this prediction: 
"Constituents that are contrastive or focused, particularly at the beginning of a paragraph, tend to appear 
as phrases consisting of one appositive group only." This in contrast to the generally observed pattern 
that phrases consist of two appositive groups. 
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6.3.2.1 Enumeration 

In the literature enumeration is considered to be a foregrounding phenomenon: a 
series of identical constituent structures each of which is phonetically emphasized 
(cf. Leech 1969, Wales 1989). I suggest therefore that each member of an 
enumeration is prespecified with a q> position: 

(45) Temln: {Enumeration, [ ].:p} 

With FILL-cp higher ranked than FILL-Minq>, the subminimal q>'s in (46) are 
accounted for. The tableau in ( 4 7) illustrates the input-output relation with respect 
to (46a). 

(46) a. [ alberi]<p [case]cp [colli] cp per l'inganno consueto. M40:6 
b. tra sugheri [alghe]cp asterie MSZ:ZO 
c. [voce]<p, leggenda o destino ... M125:60 
d. Terrori, [slanci]cp, // Rantolo di foreste, [ ... ] U172:6-7 

q> Cjl q> 

I I I 
(47) FILL-q> >> FILL-Mincp, from / alberi case colli!Enumeration 

Candidates FILL-cp FILL-Mincp 
[cp] [cp] [cp] 
[m] [m] [m] 

[l:J [1'.] *** 1):] 

->[ Jcr [cr] [cr] [cr] [ Jcr [cr] [cr] [ Jcr [cr] [cr] 

i. al b er i ease c 011 i 
[]cp []cp [ cp] 
[m] [(ro)] [m] 

** 1):] 1):] [1'.] 

-> [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

i. al b er i case colli 

Candidate (47ii) illustrates an output in which FILL-Minq> is satisfied: the output 
' gives rise to a maximal 3-k q>, in which the eo-head feature of /case/ is not parsed in 

the output. The observed output is candidate (47i), however: FILL-q> is satisfied, 
which amounts to a prosodic realiza:clon of the three members of the enumeration 
with a high pitch accent as well as with fmallengthening. 

Obviously, when the input members of an enumeration are prosodically more 
complex, supraminimal phrase outputs will emerge. In such a cas~ FILL-Minq> will 
not be violated. 

Consider now the example in (48). Two members of the enumeration, /mural 
and I specchil, are parsed into a single q>. 
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(48) tUtto che ti riprende, [strada]cp [portico]cp 
[mura specchi]cp ti figge in una sola M81:52-3 

If all members of the list were realized as separate cp's, a sequence of four 
subminimal cp's would arise: 

(49) [strada]cp [portico]cp [mura]cp [specchi]cp (construct) 

' 
It should be noted that the three subminimal ci sequence in ( 46a) is the only instance 
with such a prosodic pattern found in the verse data. That is, a sequence of three 
subminimal cp's is extremely marked. A sequence of four subminimal cp's appears to 
be excluded. In other words, a constraint is at play which dominates FILL-cp. 
Hypothetically, the following generalization holds: metrical organization, i.e. 
alternation of strong and weak elements, involves not only prosodic constituents 
ranging from the syllable up to the phonological phrase, but also supra-<p 
constituents. More specifically, phonological phrases are grouped together such that 
Light-Heavy patterns arise. Hence, Prince's (1990) Grouping Generalization captures 
supra-phrasal as well as sub-phrasal constituents.2D 

6.3.2.2 Slow Speech 

As argued in section 3.5.2.5, Ungaretti's recordings evince a relatively high number 
of (sub)minimal cp's. Often, these cp's follow one another immediately. The items 
themselves cannot be argued to be intrinsically emphasized. Rather, prespecified <p 
positions are imposed on the textual input. The relevant <p template is the Mincp 
template rather than the Defcp template. I refer to the phenomenon as Emphatic 
speech. 

(50) Temln: {Emphatic Speech, [ ] cpmin} 

Consider the examples in (51). 

(51) a. 

b. 
c. 

d. 
e. 

[Quando eri]cp [ancora]cp [in vita]cp. 
[Piena] cp [di finte]cp [buche] cp, 

[e I' ultima] cp [volta]cp [che miro]cp 
[Tante]cp [danze]cp [nei rami]cp 
[Come]cp [nelle] cp [distanze] cp 

U158:8 
U185:3 
U117:4 
U195:3 
U226:10 

With FILL-<p ranked higher than FILL-Mincp, the subminimal <p outputs are evaluated 
as optimal. Notice that the lines in (51) do not contain more than three overparsed 
output cp's. This is not a coincidence: the very few lines in which a sequence of four 

20 See section 5.2.3.1 for reference to Prince's proposal. 
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overparsed <p's are observed are found in the opening and closing lines of poems 
alone. Later on, I will turn to these instances. 

A final observation that I would like to make regarding Emphatic Speech concerns 
the textual features of the input words. In general, subminimal <p's consist of a 
lexical word. The ro-heaCi feature of these inputs is properly parsed into a <p. Iri 
(51e), however, there are two grammatical words, /come/ 'as' and /nelle/ 'in-the', 
which exhaustively realize a <p. As argued ln section 6.1, PARSE-L is satisfied, but 
FIIL-<p-Head is violated. By the ranking of FILL-<p above F1LL-cp-Head, the relevant 
outputs are now accounted for. Notice however that FILL-cp-Head violating outputs 
occur rarely. In fact, the recordin$s of Montale lack examples in which a subminimal 
rp is exhaustively illled with a grammatical word. 

6.3.2.3 Fronting 

As shown in section 3.5.3.2, fronted syntactic constituents may surface as 
subminimal <p's. Following Graffi (1994), I assume that fronted constituents, either 
left-dislocated or topicalized, are dominated by the syntactic category TOP, which in 
turn is dominated by the category E (expression).21 The relevant {syntax, prosody} 
alignment template can be formalized as in (52). The TOP position is prosodically 
prespecified by a Min<p template. 

(52) Temin: {[E TOP, [ ]<pmin} 

Consider the examples in (53), repeated from section 3.5.3.2. 

(53) a. Un freddo cala ... [Dura] il c6lpo svetta. M150:5 

b. [L'uguale) mi farai del sogno U117:17 

c. [Mai] non vedro nella notte del sangue? U172:21 

d. [In me) che fuoco nuovamente scova U253:9 

With FILL-<p outranking FILL-Min<p, subminimal <p outputs are accounted for. 
In the light of the issue raised earlier in this chapter, i.e., the extent to which 

phonological phrasing is independent of syntax, the case of Fronting shows that 
highly specific syntactic information is indeed crucially involved in prosody. 

/ 
' 

21 'fhe E node is introduced by Banfield (1973, 1982). Gtaffi (1994:204) suggests that the same category E 
might also be used for vocatives, interjections and profrasi like st' and no, i.e., for linguistic constructions 
which typically give rise to subminimal <p's. 
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6.3.2.4 Opening/ Closing Lines 

As mentioned in 6.3.2.2, a sequence of more than three (sub)minimal cp's in the 
poetry of Ungaretti and Montale is observed only in either the opening or closing 
lines of poems. The emphatic speech Temin, introduced in 6.3.2.2, I assume to be 
associated with the relevant versification domain: 

' I 

(54) Temln: {AJ/A.fmal, Emphatic Speech/[ ]q)lnin} 

; 

The examples in (55) and (56) (repeated from 3.5.4.2) illustrate the effect. 

(55) a. [Perdersi]cp (nel bigio]cp [ondoso]cp M72:1 
b. [Fu]cp [dove il ponte]cp [di legno]cp M125:1 

c [E il cuore]cp [quando)cp [d'un ultimo]cp [battito]cp U158:1 

(56) a. [mia sera]cp· [Ed io non so]cp [chi va]cp [e chi resta]cp· M161:22 

b. [E avrai]cp [negli occhi]cp [un rapido]cp [sospiro]cp· U158:15 
c [E lasci]cp [agli alberi]cp [un fuoco]cp [d'autunno]cp· U185:16 

The ultimate interpretation of the above {versification, prosody} template is 
illustrated by the phenomenon to be discussed now. 

6.3.2.5 Short Lines and Edge Position 

As argued in section 3.5.4.3, extremely short lines in the poetry of Montale occur 
typically in the right edge positions of large versification domains, like the stanza or 
the poem. The involved lines consist of a single (sub)minimal cp. The {versification, 
prosody} alignment template is formalized as follows: 

(57) Temln: {A.final, 1-[ ]cpmin} 

Consider the examples in (58). 

(58) a. 

b. 
c 

[cuore] poem 

[finito] stanza 

[Luce]poem 

M11:18 

M48:4 

U253:13 

Again, by ranking FILL-cp higher than FILL-Mincp the grammar accounts for the 
subminimal cp outputs in (58). 
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6.3.3 Summary 

Subminimal cp's in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti are grammatically accounted 
for by a constraint ranking in which P ARSE-cp and FILL-cp are ranked higher than 
FJIL-Mincp. The constraint PARSE-cp and FILL-cp ensure faithful parsing and fllling 
of input info~mation which is characterized by alignment of prosodic features with 
non-prosodic features. These non-prosodic features involve either lexico-semantic, 
syntactic or versificational information. Inherently emphasized items or classes of 
items, like imperatives, vocatives and deictics are prespedfied in the textual input; 
inherently emphasized structural positions are prespecified in the templatic input. 

6.4 Conclusions 

~n this chapter, I formalized the metrical conditions on the minimal shape of the 
phonological phrase in terms of a Mincp template. The template consists of a Loose 
Minro, i.e. of a foot preceded by an unfooted syllable. Generally, the template is 
realized by a lexical word possibly preceded by a monosyllabic grammatical word. 
More complex textual inputs may also give rise to minimal cp outputs. Constraints 
ensuring proper syllabification, foot formation and word formation are crucially 
involved then. . 

With the introduction of a Mincp template, and its related FILL-Mincp constraint, 
we are able to account for phrasal prosodic outputs which display a variety of 
syntactic configurations. Syntactic branchingness, syntactic constituent edges or 
syntactic relations of dominance cannot account for all the observed prosodic 
outputs. Rather too often these notions either incorrectly exclude or incorrectly 
predict phonological phrasing. Instead of assuming a rhythmic component which is 
ordered after the syntax-to-prosody mapping, phrasal prosodic outputs are 
immediately accounted for if we assume prosodic templates to be part of the input. 
That is, we can do away with the rhythmic rules that were invoked in order to 
readjust rhythmically ill-formed outputs (cf. Nespor & Vogel1989, Ghlni 1993). 

When metrically marked subminimal cp's come to the surface, non-metrical 
information appears to be involved which is much more specific than the 
information displayed by the above syntactic configurations. Notably, not only 
syntactic, but also (lexico-)semantic and versificational information may be at play. 
My proposal is that these two-componential alignments are part of the input. That 
is, the input does not only includ~ morpho-prosodic features, but also syntactic
prosodic, semantic-prosodic and versificational-prosodic features. The morpho
prosodic features involve default phonological phrasing, the other alignment features 
involve marked phonological phrasing. 





7 Phonological Phrase Maximality 1 

7.0 Introduction 

This chapter is dedicated to phonological phrase outputs that are larger than the 
default q>. In chapter 3, five Complex <p Forms were distinguished which were found 
in the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale. These forms are repeated in (1). 

(1) a. Complex <p Form la: b. Complex <p Form lb: 

q> q> 

ro (I) (I) 

:E :E r r 
0' 0' 0' 0' a a a a a a 

c. Complex <p Form /I: d. Complex rp Form Ill: 
q> q> 

ro ro ro ro 

r r r :E :r. :r. 
a a a a a 0" a 0' 0" 0" 0" 0' 0" 

e. Complex <p Form IV: 
q> 

ro (I) 

:r. :r. :r. :r. 
0" 0" 0' 0" 0' 0' 0" 0" 

The recorded subcorpus of poems showed a rapid decrease in proportions from 
Complex rp Form lab to Complex <p Form JV.2 On the basis of a comparison between 
syntax-based NV-parsings and percept;ion-based PR-parsings, I formulated the 
hypothesis that the phonological phrase is conditioned by a· maximal size of six 

1 Pans of this chapter were presented at the TIN-dqg, Utrecht, Januat:y 1995. 
2 The proportions in Montale are 15.5%, 10.5%, 3.5% and 0.7%, and in Ungarertl 13%, 13%, 4.8% and 1% 

for Complex <p Form lab, If, Ill and IV; respectively. 
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metrical positions.3 In terms of subphrasal prosodic constituents, this maximal size 
amounts to three feet which are grouped in a maximal prosodic word plus a strict 
minimal prosodic word: 

(2) MaXimal rp Hypothesis (revised) 
A <p maximally contains a Maxro plus a SMinro. 

In other words, Complex rp Form 11 constitutes the Maximalcp template:4 

(3) Maxrp template 

[]eo 

[]l: 

[]<p 

[ 1co 
[ 11: 

[ 1cr [ 1cr [ ]cr Ucr Ucr [ ]cr 

The constraint *SupraMaxcp ensures that the maximal size of the <p template is not 
exceeded by output candidates: 

(4) *SupraMaxcp: Supramaximal <p outputs are prohibited 

Accordingly, phrasal outputs corresponding to Complex rp Form 111 and IV violate 
*SupraMaxcp. A constraint that is higher ranked than *SupraMaxcp must be assumed 
to be at play in order to account for such outputs. The final part of this chapter is 
dedicated to this issue. 

Although the phrasal outputs corresponding to the Complex <p Forms lab do not 
violate *SupraMaxcp, they deviate from the structural requirements expressed by the 
Defcp template. That is, both the Complex rp Forms lab violate P ARSE-cr (= syllables 
are parsed into feet), and Complex rp Form Ib also violates FILL-Maxro (i.e., a head 
foot must be preceded by a dependent foot). I consider these outputs to constitute 
expanded Defcp's. Regarding Complex rp Form IV, the reason that this cp form does 
not constitute the Maxcp template presumably resides in its quantitatively balanced 
structure. That is, by assuming that the Iambic/Trochaic Law does not only govern 
the organization of syllables into feet (c£ Hayes 1995), but also the organization of 
feet into prosodic words, and words into phonological phrases, the iambic 
organization of the Italian phonological phrase should be quantitatively 
unbalanced.S More concretely, it is predicted on the basis of the perceptual universal 

3 Cf. section 3.3.1.2. 

4 The metrical pattern of the Max<p reflects Hayes' (1984) Phrasal Rule, presented earlier in section 3.2.5: 

the second highest level bears two marks, spaced as far apart as possible.The Hammock principle (cf. van 

Zonneveld 1985, Booij 1995) involves the same metrical pattern, just as the principle of Head-Dependent 

Asymmetry (cf. Dresher & van der Hulst 1995) which says that heads tend to be heavier than dependents. 

5 See chapter 2, footnote 22, for Hayes' formulation of the Iambic/Trochaic Law. 
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which correlates intensity to trochaic patterning and duration to iambic patterning, 
~ that the dependent part of the iambic phrase should be structurally less complex 

than the head part. This structural difference is manifested by the Maxq> template, 
. • but not by Complex rp Form IV. 

Before starting to present the facts provided by the verse data, I briefly consider 
· · prosodic maximality as a general issue in phonological grammar. Maximality as a 

constraint on prosodic well-formedness touches upon one of the major theoretical 
prerequisites to standard prosodic phonology, namely, upon the n-ary 
branchingness of prosodic constituents (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986, Hayes 1989a). N
ary branchingness implies that there is no principled restriction on the number of 
constituents that can be grouped together into a single higher-ordered constituent. 
Although n may have the value 2, it may also have the value 8 or 23 or infinite. In 
phonology, evidence in favor of this unrestrained branchingness principle has never 
been provided. In fact, the principle denies the role of rhythmic alternation in the 
organization of speech phenomena. In the prosodic literature, the n-ary 
branchlngness principle has often been called into question: syllable structure (cf. 
van der Hulst 1984, Hyman 1985, Hayes 1989b, Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 
1990, Fikkert 1994), foot structure (cf. Prince 1980, 1990, Hayes 1981, 1985, 1995, 
K::iger '1993ab) and prosodic word structure (cf. Dixon 1977, 1988, Hewitt 1992, 
Helsloot 1993) are argued to be bounded by a maximal number of subordinated 
constituents. This number corresponds to either two or three.6 

With respect to maximality conditions on phrasal phonological constituents in 
Italian, two studies provide evidence in favor of such conditions: Beccaria (1964) 
and Voghera (1992). Based on a large corpus, Beccaria found that Italian prose 
evinces a recurrency of melodic units which range in size from six to eleven syllables. 
Quite a similar result is obtained by V oghera (1992) on the basis of an analysis of 
the intonation structure of (spontaneously) spoken Italian. The medial size of the 
tonal group occurring in five different types of speech equals eight syllables (V oghera 
1992: 115) .7 In addition, V oghera found that the tonal group maxim ally encloses 
two accented syllables. In terms of the constituents of the Prosodic Hierarchy, 
melodic unit and tonal group correspond to the intonation phrase rather than to the 
phonological phrase. 8 

' 

' 
6 Apart .from purely linguistic arguments, extralinguistic 'and/ or paralinguistic arguments provide additional 

evidence in favor of conditions on maximality. For instance, physical restrictions determining breath 

intake and breath volume indirectly relate to the maximal size of phrasal phonological constituents (cf. 

Lenneberg 1967, Levelt 1989). Psycholinguistic studies which deal with the function of rhythm in speech 

perception and speech production also provide strong arguments against the n~ary branchingness 

principle (cf. Allport e.a. 1987, MacKay 1987, Darwin 1987, Handel 1989). 

7 The 5. speech types analyzed by Voghera range from a most informal conversation among friends to a 

most formal presentation at a scientific conference (V oghera 1992: 78-83). 

8 Cf. chapter 1. 
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The fact that both Italian prose and spoken Italian are characterized by an 
intonational constituent that contains about eight syllables, strongly , suggests the 
existence of a maximal limit on the number of syllables (and thus of feet and 
prosodic words as well) that may form an intonational constituent. Mutatis mutandis, 
the phonological phrase, occupying the immediately lower position within the 
prosodic hierarchy, should also be characterized by a maximal number of syllables. 
As for the phonological phrase in the ;free verse data, the existence of such a 
maximality condition indeed alludes to a more general principle of maximality. 
Although the arguments to be presented here in favor of cp-maximality• derive from 
the analysis of the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale, the linguistic phenomena 
involved cannot be claimed to being typical of poetry alone. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 discusses three input types giving 
rise to maximal or supramaximal cp outputs. Prosodically unmarked inputs are 
distinguished from underspecified inputs and overspecified inputs. A number of the 
constraints presented in the previous two chapters are crucially involved. The 
fundamental question to be answered is why (supra)maximal <p outputs arise, instead 
of default cp's. Section 7.2 compares the templatic approach with the syntax-based 
approaches to phonological phrasing. Section 7.3 deals with a set of *SupraMaxcp 
violating outputs which cannot be explained by metrical principles alone. That is, 
more specific non-metrical information is at stake. In section 7.4, two phenomena 
are presented which argue in favor of a bidirectional view of the interface between 
the components of the grammar. 

7.1 (Supra)maximal Phrasing: Inputs and Outputs 

Obviously, the number of inputs which may give rise to (supra)maximal q> outputs 
will be much higher than the number of inputs giving rise to default <p outputs.9 
The Maxcp template contains two more structural positions than the Defcp template, 
which implies a higher value of combinatorial possibilities of lexical and grammatical 
words. It is not this value in which we are interested, however, but rather in the 
prosodic properties characterizing the inputs. I will start with textual inputs which 
give rise to q> outputs which correspond to the Maxcp template. 

The default textual input of the Maxcp template is characterized by two m-head 
features and either one or no :E-head feature. That is, the number and values of the 
textual prosodic features are roughly the same as the number and values of the 
features in the output. 

(5) 0) :E 0) 

I I I 
a. I ogni/ I miol I tardol [6gni mio tardo]cp M107:6 

every my late 

9 Section 5.3 already distinguished some 54 default <p textual inputs. 
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m m 

I I 
b. /eh/ /enttal /nell /pomario/ [ch'entta nel pomario]<p MS:l 

which enters in-the apple-orchard 

In the light of the observation that the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti mainly 
consists of default, or two-:E phonological phrases, the outputs in (5) call for an 
explanation. That is, how to account for the fact that two textual m-head features 
are parsed into one cp and not into two cp's? One reason resides in the avoidance of 
a violation of FILL-Mincp.lO That is, FILL-Mincp is satisfied at the expense of the 
constraint which ensures that phonological phrases are proper realizations of the 
Defcp template: 

(6) Defcp: cp outputs are realizations of the Defaultcp template 

The tableau in (7) illustrates the input-output relation with respect to (5b). Both the 
output candidates show up with a cp that is either smaller or larger than the default 
cp, but only candidate (ll) does not violate FILL-Mincp. The maxcp output in (7ii) is 
the optimal output. 

(7) FILL Mlncp >> Defcp from [ch'entta net pomario] -
' J<p 

Candidates FILL-Min<p Def<p 

(]<p [Jcp 
[m) [m] *! * 
[:E] [Jr. [:E] 

(]a [a] [a] [a) [a] [a] [a] 

i. ch'entra n el pomario 
[]<p 

[m] [m] * 
[:E] [Jr. [:E] 

-> [a] [a] [a] [a] [a] [a] 

ii. ch'entra nel pomario 

Consiqer now the textual inputs in (8). These inputs differ from the above ones 
insofar that either a I.-head feature or two cr-head features precede the two m-head 
features: 

/ 

(8) :E m m 

I I I 
a. / dellal /luce/ /breve/ [della luce breve]cp U172:4 

of-the light short 

10 See section 6.0 for th~ definition of FILL-Mincp. 



:E (l) (l) 

I I I 
b. /dove/ /un/ /antica/ /vital [dov~n antica vita]<p M125:11 

where an ancient life 

0' 0' (l) (l) 

I I I I 
c. / nell/ / attesal / spental [nell' attesa sp enta] <p M96:33 

in-the waiting dull 
/ 

0' 0' (l) (l) 

I I I I 
d. I dil I attenderti/ /vivo/ [di attenderti vivo]<p •M107:8 

of wait-INF-you alive 

The outputs violate the Light/Heavy alternation, or the iambic pattern, of the Maxcp 
template: the ro-stress and cp-stress are not separated by a !:-stress. In order to 
account for the outputs in (8), we may invoke the constraint PARSE-ro, presented in 
chapter 5, section 5.1.1: ros are parsed into cps. Consider the representations in (9) 
for the textual input I della luce breve/. (9a) presents the parsing in accordance with 
the Maxcp template, (9b) presents the actually observed realization. 

(9) []<p [ 1<p 
[ 1ro (m) [m] ([]col m [m] 
[:E] [:E] [:E] [:E] [:E] [:E] 

[Cl'] [Cl'] [0'] [0'] [Cl'] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

a. della luce breve b. dell a luce breve 

In (9a), PARSE-m is violated (cf. (m)) as well as the constraint FIIL-Maxcp: 

(10) FIIL-Maxcp: the Maxcp template must be properly filled 

In (9b), FIIL-Maxcp is also violated, but the textual m-head is parsed (although not 
licensed by a templatic position). FILL-Maxcp may be argued to be outranked by 
PARSE-m. Consequently, the dependent m position of the Maxcp template will not 
be phonetically interpreted (as indicated by .the round brackets around the 
dependent m position). It should be noted, however, that the phrasal outputs are 
not always this consistent. In (11), PARSE-ro is now violated: the outputs display 
the Light-Heavy pattern proper of the Maxcp template. 

(11) []<p 
[ ]ro (m) [m] 

m m []:E [:E] I.:E] 

I I (cr) [Cl'] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

a. Id/ /impallidite/ /vite/ d'impallidite vi t e 
of fainted lives 'twilit lives' M96:13 
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0) 0) 

I I 
b. /non/ /si/ /leggeval I piu/ 

not one read-PAST more 

c. 

0) 0) 

I I 
I mal I el I scrittal I gia/ 
but is written already 

[]cp 

Uco (ro) [ro] 
[Jr [l:] [l:] 
[a] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [ lcr 

non si leggeva piu 
M72:42 

[]cp 
, [loo (ro) [ro] 
' [ lr [l:] l:l:J 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [ lcr 

m a e s cri t t a g i a M125:47 

Especially in the recordings of Montale this ro-stress. 'retraction' can be observed. 
The phonetic realization of the above outputs is as follows: the FILL-Max<p 
violation amounts to addition of word stress prosody, and the P ARSE-ro violation to 
deletion of word stress prosody. That is, a pitch accent is associated with the foot 
on the left, but not with the foot in the middle. 

The recordings of Ungaretti contain just one example of this input/ output 
relation: 

(12) [ lcp 

[]{>) (ro) [ro] 
0) (J) Ur [l:] [l:] 

I I (cr) [cr] [cr] [a] [a] [cr] [a] 

I dal. / pertinaci/ I fumil da pertinaci fu mi 
by persistent vapours U226:38 

Notably, the reverse situation in which a textual input of the type ro+l:+ro is realized 
as E+ro+ro is not found in the recorded data. This fact provides strong evidence in 
favor of the iambic pattern displayed by the Max<p template. 

The textual inputs in (13) provide additional evidence here. The inputs contain 
only one ro-head feature, which is parsed into the head position of the <p. The 
output gives rise, however, to a phrase-initial ro-stress. The violation of FILL-Max<p 
is phonetieally interpreted as addition of prosodic ro features. That is, the phrase
initial syllable is realized with a pitch accent. 

' ' 
(13) [ lcp 

[]ro [ro] 
E :E 0) [l:] [l:] [l:] 

I I I [er] [er] [cr] [er] [a] [cr] [cr] 

a. I dellal I tua! I polvere/ de 11 a t u a polvete 
of-the your dust U172:24 
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[]<p 

Uco [ro] 

ro 1):] []:E !):] 

I I [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

b. I quando/ /la! I mattinal quando 1 a mattina 
when the morning 

ro 

I 
c. / d/ /immobilita/ 

of immobility 

' I 

(d) 
d i 

U172:17 

[]cp 

[ ](o . [ro] 

[]:I; []:I; !):] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [ lcr ; 

immobilita M81:23 

But why do the inputs in (13) give rise to Maxcp outputs, and not to Defcp outputs? 
Since FILL-Mincp is vacuously satisfied, there must be another constraint ranked 
crucially higher than Defcp. FILL-cp-Head, presented earlier in section 6.1, is at stake. 
The constraint requires the head position of the cp to be filled with a textually 
specified ro-head feature. The inputs in (13), however, contain just one ro-head 
feature. The tableau in (14) illustrates the relevant constraint interaction with respect 
to (13b). 

(14) FilL cp-Head >> Defcp from [quando l:i mattina] -
' I <P· 

Candidates Flll-q>-Head Defcp 

[l<p []<p 

[ leo [eo] 
*I * [:E] [ l:E [:E] 

[cr] [0'] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

i. quando la mattin a 
[]<p 

[ leo [eo] 
* 

[:El [ l:E [:E] 

-> [0'] [cr] [cr] [0'] [cr] [cr] 

ii. quando la mattina 

The optimal candidate is (14ii): word stress prosody, and not phrase stress 
prosody, is added to I quando/. 

Consider now the parsings in (15). The Texln of both examples contains a 
single ro-head feature, preceded by two :E-head features associated with an inflected 
preposition and a possessive pronoun. The lefthand :E is realized with word stress 
prosody in a neutral reading (cf. 15a), but the ::t i~ the middle is realized with word 
stress prosody in a focused reading (cf. 15b). 
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.· (15) Neutral Reading: 
[]<p 

[ lro [eo] 

:E :E CO [:E] [:E] lLl 
I I I [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr) 

a. / della/ / tual / polvere/ de 11 a t JJ .. ll polvere 
of-the your dust U172:24 

Focused Reading: 
[]<p 

[ lro [CO) 

:E :E CO [:E) lLl lLl 
I I I [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

b. I nellal I tual I Carinzial ne 11 a t JJ .• ll Carinzia 
in-the your Carinthia M125:29 

The focus reading is thus associated with a metrical pattern which deviates from the 
basic Light-Heavy or iambic pattern reflected by the Maxcp template. Reference must 
thus be made to more specific information in accounting for the violations of FILL
Maxcp. In chapter 8, I shall propose a formalization of the relevant focus 
information in terms of {semantics, prosody} alignment. 

A final reason will be discussed now which causes Maxcp outputs to be realized 
rather than Defcp outputs. Consider the examples in (16), which are characterized by 
textual inputs containing three eo-head features. 

(16) []<p 
[eo) (eo) [eo] 

CO CO CO [:E] lLl lLl 
I I I (cr) [cr) [cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] [la 

a. I e/ /nulla! /so/ / di/ / te/ e nu 11 a so d i t e 
and nothing know-1SG of you M96:47 

[]<p 
[eo] (eo) [eo] 

CO CO CO OE lLl (:E) [:E) 

I I I [cr] [cr] [cr) [cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] 

b. /non/ / avro/ /piu/ / pensieri/ non avro piu pensieri 
not have-FUT.1SG more thoughts U117:23 

/ 

The invokement of FILL-Mincp does not enable us to explain the relevant outputs: 
both inputs may be parsed into two cp's without violating FILL-Mincp. Notice 
however that both inputs contain stress-final words: /so/, /te/, /avr6/, /piu/. In 
order to properly fill the positions of the :E template (FILL-:E), associated with these 
word-fmal stresses, a dependent syllable must be textually present. The outputs give 
indeed rise to properly filled foot templates, i.e., there are no phrase-internal FILL-:E 
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violations. PARSE-:E and PARSE-m are both violated, however, as indicated by the 
angled brackets. And so is the constraint Def<p. The tableau in (17) illustrates the 
interaction between Fill..-:E and Defq>. 

(17) FilL :E > > Def<p from [non avr6 piu pensieri] -
' J(j) 

Candidates FILL-:E De~ 

[ lcp . " 
[ro] (ro) [ro] I 

*I 
[]:E [:E] [:El [:EJ 
[a] [a] [a] []a [a] [a] [a][a] I 

i. nonavro piu pensied 

[Jcp 
[ro] {ro) [ro] 

* 
[ l:E [:El {:E) [:EJ 

-> [a] [a] [a] [a] [a] [a][a] 

ii. nonavro piu pensieri 

In other words, the adverb I piu/ is realized without stress, and the verb I avro/ 
does not surface as <p-head by virtue of the fact that its foot wants to be properly 
filled with a dependent syllable as well as a head syllable. This results in a Maxq> 
output. 

Summarizing this section, maximal <p outputs give rise to the violation of the 
constraint Def<p, which states that phonological phrase outputs must correspond to 
the Def<p template. The constraints that are recognized as triggers of this violation 
are FILL-Min<p, FILL-<p-Head and FILL-:E. A number of input-output relations 
provided evidence in favor of the claim that the Maxq> template reflects an iambic 
Light-Heavy pattern: (a) the 'retraction' of a m-stress from the mid foot to the foot 
on the left (i.e. PARSE-m is violated, but Fill..-Max<p is satisfied), (b) the absence of 
the reverse situation (stress postponing), and (c) the focus reading of outputs in 
which the mid foot is realized with prosodic m-head features, instead of the 
lefthand foot. 

7.2 The Max<p Template versus Syntax-to-Prosody Mapping 

In chapter 6, I presented a re-analysis of a set of inputs which according to Nespor 
& Vogel's relation-based syntax-to-prosody mapping approach give rise to a 
sequence of two phonological phrases. The PR-parsings argued against such two-q> 
outputs. I accounted for the attested outputs by means of the Minq> template and 
the constraint FILL-Min<p. In what follows, inputs will be considered which 
illustrate the opposite situation: NV -parsing assigns a single phonological phrase 
constituent to an input, while the actual realization shows that the input is parsed 
into two phonological phrases. The Max<p template and the constraint *SupraMax<p 
account for these outputs. In 7.2.1, I examine the phonological parsing of lexical 
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heads of maximal projections together with lexical and/ or grammatical items on 
their non-recursive side, as well as the phonological parsing of two maximal 

0 

projections displaying a head-complement relation. In 7.2.2, the observed 
(supra)maximal <p outputs in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti will be considered 
in the light of the end-based and arboreal approach to phonological phrasing. 

7.2.1 FILL-Maxcp and Relation-based Syntax-to-Prosody Mapping: the case 
of non-recursive sides and Head-Complement sequences 

The examples presented in section 3.3.2 of the phonological phrasing of lexical 
heads of maximal projections plus all elements on the non-recursive side of these 
heads are repeated in (18). While NV-parsing assigns one phrase to the relevant 
sequences, PR-parsing gives rise to two phrases: 

(18) NV-parsing 

a. ~a divina Indifferenza]cp 

b. [del solenne ammonimento]cp 

c. [presso un rovente muro]cp [d'orto]cp 

d. [E solo]cp (quando m'avra perdonato]cp 

e. [D'inviolabili lontananze]cp 

PR -parsing 

~a divina] CJl [indifferenza]CJl 

[del solenne]cp [ammonimento]cp 

[pressQ.J!fi rovente]CJl [muro d'orto]cp 

[E solo quando]cp [m'avra perdonato]ql 

[D'inviola bili]cp ~ontananze] CJl 

While the NV -parsings give rise to supramaximal cp outputs, the PR-parsings give 
rise to default cp outputs. As argued in section 6.2.1, a phonological grammar which 
includes {syntax, prosody} alignments which refer to either heads or edges of lexical 
maximal projections is rejected in favor of a phonological grammar based on 
prosodic feature matching of textual prosodic features and templatic prosodic 
features. The Defcp template is the prosodic template that underlies phonological 
phrasing in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti. Maximal or supramaximal cp's are 
the result of the interaction between competitive constraints. Up to this point, the 
relevant constraints are purely metrical in nature. Regarding the phonological 
phrasings of the syntactic configurations in (18), Defcp is not violated. That's all that 
counts. 

I 

As for head-complement sequences, recall that Nespor & Vogel (1986) assume 
that phonological phrase restructuring of a head and a non-branching complement 
is an optional process in Italian. The/ examples in (19) repeat those presented in 
3.3.1.2. While NV -parsing assigns either one or two phrases to the involved 
sequences, PR-parsing gives rise to two phrases only: 
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(19) NV-parring PR -parsing 

a. ((ft:eccia te] <fl [biancazz urre] cp) [frecci ate] <fl [biancazz urre] <fl M51:17 

b. ([Come un tiro] q> (aggiustato] cp) [Come un tiro]cp [aggiustato]rp M133:2 

c. ([dei bambu]cp [mormoranri]cp) (dei bambu]cp [mormoranti]<p M96:27 

d. ([alia tortora] <fl ~amentosa] q>) [Che pari ana tortora]cp Uamentosa] <fl U117:8 

e. ([mi tornerebbero]cp [innocenti]cp) [mi tornerebbero]cp [mnocenti]cp 0172:26 

f. ([Da uti' onda]cp [riposa ta] cp) ' [Da un' onda] <p [tlposa ta] <p 0172:19 i 

The restructured NV-parsings, enclosed by the round brackets, all give rise to 
I 

supramaximal cp outputs. Except for the first phrase in (19d), the PR-parsings give 
rise to default cp outputs. Henceforth, the conclusion is that a syntactic configuration 
like a head plus non-branching complement sequence is not a consistent trigger of 
cp-formation. Whether head-complement sequences are parsed into one, two or 
more phonological phrases depends on their metrical complexity. In the verse data, 
default cp's are preferably realized. That is, the Defcp template determines how 
sequences of textual inputs are prosodically parsed. 

7.2.2 FII.J..-Maxcp and Functional Projections 

Let me now consider the (supra)maximal <p outputs from another point of view: 
which are the syntactic boundaries within which (supra)maximal cp's occur? A 
statistical analysis of all the (supra)maximal <p outputs in Montale and Ungaretti may 
be insightful. The following five configurations are distinguished: (a) a lexical head 
of a maximal projection plus all the specifiers/ modifiers on their non-recursive side 
(Sped-!), (b) a lexical head plus a non-branching complement (HNbrQ, (c) a lexical 
head plus a branching complement (HBrq, (d) two lexical heads that are governed 
by the same functional projection ((ppHH), and (e) two lexical heads that are 
governed by different functional projections ((ppH (ppH). In Montale, 113 
(supra)maximal cp outputs are found, and in Ungaretti, 78. In table 7.1, the number 
and proportions are given. 

Table 7.1. (Supra)maxrp outputs and syntactic configurations. 

Montale Ungaretti 

nr % nr % 

a. SpecH 32 28.3 40 51.3 

b. HNbrC 10 8.9 7 8.9 

c. HBrC 34 30.1 16 20.5 

d. (FpHH 34 30.1 14 18 

e. (ppH (ppH 3 2.6 1 1.3 

Total 113 100 78 100 
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That is, SpecH, HBrC and (ppHH, constitute the three syntactic configurations 
which are most frequently found in (supra)maximal <p outputs. Notice now that NV
parsing correctly predicts the SpecH (and HNbrq outputs, but not the parsings of 
JIBrC and (ppHH. Nor does it predict the parsing of (ppH (pp H. The end-based 
:ipproach, with {xmax, R} as the parameter for Italian, correctly predicts the SpecH, 
HNbrC and HBrC outputs, but not the parsings of (ppHH and (ppH (ppH. And, 
with the exclusion of HbrC, the arboreal approach correctly predicts all parsings, 

. but only if the heads are not branching. That is, in the arboreal approach prosodic 
phrasing is not blocked by the boundary of a functional projection. In other words, 
r10ne of the syntax-based prosodic parsing approaches is able to account for the 
three most frequently occurring syntactic configurations displayed by the 
(supra)max<p outputs found in the recorded poems of Ungaretti and Montale. These 
.results strengthen the claim that prosodic phrasing is grounded on metrical 
principles of well-formedness, and not on syntactic constituency. 

As the rates indicate, (supra)max<p's enclosing heads that are dominated by two 
different functional projections occur sporadically.11 In order to capture all the 
parsings, however, an alignment constraint might be introduced which ensures that 
the right edge of a functional projection corresponds to the right edge of a 
phonological phrase: {XFunc/R, <p/R}. That is, the variety of syntactic 
configurations displayed by the (supra)maximal <p's disfavors an account in terms of 
these configurations other than a very global one. The right edge of a functional 
maximal projection, rather than the right edge of a lexical maximal projection, 
embodies this global account. This proposal is reminiscent of the 'top-down' 
parsings suggested by Selkirk & Shen (1990) and Condoravdi (1990) in which 
intonational phrase boundaries are identified prior to phonological phrase 
boundaries. Within the !-domains, phonological phrasing takes place then in 
accordance with the constraints imposed on cp-minimality and <p-maximality. A 
systematic investigation of {syntax, prosody} alignment involving functional 
projections on the one hand, and phonological phrases and/ or intonation phrases 
on the other, has yet to be undertaken. 

7.3 Phonological Phrase Supramaximality 

Let me take up the issue now of the surfacing of supramaximal cp outputs, i.e., of 
outputs violating *SupraMaxcp, which

1 
cannot be accounted for by prosodic 

constraints like FIIL-Mincp, FILL-cp-Head or Fill..-!.. That is, these constraints are all 

11 The involved phrases are: 

[comull6ra (pp oggi] cp 'like then, today' 

pn cui pfu (pp scatti] cp 'in which it seems [that] bursts' 

[nell'6ra (pp che si scioglie]cp 'in the hour that is dissolving' 

[e la sorpresa (H' se ]cp 'and the sup rise when' 

M52:9 

M81:8 

M81:57 

U226:18 



satisfied irrespective of whether the relevant strings are parsed into one or two cp's. 
The representations involved are: 

(20) q> q> q> 
CO CO > CO CO 

:t :t I: I: I: I: :t I: 

a. (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j 

' j 

q> q> q> 
CO CO > CO CO 

I: :t I: I: :t I: 

b. (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j 

q> q> <p 

CO CO > CO (I) 

I: I: I: I: :t :t 

c. (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j (j C1 

In accounting for the supramaximal q> outputs, I shall refer to the triggers of 
prosodic underparsing distinguished in section 3.6. Like the triggers of prosodic 
overparsing, the triggers of prosodic underparsing will be formally identified by 
either textual or templatic input specifications. The triggers are listed below. 

(21) a. Polymorphemic Lexical Words (3.6.1.1) 
b. Complex-Preposition Constructions (3.6.1.2) 
c. Possessive Constructions (3.6.1.3) 
d. Narrativity (3.6.2) 
e. Enjambment (3.6.3.1) 
£ Long Lines (3.6.3.2) 

Like the four predictions formulated in chapter 6 regarding the grammatical 
properties of q>-subminimality, we may formulate a number of grammatical 
predictions regarding q>-supramaximality: 

(22) a. 
b. 

c. 

FILL-Maxq> is crucially dominated by another constraint 
This constraint ensures faithful parsing or filling of intrinsically 
non-metrical information 
Violation of FILL-Max q> is minimal 
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Regarding the triggers in (21), two subsets emerge: textually specified triggers on the 
one hand, and templatically specified triggers on the other.12 

Texln: 
Polymorphemic Words 
Complex Prepositions 

Temln: 
Narrativity 
Enjambment 
Long Lines 

The textual inputs are discussed in section 7.3.1, and the templatic inputs in section 

7.3.2. 

7.3.1 Textual Triggers of ~Supramaximality: PARSE 

The textual triggers of q>-supramaximality have in common that their input 
specification does not only involve head features but also edge features. Recall from 
'chapter 4 that prosodic head-feature specification is based on the distinction lexical 
word vs. grammatical word. With respect to edge-feature specification too, prosodic 
information as well as morphological information .is involved. 

7.3.1.1 Polymorphemic Words 

A single polymorphemic .item is always parsed .into one q>, .irrespective of the 
metrical shape of the output q>. Up till now I simply assumed this containment: all 
segments specifying a word are parsed .into the same phonological phrase. This 
containment requires to be formally specified, however. I refer to the constraint as 
to PARSE-{/seg/Mwd > q>}: 

(24) PARSE-{/ seg/ Mwd > q>}: all segments of a (morphological) word are parsed into 
one and the same phonological phrase 

Consider the outputs in (25). The output in (25a) violates *SupraMaxq>, and the 
output in (25b) violates PARSE-{/seg/Mwd > q>}. The FILL-Maxq> violation is 
indicated by the syllable node not enclosed by square brackets, and the PARSE
{/seg/Mwd > q>} violation .is .indicated by the angled brackets enclosing part of the 
s_egments specifying the word /inconsap,~volezza/. 

12 The possessive constructions discussed in 3.6.1.3 do no require a separate input specification: a 

prosodic input specification based on the distinction lexical vs. grammatical word sufficiently accounts 

for the fact that a Determiner-Possessive-Noun sequence may trigger supramaximal-q> outputs. 
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(25) a. *(*SupraMaxcp) b. *PARSE-{/seg/Mwd > cp} 

[ lro 
[]r. 

[ ]cp 
[ro] 

[ ]r. [L) 

(cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

d'inconsapevolezza 

[]cp 

[ lro 
[ ]r. 

[]cp 

[ro] 

[Jr. (1:] 

[(cr)] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

d ' ( i n c o n sa) p e v o I e z za 
U43:55 

A constraint ranking in which PARSE-{/seg/Mwd > cp} dominates *SupraMaxcp 
accounts for the fact that the relevant supramaximal q> outputs must be considered 
optimal. In poetry, polymorphemic words giving rise to supramaximal cp's occur 
rarely, however. 

7.3.1.2 Complex Prepositions 

In (26) and (27), the examples of complex-preposition constructions are repeated 
from section 3.6.3.2. While the cp outputs in (26) are supramaximal, those in (27) are 
not. 

(26) a. Un rovello [e di qu:l dall'erto muro]cp M5:10 
b. [accanto a lt'mghe secche)cp mi raggiunge M51:11 
c. Sarai una statua [davanti iill'Eterno]cp, U158:6 

(27) a. [a sommo] [di minuscole biche]cp M28:8. 

b. [vidno] [alia matita]cp delle labbra, M125:26 

As already mentioned in 3.6.3.2, I assume with Rizzi (1988) that complex 
prepositions are stored in the lexicon as single items. The fact that these items may 
give rise to supramaximal q> outputs provides additional evidence in favor of this 
account. That is, complex prepositions are grammatical items, and as such they are 
prosodically specified like all grammatical items, i.e., with either a :E-head feature or 
no prosodic feature at all. The segmental complexity of complex prepositions 
requires a L-head feature, associated with the most prominent vowel of the string. 
The textual specification is as follows: 

(28) Texln: {Complex Preposition, L-head} 

r. 

I 
[/ ... I /. .. CV ... I / ... /]complex Preposition 

Again, the constraint PARSE-{/ seg/ Mwd > cp} can be invoked: all segments of a 
complex preposition are parsed into a single cp. 
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'J'he fact that the recordings of the verse data may also give rise to parsings in 
-whlch the head word of the complex preposition is realized as q>-head shows that 
- complex prepositions and simple prepositions indeed have different morphological 
'configurations. It is the morpheme which may have a lexical function in another 
~ontext that surfaces as cp-head: /sommo/ in (27a), and /vicino/ in (27b). 

7.3.2 Templatic Triggers of cp-Supramaximality: FILL 

The templatic triggers of q>-supramaximallty differ from the textual triggers insofar 
that structures rather than items are involved. Like templatic triggers of cp

subminimality, I formally represent the templatic triggers of q>-supramaximality by 
means of alignment templates. In addition to prosodic information, ~ither semantic 
or versificational information is specified. The constraint FILL-q>, introduced in 
6.3.2, ensures that templatic specifications are properly filled in the output. With 
FliL-q> ranked higher than *SupraMaxq> in the constraint hierarchy, the surfacing of 
supramaximal q> outputs is grammatically explained. 

7.3.2.1 Nartativity 

As mentioned in 3.6.2, in particular in Montale there are poems which are 
characterized by their narrative discourse structure. In addition to morpho-syntactic 
and semantic properties, prosodic organization also contributes to the narrativity of 
a text. Instead of prosodically culminating phrases, like Mincp's, phrases expressing 
continuance, like Maxcp's, are realized. Some examples from 3.6.2 are repeated here. 

(29) a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 
e. 

[Poi seguimmo il canale)rp 
[Com~ll6ra oggi.)rp 

(Tu m'hai detto primo]rp 

[non era che un momento]rp 

[che mi era in fondo)rp 

M125:7 

M52:9-16 

The involved {semantics, prosody} alignment template is formalized as follows: 

(30) Temln: {Narrativity, [.]rpMax} / 

That is, (supra)maxcp's are evaluated as optimal if promoted by this {semantics, 
prosody} alignment template. The constraint FILL-q> ensures that temp la tic input 
specifications are properly filled in the output. With FILL-q> ranked higher than 
*SupraMaxq>, the grammar accounts for the (supra)maxq> outputs. 



7.3.2.2 Long Lines 

As shown by the parsing tables of long lines (12 ·:::; /..:::; 18), in section 3.2.5, long lines 
tend to be realized as maximal or supramaximal cp's. In comparison with the Defcp's 
characterizing the most frequently occurring medial line types, (7 :::; /.. :::;11), the 
Maxcp's of long line types is marked. Therefore, I suggest that the templatic input 
contains a {versification, prosody} template to express this relation.13 Most clearly, 
long lines evince sequences of Maxcp's. In addition, the relation long lines and 

I . 

Maxcp's typically characterize lines that occur neither as poem/ stanza-initial nor as 
poem/ stanza-final lines. These edge-located lines are typically realized by Min<p's, as 
argued in chapter 6. 1 

(31) Temln: {Long Lines, [ ]o:pMax} 

Consider some examples from 3.2.5. 

(32) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

[Quando piu s6rdo o meno] [il ribollio dell'acque) 

[I'acevano gli spari], nel gtembo solitario 

Poi [come s't'mo schetmo], [s'accamper:lnno di gitto] 

arida], rivolgendomi], [vedro compirsi il miracolo) 

/..=13 MS1:9 
/..=14 M41:5 

1...=15 M40:5 

/..=16 M40:2 

Again, with FILL-q> dominating *SupraMaxcp, the (supra)max<p outputs safely pass 
the control. 

7.3.2.3 Enjambment 

In section 3.6.3.1, I observed that the phenomenon of enjambment on the one 
hand, and (supra)maxcp realization on the other, are tighdy bound. More concretely, 
an extremely high rate of (supra)maxcp's was found in this across-A. position. 
Enjambment is the phenomenon par excellence which breaks the law: line boundaries 
and phonological phrase boundaries do not coincide. I will account for enjambment 
by the following {versification, prosody} alignment template: 

(33) Temln: {Enjambment, [ ]cpMax} 

Consider some of the examples from 3.6.3.1: 

l3 Although I refer to long lines, a parallel with fast speech can be made. That is, the releva~t 
{versification, prosody} alignment template might also be stated in terms of a {speech rate, prosody} 

template. 
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(Mt. a. nell'aria persa, innanzi al [brUlichio 

dei vi vi] rp; [ ... ] M96:52 

b. sttazia com'unghia ai vet:ri. [Cerco il segno 

smarrito]rp, [ ... ] M133:10-1 

c. balestrucci [dal p:ilo 

del tel egrafo] rp al m are M139:2-3 

d. Come [di sllgheri 

di r eti]rp calii.te nell' acqua. U185:4-S 

e. E, per sempre, ~'aprile 

Trascinante]rp la nuvola insolubile, U226:2-3 

As before, the above (supra)max<p outputs are evaluated as optimal by the grammar. 
'The constraint that accounts for proper filling of specific templates, FILL-q>, 
dominates constraints ensuring proper filling of less specific templates, like 
*SupraMax<p. 

7.3.3 Summary 

'The above subsections presented the triggers of <p-supramaximality identified in 
chapter 3, in the light of the template-and-constraint approach developed in this 
thesis. Textual triggers as well as templatic ·triggers are argued to be stored in the 
input in the form of {prosody, non-prosody} alignments. Constraints ensuring 
proper filling/ parsing of these alignment specifications are ranked higher than the 
purely prosodic constraints of metrical complexity. In the actual case, FILL-<p and 
PARSE-{/seg/Mwd > q>} are both ranked higher than *SupraMax<p. 

While textual triggers to supramaximal q> outputs are characterized by the 
{morphology, prosody} alignment, templatic triggers are characterized by either the 
{semantics, prosody} or {versification, prosody} alignments. Regarding the latter, it 
can be argued that the effect of supramaximal q>'s, i.e. prosodic continuance, is 
intentional in nature. 

More triggers of q>-supramaximaliry may certainly exist, other than those discussed 
here. 

7.4 Modular Interaction and <p-Maximality 

In the light of prosodic maximaliry, tw? phenomena will now be discussed which 
are also of interest where the modular ·organization of the grammar is concerned. 
The relevant phenomena are Possessive Inversion and Adjective/ Adverb 
alternation. The interactions discussed up till now between prosody on the one 
hand, and non-prosodic linguistic information on the other, served to account for 
the phonological phrases found in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti. The 
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phenomena to be discussed now, by contrast, illustrate how a prosodic analysis 
allows us to account for non-prosodic linguistic properties. Put differendy, prosody 
may affect lexical variation and 'alia-syntactic' variation. 

7.4.1 Possessive Inversion 

In section 3.6.1.4, I presented examples o~ what I called Possessive Inversion: DET
POSS-ADJ-N > DET-ADJ-POSS-N. For the sake of exposition, I repeat the examples 
in (35). 

(35) a. 
b. 
c. 

[di amara] / [tUa scorza] 
[il certo] [t:Uo fuoco] 
[del grande] [suo viso in ascolto] 

M72:24-5 
M107:4 
M150:3 

The unmarked word order is DET-POSS-ADJ-N, and not DET-ADJ-POSS-N. The 
unmarked word order, however, may easily give rise to (supra)maxcp outputs, given 
the fact that two prosodically weakly specified words follow one another 
immediately. The marked order gives rise to .rubmaximal <p outputs: prosodically 
weak and prosodically strong words alternate. 

Considering the fact that the phenomenon can be analyzed from a phonological, 
morphological, syntactic as well as semantic point of view, we would like to 
understand how the modules involved communicate with one another. The first 
hypothesis is that the trigger of the inversion lies in the semantic module. From the 
semantic module a message is sent to the phonological module: the message 
HIGHLIGHT is prosodically interpreted as PROSODIC PROMlNENCE. At the same 
time, a message is sent from the semantic module to the syntactic module: the 
message HIGHLIGHT is syntactically interpreted as WORD ORDER INVERSION.14 

The second hypothesis is that the trigger of the inversion lies in the prosodic 
module. From the prosodic module the message DEFAULT <p'S is sent. The 
semantic module interprets this message as PULSATING TENSION, and the 
syntactic module as SPEC-HEAD ALTERNATION. 

In addition to Possessive Inversion, there are other phenomena which favor a 
grammatical model which allows for modular interaction from prosody to syntax, 
and from prosody to semantics. Postnominal Possessives, Fronting, Heavy NP Shift 
are just a few examples.15 Instead of considering these phenomena to be derived by 
rule from an underlying syntactic representation, we may think of 'allo-syntactic' 
structures which exist alongside one another, just as prosodically marked and 

14 FRONTING might also be seen as a syntactic interpretation of the semantic rnessage HIGHLIGHT. 

15 See Zec & Inkelas (1990) and Verhijde & van der Weijer (1990) for prosodic analyses of Heavy NP 

Shift in English. Inkelas & Zec (1995), referring to Swingle (1993), mention that the syntactic 

phenomenon of Right Node Raising in English is also affected by prosodic well-formedness conditions. 
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prosodically .unmarked templates. The selection of either this or that 'alia-syntactic' 
structure is determined by non-syntactic information, like prosodic information. 

~ 7.4.2 Adjective/ Adverb Alternation 

As shown in sections 3.5.1.2 and 3.6.1.1, the alternation that exists in Italian 
between bare adjectives and adverbs formed by the suffixation of -mentc, is 
iriteresting in the light of phonological phrasing. That is, the adjective is a foot 

. shorter than the adverb. One foot more or less can be crucial, however, in order to 
· avoid either violation of FlLL-Mincp or violation of *SupraMaxcp. In addition, it can 
also be crucial in order to satisfy proper filling of a specific alignment template. 
Recall from 6.3.2.3, that Fronting is aligned with a Mincp template: in this fronted 

~ position; the short adjective form may be found, as exemplified in (36). 

(36) Un freddo cala ... [Duro] il c6lpo svetta. M150:5 

'The distribution of the bare vs. -mente forms in the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti 
is as follows: in Montale, against 80 bare forms, there are only 4 -mente forms, and 
in Ungaretti, against 61 bare forms, there are 22 -mcnte forms.16 The· one-foot-less 
forms occur much more frequently than the one-foot-more forms. I suggest that 
this rather unexpected distribution is due to the prosodic organization of the 
involved verse type. That is, a prosodic organization that is built on the two-foot 
Default-cp template amounts to lexical selection of those forms which best fit this 
templateP In the case of Adjective/ Adverb alternation, two prosodically different 
forms are available in the Italian lexicon: a short form and a long form. The short 
form is selected in the actual language type. 

Uke the phenomenon of Possessive Inversion, Adjective/ Adverb alternation 
alludes to a general principle: the various modules of the grammar are simultaneously 
present and may communicate with one another in a bidirectional way. 

7.5 Conclusions 
' 

This chapter dealt with the conditions on phonological phrase maximality. The 
Maxcp template, defined on the basis of the analysis of the poetry of Montale and 
Ungaretti, consists of a SMinro plus a Maxro. Evidence in favo~ of the Maxcp 
template is provided by the fact that a variety of textual inputs give rise to identical 
outputs. PARSE and FILL constraints account for the discrepancies between input 

16 These rates refer to the entire corpus of analyzed poems. 

17 A similar relation between prosodic organization on the one hand, and lexical selection on the 

other, is found by Kager (1995b) with respect to word~level properties. 
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specifications on the one hand, and surface outputs on the other: textually 
overspecified inputs give rise to PARSE violations, which amounts to deletion of 
prosodic features, and textually underspecified inputs give rise to FILL violations, 
which amounts to addition of prosodic features. 

Two textual input types provided evidence in favor of the SMinro+ Maxro Maxq> 
template: (fl) underspecified inputs of the type :E+:E+ro are realized as ro+:E+ro in 
neutral contexts, and (b) inputs of the ,fype -:E+ro+ro may be realized as ro+:E+ro, 
while inputs of the type ro+:E+ro are never realized as :E+ro+ro. When :E+:E+ro inputs 
are realized as :E+ro+ro, non-prosodic information like semantic focus appears to be 
involved. 

Although the poetry of Montale and Ungaretti is prosodically built on the two
foot Defq> template, maximal cp's are found in order to avoid violation of either 
FIIL-Minq>, FILL-q>-Head or FILL-:E. (Supra)maximal q> outputs that cannot be 
explained by referring to these prosodic constraints, display non-prosodic properties 
which I assumed to be aligned with prosodic information. More concretely, textual 
alignments involve (morphological) word boundaries (complex-preposition 
constructions included), and templatic alignments involve semantic and 
versificational information like narrativity, long lines and enjambment. 

The conditions on phonological phrase maximality also account for prosodic 
outputs which either cannot be predicted, or are incorrectly excluded as being 
possible outputs by the standard syntax-to-prosody approaches. That is, elements 
on the nof!--recursive side of the head of an XP are not always parsed into a single q> 
with the head X, and prosodic parsing of head-complement sequences into a single 
q> is determined by metrical complexity, and not by syntactic branchlngness. 

Finally, I briefly discussed two phenomena which show that prosodic structure 
may determine lexical selection as well as 'alto-syntactic' selection. These phenomena 
argue in favor of a grammatical model in which all the components are 
simultaneously accessible. Possessive Inversion is triggered by semantic and! or 
prosodic structure. That is, syntactic means serve a semantic-prosodic goal. The 
other phenomenon, Adjective/ Adverb alternation, shows that lexical selection may 
be sensitive to the phrasal prosodic context. Prosodic phrasing of verse favors short 
cp's rather than long cp's. This implies that short lexical items are preferred over long 
lexical items. 



:8. Foot Minimality 
and 

Stress-Final Words1 

8.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents an optimality theoretical analysis of the Italian external sandhi 
phenomena that are triggered by stress-final words. As before, I shall refer to the 
recorded poems of Montale and Ungaretti. The phenomena of interest are listed in 
(1).2 

(1) a. Destressing (DS) 
b. Stress Retraction (SR) 
c. Raddoppiamento Sintattico (RS) 
d. Vowel Doubling (VD) 
e. Pitch Jumping (PJ) 
£ Pause Insertion (PI) 

In the light of the Italian Miru: template, deftned as the syllabic trochee in section 
4.1.2, stress-final words are potentially troublesome. Since these words lack a final 
unstressed syllable, they may trigger a violation of the constraint which ensures that 
the positions of the foot template are properly filled. For the sake of exposition, let 
me repeat the Miru: template and the definition of FILL-I: from section 5.1.2. 

(2) Mini temphte 
(J:r 

[ Jcr , Ucr 

FIIL-:E: a foot template must be properly filled 

1 Parts of this chapter were presented at Going Romance, Utrecht 1994 (cf. Helsloot 1994). 
2 The effect of word-final stress in Italian on the,~urrounding phrasal environment has been the object 
of study of many phonologists and/or phoneticians: Cimilli (1941, 1965), Fiorelli (1958), Rohlfs (1966), 
Pratelli (1970), Saltarelli (1970), Savoia (1974/5), Tekaveic (1972), Giannelli (1976), Mulja/5~ (1972), N'apoli 
& Nespor (1979), Nespor & Vogel (1979, 1986), Korzen (1980, 1986), Bertinetto (1981, 1985), Lepschy & 
Lepschy (1981), Farnetani & Kori (1983), Chlerchia (1982, 1986), Hurch (1986), Marotta (1986), Fanciullo 
(1986), Loporcaro (1988), Vincent (1988), Basbf2111 (1989), Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (1990), Andalo & 

Bafile (1991), Repetti (1991), Trumper, Romito & Maddalon (1991), Agostiniani (1992), Bolognesi (1992), 
Vayra (1992), and others. 
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The objective of this chapter is twofold: (a) to show that by virtue of the relative 
ranking of FILL-l: we are able to formally account for the phenomena listed in (1), 
and (b) to determine why in a given context phenomenon a is observed rather than 
phenomenon ~· A first step towards answering these objectives is achieved by 
grouping the phenomena into two sets: 

(3) Set/: 

Stress Retraction 
Destressing 

Set IZ. 
' Raddoppiamento Sintattico 

Vowel Doubling 
Pitch Jumping 
Pause Insertion 

While the phenomena in Set I share the property that they satisfy the FILL-:E 
constraint, the phenomena in Set 11 share the property that they violate the FILL-:E 
constraint. The observed generalization is that (a) FILL-l: satisfaction occurs in a <p
internal neutral position, and (b) FILL-l: violation occurs either in a qredge position 
or in a <p-internal focused position. 

Before outlining this chapter, I will provide a rough sketch of the above 
phenomena. I will refer to just one textual input: a stress-fmal word is immediately 
followed by a stress-initial word (here presented as eo-head features associated with 
either syllable nodes or CV sequences). 

(4) a. Texln: Destressing:· 

CO CO 

cr cr cr cr 

b. Texln: Stress Retraction: 

CO CO CO 

l: l: 
cr cr cr cr cr cr 

Texln: c. Raddoppiamento Sintattico: 

CO CO CO CO 

I I l: l: 
CV CV cr cr 

CV C:V 

d. Texln: Vowel Doubling: 

CO CO CO CO 

I I l: l: 
CV CV cr cr 
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e. Tex!JJ: Pitch Jumping: 

(1) (1) (1) (1) 

.t 1: 

CJ CJ CJ CJ 

H* L* 

£ Tex!tJ: Pause Insertion: 

(1) (1) (1) (1) 

.t .t 
CJ CJ CJ 0 CJ 

In the course of the chapter, the phenomena wlll be separately dealt with as well as 
- exemplified by data from the recorded poems. 

The chapter starts in section 8.1 with a presentation of the textual inputs of 
interest. Section 8.2 shows that word-final stress does not necessarily give rise to 
the surfacing of one of the above phenomena. Section 8.3 focuses on outputs 
which give rise to the satisfaction of FILL-.t, at the expense of PARSE constraints, 
and section 8.4 focuses on outputs which give rise to the violation of FILL-l:. The 
outputs to be discussed in these two sections involve stress-final words in a cp
internal position. Section 8.5, by contrast, focuses on FILL-1: violating outputs 
which occur in a cp-edge position. 

8.1 Textual Inputs: Stress-final Words 

A stress-final word may or may not be followed by another word within the same cp 
domain. If the relevant word is not followed by another word, the textual input is 
characterized as in (Sa). If the relevant word is followed by another word within the 
same q> domain, a variety of textual inputs can emerge. Firstly, a stress-final word can 
be followed either by a stress-initial word or by a non stress-initial word. And 
secondly, the involved stress degrees can vary: a word-final ro-head can be followed 
by another ro-head (cf. Sb), a word-final .t-head can be followed by a ro-head (cf. 
Se), and a word-final ro-head or .t-head can be followed by a ro-head or .t-head plus 

·a ro-liead (cf. 5d). 

(5) 

a. 

c. 

I 
... CV/ 

k (1) 

I I 
... CV/ ... CV ... 

/ 
I I 

b. ... cv/ ... cv ... 

.t/ro .t/ro ro 
I I I 

d. ... CV/ ... CV ... CV ... 
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These inputs are illustrated below. Input (Sa) always gives rise to a FILL-:E violation, 
as shown in (6) by the empty syllable position. 

(6) 

a. 

b. 

CO 
I 

/cosi/ 

:E CO 

I I 
/ senzal / viltal 

' I 

[]cp 
[CO] 
[:E] 

[(cr)] [a] [la 

eo si U41:7 

[]cp 
[eo] 

[:E] [:E] 
[a] [a] [a] [cr][ la 

se n z a v il t a M96:54 

Input (Sb) may also give rise to a FILL-:E violation, as shown in (7a). In addition, 
the input may give rise to satisfaction of FILL-:E, at the expense, sometimes, of 
PARSE-:E and/or PARSE-eo (cf. 7bc). And finally, the input may give rise to no 
violations of the above constraints, as shown in (7d).3 

[]cp 
[eo] [eo] 

CO CO [:E] [ ]!; [:El 

I I (cr) [a] []a []a [la [a] [a] 

a. / ma/ /piu/ / foce/ m a piu f o c e M96:12 

[]cp 
(eo) [eo] 

CO CO []!; (!:) [:E] 

I I [a] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

b. /mi/ /saral /lieve/ mi s a r a lie v e M5:18 

[]cp 
(eo) [eo] 

CO CO [:E] [:El 

I I [a] [0'] [a] [a] 

c. /fa/ / che/ / il/ /pas so/ fa ch,Ljl pas so M81:17 

[]cp 

([ lro) CO [CO] 

CO CO []!; [:El [:E] 

I I [a] [a] [a] [cr] [cr] [a] [a] 

d. / ti/ / verral / desiderio/ ti verra desiderio U158:13 

Input (Se) may give rise to a P ARSE-:E violation, as shown in (Sa), but not 
necessarily, as shown in (8b). 

3 The output vlolates, however, the structural properties of the Max<p template (cf. section 7.0). As stated 
ln chapter 7, marked Max<p outputs typically evince a focus readlng. 
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b. 
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:E ro 

I I 
/ finche/ / goccial 

:E ro 
I I 

/ appie/ /dell /botro/ 

[]cp 

(eo] 
[)1; (l:) [r] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 
finche goccia 

[]cp 

[eo] 
[r] [kJ 

[(a)] [a] [a] [a] [a] 
appie del botro 

219 

M81:39 

U117:5 

Input (5d), finally, generally gives rise to violation of PARSE constraints, as 
illustrated by the examples (9ab). A FIIL-:E violation, possibly in combination with 
PARSE violations, may also occur, as shown in (9c). Notice in (9c) that only the 
output contains three head features. 

(9) (]cp 
(ro) (ro) [eo] 

ro ro ro [r] (l:) [r] 

I I I [cr] [cr] [a] [a] 

a. I poi/ I piu/ I nulla! p oi piu null a M96:46 

[ lcp 

(m] [m] 
ro :E ro [r] (r) [Jr [r) 

I I I (<1) [a] [a] [a] [cr] [cr] [cr] 
b. /si/ / vaf I sullal I carraial si va sulla carraia M96:19 

[Jcp 

[ lro (ro) [m] 

ro ro Ur [r] [r] 

I I [a] [la [a) [a] (cr) [a] 

c. /non/ /ore/ /vane/ non ore vane U253:3 

The phonetic realizations of the above illustrated input-output relations are 
discussed in the following sections. 

8.2 PARSE and FILL 

' In (7d) above, all the textually specified features are properly parsed, and most of 
the templatically specified features are properly fllled. Although the input contains a 
stress-final word, no special grammatical account is required where proper foot 
realization is concerned. Some additional examples are given in (10). 
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(10) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

CHAPTER 8 

1: CO 

I I 
/m/ / avral / perdonato/ 

CO CO 

I I 
/riavro/ I un/ / aspetto/ 
re-have-1sg.FUT a face 

CO k CO 

I I I 

I 

I avro/ /il/ / tuo/ /pas so/ 
have-1 sg.FUT the your step 

' 

ILl 
(a) [a] 

[]cp 
[CO) 

[l:] 
[a] [a] [a] [a] 

m 'a vra perdonato 

([]eo) 

[Jr 
CO 

[l:] 

[a] [a] [a] 

[]cp 
[CO] 

ILl 
[a] [a] [a] 

ri avr.Q.___Y naspetto 
'I may regain a face' 1 

[eo] 
[l:] 

(cr) [a] [a] 
[k] 
[a] [a] 

[]cp 
[m] 

!l:l 
[a] [a] 

U158:12 

M96:37 

avr0 ... .il tJ.;l .... 0 passo U117:19 
'I shall have your footstep' 

The patterns underlying the outputs in (10) are: (a) the stress-final words are all 
followed by an unstressed syllable, and (b) a head foot is preceded by a dependent 
foot.4 

Regarding the theoretical issue concerning the lexical representation of stress-final 
words, the above examples crucially argue against representing stress-final words 
with a diacritic [+catalexis].S The Min:I: template in Italian requires a head syllable 
and a dependent syllable in order to be properly filled. No restriction is inl,posed, 
however, on the lexical descent of the syllables, i.e., they may be part of one or two 
words. By assuming that stress-final words are enriched with a catalectic syllable 
position we deny the following generalization: the templatic input (here, the Mini 
template) accounts for the fact that all surface feet, whether they are filled with 
textual material from one or two words, are structurally disyllabic. Indeed, FILL-l 
can be violated. Below, I shall consider such a violation. With respect to the input! 
in (10), foot realization is straightforward under the above account. 

Phonological evidence in favor of the cross-word footing is provided by th( 
adjacent vowels in the examples (10b) and (10c). Except for the vowels whid 
undergo synaloephe, in (10b), each vowel fills a separate syllable position. All tht 
adjacent vowel pairs share the same property, however: they give rise to a properl~ 
filled binary foot. 

4 Recall from chapter 5 the constraint FILL-Max eo whlch I introduced in order to account for th 
alternation of head feet and dependent feet. In the next section, FILL-Maxco will manifest again. 
5 Kiparsky (1991), extending the parallelism between exttametricality and catalexis, argues in favor c 
lexically assigned idiosyncratic catalexis. 
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gj Violation of PARSE 

This· section discusses three PARSE-violating outputs. The traditional names are 
Destressing, Total Destressing and Stress Retraction. 

8.3.1 Violation of PARSE-m: Destressing 

Section 5.2.3 presented default q> outputs which gave rise to a PARSE-m violation of 
the type vivo di pietre -> vivo di pietre. That is, the textually specified ro-heads were not 
parsed as such in the output. Although the examples there reported were not 
characterized by stress-final word inputs, the effect of the ranking dominance of 
FllL-Maxco over P ARSE-co is identical when a stress-final word is involved. That is, 
the violation of PARSE-m, by virtue of FILL-Maxm, is phonetically interpreted as the 
deletion of prosodic word stress features. Destressing is the classical name for this 
phenomenon. Consider the examples in (11). 

(11) 

a 

b. 

c. 

m m 
I I 

/ pjul I si I afflosdano/ 
down REFL weaken-3pl. 

m m 
I I 

I con/ /se/ / ttasdna/ 
with itself drags 

m m 
I I 

I faro/ I da/ I guidal 
do-1SG.FUT. as guide 

[Jq> 
(m) [m] 
[r.] [I] 
[0'] [cr] [cr) [cr] [cr] 

giu s 'a f fl o s ci an o 

(](jl 

(m) [m] 
[I] [r.] 

[(cr)] [cr] [cr] [cr) [cr) 

eo n se trascina 

(m) 
I.Il 

[(cr)] [cr] 

fa to 

[)q> 

[eo) 
[r.] 

[cr] [cr) [cr] 

d a g ui d a 

M81:43 

M81:47 

U117:26 

The talJleau in (12) illustrates the relevant constraint interaction with respect to 
input (7c). The Texin is associated with the Maxcp template in (12i), and with the 
Defcp teJ;Ilplate in (12ii). 

/ 
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(12) FILL Millcco >> PARSE co from [faro da guida] · Destressing· (1}->1: - - , J(j)• 

Candidates FIU.-Maxro P.MSE-ro 

[Jcp 
[m] [oo] 
[!.] [Jr. [!.] 

(a) [o] [ lo []o Do [o] [o] [o] 

i. faro da gui da 

[Jcp 
(m) [oo] 
[:E] [L] * ' 

-> [(cr)] [o] [o] [cr] [cr] 

ii. fa ro da gui da 

A more severe instance of Destressing is presented next. 

8.3.2 Violation of PARSE-.t: Total Destressing 

When a textually specified co-head feature is immediately adjacent to another (!}-head 
feature 'Total Destressing can be observed. That is, in addition to the violation of 
P ARSE-co, we are also faced with the violation of P ARSE-:E. FIU..-1: is satisfied, 
however. That is, all foot positions are properly filled with textual material. 
Consider the examples in (13). 

(13) 

CO CO 

I I 
a. I gja/ /buial 

already dark 

b. 

L ID ID CO 

I I I I 
I quando// piu// sordo/ I o/ I meno/ 

when more deaf or less 

,I; ID 

I I 
c. I non/ I sapro/ I mail 

(ID) 
(1:) 

[(cr)] 
gia 

(Jcp 
[ID) 
(:EJ 
[cr] [cr] 

b ui a 

(ID) (ID) 
(:E] (.I:) (:E) 
[cr] [a] [a] [cr] 

M148:9 

Ucp 
[ID] 
(:E] 

[crJ [cr] [cr] 
quando piu sordQ_Qmeno 

M51:9 

[Jcp 
[co] 

[Jr. (:E) (:E] 

[crJ [a] [a] [cr] [cr] 
non sap r o ma i U172:20 

In accounting for the outputs in (13), the constraint FIU..-t must be assumed to be 
ranked higher than PARSE-ID as well as PARSE-E. 'The tableau in (14) illustrates the 
constraint interaction with respect to input (13a). Whether the relevant FILL 
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constraints as well as the relevant PARSE constraints are also ranked with respect to 
another, is of no importance here. The Texin is associated with the Max<p template 
in (14i), with the Def<p template in (14iD, and with the Min<p template in (14ili). 

(14) FILL Maxco FILL l: >> PARSE eo PARSE l: fr m [gia b i ) Destre sing 11 eo >a - ) - - ) - , 0 u aJcp: s : -
Candidates FILL-Maxro FIU.r:E PARSE-CO PARSE-:E 

[Jcp 
[eo] [ro] 
[L] [ ]l; [l:] *I *** 

[a] lla [la [la [a] [a] 

i. gia bu i a 
[ lcp 

(ro) [ro] 
[l:] [l:] *I * 

[a] [la [a] [a] 

ii. gia bu i a 
[]cp 

(ro) [ro] 
(l:) [l:] * * 

-> [(a)] [a] [a] 

ill. gia bu i a 

Candidate (14iii) is the optimal output: rhythmic alternation is achieved by 
destressing a textually specified main stress. Fill-Maxco and FILL-:E are the two 
constraints ensuring the alternation: the former between feet and prosodic words, 
the latter between syllables and feet. Thus, the constraint Def<p (= <p outputs are 
realizations of the Def<p template (cf. section 7.1)) is outranked by FILL-Maxco and 
FIIL-1:. In fact, the attested output is a realization of the Min<p template. 

8.3.3 Violation of PARSE-eo and PARSE-1:: Stress Retraction 

Stress Retraction involves the same constraint interaction as considered in the 
previous section: PARSE-eo and PARSE-l: are violated by virtue of the higher ranking 
of Flll,Maxco and FILL-1:. The difference between the former inputs and the inputs 
undergoing Stress Retraction is that the latter ones are segmentally more complex. 
That is, the 'destressed' eo-head or li--head is preceded by a syllable in the same 
phrasal domain. By virtue of the undominated constraint PARSE-segment, a foot 
will arise with the preceding syllable as head and the destressed syllable as 
dependent. In other words, Stress Retraction is triggered by PARSE-segment as well 
as by FIIL-1:. Consider first some examples. 
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(15) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

I: (0 

I I 
I finchel I goccial 

until drip-3SG 

(0 (0 

I I 
I cosil I dural 

so hard 

I: (0 

I I 
I avral I fattol 
have-3SG.FUT made 

CHAPTER 8 

[]cp 
[ro] 

· [ lr (:E) l:El 
[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

finch e go cc i a 

[]cp 
(ro) [ro] 

.j []r (:E) l:El 
[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

eo si dura 

[]cp 
[ro] 

[ h: (:E) I_:E] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 
avra fatto 

M81:39 

U41:4 

U158:2 

The tableau in (16) presents a number of candidates for the input in (15a). 

(16) PARSE-segment >> FILL-I:>> FILL-Maxro >> PARSE-I:, from [finche goccia]cp: 

Stress Retraction 

Candidates PARSE-segment FILL-~ FILL-Maxro PARSE-~ 

[ lcp 
[Ol] 

*I [I:] [L] 

[(cr)] [cr] [ lcr [cr] [cr] 

i. finche goccia 
[]cp 
[Ol] 

* * 
[]I: (I:) [I:] 

-> [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

ii. fine he goccia 
[]cp 
[Ol] 

*!** * (I:) [I:] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] 

ill. (fin) c he goccia 

The template-and-constraint account of the phenomenon of Stress Retraction as 

outlined above captures the observation that the prominence degree of a 'retracted' 

stress is not necessarily the same as the prominence degree of the original stress (cf. 

Nespor & Vogel 1986, 1989). In fact, in (15b), a dependent I: emerges, and not a 

dependent ro, by virtue of FILL-Maxro: a head foot must be preceded by a 
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der:,en1aeru: foot. In (17), the effect of FILL-Maxro is illustrated: violation in (17a), 
and satisfaction in (17b). 

a. *FILL-:Maxro b. FILL-:Maxro 
[]<p []<p 

[ Jro [m] [eo] 
[]I: []I; [I:] £Jr [I:] 

[cr] [cr] [ lcr Ucr [cr] [cr] (cr] (cr] (cr] (cr] 

COS i dura eo si d uta 

. To summarize, by the hierarchical dominance of the FILL constraints, FILL-:r and 
FIIL-Maxm, with respect to the PARSE constraints, P ARSE-ro and P ARSE-:r, we 

· ·formally account for the fact that in neutral speech textual eo-head or :r-head features 
. do not always come to the surface. The phenomena that these constraints formalize 

are traditionally referred to as Destressing and Stress Retraction. 

8.4 Violation of FILL 

This section deals with stress-final words whose textually specified !:-head or m
head features are not deleted in the output. Another constraint must be assumed to 
outrank FILL-Maxro and FILL-:r. In section 8.4.1, I shall take up the phonological 

· phrase forms to which I referred in chapter 3 as marked Default <p Form and 
. Complex <p Form Ib. In accounting for these forms, a {semantics, prosody} 

alignment template will be introduced. The ranking position of the FILL constraint 
that ensures that this template is properly filled at the surface ensures that FILL-:r 
violating <p outputs may be selected as optimal. Section 8.4.2 deals with the phonetic 
effects of the FILL-:r violations. 

8.4.1 {Semantics, Prosody} Alignment: Violation of FILL-:r 

Section 3.4.3.3 presented the marked Default <p Form, and section 3.4.3.4, the 
Complex <p Form I. The markedness of these <p forms derives from the fact that the 
head of the, phrase is immediately preceded by a dependent m-head rather than by a 
dependent !:-head. The <p forms are repeated in (18). 

(18) Default <p Form (marked): 

ro 
:r 
cr (1 

<p 

ro 
:r 

/Complex <p ~orm Ib: 

<p 

cr 

m 
:r 
cr 

ro 
:r 
cr a 
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In the Montale and Ungaretti corpora the number of occurrence of marked Defq> 
outputs was 4% and 3.4%, respectively, and of Complex q> Form Ib, 7.2% and 
6. 7%.6 These percentages differ remarkably from those representing the Default q> 
Form proper, which amount to 37.2% in Montale, and to 30.1% .in Ungaretti.7 

Generally, the textual .inputs of the q> forms .in (18) contain two ID-head features. 
Some examples are given in (19). 

(19) I [ ]cp 

[ID] (ID] 
(I) (I) [L] [L) 

I I [0'] [0'] [0'] [0'] [0'] [o'J 
a. I toccano/ /I/ I animal toccano l'anima U185:13 

touch-3PL the soul 
[]cp 

[ID] [ID] 
(1) (1) [L] [L] 

I I (a) [0'] [a] [a] [0'] [a] 

b. /dif /rosse/ /formiche/ di rosse formiche M28:6 
of red ants 

[]cp 

[ID) [ro] 
(1) (1) [L] [L] 
I I (a) [er] [ lcr [er] [a] 

c. I mal I piu/ / foce/ ma piu fo ce M96:12 

In addition to the above two m-head inputs, prosodlcally less specified textual 
inputs are found which nevertheless give rise to the same marked cp outputs. Such 
input-output instances occur in the recordings of Ungaretti only, however. The 
input in (20a) contains a :E-head associated with the demonstrative pronoun q11ella, 
the input in (20b), a :E-head associated with the preposition sopra, and the input in 
(20c) contains no additional prosodic feature except for the ro-head which surfaces 
as a qrhead. 

(20) 

a. 

b. 

L ro 
I I 

/ quella.l / mano/ 
that hand 

:E (l) 

I I 
/ sopra./ /le/ / sabbie/ 
upon the sand 

Uro 
[L] 

[er] [er] 
quell a 

[]<p 
[ro] 

[L] 

[a] [a] 

m a no 

[ ]qr 
[ Jro [ro] 
[L] [:EJ 
[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

so pra le s ab bie 

U172:7 

U172:1 

6 In table 3.44, in section 3.7, these latter percentages were taken together with those referring to 
Complex cp Form la. 
7 See table 3.44. 



I 
/lamentosa/ 

L'-'J 1- ..... .J ... - .... -

lamentose U117:8 

output (20a) might be explained by taking into consideration the deictic 
~lililctJ:on of the pronoun, a similar morpho-semantic function cannot be attributed 

dependent ro outputs in (20b) and (20c): 
To capture the prosodic regularity of the outputs in (19) and (20), I suggest that 

, relevant structures are instances of narroJIJ focus. A property of items with narrow 
;}0 cus is that they do not constitute the head of the phrasal constituent (cf. Selkirk 
,1984a).B Selkirk (1984a) defines the relevant phrasal constituent in terms of either 
.~orphological, syntactic or semantic constituency. However, by defining the narrow 
'focus structure in terms of prosodic constituents, the rich set of non-prosodically 
''defined constituent combinations displaying narrow focus is captured by one 
' structure. More concretely, a {semantics, prosody} alignment template is introduced 
·which, just as the alignment templates presented in the chapters 6 and 7, is part of 
~the input. The template is defined as follows: 

' (21) Temln: Narrow Focus 

[ lro Ucp 

I I 
[ ... X Y] (X = element with narrow focus) 

The template states that a Narrow Focus structure consists of a ro position followed 
by a 1p position. It is in principle irrelevant whether the element X that fills the ro 
position constitutes (a) a lexical item, grammatical item, a bounded morpheme ot 
no morpheme at all, or (b) a metrically simple or metrically complex item. The 
templatic positions must be filled with proper prosodic content, namely by a a 
feature and a cp feature. It is the constraint FliL-[Jro[Jcp which ensures this filling: 

(22) FILL-[] ro[ ]cp: /.Narrow Focus template must be properly filled 

Obviously, to establish what determines the activAtion of the alignment template .iJ 
, (21) is a complex matter. It is beyond the scope of this research to investigate thi 
issue. I simply conclude that on the basis of the percentages presented above, 
outputs which result from the activation of the Narrow Focus template are m01 
specific than default cp's. Their metrical imperfection sustains this conclusion: narro· 

8 Selkirk (1984a:271) distinguishes two types of narrow focus, one with a linguistic interpretation, and o 
with a metalinguistic interpretation: in particular focused sub-word constituents evoke the metalinguls 
interpretation (cf. the examples 20abc). 
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focus often gives rise to q> outputs in which a head foot and a dependent foot do 
not alternate. 

Returning to the main topic of this chapter, i.e. to the behavior of stress-final 
words, we observe that textual inputs subject to the Narrow Focus template do not 
allow the relevant ro-head and :E-head to be left unparsed in order to satisfy FILL
Maxro and FILL-:E. That is, FILL-Maxro and FILL-:E are violated by virtue of the 
hierarchical dominance ~f FlLL-[Jro[Jqt: The tableau in (23) illustrates the interaction 
between the constraints for the input presented earlier in (19c). 

(23) FILL [] [] >>FILL :E from [ma piu foce] - 0) J(jl -
' J(jl 

Candidates FILL-[ ]ro[ ]CJl FILL-I: FILL-Mm{(!) 

[ l<p 
[ro] [ro] 
[:!:] []I; [:!:] *** • 

-> (a) [a] [la [la Ua [a] [a] 

i. m a piu foce 

[ l<p 
[(ro)] [ro] 

[]I: [(:E)] [I:] *I • 
[a] [a] [a] [a] 

il. ma piu foce 

How the FILL violations are phonetically interpreted is what we will discuss now. 

8.4.2 Phonetic Interpretations of FIIL-:E Violation 

The number of FILL-:E violations in cp-internal position is extremely small in the 
recorded corpus of poetry: only one instance in Ungaretti, and four instances in 
Montale are found. Therefore, we should be cautious about drawing too hasty 
conclusions about. the relevant epenthetic effects. 

When a FILL constraint is violated, epenthetic elements are found in the output. 
In the linguistic domain considered here, epenthesis implies the addition of 
prosodic features. The hypothesis is that Raddoppiamento Sintattico, Vowel 
Doubling, Pitch Jumping and Pause Insertion constitute such epenthetic 
phenomena: either segments are lengthened, the interval between two segments is 
lengthened or the difference between the target F0 values is increased.9 More 
precisely, Pitch Jumping appears to be the phonetic interpretation of the violation 
of FILL-Maxro, and the other epenthetic phenomena appear to be the phonetic 

9 Regarding the durational effect of Pitch Jumping, Collier (1983:242), referring to Sundberg (1979), 
observes that pitch changes require time: an interval of four semitones requires about 85ms if the 
direction of the change is rising, and 7 Sms if it is falling. Furthermore, it appears that pitch jumps do 
not exist actually: 'they happen to result in glides because of the inertia of the laryngeal structures' 
(Collier 1983:243). 
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ftiterpretations of the violation of FILL-1:. 10 Evidence in favor of the former 
':.~orrelation is provided by textual inputs in which no stress-final words occur. That 

MJi,e.inputs that are subject to the Narrow Focus template, like those considered in 
f

1
119/ and (20), are all phonetically realized with two pitch accents which differ 

l~ retnarkably in their tonal level. Except for (19c), these inputs give rise to a FILL
+:Maxro violation alone. Therefore, I assume a pitch jump to be the phonetic 
.:·reaHzation of the violation of FILL-Maxro. Whether or not Pitch Jumping may also 
'£unction as a phonetic realization of a violation of FILL-l:, requires further research.11 
:' The examples of FILL-l: violations found in the recordings of Montale and 

:'u11garetti are given in (24). In addition to Pitch Jumping, Raddoppiamento 
~S.Intattico is observed in (24a), Pause Insertion in (24b) and (24c), and Vowel 

Doubling in (24d) and (24e). 

(24) 

ro (I} 

I I 
a. I mal I piu/ I foce/ 

but more sluice 

ro ro 
I I 

b. /non/ /ore/ /vane/ 

(I} (I} 

I I 
c. I che/ I tu! / sentil 

[ ]cp 
[ro] [ro] 
[L] [L] 

[(o)] [cr] ( lcr [cr] [cr] 

m a piu [f:]oce 
I I 
L* H* 

Ucp 
[ lro ( ro) [ro] 
[Jr [LJ [L] 
(cr] [ lcr [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

non 0 ore vane U253:3 
I I 

H* L* 

[ro] 
[L] 

[(cr)] (cr][)cr 

che tu 0 
I 

L* 

[]q> 

[ro] 
[L] 
[cr] [cr] 

se n ti 
I 

H* 

M96:12 

M5:6 

10 Regarding Raddoppiamento Sintattico as a phonetic interpretation of a FILL-l: violation, it should be 
stressed that reference is made to its rhythmic variant, not to its morphological variant (cf. section 4.2.2, 
and the referen\::es made there). Evidence in favor of the rhythmic variant is provided by Marotta (1986): 
the degree of consonant lengthening on the one hand, and the metrical context in which RS is observed 
on the other, are proportionally related to one another. No stressless syllable between two stresses 
causes extreme lenghthening of the initial conson¥Jt of the second word, while a maximum of two 
stressless syllables between two stresses ·causes no J(mgthening at all. In constraint-based terms, there is a 
FIIL-l: violation in the former context alone. If a word-final stressed syllable is followed by one or two 
unstressed syllables there is no FILL-l: violation. Hence, if any consonant lengthening is observed in 
these latter contexts, it should not be interpreted as epenthetic effect of FILL-l: violation. 
11 Camilli (1965) observes that Raddoppiamento Sintattico is blocked to apply after a strong melodic 
change. On the basis of measurements executed by Els den Os and myself it appeared indeed that 
Raddoppiamento Sintattico and Pitch Jumping are complementarily distributed. Whether more than one 
variant of Pitch Jumping needs to be distinguished is not clear at this point. Undoubtlessly, however, 
Pitch Jumping must be considered to constitute an available epenthetic phenomenon in Italian. 
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[ lcp 
[ro] [ro] 

:E (l) (l) [:E] [:E] [:E] 

I I I [cr] [cr] [cr] [ lcr [cr] [ lcr 
d. I come/ /tu! /fall come tu: fa i M52:19 

as you make I I 
H* L* 

[Jcp 

' (m] (m] I 
(l) (l) [h:: [:El [:E] 

I I [cr] (cr] [cr] [ lcr (cr] [cr] 
e. /in/ /cui/ /par/ / scatti/ in cui p [a:] r s c a tti M81:8 

in which seems bursts I I 
L* H* 

Obviously, neither the durational additions nor the pitch level additions give rise to 
full-fledged syllables and! or feet. In fact, we are faced with FILL violations, and 
these cp-intemal FilL violations occur by virtue of the activation of the {semantics, 
prosody} alignment template in (21). Like the alignment templates presented in 
chapters 6 and 7, the Narrow Focus template is not defined in metrical terms alone. 
Indeed, inputs that are subject to an alignment template in principle may be 
expected to be metrically marked. In actual case, activation of the Narrow Focus 
template may give rise to a violation of FILL-Maxro and FILL-:E: the rhythmic 
alternation at the :E-ro level as well as at the cr-:E level may be disturbed. 

With respect to the regional distributions of the above phenomena it has been 
observed that Raddoppiamento Sintattico and Vowel Doubling belong to different 
phonological grammars of Standard Italian (cf. Camilli 1965, Napoli & Nespor 1979, 
Nespor & Vogel 1979, Repetti 1991, Agostiniani 1992). More precisely, RS belongs 
to the grammar of the central and southern varieties of Standard Italian, and VD to 
the grammar of the northern varieties.12 Although coming from Liguria, in which 

the northern variety is spoken, Montale's reading contain a single, but very clear 
example of RS (cf. 22a) as well as various examples of VD (cf. 22de). Ungaretti's 
reading too contain both phenomena, but not in the cp-intemal FILL-:E violating 
contexts considered here.13 Pitch Jumping, by contrast, appears not to be regionally 
distributed: both Ungaretti and Montale produce pitch changes in order to create 
sufficient distance between two main stresses. This fact provides evidence in favor 
of the above proposal to consider Pitch Jumping to constitute the phonetic 
interpretation of a FILL-Maxro violation. 

12 It is well-known, furthermore, that between the central and southern varieties there are important 
contextual differences wlth respect to the application of RS (cf. Fanciullo 1986, Loporcaro 1988, Andalo 
1991, 1992, Agost:inianl 1992). 
13 As shown in 3.4.4.3, Ungaretd's readings show up with combinations of Stress Retraction and RS. 
Under the approach presented here, the lengthening of the consonant cannot be seen as the phonetic 
interpretation of a FILL-:E violation. The relevant instances argue in favor of a lexically represented 
ghost segment (cf. Bolognesi 1992). 
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Stress-final Words in cp-edge Position 

> M the right edge of a phonological phrase, a stress-fmal word input always gives 
} ;ise to a violation of FILL-I:. The number and percentages of such absolute stress
;; final cp's in the recorded data are as follows: in Montale, 54 stress-final cp's occur, 
-which amounts to 7% of such phrases, and in Ungaretti, 24 stress-final cp's occur, 
which amounts to 5.7% of such phrases with respect to the total of cp outputs . 

. These statistical facts provide additional evidence in favor of the Min:E template as 
. well as of the highly ranked position of FILL-I:. 

Vowel Doubling and Pause Insertion constitute the epenthetic effects when FILL-
• :t is .violated in <p-edge position. Section 8.5.1 accounts for the facts in terms of 

constraint interaction. Section 8.5.2 confronts FILL-I: with the constraint 
*SupraMax<p, which states that supramaximal cp outputs are prohibited (cf. section 
7.0). 

8.5.1 Violation of Flll-:E: Vowel Doubling and Pause Insertion 

In (25), a number of phrases are given which are characterized by the occurrence of 
·word-final stress in cp-edge position. 

(25) [)cp [ ]cp 
[eo) [CO] 

Ot [:E) l_k] [:E] 
[0') [0'] [cr] [la [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [la 

a. dei bambu M96:27 b. de 11 a citta M125:8 

[]cp []cp 
(CO] [eo] 

[]r [:EJ []I: [:EJ 
[a] [cr) [cr] [la [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] Ucr 

c. e c 0 si M125:28 d. di volonta U226:22 

[]cp 
[eo] 

Ut [:E] 
[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [ lcr 

' e. ricordera i U158:14 

As mentioned in chapter 3, secti~n 3.4.4.5, the stressed vowel in absolute <p-final 
position is sometimes re-articulated, sometimes lengthened and sometimes follo~ed 
by a glottal stop.l4 That is, the empty syllable positions in (25) are phonetically 
interpreted by durational additions. 

14 See Vayra (1992) for an analysis of glottal stops accompanying word-final stress in Italian. The 
phonetic measurements I did on material collected in Florence also provide evidence of the presence of 
glottal stops after word-final stressed vowels. 
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The theoretical issue that is raised now concerns the blocking of prosodic 
parsing across the cp boundary. More concretely, how can we account for the 
prohibition against taking a following unstressed syllable from the following phrase 
to fill the dependent syllable position? I suggest that the constraint FILL-cp-Head is 
crucially involved. In section 6.1, I defined this constraint as follows: 

(26) FILL-!jl-Head: the head of a cp template is filled with a textually specified eo-head 
/ 

This constraint was introduced in accounting for the fact that grammatical words 
are no proper flllers of the head of the phonological phrase. The de£inition of the 
constraint refers to the eo-level of the q> alone. However, by enriching the definition 
with a specification of the foot level, we also capture the fact that the head foot of 
the phrase is filled with segmental material that belongs to the same word 
providing the ro-head feature. 

(27) FILL-cp-Head (revised): (a) the head of a q> template is filled with a textually 
specified ro-head, and (b) the head foot of the cp template is exclusively 

filled with the segments of the word domain providing the eo-head 

Of more interest is the interaction between Maxq> outputs and FILL-I:, however, to 
which we turn now. 

8.5.2 *SupraMax!j! and FILL~.r 

In section 7.1, I argued in favor of a constraint ranking in which FIIL-1: outranks 
Defcp. This ranking provides an explanation for a number of maximal q> outputs: in 
order to avoid violation of FILL-1:, textual input words are parsed into a maximal cp. 
In the present section I would like to go a step further. Can supramaximal q> 

outputs be created in order to avoid FILL-t violation? 
The two examples in (28) suggest that FILL-E is indeed ranked higher than 

*SupraMax!jl. That is, the supramaximal cp outputs on the left are empirically attested, 
not the FILL-I: violating representations on the right. 

(28) []cp []cp []cp 

[ro] [eo] [ro] [eo] 
[I:] (:E) [)l: [I:] (1:] [I:] [l:J 

(cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [(cr)] [cr] [ lcr [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [crJ 

a. si va s u11 a carraia si va s u11 a carraia M96:19 

[Jcp [)cp [Jcp 
[ro] [ro] [eo] (ro] 
[I:] [I:] [1:] [1:] £h: O:J 

(cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [a] [a] [(cr)] [a] [ lcr [cr] [a] [cr] [a] 

b. a v r 9 ... .-i 1 t JJ ... Q pass o avro i 1 tuo pass o U117:19 
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"''"'.tiowcver, if we accept the dominance of FILL-:!: over *SupraMaxcp, we must be able 
~';~~ account for all the 54 and 24 cp outputs in Montale and Ungaretti in which FILL
:yiis violated. Part of these outputs can be explained by the fact that no textual 
fcmaterial immediately follows the cp-final stress. For instance, a sentence boundary 0= 
•.. the right edge of a Functional Projection) follows immediately, as in (29a). Another 
'Z'part can be explained by virtue of the fact that the output would give rise to a 
:•supra'-supramaximal cp output, as in (29b). And still another part can be explained 
· by taking into account the activation of alignment templates whose relevant FILL or 
?~PARSE constraint is higher ranked than FILL-E, as illustrated in (29c) by the 
·. imperative form. The FITL-l: violating cp outputs on the left are empirically attested, 
· not the FILL-:!: satisfying representations on the right. 

(29) [](jl (Jcp [}cp 

[ro] [ro] [ro] [ro] 
[],E [l:] {):] P:l [h:: {):] (E) p;] 
(cr] [cr] (cr] [la (cr] [a] [a] [a] [0"] [cr] [cr] [cr] (cr] (cr] [cr] 

a. ne bonta. /colla mente ne bonta./colla men te 
U117:23-4 

[Jcp (]cp 

[ lro (ro) [ro] [ro] 

U.t P:l [E] P:J [l:] 
[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [la (cr) [0'] [cr] [0') [0'] 

b. non si leggeva piu in faccia a! mondo 

[]cp 
[ro] [ro] [ro] 

[];E {):] [E] [EJ [EJ 
[cr] [a] (cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr) [a] [cr] [cr] 

non si leggeva piu in face~! mondo M72:42 

[<p] []cp []cp 
[ro] [ro] [ro] [ro] (ro) [ro] 

[E) p;] [:E) [1:] [L] p;] 
[cr] [la [(cr}] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [a] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

c. V a, per te l'ho pregato V a, per te 1 'ho pregato 
M5:17 

Another part of the FILL-:E violating cp outputs cannot be explained, however, by 
making reference to the above properties. In these cases, nothing seems to block 
parsing the input in one supramaximal ,tf>. In (30), the representations on the left are 
the attested ones, although the ones on the right satisfy FILL-:!:. 

(30) [Jcp [](jl [Jcp 
[ro] (ro] [ro} [ro}. 
[l:] P:l [l:] [1:] \£) Ut [:E) 

[(a)] [cr] Ucr [cr] [cr] [cr] [a] [a] (a) [cr] (cr] [cr] [a] [cr] [a] 

a. non so come stremata non so come stremata 
M125:22 
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b. 

[]cp 

[m] 
[1:] 

[(cr)] [cr] [ ]0 [cr] 

[cp] 

[m] 
[L] [L] 

CHAPTER 8 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

vedrei 
U172:27 

la primavera 

[m] 
(1:] 

(cr) [cr] [cr] 

[cp] 

[m] 
[L] [1:] 
[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

vedrei la primavera 

In sum, on the basis of the examples in (30) a ranking in which FILL-1: dominates 
*SupraMaxcp must be rejected. Since the supramaximal cp outputs presented in (28) 
constitute the only two examples found in the corpus which would argue in favor 
of this constraint ranking, a ranking in which FILL-l: dominates Defcp, but is 
dominated itself by *SupraMaxcp seems to be closer to the observed patterns: 

(31) *SuptaMaxcp >> Flll..-l: >> Defcp 

At this point, no other interactions will be considered. 

8.6 Conclusions 

This chapter presented a template-and-constraint based account of the classical 
external sandhi phenomena in Italian. The relative ranking of the constraints FILL-[ 
]ro[ ]cp, FILL-Maxm, FILL-l:, PARSE-m and P ARSE-1: enabled us to explain the 
distribution of these phenomena. In neutral speech, the satisfaction of FILL-l: 
accounts for the fact that textually specified m-heads and/ or :I:-heads fail to be 
properly parsed in the output. The external sandhl phenomena Destressing, Total 
Destressing and Stress Retraction are nothing but instances of violations of PARSE
m and P ARSE-1:. In non-neutral or focused speech, FILL-Maxro and FILL-:I: can be 
violated by virtue of the higher ranking of FILL-[ ]ro[ ]cp. That is, the constraint that 
ensures proper filling of the {semantics, prosody} alignment template, called 
Narrow Focus template, will be satisfied at the expense of FILL-Maxm and FILL-t. 
Pitch Jumping is the phonetic interpretation of the violation of FILL-Maxm, and 
Raddoppiamento Sintattico, Vowel Doubling and Pause Insertion are the phonetic 
interpretations of the violation of FILL-:I:. 

At the right edge of a q>, stress-final word inputs give rise to FILL-l: violations by 
virtue of the higher ranking of the constraint FILL:cp-Head. Vowel Doubling and 
Pause Insertion constitute the epenthetic effects in this environment. In addition to 
FilL-[ ]ro[ ]cp, I assume also that *SupraMaxcp dominates FILL-1:. That is, although 
Def<p may be violated in order to satisfy FILL-l:, *SupraMaxcp may not. This amounts 
to the following constraint ranking: *SupraMax<p > > FILL-1: > > Def<p. Table 8.1 
presents the relevant constraint interactions. 
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Table 8.1 Prosodic Phrasing of Stress-Finallf:7orrlr 

Default Metrical Templates 

Constraint Ranking Phonetic Interpretations 

i. FILL-:E > > PARSE-m i. Destressing 

li. FILL-:E >> PARSE-m ii. Total Destressing 

>> PARSE-:E iii. Stress Retraction 

Hi. PARSE-segment>> FILL-:E 

>>PARSE-m>> PARSE-:E iv. Maxq> outputs 

iv. FILL-:E > > Def<p v. Vowel Doubling I Pause Insertion 

v. FILL-<p-Head >> FILL-:E vi. Vowel Doubling I Pause Insertion 

vi. *SupraMax<p >> FILL-:E 

{Semantics, Prosody} Alignment Template 

Constraint Ranking Phonetic Interpretation 

FILL-[ ]ro[Jcp >> FILL-:E >> Pitch Jumping I Raddoppiamento 

FILL-Maxm Sintattico I Vowel Doubling I Pause 

Insertion 

/ 



Prosodic Metrics 

9.0 Introduction 

· This chapter proposes to apply the theory of metrical phrasing advanced in the 
previous chapters to the domain of versification proper. The approach is 
reminiscent of the theory of Prosodic Metrics, developed by Golston & Riad 
(f994) .1 Prosodic Metrics considers poetic meter to be templatic, prosodic and 
binary: 

(1) Golston & Riad (1994:1): 

Templatic 
Prosodic 
Binary 

Verse feet are complex templates 
Templates are defined in terms of authentic units of prosody 
Verse feet and verse metra are binary 

While Golston & Riad focus on the lowest levels of meter (i.e. on the metrical 
position and the verse foot) and on the lowest units of the prosodic hierarchy (i.e. 
on the mora and the syllable) in the present work, the levels of interest extend to 
the line of verse where meter is concerned, and to the phonological phrase where 
prosodic units are concerned. I redefine the Prosodic Metrics Hypothesis as follows:2 

(2) Prosodic Metrics Hypothesis: 
Lines of verse are defined in terms of phonological phrase templates 

This hypothesis leads to the introduction of a very restricted set of {versification, 
prosody} aligpment templates, to which I refer as line-templates (A.-templates). 
Section 9.1 presents these templates as well as the constraints which ensure their 
proper realization. Metrically bound verse aqd metrically free verse will be proposed 
to be condiiined by different poem-constraints. Section 9.2 presents an overview of 
the previously introduced textual and templatic inputs, the PARSE and FILL 
constraints as well as their relative rankings. Section 9.3 presents the prosodic 

1 Golston & Rlad's analysis concerns the bound verse of Classical Greek and Arabic. 
2 See also Helsloot (1995a), for a less explicit proposal in this direction. 
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analyses of a metrically bound poem of Montale and a metrically free poem of 
Ungaretti. 

9.1 A.-Templates 

As shown in chapter 3, the default phonological phrase, i.e. the two-:E or Maxro q>, 
constitutes the prototypical <p template of the poetic lang~age of Montale and 
Ungaretti. That is, dependent upon the specific A.-type that is involved, a A.
realization encloses one or more default phonological phrase outputs. The basic 
{versification, prosody} alignment template is thus: 

(3) {A., Def<p} 

That is, a line of verse is associated with Defq> templates. FILL-A. is the constraint 
that ensures that the alignment template is properly filled: 

(4) FILL-A.: a A.-template must be properly filled 

FilL-A. can be violated. That is, in ways similar to earlier chapters, proper realization 
of either textual inputs or templatic inputs may give rise to phonological phrase 
outputs which deviate from the Def<p template, c.q. the A.-template. The relative 
ranking of FILL-A. with respect to the previously considered PARSE and FILL 
constraints provides the grammatical account of the actual line realization. The claim 
is that the amount of FILL-A. violations is directly proportional to the degree of 
metrical tension. That is, the A.-template in (3) is considered to function as an 
evaluation metric. 

Let us return to chapter 3. Table 3.1 presented the line typology as deduced from 
the analyzed corpus of poetry of Montale and Ungaretti. Eighteen A.-types were 
found, ranging from the A.=l to the A.=18. On the basis of a statistical comparison 
between the two parsing approaches, i.e. the syntax-based NV-parsing and the 
perception-based PR-parsing, the unmarked parsing of a A.-type into phonological 
phrases was established. The line parsing tables contain the results of this statistical 
account (see Appendix D). 

The alignment template {A., Defq>} captures the phonological realization of a 
substantial part of the various A.-types. In principle, all A.-types larger than the A.=3 
may give rise to outputs containing one or more Def<p's. Only the A.=4, A.=S, A.=12 
and A.=16, i.e. all line types containing four positions or an exact multiple of four 
positions, in principle may give rise to outputs containing only Def<p's. On the basis 
of the analysis of very short lines as well as of very long lines, I formulated two 
versification principles (see the sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5): 
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Versification Principle 1 
A line of verse minimally contains one <p-sttess 

Versification Principle 3 
A line of verse maximally contains three <p-sttesses 

'c These principles imply that very short line types on the one hand, and very long 
.·. line types on the other, will be prosodically realized by (sub)minimal phrases and 

·· (supra)maximal phrases, respectively. The I.-templates in (6) must thus be added to 
• the basic {A., Def<p} template. 

(6} a. 

b. 
{A.min, 1-<p} 
{A.max, 3-<p} 

The relevant constraints are: 

(1) a. FILL-A.min: the MinA. template must be properly filled 
b. *A.max: lines with more than three <p's are prohibited 

In chapter 6, dedicated to phonological phrase minimality, I also introduced a 
{versification, prosody} alignment template involving poem/ stanza-initial and 
poem/ stanza-final lines. A property of such lines is that they are often realized by 
one or more (sub)minimal phonological phrases. The {emphatic speech, prosody} 
alignment template is thus associated with lines occurring in these specific poem 
positions .. Consider the template and its corresponding faithfulness constraint: 

(8) {A1/A.final, Emphatic Speech/[ )cpmin} 
FIU..-A.1/A.final: a A.l/A.final template must be properly filled 

This template constitutes the fourth A.-template which characterizes the poetry of 
Ungaretti and Montale. 

A final structural principle still requires to be addressed here. Consider the A.=ll. 
The {A., Def<p} template provides the A.= 11 with three <p's of which two a Def<p and 
one a Min<p. These three <p's can be combined in three different ways: Def-Def-Min, 

I 

Def-Min-Def, and Min-Def-Def. These patterns are exemplified in (9). 

(9) a. Def-Def-Min f 
' 

[Jcp. [ lcp [J<p 
(ro) [eo] [eo] [ro] 

[b: (:E) [L] [L) [L] [l:] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [o] [cr] [o] [cr) [o] [(cr)J [crJ [<J) [<J] 

mi sata lieve, me no acre, la ruggine ... M5:18 
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b. Def-Min-Def 

[]tp []tp [l<p 
[ro] [ro] [ro] 

llr [I:] [I:] llr [I:] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [a] [(cr)] [cr] [cr] [a] [cr] [cr] [a] 

vorticante soffiato d al ribelle M81:16 

Min-Def-Def 
J 

c. 

[l<p [ l<p []tp 
[ro] [ro] (ro) [ro] 

(r] llr [I:] [r] [I:] 

[(cr)] [cr] [cr] [a] [a] [a] [cr] (cr) [a] [a] [a] [a] 

n el sole che la smorza e g io rn o fat to M142:4 

There are a number of reasons for assuming Def-Min-Def to be structurally more 
well-formed than the other two combinations. Firstly, the prosodic word and the 
phonological phrase in Italian are both right-headed. That is, the right side of the 
constituents is prosodically more prominent, or heavier, than their left side. The 
level above the phonological phrase, Le. the intonation phrase level is also assumed 
to be right-headed (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986). By analogy, we may assume that the 
rightmost cp of the A.=11 is structurally more prominent than the preceding cp's. 
Following Dresher & van der Hulst (1995), more prominent means structurally more 
complex. Since the Defcp is more complex than the Mincp, the Mincp is disfavored to 
occur in this rightmost position. 

The correlation righthand side and heavy is also generally assumed to be a 
property of Italian meter: the penultimate position of a A.-type is the most 
prominent position of the line. Regarding the A-=11, an additional second (and 
third) less prominent position is generally assumed. These additional strong 
positions correspond with either the third, fourth, sixth or seventh position. The 
Min-Def-Def pattern causes the second position of the A-=11 to be strong. In fact, 
the Light-Heavy principle disfavors this cp combination. Assuming that the 
intonation phrase is also conditioned by structural binarity, the A-=11 gives rise to a 
sequence of two intonation phrases. The Light-Heavy principle groups the cp's as 
follows: 

(10) ([Defcp]J [Mincp-Defcp]I)/..=11 

Hypothetically, the same quantitatively unbalanced, iambic grouping principle of cp's 
explains why the A-=7 and the A.= 11 constitute the canonical line types in Italiar 
poetry. That is, 'unbalanced' line types are preferred over 'balanced' line types likf 
the A-=8 and A.= 12. 

Let me now consider the above A.-templates in the light of the distinction boun< 
verse vs. free verse. Most notably, free verse differs from bound verse insofar as : 
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'of A--types characterize a poem. Extremely stated, bound verse requires all 
a poem to correspond to one A--type, while free verse rather requires the 
te. successive lines display different A--types: 

Bound Verse: Al = t.z = A3 =An 

Free Verse: Al *- A2 *- A3 *-An 

titc,so,dlc terms: while bound verse is characterized by the repetition of an equal 
of q>'s, successive lines in free verse are characterized by an unequal number 

section 9.3, the just outlined versification-prosody grammar will be applied to 
of Montale and a poem of Ungaretti. In the next section, an overview is 

of the PARSE and FILL constraints which were argued to determine 
phonological phrasing in general . 

. 9.2 Textual Inputs, Templatic Inputs and Constraint Interaction 

previous chapters, a variety of textual and templatic inputs were 
as well as the relative rankings of a series of PARSE and FILL 

\-U11~u.au1us. I shall now present an overview of these input specifications and these 
.. v,,~LJLd.ll.lL rankings. I start with the textual and templatic inputs. After each input 
specification the section number is given in which the specification was first 

Both the textual input and the templatic input contain bare prosodic 
features as well as aligned features involving prosodic features on the one hand, and 
non-prosodic features on the other. 

Texln: 

a. Prosodic Head Features 

i. cr-head to syllabic segments (4.2) 
ii. l:-h7ad to polysyllabic grammatical words (4.2.2) 
iii. eo-head to lexical words (4.2.1) 
iv. :Eeo-head to strict compounds (4.2.4.1) 
v. eoq>-head to loose compounds (4.2.4.2) 

b. Aligmd Prosodic and No11-Pro.rodic Head Features 

i. {Imperative, q>-head} (6.3.1.1) 
ii. {Vocative, <p-head} (6.3.1.2) 
iii. {Deictic, q>-head} / {Deictic, eo-head} (6.3.1.3) 
iv. {Complex Preposition, :!:-head} (7.3.1.2) 
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(13) Temin: 

a. Prosodic Template Features 
i. cr-templates: [ ]0 [ ] n ([ ]c) 

ii. :E-templates: [ ]cr [ ] cr ([ ]cr) 
ill. m-templates: ([ h::) [ h: 
iv. cp-templates: ([[ ]cr[ h::] ro)<pmin; ([[ ]:E[ ]:E] ro)cpdef; 

([[ ]:E) ro[[ ]I[ )1;] ro) <pmax 

b. Aligned Prosodic and Non-Prosodic Template Features 

i. {Enumeration, [ ]<p} 
ii. {Emphatic Speech, [ ]q>nun} 

ill. {[E TOP, [ ]<pmin} 

iv. {A.l/Afinal, Emphatic Speech/[ ]cpmin} 

v. {Narrativity, [ ] cpmax} 

vi. {Long Lines, [ ] <pmax} 

vii. {Enjambment, [ ]<pmax} 

viii. {Narrow Focus, [ ]ro [ ]cp} 

(4.1.1) 
(4.1.2) 
(4.1.3) 

(4.1) 

(6.3.2.1) 
(6.3.2.2) 
(6.3.2.3) 
(6~3.2.4) 

(7.3.2.1) 
(7.3.2.2) 
(7.3.2.3) 

(8.4.1) 

Since free combination of textual inputs on the one hand, and templatic inputs on 

the other will typically give rise to conflicting results, the grammar provides a 

constraint hierarchy on the basis of which the selection of the optimal candidate 

output is ascertained. The constraint families PARSE and FILL ensure that textual 

inputs are properly parsed, and that templatic inputs are properly filled, respectively. 

The PARSE constraints in (14), and the FILL constraints in (15) have been 

recognized as being crucially involved in the selection of the optimal output. In 

addition, . there are two constraints which express the preference of the Defcp 

template over the other two <p templates, and the prohibition to realize cp's 

exceeding the structural principles of the Maxcp template (cf. 16). 

(14). PARSE Constraints (5.1.1) 
i. PARSE-Segment: all segments are parsed 
ii. PARSE-cr-Head: all cr-heads are parsed 

ill. PARSE-C: Cs are parsed into onsets 
iv. PARSE-cr: crs are parsed into feet 
v. PARSE-I:: :E are parsed into prosodic words 
vi.. PARSE-m: ms are parsed into phonological phrases 
vii. PARSE-cp: cps are parsed into intonation phrases 

(15) FILL Constraints 
i. FILL-Onset: orisets are filled with Cs 
ii. FIIL-cr-Head: cr-heads are filled with Vs 
ill. FILL-:E: a :E template must be properly filled 
iv. FILL-Maxm: a Maxm template must be properly filled 

v. FILL-Mincp: the Min<p template must be filled 

(5.1.2) 
(5.1.2) 
(5.1.2) 
(5.1.2) 
(6.0) 
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FIIL-q>-Head: (a) the head of a q> template is filled with a textually 
specified eo-head feature, and (b) the head foot of the q> template is 
exclusively filled with the segments of the word domain providing 

the eo-head feature (8.5.1) 
vii. FIIL-Maxq>: the Maxq> template must be properly filled (7.1) 
,ill. FIIL-<p: a <p template is filled with textual material (6.3.2) 
ix. FilL-[ ]eo[ )q>: a Narrow Focus template must be properly filled (8.4.1) 

i. 
ii . 

Defq>: q> outputs are realizations of the Defaultcp template 
*SupraMaxc:p: Supramaximal <p outputs are prohibited 

(7.1) 
(7.0) 

. 'fhe relative ranlcing of the constraints was established for a substantial part of the 
constraints. A complete ranking requires further research, however. Below, the 
rankings are given on the left, and the phonetic consequence of the rankings on the 
right. For instance, the dominance of FILL-Onset over PARSE-a-Head may give rise 

' t~ synaloephe, i.e. to the deletion of the prosodic feature of a vowel. The 
dominance of FILL-:E over FILL-Onset, in turn, entails no synaloephe in the 
appropriate context. 

(17) Partial Constraint Ranking A: 

PARSE-segment 
>> 
FIIL-.E 
>> 
FILL-Onset 
>> 
PARSE-a-Head 

Partial Constraint Ranking B: 

PARSE-segment 

>> ' 
FIIL- c:p-Head, 

FilL-[ ) ID[ )q> 
*SupraMaxc:p 
>> 

FIIL-.E 
>> 

FIIL-Maxm, 
>> 
PARSE-m 
>> 
PARSE-.E 

Phonetic Realization: 

No synaloephe (5.2.1.2) 

Synaloephe (5.2.1.2) 

Phonetic Realization: 

No deletion of segments 

Vowel Doubling/Pause Insertion 
/Raddoppiamento Sintattico 
Pitch Jumping (8.4; 8.5) 

Destressing (5.2.3; 8.3.1) 

Total Destressing (8.3.1) 
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Partial Constraint Ranking C: Phonetic Realization: 

PARSE-segment 
>> 
PARSE-cp, FILL-q> 
>> 
FILL-Minq> 
>> 
PARSE-:E 
>> 
PARSE-a 
>> 
Defcp 

/ 

Addition of phrase prominence 
Subminimal cp's (6.3) 
Maxcp's 

Expanded Def<p's (weak layering) 
(5.2.2) 

The ranking position of the versification constraints, introduced in the previous 
section, will be considered in the next section. 

9.3 Prosodic Parsing of Bound and Free Verse 

The poems Perchi tardi? of Montale and Canto Quinto of Ungaretti will be analyzed 
in accordance with the theory of Metrical Prosody developed in this thesis. In order 
to understand the parsings assigned to the lines of the poems, it may be helpful to 
consult the lists of input structures, constraints, and constraint rankings presented 
in the previous section. The four A-templates in (18), repeated from section 9.1, are 
held to be active, as well as the poem-constraints. 

(18) A-templates: 1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

poem-constraints: 

{A, Defcp} 
{Amin, 1-<p} 

{A.max, 3-<p} 
{Alhfinal, Emphatic Speech/[ ].:pmin} 

Bound Verse: A1 = A2 = A3 =An 
Free Verse: A1 "# A2 "# A3 "#An 

I start with Montale's poem. 

9.3.1 The Prosodic Parsing of Montale,s Perche tardi? 

Montale's Perch! tardi? (MJ42) is a poem with seven A=11 lines and a fmal A.=S lin~ 
The poem can thus be said to be metrically bound: Al = 1..2 = A} = An. 

For the sake of clarification, let me first present the poem without prosodi 
representations: 
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Perche tardi? Ne! pino lo scoiattolo 
batte la coda a torcia sulla scorza. 
La mezzaluna scende col suo picco 
n'el sole che la smorza. E' giorno fatto. 

A un soffio il pigro fumo trasalisce, 
si difende ne! punto che ti chiude. 
Nulla finisce, o tutto, se tu f6lgore 
!asci la nube. 

'Why do you delay? The squirrel .in the pine 
flicks his torch-tall against the bark. 
The half-moon with her horns sinks, paling 
into the sun. The day is done. 

At a puff the sluggish smoke leaps up, 
sheltering the point enclosing you. 
N othlng - or everything - is over 
0 lightulng, if you leave your cloud.' 

·what follows, each line is represented with its textual/ templatic features on the 
and with its fully prosodic parsing on the right. For reasons of space, the 

delimiting the edges of words are left out, as well as the a-head features 
associated with each full vowel. As before, angled brackets indicate violation of a 
PARSE constraint, and empty square brackets, violation of a FilL constraint. Under 
each line, the formal representations will be briefly commented upon. 

· (20) Texln/Temln: Prosodic Output: 

[ ]<!' [ lcp [ lcp 
[<o] [m] [m] 

Iro {t) {t) []I (I) [:E] [I] []I [I} 

I I I 
1. perche tardi nel pino lo scoiattolo 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [(cr)] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr][cr] 

perche tardi ne! pino lo scoiattolo 

[ ]<o 
{t) 

Line 1 is realized as Defcp-Minq>-Def<p. Since the textual input does not 

provide any <p-head features, the q>-positions are represented as being empty. 
The phonetic spell-out of the relevant FILL violation is addition of phrasal 

prominence to the ro-heads. All ro-head features are properly parsed. The 
Maxro positions, provided by the Def<p-template, are not properly filled, as 
indicated by the two empty brackets labeled I. The phonetic realization of 
the FILL-Maxro violation is the addition of a secondary stress to /per/ of 

1 perche, and to the monosyllabic determiner /lo/. The I-head feature of perche 
is not properly parsed by virtue of the higher ranking of FILL-I: destressing 
is the result. Finally, there is one PARSE-a violation: the a associated with ne/ 
is not parsed into a foot. / 

[]cp 
{t) (0 I 

I 
{t) 

[ lcp [ ]<!' 
[m] [ro] [<o] 

[I] [:E] [I] [:E] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [(cr)] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

[ lcp 
[m] 

[:El 
[a] [cr] 

2. batte la coda a torcia sulla scorza batte la coda ..... :). torcia sulla scorza 

Line 2 is realized as Defcp-Minq>-Defq>. FILL-A is satisfied: the Defcp templates 
of the A are properly filled. In addition, the Narrow Focus template is active: 
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[ ]ro[ ]cp. FILL-[ ]ro[ ]cp outranks FILL-Maxro: the <p on the left does not evince 
the strong-weak alternation at the l:-ro level. The phonetic realization is Pitch 

Jumping. Furthermore, the adjacent vowels [a a] are both fully realized. That 
is, FILL-Onset is violated. The higher ranking of the FILL-I: and FILL-Min<p 

constraints provides the explanation. 

(cp) [Jcp [ lcp 
[ro] [ro] [ro] 

l: (J) (J) (J) [l:] [l:] [l:] (]I; [l:] 

I (cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] (cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

3. la mezzaluna scende col suo picco La mezzaluna scende col suo picco 
I 

Line 3 is realized as SupraMaxcp-Defq>: the A=11-template is not properly 
filled. The trigger of the FILL-A violation is the constraint FILL-Minip: if 

mczzaluna and sccnde formed two separate cp's, the <p of sccnde would be 
subminimal. In other words, FILL-Mincp outranks FILL-A. 

(Jcp 
(ro] 

[]cp 
[ro] (ro) 

l: (J) (J) (J) [l:] [ ]I: [l:] [l:] 

[Jcp 
[ro] 

[l:] 

I [(cr)] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr](cr) (cr] [cr] [cr] (cr] 

4. nel sole che la smorza E giorno fatto nel sole che la smorza E giorno fatto 

Line 4 is realized as Mincp-Defcp-(expanded)Def<p. The m-head feature of giomo 
is not properly parsed: FILL-Maxro outranks PARSE-m. And there are two 

weakly layered syllables (cf. (a)). 

[ lcp [ lcp [ lcp 
(ro] (ro) [ro] [ro] 

(J) (J) (J) (J) [ ]l: [l:] [l:] [l:] [ ]I: [l:] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [cr][(cr)] [cr] (cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

5. a un soffio il pigro fumo trasalisce ll..JJn soffiQ ... U pi gro fu mo tra sa lisce 

Line 5 is realized as Def<p-(expanded)Defcp-Def<p. The adjacency of two full 

vowels allows for this realization. The m-head feature of pigro is not properly 

parsed: FILL-Maxro outranks PARSE-m. FILL-Maxro, in turn, is violated in the 

first and third <p: prosodic foot stress properties are added to a syllable that is 

textually unspecified for foot stress. 

[ lcp [ lcp [ ]cp 
[ro] [ro] (ro] 

(J) (J) (J) [ ]l: [I:] (I:] [ ]l: [l:] 

[cr] [cr][cr] [cr] [(cr)] [cr] (cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

6. si difende nel punto che ti chiude si difende n el pun to che ti chiude 
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Line 6 was not submitted to the informants. Nevertheless, the prosodic 
parsing is straightforward. Except for the weakly layered syllable, there are no 
PARSE violations. The violation of FILL-Maxm provides the addition of the 
foot stress to the textually unstressed pronouns si and che. 

[J<p [ lq> [ J<p 

(ro) [ro] (ro] {ro) [ro] 
(I) (I) [l:] [E] [E] [ l:E {E) [E] 
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I I I [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr][{cr)][cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

7. nulla .finisce o tutto se tu f6lgore nulla finisce o tutto se tu folgore 

8. 

Line 7 is realized as Def<p-Mimp-Def<p. A number of PARSE violations can be 
observed. The lexical word t111lla is realized with l>stress, and the strong 
pronoun 111 is realized without any stress. The A.-template is properly filled 
with Def<p's, at the expense, however, of textually specified features. 

[[ Jcpmin] A-final 
(l) (l) 

lasci la nube 

[]<p 
[ro) [ro] 

[l:] [k] 
[cr] [cr] [cr] [a] [cr] 

lasci la nube 

Line 8 too was not submitted to the informants. The bound verse constraint 
is violated, i.e., ;\.8 does not repeat the pattern of ;\,7. The line constitutes the 
final line of the poem, however. Thus, the {A.t!Afinal, Emphatic Speech 
/[ ]<prnin} template is active. The line is indeed prosodically overparsed. 

Summarizing, the A.-template {A., Def<p} is properly filled with respect to almost all 

lines of the poem. Line 3 violates Fill-A. by virtue of the higher ranking of Flll

Mincp. In Une 2, the constraint Defcp is violated by virtue of the higher ranking of 
the constraint FilL-Narrow Focus. And the 'expanded' Defcp's (PARSE-a is violated: 

(cr)), in the lines 4 and 5, are caused by the constraint PARSE-segment, which is 

undominated in Italian. The poem is an example of bound verse: only the ftnalline 

violates the bound verse constraint. Constraint Ranking C, given in section 9.2, can 

be enriched now with the ranking of FILL-A. beneath FILL-Min<p: 

(21) Partial Constraint Ranking 0 

PARSE-segment 
>> 
PARSE-<p, FILL-q> 
>> 
FILL-Minq> 
>> 
FILL-A. (Def-q>) 

I 

Phonetic Realization: 

Phrasal Prominence (6.3) 

Marked A.'s (Maxtp/Min<p's) 
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That is, {versification, prosody} principles are subordinated to core prosodic 

principles. 

9.3.2 The Prosodic Parsing of Ungaretti's Canto Quinto 

Ungaretti's Canto Quinto (0185) contains A.=S, A.= 7, A.=9 and A.= 11 lines, which 
alternate with one another in a rather random way. That is, the poem constitutes an 

example of free verse. The free verse constraint that is activated here is repeated in 
(22). 

/ 

(22) Free Verse: 1.1 * 1.2 * A.3 * A.n 

Consider first the poem in its original form. 

(23) 
1. Hai chluso gli occhl. A.=S You have closed your eyes. 

2. Nasce una notte J...=5 A night is born 

3. Piena di ftnte buche, A.=7 Full of false hollows, 

4. Di suoni morti A.=5 Of dead sounds 

5. Come di sugheri A.=S As of corks 

6. Di reti calate nell'acqua. A.=9 Of nets lowered into the water. 

7. Le tue mani si fanno come un soffto J...=11 Your hands become a breath 

8. D'inviolabili lontananze, J...=9 Of inviolable distances, 

9. Inafferrabili come le idee, J...=l1 Unseizable as thoughts, 

10. E l'equivoco della luna A.=9 And the moon's ambiguity 

11. E il dondolio, dolcissimi, J...=7 And the swaying, softest, 

12. Se vuoi posarmele sugli occhi, J...=9 If you would set them on my eyes 

13. Toccano l'anima. A.=5 Touch the soul. 

14. Sei la donna che passa ;1.=7 You are the woman who passes 

15. Come una foglia A.=S like a leaf 

16. E lasci agli alberi un fuoco d'autunno. ;1.=11 And leaves unto the trees a fire of 

autrunn. 

The hypothesis is that the same set of A.-templates that is assumed to be active in 
bound verse, is also active in the metrically free poetry of Ungaretti. 

(24) A.-templates: 1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

{A., Defq>} 
{A.min, 1-cp} 

{A.max. 3-q>} 
{1.1/J...final, Emphatic Speech/[ ]cpmin} 
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'fhe lines 1-9 as well as the final line of the poem are provided with a prosodic 
~alysis. On the left, the input specifications are given, and on the right, the 

prosodic output. 

{25) Texln/Temln: Prosodic Output: 

1; 

2. 

3. 

[J<p 
[ro] [ro] 

(J) (J) [.I:] []}:: [.I:] 

(cr) [cr] [cr] ( cr} [cr] [cr] 

hai chiuso gli occhi hai chiuso glLQcchi 

Line 1 is realized as an 'expanded' Defq>: PARSE-0' is violated (> weak 

layering). FILL-Maxro is also violated, as indicated by [ h:. Instead of strong

weak alternation at the :E-ro level, the two eo-heads are realized with two 

highly differing pitch accents: a H* is associated with chiuso, and a L* with 

occhi. PARSE-a-Head is also violated (> deletion of the prosodic value of the 

vowel /i/ of gh). In accordance with the A1 template, an overparsed q> is 

realized. 

[l<p [Jcp 
[ro] [ro] 

(J) .I: m [.I:] [.I:] [1:] 

I [Jcr [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

nasce una notte nasce una notte 

Line 2 is realized by two q>'s: a Submincp plus a Defq>. The involved A-type is 

identical to the A-type of the first line, namely, a 'A.= 5. Line 2 violates thus 

the free-verse constraint: A.t * A.2. The prosodic parsing is non-identical, 

however: 1-q> vs. 2-<p. 

m (J) 

piena di finte buche 

/ 

[]cp 

[m] 

[1:] 

[ lcr [cr] [cr] 

[J<p [Jcp 
[ro] [m] 

[.I:] [.I:] 

[cr] [cr] [cr] [ ler [er] [er] 

piena di finte buche 

Like Line 2, Line 3 violates FILL-A.: the line is not parsed into default cp's but 

into (sub)mincp's. I suggest that the alignment template which typically 

characterizes Ungaretti's diction, i.e. {Emphatic speech, [ ]cpmin}, is active. 

FILL-<p ensures proper filling of this template. The phonetic realization of 

the violation of FILL-Min<p is addition of prosodic features: phrasal 

prominence properties are added to all the textually specified m-heads. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

OJ 

di suoni morri 

CHAPTER 9 

[ lcp 
[ro] [ro] 

rrJ flr [LJ 
(cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

di suoni morti 

The prosodic parsing of Line 4 is identical to the parsing of Line 1. Like the 
other lines, an overparsed q> is realized instead of a default q>. Again, all ro

head features are properly parsed in the output. Notably, in the following 

lines too there are no ro-head features that are left unparsed in the output in 

order to fulftll the requirement of the 1:-ro alternation of the Defq> template. 

Why not rank PARSE-ro as undbminated constraint in Ung~retti's grammar? 

The reasons arguing against such a re-ranking are multiple: (a) two different 
grammars, one for Montale and one for Ungaretti, must be assum~d then, (b) 
undominated P ARSE-ro correctly implies absence of De stressing in the actual 
poem, but it leads to a false conclusion with respect to the whole of 

Ungaretti's grammar (cf. section 5.2.3). Furthermore, by considering constraint 
rankings to be poem-specific, we implicitly deny the existence of a single 

generalizing framework of metrical prosody, characterizing (a) the poetry of 
Ungaretti as a whole, (b) the poetry of both Montale and Ungaretti, and (c) 

Italian in general. In other words, re-ranking of constraints is disregarded 

here as formal option in accounting for unexpected prosodic behavior. 

[ lcp [ lcp 
[ lro [ro] [ro] 

:1: OJ 0) [:1:] [:1:] flr [:1:] 

I [ lcr [cr] [cr] (cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr][cr] 

come di sugheri / di reri come di sugheri (di reti) 

Enjambment occurs across the edge of Line 5. The supramaximal q> output is 

licensed by FILL-cp, as argued in chapter 7, section 7.3.2.3. 

OJ (I) (I) 

[]cp 
[ro] 

[l:] 

[]cp 

[ro] [m] 

[:E] []I [1:] 

di reri calate nell'acqua 
[cr] [cr] [cr] (cr) [cr][cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] 

di reti calate nell'acqua 

Line 6 is realized as the head of the enjambed supramaximal q> followed by 

an expanded Defq>. 

[ lcp [ lcp [ lcp 
[ro] [ro] [ro] 

ro ro r ro r Jr rrJ f.!:J f.LJ rr1 
I [cr] [cr] [cr] [cr] [(cr)] (cr] [cr} [cr] (cr) [cr] [cr] [cr] 

7. le tue mani si fanno come un soffio le tue m ani si fan no cam .£....En so ffio 
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Line 7 is realized as a standard 1..=11 line: Def<p-Min<p-Def<p. 

(Jcp [ lcp 
[ro] (ro] 

(f) (I) [h: [!:] llr [!:] 

[er] [er] [er] [er) [er] [er] [cr] [cr] [er] 

d'inviolabili lontananze d'inviolabili Ion tan anze 

Line 8 is realized as Def<p-Defcp. No particular constraint interactions are 
involved. 

(f) r 
[ lro [ lcp 

0) 

I 
Inafferrabili come le idee 

£ Jcp Hp 
[ro] [ lro [eo] 

r lr [El (!:J £ Jr [LJ 
[er] [er] [er] [er] [er] [er] [er] [cr] [er] [cr] [cr][cr] 

inafferrabili come le idee 

Line 9 is realized as a two-cp 1..=11: Defcp-Maxq>. The Maxq> output come le idee 

gives rise to a volatiop of FILL-Maxcp: the iambic Light-Heavy is not 

respected (cf. section 7.1). Focus is given to the detenniner le. That is, the 
detenniner is realized as m-head. 

eo r ro 

I I 
(f) CO 

[ ]<p [ l<p [ lcp 
[ro] [ro] [ro] 
[!:] [!:] [.E] [!:] 

[(er)] [er) [er] [er] [er] [er) [er] [er] [(er>J [cr) [er) 

[J<p 
[ro] 
[.EJ 

[(cr)] [er] [er] 

elari~aberimfu:x:odalrnno e lasci agli alberi un fuoco d'autunno 

The prosodic parsings of the lines 10-15 are presented in Appendix E. These 

lines do not involve constraint interactions which are not discussed already. 

Line 16, by contrast, is realized as a four-q> 1..=11: Min<p-Def<p-Minq>-Minq>. 

That is, the A.-template {A.max. 3-q>} is not properly filled. The final-line 

template is involved, however. This template licenses the output. That is, the 
constraint FILL-A.fmal outtanks *A.max· 

sum, like the bound verse poem of Mqntale, the free verse poem of Ungaretti is 
aracterized by line pars~gs which do ~ot exceed the maximum of three cp's (the 
~em-final line excluded). The free verse poem differs however from the bound 
•em with respect to the minimum of cp's per line. That is, in the latter, each line 
'ntained minimally two cp's (the poem-final/.=5 excluded), while in the former, 1-q> 

1es occur. In addition to the different A.-types exhibited by the two poems, the 
:osodic variation in the free verse poem is also larger than in the bound verse 
)em. The following pattern is observed regarding the number of cp's per line: 
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(26) Number if tp's per A. 

Montale: 1. 3-q> Ungaretti: 1. 1-q> 
2. 3-q> 2. 2-q> 

3. 2-q> 3. 3-q> 
4. 3-q> 4. 1-q> 

5. 3-q> 5. 1+-q> 
6. 3-q> 6. 2-cp 
7. 3-q> 7. 3-q> 
8. 1-q> 8. 2-q> 

9. 2-q> 
I 16. 4-q> 

9.4 Conclusions 

This chapter applied the theory of Metrical Prosody to the domain of verse. An 
example is given of how an analysis of the metrical properties of a poem in terms 
of prosodic properties allows us to discover a number of poet-specific and poem
specific properties. Obviously, future research is needed in order to determine the 
relevance of this application. 



Conclusions 

~~~s thesis has dealt with the phonological phrasing of Italian. On the basis of an 
~ltialysis of the poetry of Giuseppe Ungaretti and Eugenio Montale, a theory of 
f/metrical prosody is developed which is characterized by a multi-layered hierarchy of 
J*,L.;:;; -'. 

~~'tinaty alternating strong and weak prosodic constituents. The theory extends the 
~;~6rganizing principles recognized below the level of the prosodic word up to the 
~~level of the phonological phrase. Like the syllable, the foot and the prosodic word, 
~<the phonological phrase is conditioned by minimality requirements. And like the 
~f~yllable and the foot, the prosodic word and the phonological phrase are 
, conditioned by maximality requirements. Unarity, binarity and ternarity are the three 
~ structural properties which are crucially involved in capturing the set of phonological 
' phrases. These structural properties are presented in terms of a restricted number of 

abstract phonological phrase templates. 
, The analytical approaches applied to the verse data consisted of (a) a mapping of 

the syntactic structures displayed by the verse data, into phonological phrases, and 
(b) a perception-based phonological parsing of the readings of Montale and 
Ungaretti of their own poetry. The first parsing was assigned in accordance with the 
relation-based syntax-to-prosody mapping algorithms proposed by Nespor & Vogel 
(1986) and Hayes (1989a). The second parsing was a synthesis of the perceived 
prominences and phonation breaks assigned by five listeners to the recorded 
readings. A total of 5309 lines of verse were parsed in accordance with (a), and of 
these, 523 lines were parsed in accordance with (b). 

The results of the parsings were statistically processed. Proportionally, about 70% 
of the phonological phrases obtained through both analytical approaches coincide 
where the location of the head of the phonological phrase is concerned (optional 
application or non-application of <p-reptructuring included). That is, 70% of the 
perception-based phrasal parsings display the relation between syntactic and 
prosodic structure that is claimed by Nespor & Vogel (1986) to be (possibly) 
mapped into a phonological phrase. The remaining 30% of the perception-based 
phrasal constituents diverge from the syntax-based phrasal constituents in either of 
the following two senses: the perception-based phrasal constituents are larger than 
the syntax-based phrasal constituents, or the perception-based phrasal constituents 
are smaller than the syntax-based phrasal constituents. A subpart of these 
constituents still can be captured in a syntax-based mapping account to 
phonologic:al ohrasing by loosening the mapping algorithms. Syntactic 
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branchingness, for instance, does not function as a blockage to uniting words into 
one phonological phrase. Another subpart of phonological phrase constituents, 
however, cannot be captlired by making reference to syntactic structure. Problematic 
cases for a syntax-based account are the following: (a) one and the same syntactic 
structure is sometimes p·arsed into one phonological phrase, and sometimes into 
two (or three) phonological phrases, (b) two syntactic heads which are not in a 
modifier-head or head-complement relation may form a single phonological phrase, 
and (c) two syntactic heads which display an aunt-niece relation may form a single 
phonological phrase with the exclusion of the mother of the niece. Neither the 
relation-based theory, not the end-based theory, nor the arboreal theory are able to 

J 

predict all and only the possible phonological phrase outputs. 
The theory of metrical prosody developed in this thesis claims to have more 

predictive as well as explanatory power where phonological phfasing is concerned. 
The theory involves the following informational components. Firstly, a textual 
component distinguishes lexical words (N, V, A) from grammatical words (pronouns, 
determiners, prepositions, etc.) in terms of prosodic feature specification: only lexical 
words are prespecified by a prosodic word-head feature. Secondly, a tenplatic 
component provides a set of metrically well-formed phonological phrase forms 
defined in terms of prosodically featured positions. A Generator combines the textual 
prosodic features with the templatic prosodic features, producing as such a number 
of possible prosodic outputs. Ideally, all the textual and templatic features emerge in 
the output. In reality, either the former or the latter are frequently constrained to be 
modified. Respect for the textual features is enforced by the family of PARSE 
constraints, and respect for the templatic features, by the famiLy of FILL constraints. 
The relative ranking of the PARSE and F1LL constraints establishes whether a textual 
feature or a templatic feature must concede. 

In the poetry of Ungaretti and Montale, one phonological phrase template in· 
particular has to be respected, namely the default phonological phrase template 
(Def<p template), i.e., the phonological phrase template that consists of a two-foot, 
or maximal prosodic word. The textual input that best fits this template consists of 
one prosodic word-head feature which is preceded by minimally two and maximally 
three syllable-head features, and which is followed by minimally one and maximally 
two syllable-head features. Chapter 5 of this thesis dealt with this default phrase, 
Since I analyzed poetic language, I do not exclude the possibility that in non~poetic 
language another phonological phrase template may be selected as constituting the 
default phrase template. 

In addition to default phrase outputs, the verse data also give rise to minimal 
phrase outputs and maximal phrase outputs. The minimal phrase template is 
identified as the loose minimal word ([cr+!:]), and the maximal phrase template as a 
strict minimal word plus a maximal word ([!:) [!:+!:]). The textual input enforces 
these phonological phrase templates to be realized, i.e., the textual input may: 
contain either more or less prosodic features than are required by the default 
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rp}lonological phra~e template. The underlying. principle is that segments cannot. be 
~:tieleted or added m order to fulfill the reqwrements of the default phonologtcal 
g~phrase. More precisely, while prosodic features can be deleted or added, segments 

~'Cah not. 
f;~; The perception-based analysis of the recorded readings of the poems also gave 
}!rise to a restricted number of .rubminimal phrase outputs and supramaximal phrase 
' coutputs. Highly specific non-prosodic linguistic properties associate with these 
~'metrically marked phrasal outputs. The chapters 6 and 7 were dedicated to these 
,~ properties. The relevant non-prosodic linguistic properties are either morphological, 
:',syntactic, semantic or versificational in nature. The proposal is that the relation 
t between prosodic markedness on the one hand, and highly specific non-prosodic 
~- linguistic properties on the other, is accounted for by means of either textual or 
' 'templatic alignments. The textual alignments typically involve items and/ or 

(sub)categories, and the templatic alignments involve constructions and! or relations. 
(1) lists the non-prosodic properties involved in the alignments. The list is not 
claimed to be exhaustive. 

(1) Texln: 

Imperatives 
Vocatives 
Deictics 
Polymorphematic Words 
Complex Prepositions 

Temln: 

Enumeration 
Slow Speech/Emphatic Speech 
Ellipsis 
Fronting 
Enjambment 
Opening and Closing Lines of Poems 
Short Ilnes and Edge Position 
Narrativity 
Enjambment 
Long Lines 

The addition of prosodic alignments to the set of bare prosodic input features is 
reminiscent of the traditional distinction between automatic phonology and non
automatic phonology (cf. Donegan & Stampe 1979, Zwicky 1990), or between Pl 
and P2 rules (cf. Kaisse 1985). Like prosodic alignments, Pl rules and non
automatic phonology assume non-phonological properties to be crucially involved 
in the phonological organization, and like/bare prosodic features, P2 rules and 
automatic phonology assume phonological principles alone to be involved in the 
phonological organization. The optimality theoretical non-derivational approach of 
phonological phrasing, elaborated in this thesis, accounts for the dominance of the 
prosodic alignment features over the bare prosodic features by the relative ranking 
of constraints. The constraints that ensure the proper realization of prosodic 
alignments are ranked higher than those ensuring the proper realization of bare 
prosodic features. 
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Regarding the ranking of the PARSE and FILL constraints, two tendencies are 
observed: (a) the FILL constraint that refers to prosodic constituent a is ranked 
higher than the PARSE constraint that refers to this constituent, and (b) the 
constraint hierarchy is ordered in accordance with the prosodic hierarchy in the 
sense that the constraint that refers to constituent level a is ranked higher than the 
constraint that refers to constituent level a-1. The first tendency is illustrated by 
rankings of the type FILL-:E >> PARSE-:E or FILL-Maxm >> PARSE-m. Chapter 8 
illustrated the former ranking on the basis of an analysis of stress-final words in 
Italian: FILL-:E may be satisfied at the expense of a violation of P ARSE-:E. Total 
D"estressing is the result. The latter ranking is illustrated in chapter 5 on the basis of 
an analysis of two adjacent strict 

1 
minimal m's. The first m-head is often not parsed 

in order to satisfy FILL-Maxm. Destressing is the result: the foot-head is parsed but 
the word-head not. In contrast to this FILL >> PARSE ranking, the PARSE 
constraint that ensures faithful parsing of a textual prosodic alignment, i.e. PARSE-cp, 
is satisfied at the expense of a FILL constraint. This interaction is illustrated in 
chapter 6 on the basis of the dominance of PARSE-cp over FILL-Mincp. 

The second tendency is illustrated by rankings of the type FILL-.I: > > FILL-Onset 
or PARSE-m>> PARSE-1:. In chapter 5, I argued that adjacent vowel reduction 0 
synaloephe) is blocked in order to realize a well-formed disyllable foot. FILL-Onset 
is violated in these cases by virtue of the higher ranking of FILL-1:. The ranking 
PARSE-m >> PARSE-1: is illustrated in chapter 8: rather a textually specified .I:-head · 
remains unparsed than a textually specified m-head. That is, the intrinsic prominenc~ 
of a lexical word prevails over the intrinsic prominence of a grammatical word in the 
context of direct adjacency. 

The schema in (2) presents the part of the grammatical model that is relevant for. 
phonological phrasing. 

Chapter 9 applied the theory of metrical prosody to the domain of versification. 
The analysis of the verse data provided not only evidence in favor of a metrically 
conditioned phonological phrase, but also in favor of metrically conditioned lines · 
of verse. More concretely, lines of verse are realized by a preferred number o( 
phonological phrases. A line minimally contains one phonological phrase, and 
maxlmally, three phonological phrases. The canonical meters of the Italian verse 
tradition, the /..=7 and the /..=11, are preferably realized by two and three 
phonological phrases, respectively. I proposed to extend the hypothesis of Prosodic.' 
Metrics as to include the levels of the prosodic word and the phonological phrase;\ 
The result of this extension is a set of line templates (/..-templates). The basic i~;c 
template defmes a f.. in terms of the Defcp template. ,,.tt~ 
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TenTln 
(a) Prosodic Templatic Features 

(b) Prosodic Alignments 

set of candidat\!s: {Cl, Cz, C3, ... } 

FIIL-q>-Head, 

FilL-[ ] ro[ ]cp 
*SupraMaxq> 
>> 
FIIL-1: 

>> 
FIIL-:Max ro 
>> 
FILL-Onset 
>> 
PARSE-cr~Head 

EVALUATION of Candidates 

PARSE-segment 

>> 
FIIL-1: 

>> 
FILL-:Max ro 
>> 
PARSE-m 

>> 
PARSE-!: 
>> 
PARSE-cr 

OPTIMAL OUTPUT 

PARSE-q>, FllL-q> 
>> 
FIIL-Min<p 

>> 
Defq> 

The metrical organization of free vs. bound verse was captured by poem-constraints. 
Identicity of line types is prohibited in the former, but required in the latter. A 
restricted number of line positions within a poem are prespecified by an alignment 
template which differs from the basic A.-templates. That is, the first line of a poem 
(or a stanza), as well as the final line of ,a poem (or a stanza) may be realized by 
more than three phonological phrases. Often these phrases constitute (sub)minimal 
phonological phrases. In Montale's poetry, furthermore, lines that are realized by 
one phonological phrase mainly occur in poem-final or stanza-final position only. 
In Ungaretti's poetry, 1-q> lines are not restricted to occur in these positions. 

Generally, (sub)minimal q>'s express emphasis, and (supra)maximal q>'s express 
continuance. In the light of the just mentioned relation between specific line 
positions and (sub)minimal phonological phrases, the following correlations are · 
observed: (a) (sub)minimal phonological phrases typically occur in edge-positions, 
and (b) (supra)maximal phonological phrases typically occur in domain-internal 
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positions. The phenomenon of enjambment illustrates the latter correlation: across 
line-edges, (supra)maximal phonological phrases are frequently found. As for the 
prosodic properties of the poetry of Ungaretti on the one hand, and of Montale on 
the other, in a nutshell: Ungaretti's poetry is characterized by <p (sub)minimality, and 
Montale's poetry by <p (supra)maximality. 

The theory of Metrical Prosody developed in this thesis is intended to account 
for the prosodic properties of poetic language as well as for the prosodic properties 
of non-poetic language, c.q. Italian. The former properties are considered to be an 
extension of the latter ones: poetry-specific prosodic properties are intrinsically 
related to the prosodic properties ,of the adopted language. In this respect, a 
framework based on templates and c'onstraints proves to be highly insightful. 
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A Title/First Line Poems 

eppe Ungaretti 

Ita d'un uomo. Tutte le poesie. A cum di Leone Piccioni. Milano: Mondadori (1969/1988) 

'tf.anslations: 
:selected poems of Giuseppe Ungaretti. Translated and edited by All en Mande!baum. Comell University, 

Ithaca and London. 1975. 

modem italian poets: Saba, Ungaretti, Montale. With a few fragments translated by Joseph Cary. 
New York University Press. 1969. 

in boldface ate part of the recorded cotpus . 

. ·From L:A/Jegria (1914-1918) 

Etemo 5 Dannazione 35 Dolina notturna 63 
Noia 6 Risvegli 36 Solitudine 64 

·Levante 7 Malinconia 37 Mattina 65 
cTappeto 8 Destino 38 Dormire 66 
Nasce forse 9 Fratelli 39 Inizio di sera 67 
A gonia 10 C'era umi volta 40 Lontano 68 
Ricordo d'Affrica 11 Sono una creatura 41 Trasfigurazione 69 
Casa mia 12 In dormiveglia 42 Godimento 70 
Notte di maggio 13 I fiumi 43 Sempre notte 71 
In galleria 14 Pellegrinaggio 46 Un'altra notte 72 
Chiaroscurp 15 Monotonia 47 Giugno 73 
Popolo 16 La notte bella 48 Sogno 76 
In memoria 21 Universe 49 Rose in fiamme 77 
Il porta sepolto 23 Sonnolenza f so Vanira 78 
Lindoro di deseno 24 San Mattino del Carso 51 Dal viale di valle 79 
Veglia 25 Attrito 52 Prato 83 
A riposo 26 Distacco 53 Si pona 84 
Fase d'Oriente 27 Nostalgia 54 Girovago 85 
Tramonto 28 Perche? 55 Sereno 86 
Annientamento 29 Italia 57 Soldati 87 
Stasera 31 Commiato 58 Ritorno 91 
Fase 32 Allegria di naufragi 61 Un sogno solito 94 
Silenzio 33 Natale 62 Preghiera 97 
Peso 34 
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From Sentimento del Tempo (1919-1935) 

0 notte 103 Led a 131 1914-1915 161 
Le stagioni 105 Fine 132 Epigrafe 163 
Silenzio in Liguria 107 Pari a se 133 Danni con fantasia 167 
Alia noia 108 Eco 137 La pied 168 
Sire ne 109 Ultimo quarto 138 Caino 172 
Ricordo d'Affrica 110 Statua 139 La preghiera 174 
Una colomba 113 Ombra 140 Dannazione 176 
L'isola 114 Aura 141 La pied romana 177 
Lago Luna Alba Notte 115 Stelle 142 Sentimento del tempo 178 
Apollo 116 Sogno I 143 Canto prima 181 
lnno alla morte 117 Fonte 144 Canto secondo 182 
N otte di marzo 119 Due note 145 Canto terzo 183 

' Aprile 120 Di sera 146 Canto quatto 184 
Nascita d'Aurora 121 Rosso e azzurro 147 Canto quinto 185 
Di luglio 122 ' Grido 148 Canto sesto 186 
Giunone 123 Quiete 149 Canto beduino 189 
D'Agosto 124 Sereno 150 Canto 190 
Un lembo d'aria 125 Sera 151 191 
Ogni grigio 126 n capitano 155 Preludio 192 
Ti svelera 127 Prima amore 157 Quale grido 193 
Fine di Crono 128 La Madre 158 Auguri 194 
Con fuoco 129 Dove la luce 159 Senza piu peso 195 
Lido 130 Memoria d'Ofelia d'Alba 160 Silenzio stellato 196 

From 11 Do/ore (1937-1946) 

Tutto ho perduto 201 Incontro a un pino 219 Accadra? 231 
Se tu tnio fratello 202 Folli i miei passi 223 L'angelo del povero 235 
Giomo per giorno 205 Nelle vene 225 Non gridate piu 236 
Il tempo e muto 213 Defunti su montagne 226 I ricordi 237 
Amaro accordo 214 Mio flume anche tu 228 Terra 238 
Tu ti spezzasti 215 

From La Tetra Promessa (Frammenti 1935-1953) 

Canzone 241 Recitativo di Palinuro 250 Segreto del poeta 253 
Di persona morta 243 Variazioni su nulla 252 Finale 254 

Cori descrittivi 244 

Recorded readings of Ungaretti are taken from the LP entitled Omaggio a Ungaretti, a cura dr 
Leone Piccioni. Fonitcetra. 
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Montale. 
in versi. Edizione critica a cura di R. Bettarinì & G. Contini. Torino: Einaudi. 1980. 

Bones. Translated, with preface and commentary, by William Arrowsmith. New York: 
W.W. Norton & Company. 1992. 

Occasions. Translated, with preface and commentary, by William Arrowsmith. New York: 
.W. Norton & Company. 1987. 

Ossi di Seppia (1920-1927) 

· Minstrels 
C'!lfè a Rapallo 
Epigramma 
Quasi una fantasia 
Saicofaghl 
Ora sia il tuo passo 
Il fuoco che scoppietta 
Ma dove cercare la tomba 
Ve11to e bandiere 
Fuscello teso dal mttro 
Non chiederci la parola [ ... ] 
Meriggiare pallido [ ... ) 
Non rifugiarti nell'ombra 
Ripenso il tuo sortìso, [ ... ] 
Mia vita, a te non chiedo [ ... ] 
Portami il girasole [ ... ] 
Spesso il male di vivere [ ... ] 
Ciò che di me sapeste 
Là fuoresce il Tritone 

' So l'ora in cui la faccia ~ .. ] 
Gloria del disteso [ ... ] 
Felicità raggiunta, si cammina 
Il canneto rispunta [ ... ] 
Forse un mattino [ ... ] 
Valmorbia, [ ... ] 
Tentava la vostra mano [ ... ) 
La farandola [ ... ] 

From Le Occasioni (1928-1939) 

Il balcone 
V e c chi versi 

5 
9 
11 
12 
14 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

38 l 

39' 

40 
41 
42 
43 

107 
111 

Debole sistro al vento 
Cigola la cartucola del pozzo, 
Arremba su la strinata proda 
Upupa, ilare uccello calunniato 
Sul muro grafito 
A vortice s'abbatte 
Antico, sono ubriacato [ ... ] 
Scendendo qualche volta 
Ho sostato talvolta nelle grotte 
Giunge a volte, repente, 
Noi non sappiamo quale sortiremo 
Avrei voluto sentirmi [ ... ] 
Potessi almeno costringere 
Dissipa tu se lo vuoi 
Fine dell'infanzia 
L'agave su lo scoglio 
Ed ora sono spariti [ ... ] 
S'è rifatta la calma 
Vasca 
Egloga 
Flussi 
Clivo 
Arsenio 
Crisalide 
Ma rezzo 
Casa stù mare 
I morti . 
Delta 
Incontro 
Riviere 

La gondola che scivola in un forte 
Infuria sale o grandine? [ ... ] 

44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
65 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
74 
76 
81 
85 
88 
91 
93 
95 
96 
101 

145 
146 
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Buffalo 113 Al primo chiaro, quando 147 
Keepsake 114 Il fiore che ripete 148 
Lindau 115 La rana, prima a ritentar la corda 149 
Bagni di Lucca 116 Non recidere, forbice, [ ... ] 150 
Cave d'autunno 117 La canna che dispìuma 151 
Altro effetto dì luna 118 ... ma così sia. [ ... ] 152 
Verso Vienna 119 Tempi dì Bellosguardo 155 
Carnevale di Gerti 120 Derelitte sul poggio 156 
Verso Capua 122 li rumore degli émbrìd distrutti 158 
A Lìuba che parte 123 La casa dei doganieri 161 
Bìbe a Ponte all'Asse 124 Bassa marea 162 
Dora Markus 12~ Stanze 163 
Una botta di stacco nel zìg zag 128 Sotto la pioggia 165 
N el Parco di Caserta 129 Punta del Mesco 166 
Accelerato 130 Costa San Giorgio 167 
Lo sai: [ ... ] 133 L'estate 169 
Molti anni, [ ... ] 134 Eastboume 170 
Brina sui vetri; uniti 135 Corrispondenze 172 
Lontano, ero con te [ ... ] 136 Barche sulla Mama 173 
Addii, fischi nel buio, [ ... ] 137 Elegia dì Pko Farnese 175 
La speranza di pure rivederti 138 Nuove stanze 177 
Il saliscendi [ ... ] 139 n ritorno 178 
Ecco il segno; s'innerva 140 Palio 179 
n ramarro, se scocca 141 Notizie dall'Amiata 181 
Perché tardi? [ ... ] 142 E tu seguissi le fragili [ ... ] 182 
L'anima che dispensa 143 Questa rissa cristiana che non ha 183 
Ti libero la fronte [ ... ] 144 

Recorded readings of Montale are taken from the LP entìded La voce dei poeti: Montale legge 
Montale, a cura di Carlo Bo. Fonitcetra. 



B Annotation Conventions 

~' Prosodic Constiftlents: 

0: onset A: line of verse 
,:" N: ·nucleus NV: Nespor & Vogel (1986) 

C: coda PR: perceived parsings assigned to recorded verse 

o: syllable ~ vowel merging (synaloephe) 
I: foot )!¥: no vowel merging (dialoephe) 

ro: prosodic word 
q>: phonological phrase 

I: intonation phrase 
U: phonological utterance 

NV-porsing: 
(Jcp: phonologi~al phrase domain 

([ )tp [ )tp): 
V: 

{}: 

restructured phonological phrase domain 
head vowel of NV-<p 

PR -parsing: 
V: 

]: 
]: 
{}: 

relevant string 

(vowel with) phrasal stress 

word stress 

foot stress 

strong break 

weak break 

relevant string 

Temin: 

Texin: 

/ 

Templatic Input 

Textual Input 

PARSE/FILL: 
[a].: Temin []a and Texin a are properly matched up 

[]a: Temin is not properly fllled 
(a): Texin is not properly parsed 
(cr): syllable-head feature is realized, but not properly parsed 

Optimali{Y tableaux: 

Ct >> Cz: constraint Ct is higher ranked in the constraint hierarchy than Cz 

*: violation of constraint 

·!*: violation of constraint is cmdal 



Appendix C Histograms: 
Syntax-Based Parsings 

Histogram 1. U/ A-=1 

~ 

! r r t r 

Histogram 2. M/4=2 Histogram 2 '. U/ll=2 

"' HO ,., 
"' ,,. 150 

"' '" .,, .,, 
"' '" '" '" '"' '" .. " ., 

"' " " .. " " " .. " " " " " " " ' 0 

! 

Histogram 3. M/ ll= 3 Hirtogram 3'. Uh=3 
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r 

Histogram 4. M! A.=4 Hi.rtogram 4: U/ A.=4 

... 
"' 
"' "" ., 
" 

\0 

• 
! r 

Histogram 5. M! A.= 5 Histogram 5: U/ A.=5 

! r s ! r r 

Histogram 6. M! A.=6 Histogram 6: U!J..=6 

! 

·~ '" ,. .. 
"' 

"' '"' " " 
" 0 

r J 

Histogram 7. M! J..= 7 Histogram 1: Uh=l 
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Histogram 8. M/ ),=8 

.. 

Histogram 9. M/),= 9 

Histogram 10. MIA= 10 

"' ,., .. 
"' 

... ,,. 

Histogram 11. Mh= 11 

APPENDIX C 

10 

" 

Histogram 8'. U/ ),=8 

Histogram 9: U/ ),=9 

Histogram 10'. U!A'=10 

~· 100 ., 
"" '" 
'" .., 
"' "' ~· "" '" "' " 

J 

Histogram 11: U/;.=11 
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Histogram 12. M!J..= 12 Histogram 12'. Uh=12 

Histogram 13. Mi il= 13 Histogram 13'. Uh=13 

r r 

Histogra'm 14. Mfil=14 Histogram 14: Uh=t4 

/ 

Histogram 15. Mill= 15 
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• I ! . ! 

Histogram 16. M/ it= 16 i Histogram 16'. Ul.it=16 

Histogram 17. M/ it= 17 

Histogram 18. M/ it= 18 



Line Parsing Tables: 
NV -parsings vs. PR-parsings 

'able 3.20. Number and {Jro/Jortion of NV/ PR -tJarsinfls of M/A= 2 
~~ . Mi'I..=Z 0-(j) l-ID 2-Ul 3-{J) 4-{J) 5-eo 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 2 100 - - 2 ' 100.; - - - - - - - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

~;.~.' 
· Table 3.21. Number and ProPortion of NVIPR-Parsinps of U! J.=2 't 

~,. U0..=2 0-Ul 1-ID 2-<D 3-<D 4-ID 5-D 

nr % nr % nt % nr % nr % nr o/o nt o/o 

.• NV 50 100 17 34 33 l'"tM.iif" - - - - - - - -
PR 2 4 - - 2 r"too<' - - - - - - - -

r 
Table 3.22. Number and {JrotJortion of NV!PR-barsinps of Uh=1 

U(/..=1 0-ID 1-Ul 2.({) 3-ID 4-lll 5-{J) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 8 100 6 i>k:r5? 2 25 - - - - - - - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - c - - - -

Table 3.18. Number and ProPortion of NV/ PR-tJarsinJ!s of M/ A.= 3 
M0 .. =3 0-q> 1.(!) 2-CD 3-ID 4.(!) 5-ID 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nt % nr % 

NV 4 100 - - 4 ?''too:?· - - - - - - - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.19. Number and proportion of NV/ PR-PariinJ!S of U!A= 3 
U(/..=3 O-m 1-<0 2-CD 3-CD 4-<0 5[J) 

nt % nr % nr %' nr % nt % nr % nr % 
NV 181 100 13 72 168 /92.8. - - - - - - - -
PR 12 6.6 - - 12 ;,,1o.'r'' - - - - - - - -

1 Table 3.16. Number and ProPortion of NVJ PR-narsinJ!s of M/ A-=4 
M(l..=4 0-q> 1-q> 2-w 3-(j) 4-<D 5-(j) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 29 100 - - 29 kt(X)! - - - - - - - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 3.17. Number and bro/Jortion of NV! PR-varsin_p_s of U, },=4 1 I 
U()..=4 0-<p 1-<p 2-q>_ 3-q>_ 4-<p 5-~ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 152 100 10 6.5 130 85.5 12 7.8 - - - - - -

PR 15 9.8 - - 15 100 - - - - - - - -

Table 3.14. Number and profJortion of NV! PR-/Jarsinps of M },= 5 1 I 
M(/.,=5) 0-<p 1-<p 2-<p 3-<p 4-<p 5-lj) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 57 100 - - 29 .• 50.8· 28 49.2 - - - - - -
PR 1 1.8 - - 1 100 - - - - - - - -

Table 3.15. Number and ProPortion of NV! PR-parsin_p_s of U, },= 5 1 I 
Uj/..=5 0-<D 1{() 2-<ll 3-<D 4-<p 5-lj) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 254 100 6 23 158 • 62.2 . 90 35.4 - - - - - -
PR 29 11.4 - - 26 W.7 3 10.3 - - - - - -

Table 3.12. Number and tJro/Jortion of NVi PR-bar.rinp.r of M },=6 1 I 
M(/.,=6) 0-<p 1-<p 2-q> 3-<p 4-(/) 5-<p 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 18 100 - - 6 33.3 12 66.6 - - - - - -
PR 1 5.6 - - - - 1 100 - - - - - -

Table 3.13. Number and tJrotJortion of NV! PR-t>ar.ri!ll!.f of U, },=6 1 I 
U()..=6 0-<p 1-<p 2-q> 3-<p 4-<p 5-<p 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 150 100 2 1.3 54 36.0 94 .· 626 - - - - - - . 

PR 14 9.3 - - 10 71.4. 4 28.6 - - - - - -

Table 3.4. Number and {Jrollortion o( NV! PR-Parsinus or M },=7 1 I 
M(/.,=7) 0-<p 1-<p 2-<p 3-q>_ 4-q>_ 5-Q> 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 
I 

76.7 NV 450 100 - - 50 11.1 345 55 12.2 - - - - ,, 

PR 30 6.7 - - 9 30.0 19 63.3° 2 6.6 - - - - ' 
.. 
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[~~ Tabk 3.7. Number and vro ortion of NVIPR-varsitt(ls ofUI }.,=8 
~'•~uiA=B 0-(l) 1-<!> 2~<!> 3~(() 4-<!> 5 [lJ 

~ nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nt % nr % 

iw 94 100 15 15.9 53 1 ~:s6~i' 21 22.3 5 53 - -
\<PR' 9 9.6 - - 3 33.3 6 F'66:07\..c - - - - - -

'> Tabk 3.8. Number and pro ortion of NVI PR-/iarsi!IJ!S of M/ A.=9 
r:· M(/..=9 0-<!> 1-<!> 2-<!> 3-<!> 4-m 5 J) 

nr % nt % nr •;. nr % nr % nr % :nr % 

Nv 176 100 - - 8 45 69 39.2 97 55;1 2 1.1 - -
ffi. 19 10.8 - - 3 15.7 11 • .. 57,8£ 5 26.3 - - - -

?;;~"~ Tabk 3.9. Number at1d vro ortion of NV/ PR-varsinfls of U/ ..1..=9 
J~~ ' UIA=9 0-<!> 1-<!> 2-<!> 3-m 4-<ll 5 J) 

jt nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nt % nr % 

NV 299 100 - - 16 5.3 123 41.1 142 41.4 18 6.0 - -
PR 30 10 - - 1 3.3 20 '&i:'t~ 9 30 - - - -

-. Tabk 3.1 0. Number and tJro/iortion of NV/ PR-varsinps of M/ A.= 10 
11(/..=10 0-<!> 1-<ll 2{!) 3-<!> 4-m 5 J) 

nr % nt % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr o/o 

NV 49 100 - - 1 20 14 28.5 31 63.2 3 6.1 - -
PR 10 20.4 - - ·- - 5 'so.o·· 5 50.0 - - - -

Table 3.11. Number at1d /irovortioll of NVI PR-var.rit~fl.r of U/ A.= 10 
VIA= tO 0-<ll 1-<!> 2-<D 3-<!> 4-m 5-(l) 

nr o/o nr % nr o/o nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 37 100 - - 1 27 15 40.5 16 f4:t2; 5 13.5 - -
PR 2 5.4 - - - - 1 1v~s<r .. 1 I? so,' - - - -

I Tabk 3.2. Number and vrovortiotJ of NV/ PR-varsitws of M A.= 11 
Vf(/..=11 0-(j) 1{!) 2-(l) 3-q> 4-m 5-(l) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 1438 100 - - 10 0.6 188 13.0 896 ''62:3' 320 22.2 24 1.6 

PR 168 11.7 - - 2 1.1 46 27.3 114 ;g7;B' 6 35 - -

Table 3.3. Number a11d 1Jrovortio11 of NV! PR 1Jarsif1J!S of U. A.= 11 1 I 
U(A=11 0-q> 1-(j) r 2-<D 3-<D 4-ID 5.(1) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 7(fJ 100 - - 6 0.78 137 18.0 436 57.3 164 21.5 17 22 

PR 57 75 - - - - 21 36.8 32 '!siJ.f·· 4 7.0 - -

Table 3.23. Number at1d vrovortiofl of NV/ PR-varsittf!s of M! A.= 12 
M(/..=12 1-(j) 2-(j) 3-(j) 4-<D 5-m 6-ID 

nr % nr o/o nr % nr % .nr % nr % nr % 

NV 90 100 - - 4 4.4 56 62;2 27 30.0 2 22 1 1.1 

PR 17 18.8 - - 3 17.6 11 64.7 . 3 17.6 - - - -
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Table 3.24. Number and ProPortion of NVi PR-Parsin.J!S o{U ).=12 1 I 
U0..=12 1-<p 2-C!l 3-({) 4-<P S-<v 6:.q, 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 10 100 - - 2 20 4 l;':l;j()''s~[ 4 ?4o' - - - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.25. Number and ProPortion of NVJ PR-Parsin.f!s of M. X= 13 1 I 
11lA=13 1{J) 2-(j) 3-({) 4-<P S-({) 6-{J) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV ss 100 - - 3 S.4 19 34.5 2S '45.4 B 14.5 - -
PR B 14.5 - - 5 i@!s' 2 25 1 12.5 - - - -

Table 3.26. Number and proportion o[NVIPR-Parsints of U/X=13 
U(A.=13 1-<P 2-({) 3-<p 4<p 5<!> 6-<P 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 4 100 - - - - 2 ;;iso,~r 2 .·''SO• - - - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.27. Number and ProPortion of NVJ PR-Parsin.J!S of M. 1..=14 1 I 
11lA.=14 1{{) 2{{) 3-({) 4-C!l 5-{J) 6-{(> 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 61 100 - - - - 14 22.9 35 :s7.3 12 19.6 - -
PR 4 6.6 - - - - 2 't~S0 1~ 1 25 1 25 - -

Table 3.28. Number and ProPortion of NVi PR-ParsinP.s of U 1..= 14 1 I 
U(A.=14 1-<P 2-({) 3-<P 4-q> 5-<P 6-<t> 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 1 100 - - - - - - 1 :ioo': - -
PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.29. Number and ProPortion of NV! PR-Parsin.J!S of M. 1..= 15 1 I 
.1(1..=15 1-({) 2-Ql 3-({) 4-({) 5-~ 6-{(> 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 45 100 - - - - 10 22.2 22 '~4B:!l~ 12 26.6 1 22. 

PR 2 4.4 - - - - 2 ~~'166~1 - - - - - -

Table 3.30. Number and proportion of NV/ PR-Parsinus of M/ A.= 16 
.1(1..=16 1-({) 2-cp 3-({) 4-<P 5-qJ 6.g>_ 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 14 100 - - - - 5 35.7 7 '50.0 2 14.2 - -__:_ 

PR 2 14.3 - - - - 1 1c56:(g: 1 >':so:o" - - - -

Table 3.31. Number and proportion of NV! PR-Par.ri!IJ!S of[], X= 16 1 I 
U0..=16 1{J) 2-({) 3-<P 4-({) 5{{) 6-:P 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr o/o 

NV 1 100 - - - - - - 1 ':,i{j();,~ - - - ~ 

PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - -
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!Cc_' 1 Table 3.32. Number and tJro{lortion of NVJ PR-t>arsitJji,S of_ Mh= 17 
WA-==1 l{j) 2-Q> 3-Q> 4-Q> 5!1> 61j) 

nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

.... N\f 9 100 - - - - 1 11.1 2 22.2 5 .. 55.5' 1 11.1 

PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -
F 
/i ·. 

Table 3.33. Number and Proportion of NV/ PR-tJarsitiJ!.S o( M/ A.= 18 ;f· 
>1(;\==18 1-Q> 2Q> }.(j) 4-<D 5-(j) 6-(j) ,. 

nt % nr % nr · % nr % nr % nr % nr % 

NV 3 100 - - - - - - 1 33.3 1 ·33.3·. 1 33.3 

.:.c PR - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - -



Appendix E Prosodic Parsings 
of Recorded Poems 

The prosodic parsings of the lines ~epresent the parsings as assigned by the 
informants to the recorded readings of Montale and Ungaretti. Only the poem I 
fiumi (U:43) is not read by Ungaretti himself, but by Giancarlo Sbragia. For 

• 
bibliographical information about the recordings I refer to Appendix A. The lines 
lacking a prosodic parsing were not part of 'the test. For the annotation 
conventions consult either Appendix B or the inserted bookmark. 

Ungaretti 

U41: Sono una creatura 

<p <p <p 

Ol Ol Ol Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: :E l: l: I l: l: ,.. ,... r-- to ,.... ,... .... .... 
1. come questa piEtra 6. cos I refrattAria] 11. che non si vEde]l 
2. del S. Michele <p <p <p 

<p Ol Ol Ol 

Ol Jl: :E l: I :I: 
l: l: ~ ,.. .... ,... 

" 
,.. 7. cosl ] totalmEnte] 12. la mOrt e) 

3. cosl frEdda] 8. disanimata/ <p 

<p <p (i) 

Ol (i) Ol I :I: 
l: :I: :E l: :I: 

,... 
1- " 

,.. 
" " 13. si scOnta] 

4. cosl dUra] 9. come questa piEtra] <p 
<p <p Ol 

Ol (i) 
Ol ;:r (i) 

l: l: l: " 
I' ,_.. 

" 
:I: :I: :I: 14. vivEndo] 

" " .... 
5. cos I prosciugAta] 10. E il mic piAnto 



l. 

9. 

1 o. 

11. 

PROSODIC PARSINGS OF POEMS 

r43: I fiumi 

(J) (J) (J) 

l~ L,..., L,.,.. ~ L" 

mi tEngo a quest'Albero mutilAto] 
<p <p 

co (J) 

L L L L 
/ " 

,... / 1"- " abbandonAto in quèsta dolina 
<p 
(J) 

/ 
L L ,... ,... 

che hA...il languOre 
<p 

co 
L r. 
~ "' di un circo] 

<p <p 
(J) (J) co 
r. L L L 

""' 
,... 

" l':-
prima o dòpo lo spettAcolo] 

<p 
(J) 

/L ,.... 
e guArdo 

<p 

co co 
I: L L 

" ,.... " il passAggio quiEto 
<p <p 

co co 
L L I: L 
1- /';"- " ,.... 

dèlle nUvole sùlla lUna]/ 
cp <p 

co co 

l L L L ,.. l ,..... 
" stamAni mi sòno distEso 

<p 

co co 
L L L 
l' " 

,... 
in un'Urna d'Acqua] 

<p 

co Ol 

l L L I: 

" ,... ~ 
e còmùna reliquia 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

t 

20. 

21. 

22. 

<p 
(J) 

L L 
l " ,... 

ho riposAto]/ 
<p <p 

(J) (J) 

/r. .... ;I. ,... 
l'isOnzo scorrEndo 

<p 

co 
L r. 

l " " mi levigAva 
<p 

(J) (J) 

L r. r. ,.. " 
,... 

còm.§.J!n sùo sAsso]/ 
cp 

(J) (J) 

L r. L 

" .... ...... 
ho tirAto sU [le] 

<p 

Ol 

L L 
re-- ,.... 

le mìe quAttr'Ossa] 
cp 

Ol co 

/L I: !: ,... ,..._ 
" e me ne sònQJ!.ndAto 

<p 

co 
L :E 
)':;- t<;;-

còmg_gn acrObata 
<p 

co 

l :E ,... 
sull'Acqua]/ 

<p 

co co 

l L .L .L 
.... ,... " mi sòn.Q..gccoccoiAto 

<p 
(i) (J) 

(Z .L .L 

" l'o " vicino ai mim pAnni 

285 



286 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

Ci) 

l: l: 

<p 
Ci) 

l: 
~ (' " 

sUdici di guErra] 
<p 

Ci) Ci) 

/~ ~ ; 
e còm~n beduino 

<p <p 
Ci) Ci) 

l: l: l: l: 
/ - ""' ,.. ·" ('r 

mi sòno chinAto a ricEvere] 
<p 
Ci) 

l: 
/ " 

il sOle]/ 
<p 

Ci) Ci) 

l: l: l: 
,.. " " 

quèsto E l'isOnzo 
<p 
Ci) 

l: l: 
..... l' 
e qui mEglio 

Ci) 

<p 

Ci) 

jl: l: l: 
" ~ .... 

mi sòno riconosciUto 
<p 

Ci) Ci) 

l: l: l: 
l' ,... ,... 

ùna dOcile fibra 
<p 

Ci) 

l l: l: 
,... l' 

dell'univErso)/ 
<p 
Ci) 

l: l: 
/ ft'- "' 

il mìo supplizio 
<p 
Ci) 

/l: 
r-. 

E quàndo 
<p 

Ci) 

l: l: 
,._ " 

non mi crEdo 

APPENDIX E 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41' 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

<p 

Ci) 

l: 

l " " in armonia]/ 
Ci) 

l: 
l r- r-. 

ma quèii!LQ.ccUite 
<p 

Ci) 

l: 

"' mAni 
<p 

Ci) 

l: l: 

" ~ che m'intrldono] 
<p 
Ci) 

l: l: " ..,.. 
mi regAlano] 

<p 
Ci) 

jl: 

" la rAra 
<p 
Ci) 

l: l: 
(::- ,.... 

felicitA]/ 
<p 

Ci) 

l: l: 
l t-- "' 

ho ripassAto 
<p 

Ci) 

l~ 
le Epoche 

<p 
Ci) Ci) 

l: l: l: 

,.. " " dèlla mìa vita]/ 
<p 

Ci) 

l: l: 
,.. " 

quèsti sònQ 
<p 

Ci) Ci) 

l: l: 

~ "' mièi fiUmi]/ 
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(l} 

<p 
(1) 

l: l: l: 

" " " quèsto E il sErchio 
<p cp 
(l} (l} 

l l: l: l: 

" "' .... al quàle hànnuttlnto 
cp <p 
(1) (1) 

I. l: I. 

"" "' ..... dùemii'Anni fOrse 
cp 

(1) (l} 

cp 
(l} 

;:E I. I. E 
,... )\ "" " · 50. di gEnte mìa campagnOla] 

cp cp 
(l} (l) 

l: E l: I. 
l /1 ..... l " " 

51. e mìo pAdre e mìa mAdre]/ 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

q> 
(l) (l) 

l: l: t 

" )\ ... 
quèsto E il nllo] 

(l) 

l: l: 
..... " che milut visto 

<p <p 
(1) (l) 

:r. l t,__ 1'::--
nAscere e crEscere) 

<p <p 
(l) (l) (l) 

l~ l~ ~ t 
e Ardere) d'InconsapevolEzza 

q> 

(1) (l) 

~ ~ l~ 
nèllustEse pianUre]/ 

cp 
(1) (1) 

I: l: l: 
..... ,... ,.... 

quèsta E la sEnna] 
q> 

(i) (l) 

l: l: :E 
" ,...... t";-e in quel sil.Q tOrbido 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

<p 

(1) (1) 

;l: l: l: 

"' }';:- " mi sòno rimescolAto 
cp 

(l) (1) 

:E :E l: l: 
" ,... 1\ .... 
e mi sòno conosciUto)/ 

cp cp 
(l} (l} 

:E :E l: :E 
1\ )-... " "" quèsti] sònQj mièi fiUmi 

cp cp 
(l) (1) 

;t 
(\ 

jE ,..__ 
contAti nell'isOnzo]/ 

cp cp 
(1) (l) (l) 

:E l: E l: E 
f'oo.. " )\ f'oo.. " quèsta E la mìa nostalgia 

cp 
(l) 

l: :r. 
"' " 64. ch!Un ognUno 

cp 
(1) 

:E E 

" ..... 65. mi traspAre] 

66. 

67. 
l 

68. 

69. 

cp 
(l) ())· 

E l: 
~ r-

Ora ch'E nOtte] 
cp cp 

(l) (l) (1) 

~ l:" ~ l t.., 
che la mìa vita mi pAre] 

cp 
(l) 

:E l: 
f'ç- ,.... 

ùna corOlla 
cp 
(l) 

l~ 
di tEnebre 

2531 
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U117: Inno alla morte 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

<p 

m m 

<p 

m 

l'f._ l~ 1:1--
amOre], mio giOvin~mbiEma, 

<p <p 

m m m 

/1: ,.... 
1: :E /:El'-

" " tornAto] 
<p 

a dorAre la tErra], 
<p <p 

m m m 
:E :E :E ,..., 

""' 
,..._ /:E 

" diffUso] èntrQJI giOrno rupEstre], 

l 

<p 

m 
:E ,..... 

<p <p 

m m 
:E ;:r 
" 

,.... 
[e] l'Ultima] vOlta che miro 

<p <p 

m m 

/:E :E :E :E ,.. ,... " (\ 

appiè del bOtro], d'irruEnti 
<p <p 

m m 
1: 1: :E ,..... 

" r... 
Acque sontuOso], d'Antri 

Cjl Cjl 

m m m 
f:E l 

:E 1: 
.... ,..... 

" funEsto] la scia di lUce] 
<p 

m m m 

l :E :E :E :E 

" " 
,._... 

" 

Cjl 

m 
:E 
.... 

che pAri àlla tOrtora] lamentOsa 
<p <p <p 

m m m 

l :E 
1'-

11: 
" 

/:E .... 
sull'Erba] svagAta] si tUrba.)/ 

<p <p 

m m m 
/ :E /1: 1: 

" ~ ,.... 
amOre], salUte lucEnte], 

<p Cjl 

m m m 

/ :E l :E :E ,.... f:::: ,... 
mi pEsano] gli Anni ventUri./ 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

<p 

m m 
<p, 

m 

:E :E j :E :E 

l " " ""'" ,... abbandonAta] la mAzza fedEle; 
<p 

m m m 

:E :E :E :E 
/":' .... ,.... " 

scivolerO nell'Acqua bUia 
Cjl 

m 
:E :E 
l"" 1'-

sènza rimpi/\nto./ 

Cjl 

m 
:E 

m 
Cjl 

m 
:E 1: 

!':-- " ..... 
mOrte], Arido fiUme .. ./ 

<p <p 

m m m 
;:E 1: :E :E 

.... " " ,... 16. immEmore sorElla], mOrte], 
Cjl <p 

m m m 

l 1: :E 1: :E 
t-. " .... .... 

17. l'uguAle] mi farAi del sOgno] 
Cjl 

m 

l :E""' 
18. baciAndomi./ 

19. 

<p 

m m 

I :E :E :E 
" ... .... 

avrO il tùo pAsso], 
<p 

m m 

<p 

m 

:E :E JL :E ,... ,_ ,... ,... 
20. andrO sènza lasciAr~mprOnta]l 

<p Cjl 

m m 
:E :E :E :E 
,... ,..,,..." 11::-

21. mi darAi] il cuOrgjmmObile 
Cjl <p 

m m 
:E :E :E :E 
"' " l ,.., ,.... 

22. d'un iddio], sarO innocEnte], 
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<p 

(i) 

L L L E E 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

non avrO piU pensiEri] ne bontA./ 
<p <p 

(i) (i) 

L L /E ,.. t- ..... 
!4. còlla mEnte) murAta, 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

U158: La Madre 

<p <p <p <p 

(i) (i) (i) (i) 

L E L L E 

" " ..... l " ~ e il cuOre] quàndoj d'un Ultimo] bAttito 
<p <p <p 

(i) (i) (i) (i) 

L L 

" ~ avrà fAtto] 

L / L E 

'" " " cadEre] il mUro d'Ombra], 
<p <p <p 
(i) 

L L E L L L 
..... ,..... ,.. 

" 
,.._ /'-

per condUrmi], mAdre], sìno al signOre], 
<p <p <p 

(i) (i) (l) (j) 

L L l: l: L L 
,... " ,... ...... ,.. l ,... 

còme ùna vOlta] mi darAi la mAno.]/ 
in ginocchio, decisa, 

<p <p 
(l) (l) (i) 

l~ ;_ ,;._ 
sarALJma stAtua] davànti 

<p <p 
(j) (l) 

L L' L L 
,... l'o ,... ,... 

còme giA l ti vedEva 
<p rp <p 
(i) (l) 

L :E /:E IL 
" ,. " " 

(l) 

E L 
,.. " all'etErno], 

B. quàndo Eri] ancOra] in vita./ 

1. 

U172: Caino 

<p 

(l) (l) 

<p 
(l) 

<p 
(l) 

:E :E l: :El: 
... ~ ~ ,... ~ 

cOrre] sòpra le sAbbie favolOse] 

25. 

<p 

(i) (l) 

<p 
(l) 

L :E /l: l: 
" t- !"" r-

cògli Occhi] cadUtUn oblio], 
<p <p 
(i) (l) (l) 

:E L L L l: 
'r-- ..... " "' ...... 

26. farO da guida] àlla felicitA. 

9. 

1 o. 
11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

2. 

<p <p <p 
(l) (l) (l) (l) 

L L :E 
l ~ L ,... 

" l ·J-.. ..... 
alzerAi] tremAnte) le vEcchie brAccia, 

<p rp 
(i) (i) 

L :E L ,... ..... l ,... 
còme quàndo) spirAsti 
dicendo: mio dio, eccomi./ 

<p <p 

(l) Ol 

L L :E L 
'" ..... lr:; ,... 

e sOlo quàndo] m'avrà perdonAto, 
<p <p 

(i) (i) 

l: :E l: 
..... ~ ..... 

ti verrA desidErio] 
<p <p 
(i) 

L L 
1\" ,. 

ricorderAi] 
<p 
(i) 

(i) 

L 

l " d'avèrmi 
<p 
(i) 

(i) 

L L 
t- ,.._ 

dì guardArmi.]/ 
<p 

(i) (l) 

l~ 
attEso 

<p 

(i) 

l: ,..., 
tAnto], 

<p 
(i) 

:E L LL IL ;.t 
" " 1\ " ~ ,.... e avrAI] nègli Occhi] un rApido] sospiro. 

rp 
(l) 

<p 
(i) 

l: l: L L l: ,. " ..... ,..., ..... 
e il sùo piEde] E leggEro./ 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

1 o. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 
15. 

APPENDIX E 

<p 

(J) 

l: l: l: 

" " !,... o pastOre] di lUpi, 
<p 

(J) (J) 

<p 

(J) 

l: l: l: l: l: 

,... """'" hAi i dEnti dèlla lUce brEve 
<p <p 

(J) (J) 

/
l: l: l: 
,...._ ,,.... " 

che pUnge] i nòstri giOrni.]/ 
<p <p 
(J) 

l l: 

" terrOri]. 
<p 

(J) 

(J) 

l: ,.... 
slAnci], 

<p 

(J) (J) 

<p 

(J) 

l: l: l: l: l: 

,..... ""' "'"' rAntolo] di forEste], quèlla mAno 

i 

<p <p <p 

(J) (J) (J) 

;r r r r r 
" " " ,.... ,._ che spEzza] còme nUlla] vEcchie quErci, 

sei fatto a immagine del cuore.]/ 
<p <p <p 
(J) (J) (J) (J) 

/l: /l: l: l: 
" ,..... ,... r--

e quàndo] E l'Ora] mOlto bUia, 
<p 

(J) (J) 

:E l: 
l ,.... l'o 

il cOrpuiiEgro 
<p <p <p 
(J) (J) (J) (J) 

l: l: l: l: 
~,....,.. r:;-

sei tU ] fra gli Alberi 
<p 

l: :E l ,.... ,.... 
incan[na]tAti?/ 
<p 

(J) (J) 

;r,... ~ l~ 
e] mèntre scOppio di brAma, 

<p <p 

(J) (J) (J) (J) 

r r ;r r 
(' ,_ ,...._ " 

cAmbi,aJI tEmpo], t'agglrL.Q.mbrOso, 
col mio passo mi fuggi./ 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

(J) 

<p 

(J) 

cp 
(J) 

cp 
(J) 

l: l: l: 

" "'· ,..., còme ùna fOnte] 
l~ l r.,... 

<p 

nell'Ombra], dormire!/ 
<p 

(J) (J) (J) (J) 

l: l: l: :E l: l: 
,..... ,.... ,.... "' "" ,... 

quàndo la mattina] E ancOra segrEta, 
<p cp 

(J) (J) (J) 

17-.. r,..... ~ 
sarEstuccOita], Anima], 

<p <p 
(J) (J) 

i 

l: l: l: l: " ....... " ,.... 
da un'Onda] riposAta./ 
<p <p 

(J) (J) 

l: 
...... 

Anima), 

l: 
f=.. 

r ;r 
" " mAi calmArti?]/ non saprò 

<p 
(J) 

<p cp <p 

(J) (J) (J) 

l: l: l: l: l: l: 
" ,....... ,... " " l t--. 

mAi] non vedrO] nèlla nOtte del sAngue?/ 
<p <p <p 

co (J) (J) 

l: l: l: l: l: 

....... ,....... """ figlia] indiscrEta] dèlla nOia, 
<p <p <p 
(J) (J) (J) 

/l: ,..... 
memOria], 

<p 

l ;_ l:....... l:'"' 
memOria] incessAnte, 

cp 
(J) (J) (J) 

l~ ~~:E~ 
le nUvole) dèlla tùa pOlvere, 

<p 
(J) (J) 

<p 
(J) 

l: l: l: l: l: 
,... ,... y::::- .... " 

non c'E vEnto] che se le pOrti via?/ 
<p <p cp 
(J) (J) (l) 

l r,... l r,...._ ~ ;_ ~ 
gli Occhi] mi tornerEbbero] innocEnti, 

<p cp <p 
(J) (l) (l) 

l 1;. l ~ l:"' 'l:" 
27. vedrEi] la primavEra] etErna l 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

1 . 

2. 
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Ol Ol Ol 

t t t :E 
,.. ,. t.. ,.. 
e], finalmEnte nuOva, 

Ol 

q> 

Ol 

:E :E 
/ t'- ,._ 

hai chiUso gll..Qcchi.]/ 
q> q> 

Ol Ol 

:E :E t 
,.... " "' nAsce] ùna nOtte 
ljl ljl q> 

Ol Ol Ol 

:E :E :E 
... l ~ ,.... 

piEna] di finte] bUche,. 
q> 

(O Ol 

l t :E " ,.... 
di suOni mOrti] 

q> 

Ol Ol 

;. l; :E,... 

còme] di sUgheri 
q> 

Ol Ol 

q> 

Ol 

:E :E :E ,... l~ ,._ 
di rEti] calAte nell'Acqua.]/ 

q> q> 

(O co 

:E t /;_ L 
,.... ·'" ~ 

q> 

Ol 

:E 
l--

le tue mAni si fAnno còm.f...YD sOffio 
q> q> 

Ol ~ 
L :E :E t 
~ ~ " ..... 

d'inviolAbili lontanAnze, 

U195: Senza più peso 

Per un iddio che rida come un bimbo, 
q> q> 

Ol co ro· 

L :E :E 

" ~ ~ 

tAnti] gridi di pAsseri,] 

29. 

9. 

1 o. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

3. 

q> 

Ol Ol 

q> 

Ol 

~ :Et'- /~ ;_ 
o memOria], sarEs.!L..QrlEsta. 

q> 

Ol 

:E :E ,.... ,... 
inafferrAbili] 

q> 
(O 

q> 

Ol Ol 

:E t t 
.... " ... 

còme le idEe,/ 
q> 

Ol 

t :E :E:E 

"~ "" e l'equivoco] dèlla lUna 
q> q> 

Ol Ol 

t :E :E 
l\ " 1\ e il dondolio], 

q> 

Ol 

co 

':E~ 
dolcissimi], 

q> 

Ol 

:E :E t:E 
!,..... ~ ""' 

se vuòi posArmele sùgli Occhi,] 

co 
:E 
~ 

tOccano 
q> 

Ol Ol 

q> 

Ol 

t ,.,..... 
l'Anima.]/ 

q> 

L :E L 
"" 1\ ;,..., 

sEi la dOnna] che pAssa 
q> 

co Ol 

L L :E 
.... " ...... 

còme ùna fOglia]/ 
q> q> q> 

(O co Ol 

L :E L :E 
,.... 

" 
,.... / "' l 

q> 

Ol 

:E ,... 
e lAsci] àgli Alberi] un fuOco] d'autUnno. 

q> q> q> 

Ol Ol co 
L :E 

l 
L 

" " 1\ 
tAnte] dAnze nei rAmi,]/ 
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<p 
(l) (l) 

cp 
(l) 

! ! ! L 
l l'<- " l':' ,... 

4. un'Anima] si fA sènza piU pEso,] 
<p <p <p 
(l) (l) (l) 

l~ Y;_ ~ L"~ 
5. i prAti] hAnnQJJ.na tAle] tenerEzza, 

cp 
(l) (l) 

cp 
(l) 

L ! l ! ! 
,.,... " ,:::: " 

6. tAle pudOre nègiL.Qcchi rivive,/ ' 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

U226: Defunti su montagne 

<p 

(l) 

<p 

(l) 

<p 

(l) 

L ! /! )! 
" "' l\"" /;'-pOche cOse] mi rEstano visibili 

cp 
(J) 

! L " ,..... e, per sEmpre], 
<p 
(J) 

(J) 

;;, 
l'aprile 

(J) 

q> 

(J) 

:r. ! l :r. :r. :r. 
" " ,..... " "' trascinAnte] la nUvol.!!...lnsoiUbile,] 

q> 

(J) (J) 

l " " "" ma d'improvviso splEndido:] 
pallore, al colosseo 

<p <p 
(J) 

! :r. 
(J) 

! 
1\ " r- r-

su estrEmi fUmumErso, 
col precipizio alle orbite 

q> <p 
(J) (J) (J) 

cp 
(J) 

:r. ! :r. :r. ! 
r- r- l (' " ~ 

d'un azzUrro] che sOrte] piU non Eccita 
q> 

(J) 

/I. 
r-

ne tUrba.]/ 
q> q> 

(J) (J) (J) 

:r. ! :r. 
,... r- l " 

7. 

8. 

9. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

q> q> 

(l) (J) 

:r. ! :r. 
( 

" " " le mAni] còme fOglie] 
q> 

(J) (J) 

l 
:r. :r. :r. 
" "' 

,.... 
s'incAntano nell'Aria .. ./ 

q> <p 
(l) (l) (J) 

! ! l :r. 
~ l't 1':::-

chi tEme piU], chi giUdica? 

cp 
(J) 

cp 
(J) 

:r. ! :r. 
(J) 

! :r. 
i": " " I.!Lf!.ppariziOnUncErte] 

q> 

(J) (J) 

:r. :r. :r. 
" ,.:; t-

il chiarOr.eJmpegnAndo 
q> 

(J) (J) 

! :r. :r. 
J " " " a limiti d'ingAnni,] 

(J) 

:r. 

<p 

(J) 

:r. 

<p 
(J) 

! 
l-- ,._ l " 

da pOchi pAssi] appArsi 
<p 
(l) (l) 

,... (' 

trascorrEnti 

L L I. I. I. I. 
" ,... 1- ,... ,._ ,.. 
i passAnti] àlla bAse di quel mUro 

cp cp 
(J) (J) 

l~ l~ 
perdEvano statUra 

cp cp 
(J) 

q> 
(J) 

! :r. :r. :r. ! :r. " ,... " ,.... ,..... ,.._ 
dilatAndo il desErto dell'altEzza, 

cp q> <p~ 

(J) (l) (l) (l) 

I. I. L I. I: 

10. còme] nèlle distAnze 
~ /> ,... " ;.,..._ 

18. e la sorprEsa se], Ombre], par!Av~r 
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<p 
(l) 

<p 
(l) 

l: l: l: l: 
" ,.. " l t>. 

19. àgli Echi) fOndi attEnto 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

cp cp 
(l) (l) 

l: 
" ,... l ,.... 

dèllo strAno tambUro, 
<p cp 
{l) (l) 

cp 
(ù 

l: l: l: 1: 1: 
l -,.... ,... l ,... " .... 

a quàle Ansia suprEma rispondEvo 
cp cp 
(ù (l) 

1: 1: 
l ,.... ,... 

di volontA], 
q> 
{l) 

1: l: 

l t
bruciAnte 

cp 
{l) (ù 

1: l: 
.... ,.._ .- 1'-

quànto) apparlva..e.sAusta? 
cp cp cp 

1: 1: l: l: 1: l: 
t't l-. " 1'- ,... ..... 

non], da remOt~vEnli sobbalzAndo, 
cp <p <p 
{l) 

l: 1: 
" ,.,. 

m'allettAvano), 

/l: l: 1: ,.. .... .... 
ancOra familiAri 

q> cp cp 
(l) (ù (ù 

l: 1: l: l: l: l: .... ,.... .... ,... ,... ,_ 
nel ricOrdo], i pensiEri dell'orgOglio: 

cp cp <p 
(ù {l) 

,r. 1: l: l: l: 
l'- t-" r--r

non Era nostalgia), ne delirio; 
<p <p cp 
{l) (ù 

r rrr Ll: 
,.... ,... ,... ,.. l,.._ l"' 

non invidia di quiEte inalterAbile.]/ 
cp cp <p 
(ù {l) (l) 

ILL L r L 
l ,... ,., ,... ,.._ ,._ ,.._ 

allOra fU] che], entrAtQjn sAn clemEnte, 

30. 

3 i. 
32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

(ù 

<p 
{l). 

r r r r r. 
,.. /<;" ,.. ,.._ " 

dàlla cròcefissiOne] di masAccio 
cp cp <p 

(ù {l) {l) 

r L r 
f;:- lr:- 1,... 

m'accOlsero), d'un Alito staccAti 
mentre l'equestre rabbia 

cp <p cp 
{l) {l) {l) 

L 1:.1: L Ll: " ,.. ,.. ,.... " " convertita giu in rOcci.a_ammutollva, 

<p 
{l) 

l: 
l'- f'<. ,... 

dEsti] diètrQjl biancOre 
cp <p 
{l) {l) 

l: l: l: l: 
,... " ,.... ,.... 

dèlle tOmbe abolite, 
<p rp 

{l) 

r r r l ,._ ,... ,..... 
defUnti], su montAgne 

cp cp 
{l) {l) 

l:L l: L l: 
l " 1'- ,.... " ~ 

sbocciAte liEvi] da leggEre nUvole.]/ 

{l) 

' :;_ r,... 
da pertinAci 

rp 
(l) 

<p rp 
(l) (ù 

r t t 
,.. " -,.... 

fUmi] risalito] 
cp 
{l) 

IL r r 
,... ,... l ..... " 

fU allOra] che ìntravvldi 
<p cp cp 

ro ro ro ro 
r r r r r 

l ,... ,.._ l ,... ,.. ,._ 
perchè m'accEnde ancOra] la sperAnza. 
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U253: Segreto del poeta 

<p <p <p 

(JJ (JJ (JJ 

L L L ; L,.... ,. 
" ,.. 

1 . sOlo] hO amica la nOtte.] 8. 
<p <p <p 
(JJ (JJ (JJ 

L L L L 
,.... l ,..._ f"' l ,.... 

2. sEmpre] potrò trascOrrere) con Essa 9. 
<p <p <p 

(J) (JJ (J) (JJ 

L L L L L 

" l "' 
,.. " ,... 

3. d'Attimo) in Attimo], non] Ore vAne; 1 o. 
<p <p <p 

(JJ (JJ (JJ (JJ 

l L L L L l L 
r- ,.... f\ re:; r-

4. ma tEmpo] cùijl mìo pAlpito) trasmEtto 11. 
<p <p <p 

(JJ (JJ (JJ 

L L L L IL,.. ,. 
" " " 5. còme m'aggrAda], sènza mAi distrArmene.]/12. 

<p <p 

(J) (JJ 

l 
L L L ,... ,.. ,... 

6. awiEne) quàndo sEnto, 13. 
<p <p <p 

(JJ (JJ (JJ 

L L L L L 

/'<' " '" "1,.. 7. mèntre riprEnde a distaccArsi da Ombre,] 

1. 
2 

3. 
4 
5. 

Montale 

M5: In Limine 

(JJ 

L 

<p 
(JJ 

L " " ,... ,... ,.... ,... 
gOdi] se il vEnto ch'Entra nel pomArio 
vi rimena l'ondata della vita: 

<p <p <p 

ro (JJ (JJ 

L L L 
/ 

L ,.., 
" 

,.. ,....._ 
qui] dòvuf!Onda] un mOrto] 
viluppo di memorie, 
orto non era, ma reliquiario./ 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

<p <p 

(JJ (JJ 

L L L L ,.. " 
,... 

" la sperAnza immutAbile 
<p <p <p 
(JJ (JJ (J) (JJ 

L L L L L l ,.. l ,.... ,.... ,.... ,.. 
in mE] che fuOco nuovamEnte scOva) 

<p <p 

(JJ (J) (JJ 

L L L :E L 

" 
,....... l" ,.. ,...., 

e nel silEnzio] restituEndo vA, 
<p <p <p 
(JJ (JJ (JJ 

l L L IL ,... 
" " a gEsti] tuòi] terrEni 
<p 

(JJ (JJ (JJ 

l 
L L L L ,.. ~ ....... "· tal m Ent,LWnAii) ch.§JmmortAii 

<p 

(J) 

L 

" lUce. 

<p <p 

ro ro ro 

<p 

(JJ 

L ,..._.. 
pArvero, 

<p 

ro 

l L L L L :E 
" l /1. ,... l ,... ,... 

il frUllo che tu sEnti] non E un vOlo, 
ma il commuoversi dell'eterno grembo: 

<p <p <p 

(JJ (JJ (JJ 

L L L L L ,... 
" 

,... 
" 

,.... 
vEdi) che si trasfOrma quèsto lEmbo 
di terra solitario in un crogiuolo./ 
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IO; 
11; 

12. 

13. 
14. 

q> 
(l) fil 

q> 
(l) 

:t rr r :t r 
,.. .... ,.. ,... " " 

un rovEllo] E di quà dall'Erto mUro. 
se procedi t'imbatti 

<p <p q> 

co co 
l: :E l: :t l: 

/ .... ,... ,.. ,... "' 
tU fOrse] nel fantAsma che ti sAlva:] 

<p q> <p 

(l) fil fil (l) 

:E :E :E :E :E 
" («- T'- ,._ l ,.. 

si compOngono qui le stOrie], gli Atti 
scanceUati pel giuoco del futuro./ 

fil 

l: 

q> q> 

co 
:E 

fil 

:E 
K ~ ~ ,._ " 

15. cErca.Jtna mAglia rOtta] nèlla rEte 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

M28 

fil (i) (i) 

:E :E :E :E :E 
" ,.. 1\ ,.. " 

meriggiAre] pAIIid~ assOrto] 
<p q> 

fil (i) 

:E :E :E :E 
;.- ,.. " " prèssg_yn rovEnte mUro d'Orto, 

ascoltare tra i pruni e gli sterpi 
<p q> 

fil fil fil (i) 

:E l: :E :E 
/'<' "" ~ ,... 

schiOcchi di mErli], frUsci di sErpi./ 
Nelle crepe del suolo o su la veccia 

q> <p 

(i) fil (i) (l) 

:E :E :E :E 
'r-. "lro:. " 

spiAr le file di rOsse formiche] 
ch'ora si rompono ed ora s'intrecciano 

M33 

q> <p q> 

(l) (l) (l) 

l: l: :E :E l: 
('.. l ~ ~':"- !'-

,.._ 

1. spEsso] il mAle di vivere] h.QJncontrAto]: 

16. 

17. 

18. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 
15. 

16. 
17. 

2. 

3. 

q> 
(l) (l) 

:E :E :E l: :E 
" l " ,... ,._ l-

che ci stringe], tu bAlza fuOri], fUggi]! 
<p <p <p 

fil fil O) O) 

:E :E l: I l: 
,.. l r::- " ,.._ !'-

vA]. per tE l'ho pregAto], • Ora la sEte 
<p <p <p 

(l) 

l: 

(l) 

:E 
,.... ,.._ " ,.._ l ~-o.-

mi sarA liEve], mEno Acre] la rUggine 

(l) (i) (i) 

:E :E :E l: 

l ,.... " "'" " a sòmmo di minUscole biche].! 
Osservare tra frondi il palpitare 

<p <p q> 

(l) O) fil 

:E l: :E 
1~-o. l,..;,.._ 

lontAno] di scAglie di mAre] 
mentre si levano tremuli scricchi 
di cicale dai calvi picchi./ 
E andando nel sole che abbaglia 

q> q> q> 

fil fil (l) 

/:E /l: :E l: " ~ ,._ ,..... 
sentire] con triste meraviglia 
com'è tutta la vita e il suo travaglio 

q> q> q> 

fil (l) (l) 

;:E ·:t :E l: :E 
,.... - " ,.., ,.,.. "' 

in quèsto seguitAre] ùna murAglia 
che ha in cima cocci aguzzi di bottiglia. 

era il rivo strozzato che gorgoglia, 
(i) 

:E l: 
" ,.._ 

era l'incartocciarsi dèlla fOglia 
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<p <p <p 
(l) (l) (l) 

,:E :E :E :E :E 

" l'C' " " " 4. riArsa], Erul cavAllo stramazzAto]./ 
<p <p 

(l) (l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E :E 

~ """'" 5. bEne non sEppi], luòri del prodigio 

M37 

<p 
(l) 

:E 

<p 
(l) 

:E 

<p 
(l) 

:E " )'-. " ,... ,... 

j 

1 . glOria] del distEso mèzzogiOrno 
2. quand'ombra non rendono gli alberi, 
3. è più e più si mostrano d'attorno 

<p <p <p 

:E :E :E :E :E 
/ " " r... ,... " 

4. per trOppa lUce], le parvEnza], !Albe./ 
<p <p 

co· 

l :E :E :E :E 
~ " l " ,... 

5. il sOI.Lln Alto],- ~n sEcco grEto]. 
6. Il mio giorno non è dunque passato: 
7. l'ora più bella è di là dal muretto 
8. che rinchiude in un occaso scialbato./ 
9. L'arsura, in giro; un martin pescatore 
1 O. volteggia s'una reliquia di vita. 

<p <p 

:E :E :E :E :E :E 
l~~,.,,....,..." 

11. la buOna piOggia E di là dàllo squallOre], 
12. ma in attendere è gioia più compita. 

M40 
<p 
(l) 

<p 
(l) 

<p 

co 
:E :E :E :E :E :E 

6. 
7. 
8. 

~ " l ~ ~ " ,..... 1. !Ors~n mattino andAndo in un'Aria di vEtro, 
<p <p <p 
(l) (l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E :E :E 

<p 

co 
<p 
(l) 

<p 
(l) 

/
:E :E :El: :E 
" l' ~ ,.,... l' 

che schiUde] la divina] indifferEnza: 
era la statua nella sonnolenza 

del meriggio, e la nuvola, e il falco alto levato. 

l'l- " ~ l ,.... r:::- i'::-
2. Arida], rivolgEndo mi], vedrò complrsill mirAcolo: 

cp <p <p 
(l) (l) (l) 

;:E :E :E :E :E "rt- ,..._!t-.,.... 
3. il nUlla àlle mk spAlle], il vuOto diètro 
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cp 
(J) 

:El: II I 
!,._,;:::- ,.., " 

di mE], con un terrOre di ubriAco]./ 
cp cp cp 
(J) (J) 

:E :E 

(l) 

:E 

(J) 

:E 

(J) 

I 

.... " " "- ,.... """ l--
5. pOi còme s'ùno schErmo], s'accamperAnno di gitto] 

cp <jl cp <jl 

(J) (J) (l) (l) Ol 

z I I r r r 
l\- ... " r-- """ ,..... 

6. Alberi] cAse] cOlli] per l'ingAnno consuEto]. 
<jl <p 

Ol (l) Ol Ol 

:EI: I: II: L 
"' ,::-- 1'- ;,.. ,.,.... ,.._ 

7. ma sarà trOppo tArdi]; ed ìo me n'andrO zitto] 
a. tra gli uomini che non si voltano, col mio segreto. 

M41 

1. Valmorbia, discorrevano Il tuo fondo 
2. fioriti nuvoli di piante agli àsolì. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

cp (jl (jl 

(J) (l) Ol (l) (l) 

/I I I :E I 
}'. ,... " l " " nascEva.Jn nOi], vOlti dal ciEco cAso, 

oblio del mondo./ 
cp cp <p 

(l) Ol (l) (l) 

I I L 

" " " tacEvano gli spAri], 

J I :E :E ,.. }'. ,.. 
nel grEmbo solitArio] 

cp <p (jl 

(l) (l) Ol (l) 

/t r :E:E :E ,. " ,.. " ,.. 
non dAva suOno] che il lEno] rOco]. 

lj> (jl <p 
(l) (l) Ol (l) 

;I :E :E :E I 
,._ " " ,... ,... 

7. sbocciAv~n rAzzo] su lo stElo], fjOco 

1 . 

2. 

M43 

:E 
,... 

<p 
(l) 

r 
~ 

:E 

" 

lj> 

Ol 

I: ,.. l 

cp 
(J) 

r 
,... 

la !arAndola dei fanciUlli] sul grEto] 
<p <p <p 
(l) (l) (j) 

.t .t I :E t ,.... (\ l 1'-. ,.._ ,.... 
Era la vita] che scOppia dall'arsUra. 

8. 

9. 
1 o. 

11. 

12. 

3. 

4. 

(jl 

(l) (l) 

:E L I 
/1 ~ 

,.. 
lacrimAva nell'Aria)./ 

<p (jl 

(j) (l) Ol (l) 

I
L :E :E L :E 
,.... " ""' ,.... ,... 

le nOtti chiAre] Erano tUtt.!L!!n'Aiba 
e portavano volpi alla mia grotta. 

(l) 

:E I ,.. ~ 

Valmorbia, un nome - e ora nèlla sciAlba 
<p lj> (jl 

Ol 

:E 

(J) 

:E 

(j) 

:E 

(l) 

:E 
_,.... """,.... 

memOria], tErra dòve non annOtta. 

l 

(jl 

(j) 

I 

" 
I 

l " 

lj> 

(l) 

.t 

" 
:E 
/'<" 

cp 
(l) 

:E ,... 
crescEva tra rAre cAnne] e ùno sterpEto 

(jl cp 
(J) (l) (l) (J) 

;l: t ,r :E ,.... ,.... ,.... ,.._ 
il cEsp.Q...YmAno l nell'Aria pUra./ 
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5. 
6. 

Il passante sentiva come un supplizio 
il suo distacco dalle antiche radici. 

8. anche un nome, una veste, erano un vizio. 

~ ~ ~ 

OJ OJ OJ OJ 

l: l: l: l: l: l: 
F:"' " ~ ,.... f<::' (\ 

7. nell'etA d'Oro] flOrida] sùlle spOnde felici 

1. 

2. 

3. 

M 51 

A vortice s'abbatte 
~ ~ 

OJ OJ 

l: l:· l: l: 
,... 1\ ,... " 

sul m]Q cApo reclinAto 

~ ~ 
O) OJ OJ 

l: l: l: 
l " (\ ,... 

un suOno d'Agri] \Azzi. 

~ 

OJ 

~ 

OJ 

~ 

OJ 

' 4. 
5. 

6. 

~ 

OJ 

OJ 

~ 

OJ 

~ 

OJ 

l: l: l: " ,._ ;,..._ 
scOtta la tErra] percOrsa 
da sghembe ombre di pinastri, 

~ ~ <p 
OJ 

i· 
OJ • O) 

l: l: l: l: ;:E 
(\ " " ,... ,._ 

e al mAre] lA in fOndo] fA vElo 

~ 

OJ 

l: l: l: l: l: l: l: l: 
(\ ,... 

" " (\ " " /(\ 7. piU chu rAmi], àllo sguArdo], l'Afa] che a trAtti erOmpe 
8. dal suolo che si awena. 

~ ~ 

OJ OJ OJ OJ 

l: l: l: l: l: l: 
~ ,... ,.._ l " ,... ,.._ 

9. quàndo piU sOrd.Q...Q mEno] il ribolllo dell'Acque 
1 o. che s'ingorgano 

OJ 

~ 

OJ 

~ 

OJ 

/
l: l: l: l: l: 

,... ,... ,... "- .... 
11. accàniQ.J! lUnghe sEcche] mi raggiUnge: 

~ ~ 

OJ OJ OJ 

l: l: l: l: l: 
1\ (':: " ~ r=::-

12. .I2....B. un bOmbo talvOlta] ed un ripiOvere 
13. di schiume sulle rocce. 
14. Come rialzo il viso, ecco cessare 
15. i ragli sul mio capo; e via scoccare 

~ ~ 

OJ OJ OJ 

l: l: l: l: 
~ (\ ,.. ,..._ 

16. vèrso le strepeAnti Acque], 
~ ~ ~ 

OJ O) OJ 

i 
l: l: l: l: l: 

" (\ " "..__ 1\ 

17. frecciAte biàncazzUrre], dUe ghiandAie. 
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M 52 
Antico, sono ubriacato dalla voce 

~ ~ 

6) 6) Ol 

L L L L L " ,....... ,..._ ~ ,....._ 13. 

<p 
{J) 

L L L 

,... "'" " chfLil piccino fermEnto 
2. ch'Esce dàlle t~ bOcche] quàndo si schiUdono i 4. 

come verdi campane e si ributtano 3. 
4. 

del mio cuore non era che un momento 
<p 
{J) 

5. 
6. 
7. 

a. 

9. 

iO. 

11. 

indietro e si disciolgono. 
q> <p 
(i) (i) co 
L L L L 

l " " ,..._ ~ 
la cAsa dèlle mì~stAti 
t'era accanto, lo sai, 

(i) 

IL ,.... 
lontAne] 

là nel paese dove il sole cuoce 
q> <p ~ 

(i) co (i) 

L L L L L L 

1\ " " ,..._ " ,.... e annUvolano] l'Aria] le zanzAre. 
q> !p <p 

(i) (i) co Ol 

L LL L L L 

""" 'ff'-. "!~-. còmuiiOra Oggi] in tùa presEnza impiEtro, 

q> ~ 

(i) (i) 

L L L 
1- 1,_, ,.... 

mAre], ma non piU dEgno 
q> q> <p 
(i) (i) co 
L L L L L 

l ,.... " /'. l " " mi crEdo] del solEnne ammonimEnto 
<p ~ 

co (i) (i) 

L L L L L 
Il'\'"" "1\ 

12. del tùo respiro]. tu m'hai d Etto primo 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

M72: Egloga 

(i) (i) Ol 

L 
l 

I: L 
1\-- " l " pErdersi nel bigio] ondOso 

dei miei ulivi era buono 
nel tempo andato - loquaci 

<p ~ 
{J) 6) (i) 

L L L 

'""' /1'-di riottAnti] uccElli 
e di cantanti rivi. 
Come affondava il tallone 

15. 

Ol 

IL L L L 

" " " " del tùo]; che mi Er!Lin fOndo 
<p cp 

co Ol 

<p 

co 
L L I: L L LL 
"r::::- ,..._,....,... t-1-

1 6. la t.lliì lEgge rischiOsa]: Esser vAsto] e divErso 
17. e insieme fisso: 
1 a. e svuotarmi così d'ogni lordura 

~ q> <p 
{J) Ol (i) 

L t L L L L 
,..._ ~ A. l /'. l'- f'. 

19. còme tu fAi] che sbAtti sùlle spOnde] 
~ !p !p 

Ol co Ol 

L L L 
l ~ " l " 20. tra sUgheri] Alghe] astErie] 

!p !p 

co (i) (l) Ol 

t L L L L 
l~o.,,..._ ,... l~r--" 

21. lfLinUtili macErie] del tùo abisso. 

~ 
(1) 6) 

t L L 
l /o. " " 7. nel suOlo screpolAto], 

!p <p 

co co 
L r r 
1':: ,.... l r--

8. tra le lamElle d'argEnto 
~ <p 

(O (i) (i) 

9. 
17c ~ /t-

dell'Esili fOglie]. sconnEssi 
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10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

APPENDIX E 

nascevano in mente i pensieri 
nell'aria di troppa quiete./ 

cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) (l) 

:E :E ): :E :E 
~ t.. F" /'o ,._ 

Oru finito] il cErulo marEzzo]. 
Si getta il pino domestico 

cp cp 
(l) (l) 

l :E :E :E 
r-. ,.... " 

a rOmper la grigìUra]; 
cp 

(l) (l) (l) 

:E :E l :E ,..._ ('. ,.. 
brUcitina tOppa di ciEIQ 

cp 
(l) 

,.. 
ln Alto, un ragnatela 

cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

j:E :E /:E :E ,.._ ,... ,... ,.. 
si squArci~! pAsso]: si svincola 

cp 
(l) 

:E 
\ ,._ 

d'attOrno un'ora fallita. 
cp cp 

(l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E 
" ,..... ,... l ,..... 

E uscltun rOmbo di trEno, 
non lunga, ingrossa. Uno sparo 

cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l ~" l~ 
sì schiAccia nell'Etra 

:E 
lf\ 

vetrino]. 
cp 
(l) (l) 

cp 
(l) 

~ -z: :E :E :E :E 
"r-..."",.... .... strEpita un vOlo còmun acquazzOne], 

cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E 
1-- t-- ,..._ l N 

vEnta] e vanlsce bruciAta] 
cp cp 
(l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E 

"'" /'.. " {\ ùna bracciAta di amAra 

J 

25. 

26. 

27. 
28. 

29. 

30. 
31. 

32. 
33. 
34. 

35. 

36. 
37. 
38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

cp 
(l) 

cp 
(l) 

:E :E :E 

" " l r.... tùa scOrza], istAnte]: 
cp cp 
(l) (l) 

cp 
(l) 

l :E ,... 
discOsta 

cp 
(l) 

l r" r,.. rl'.. ~ r" 
esplOde furibOnd.i!Jina canEa]./ 
cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E J :E 
" l /'.. "'" ,.... 

tOsto] potrà rinAscere l'idillio. 
S'è ricomposta la fase che pende 

cp cp 
(l) (l) 'co 

l :E :E :E 

"'~ ,.... dal ciElo], riEscono bEnde 
cp cp 

(l) (l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E :E 
l ,... " l " ,.... ,... 

leggEre fuOri. .. ]; il fitto dei fagiuOii] 
n'è scancellato e involto. 

cp cp' 
(l) (l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E 
l':' "' ,.... /\.. 

non sErve piU] rApid'Aie], 
ne giova proposito baldo; 
non durano che le solenni cicale 

cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

;:E :E :E :E 
r-.. ,.... ,.... l " 

in quèsti saturnAii del cAldo]. 
cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E :E :E ,.... ,.... ,.... ,._ ,..._ ,.._ 
vA e viEne un istAnte] in un fOlto] 
una parvenza di donna. 
E' disparsa, non era una Baccante./ 

cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l :E :E :E ,._ l r-.:- ,._ 
sul tArdi] cornEggia la lUna]. 

cp cp 
(l) (l) 

:E :E l 7-.. 
rrt'òrnavÀmo dai nòstrì 

cp cp 
(l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E 
,._ " f<:' ,... 

vagabondArì mfruttuOsì]. 
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43. 
- 44; 

(ì) 

l: l: l: 
,.,... " lv 

non si leggEva pìU 
cp 
Ol 

l: 
' ,... 

.a.l mOndo la traccia 

! 
, "' in fàccì5!. 

della frenesia durata 

M81: Arsenlo 

1. l turbini sollevano la polvere 
(ì) 

l: l: 
l ,... "' 

2. IIUi tetti, a mulinelli, e sùglì spiAzzi 
cp cp <p 

! ! l: ! ! 
,... F=' " " ,... 

3. desErti], òv~ cavAIIUncappuccìAii 
cp cp <p 

(l) (ì) (J) 

!l: l: l: l: 
l 1\. 1'- ,.. ,_ l (\. 

4. annUsano la tErra], !Ermi innànzi 
cp 

Ol Ol 

/
I: I: I: 

" ,..., " 5. ai vEtri luccicAnti degli alberghi. 
6. Sul corso, in faccia al mare, tu discendi 
7. in questo giorno 

cp cp 
Ol (ì) (l) 

cp 
(l) 

I: I: l: I: I: I: I: 
,.... 1\. 1\. ,.., ,.... "'· ,..._ 

8. Or piovOrno] Or.su.ccEso], in c.Yl pAr] scAtti 
cp 

Ol Ol 

r-.. ~ ;.... 
9. a sconvOigerne l'Ore 
1 o. uguali, strette in trama, un rìtornelld 
11 . dì castagnette./ 

cp cp <p 
(l) Ol (l) (l) 

r l: / Lt-- :E r ,.. 1'- ,.._ l ~ 
12. E il sEgno d'un'Altra Orbita]: tu sEgullo]. 
13. Discendi all'orizzonte che sovrasta 

<p <p <p <p 

(J) (l) (l) (l) 

I: l: l l: l: l: l: 
t-. " 

,.._ " " 
,..... 

14. ùna trOmba di piOmbo], Alta sùì gOrghi], 

45. 
46. 
47. 

48. 

15. 

16. 

17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
24. 

25. 

26. 

il pomeriggio. Turbati 
discendevamo tra i vepri. 
Nei miei paesi a quell'ora 

<p cp <p 

Ol (ì) Ol 

L L I: / I:~ l ~ . ,... ,... .~ 

cominciano] a fischiAre] le lEpri. 

<p <p cp 
(l) {i) (l) 

l l: l: l: :E L 
('-. "' 

,..... 
" ,..... 

piU d'Essi vagabOnda]: sAiso nEmbo 
<p <p <p 
(l) (l) (l) 

r. I: 
l 

l: :E I: 

" /'.. "' " 1'-
vorticAnte], soffiAto dal ribElle 

cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l: I: r. r. L l: 
,..., ,... ,.... 

" "- ,.... 
elemEnto àlle nUbi]; fA ch.e.JI pAsso 
su la ghiaia ti scricchioli e t'inciampi 
il viluppo dell'alghe: quell'istante 
è forse, molto atteso, che ti scampi 

<p cp <p 
()) (J) (l) 

:E l: I: I: ;;. l: ,.. ,..., l " "- "" dal finire il tùo viAggio], anEllo d'ùna 
cp cp cp 
ro m m ro m 
L :E L L I: ,,_Ire- r- 1,._,... 

catEna], ìmmUtQ..JtndAre], oh trOppo nOto 
<p cp <p 
(l) (J) {i) {i) 

('E :E I: :E L 
,..... ,..., l ..... ,.. ,.... 

delirio), arsEnio], d[i]'immobilitA ... / 
Ascolta tra i palmizi il getto tremulo 

<p <p <p 

(l) {i) (J) 

l: l: L L :E 
,...__ ,... ,... ,... !«-

dei violini], spEnto] quàndo rOtola 
<p <p <p 

(J) (J) (l) 

l r I: L l: L 

"' 
,... ,..... ,.._ t--

il tuOno] con un frEmer di lam'1Era 
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27. 

28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 

33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

APPENDIX E 

Cjl 

co 
Cjl 

co 
Cjl 

co 
k k k k k !,.._,.. ,...;,..._" 

percOssa]; la tempEsta E dOlce] quàndo 
Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co co 
k k k k :E 
""-!t-.. "/'1:::

sgOrga biAnca la stElla di canicola 
Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co co 
k k :E k :E /,..._,.... /Jo...,... ,__ 

nel ciEI~zzUrro] e !Unge pAr la sEr:;J 
ch'è prossima: se il fulmine la incide 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co 

/
k k :E :E 
,... f-.- ,... l f-.-

dirAma còmun Albero preziOso 
entro la luce che s'arrosa: e il timpano 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co 
:E l::El: :E :E 

{":'"" """,..." dègli tzigAni] E il rOmbo silenziOso]./ 
Discendi in mezzo al buio che precipita 

e muta il mezzogiorno in una notte 
di globi accesi, dondolanti a riva, -

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co 

l ;. k" ~ ;_ ;... 
e fuOri], dòvu.tn'Ombra sOla tiEne 

Cjl Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co co 
k k :E :E :E 
"- ,..._ l,._ ,... ~ 

mAr.!Le. ciElo], dai gOzzi spArsi pAlpita 
Cjl Cjl 

co co co 
k k k :E :E 
~,... ,... ,... ,......_ 

l'acetilEne] - finchè gOccia trEpidQ. 
Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co 
k :E :E k :E 
,... "' " "- ~ il ciElo], fUmilJI suOlo che s'abbEvera], 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co 
:E 

co 
:E 

r::- f-.- ,..._ f-.- ,..,.... 
tUtto d'accAnto ti sciabOrda, sbAttono 

Cjl Cjl 

co co co co 

43. 
44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 
55. 

56. 

57. 

l 
k k k :E k 58 . 

......... ,.... l~ ,... r:: 
le tEnde mOlli], un frUscio immEnso rAde 

59
· 

Cjl 

co 
Cjl 

co 
Cjl 

co 
:E :E k k k \l',...."' t--,.._ 

la tErra], giU s'afflOsciano stridEndo 
le lanterne di carta sulle strade./ 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co 
k :E l::El: k 

"" "k--f-." cosi spErso] tra i vimini e le stuOie 
Cjl Cjl <p 

co co 
:E k k 

;,.... ""· grondAnti}, giUnco tu] 

l:· :E 

Cjl Cjl 

co co 

"' " che le radici 

/
. k k :E :E ,.._ ,.._ ~ ,._ 

con sE trascina], viscide], non mAi 
Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co (l) 

,.... ~ ,.. "'" ......_ 
svElte], trEmi di vita e ti protEndi 
a un vuoto risonante di lamenti 
soffocati, la tesa ti ringhiotte 
dell'onda antica che ti volge; e ancora 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co (l) 

:E :E l: :El: " ~ ,._ ,... ,...,. 
tUtto che ti riprEnde], strAda pOrtico 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co (l) 

:E :E J:E :E . :E ,... ,._ ,.._ t<:: ,.._ 
mUra spEcchi] ti flgge in ùna sOla 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co co 
;:E k :E:E k 

ghiacciAta] m~titJdinf di mbrti], 
e se un gesto ti sfiora, una parola 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co (l) 

/ 'f:_ ~ :E,_ :E,._. l f-
Ii cAd~ccAnto], quèii.Q....E. fOrse, arsEnio], 

Cjl ·<p 

co (l) (J) 

l k :E k j:E :E 
/"- " r-. " ,... nell'Ora che si sciOglie], il cEnno d'ùna 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

co co (J) co 
k k k :E :El: 
,... ",.._ r-- "/\. 

vita strozzAta] per tE sOrta], e il vEnto_ 
la porta con la cenere degli astri. 
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l. 
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· :M96: Incontro 

<p 
(J) 

<p 
(jJ 

cp 
(Il 

r r r r r I: 
1\ t-. 1-- " l't- /'-. 

tU non m'abbandonAre] mìa tristEzza 
sulla strada 
che urta il vento forano 

<p 

(jJ (Il (jJ 

I: r :r: r 
cd suòi vSrtici cÀidu spAra]; 

cp cp cp 
(jJ (J) (jJ 

(jJ 

l: 
!c-

cAra 
<p 

(jJ 

16. " /'-. mAni scArne], 
cp 
(l) (Il 

<p 
(jJ 

L r 
l /'-. " cavAIIUn fila], 

<p <p 

(Il (l) 

r r r I: L 

/<:- """~ ,...._ 17. stridule]: vite nO]: vegetaziOni 

(l) 

l: 
}.. 

ruOte 

18. dell'altro mare che sovrasta il flutto./ 
<p 

(J) (jJ (l) 

' ;._ l ~ ;:__ l~ I:" f. 19. 
I L L r r r 

,...._ "' /1.. " " si vA sùlla carrAia] di rapprEsa 
5. tristEzza al sOffio che sL.e.stEnua]: e a quèsto], 

sospinta sulla rada 6. 
<p cp 
(jJ (l) 

7. 

B. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 
14. 

15. 

<p <p 
(jJ (jJ (Il (Il 

r r r r L 
"~.,...11' ,...._ 

dòve l'Ultime vOci il giOrno esAla 
cp cp <p 

(l) (l) (l) (jJ 

l: 
f':: 

I: r r r 
,...._ " ;,._ lr< 

viAggiSLl!na nEbbia], Alta si flEtte un'Ala 
cp 
(l) 

" ,._ di cormorAno./ 
<p <p 

(Il (l) (jJ 

I:I:I:I: I: 
/ .,.._ .,._ ,..... " t-

la fOce E allàto del torrEnte], 
cp <p 

(l) (l) 

L r r I: 

(Il 

r 
~ 

stErile 
<p 

(Il 

I: 
,..... ,.,... f'o. l ,.._ ,...._ 

d'Acque], vivo di piEtre e di calcine]; 
cp cp cp 

(Il (l) (Il (jJ f 

l !: t !: l: z r "'" ",...,~,..... ma piU fOce dì umAni Atti consUnti, 
cp <p 

(Il (Il (f) 

1 !: L !: !: I: " ,... ,..... 1'- ,..._ 
d'impallidite vite tramontAnti 
oltre il confine 

cp cp cp 
(jJ (Il (l) 

I:!: L!: I:!: 

cht"a cé~hio cÌrinchiUde]: vl~mUnti, 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

25. 
26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 
31. 

32. 

r r I: 

" "" " mOta] sènz.§J!no scArto], 
simili ad incappati di corteo, 
sotto la volta infranta ch'è discesa 
quasi a specchio delle vetrine, 
in un'aura che avvolge i nostri passi 

<p cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

r L :r: r L 

" " " " !-.... fitta] e uguAglia i sargAssi 
umani fluttuanti alle cortine 

q> cp 
()) 

I: L 
,.__ l'v 

dei bambU] 

(f) 

(Il 

r r " ,..._ mormorAnti./ 
cp <p 

(l) ()) 

L r r 1 r r 
,.... ~';" ,.. " re-

se mi IAscLAnche tu], tristEzza], sOlo 
cp <p <p 

(f) (l) 

L I: I: !: !: 
' " 1\ l t-. ,..._ ,..._ 

presAgio vivo in quèsto nEmbo], sEmbra 
q> <p 

()) 

L !: I: I: 
,._ .... ",..._ 

che attOrno mi si..e.f!Onda] 
un ronzio qual di sfere quando un'ora 

<p 
(l) ()) 

I: L 
(':::-- ,.... 

sta per scoccAre]; 
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33. 

34. 

APPENDIX E 

q> 
(J) (J) 

q> 
(J) 

r. r. r. r. r. 
l ,..., ,.._ ,... " " 

e cAdQJnErte] nell'attEsa spEnta 
q> 

(J) (J) 

r. r. r. 
l " ,... ,..., 

di chi non sa temEre] 
q> q> 
(J) (J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. 
/ f'. 1\ ,.._ A /-.. 

44. 
45. 

46. 

35. su quèsta prOda] eh~ sorprEsa l'Onda 
q> q> 47. 
(J) (J) 

r. r. r. 

" l ,..., ,... 
36. lEnta], che non appAre./ 

q> 
(J) 

q> 
(J) 

q> 
(J) 

r. r. /r. r. r. 
" " ,..._ t-- r:::-àlle dita non fOglie mi sLattOrcono] 
ma capelli./ 

q> q> q> 
(J) (J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. r. 
,..._ ,... ,..._ ,... ,... ,... 

pOi piU nUlla]. oh sommErsa!: tu dispAri 
q> q> 
(J) (J) (J) 

·r. r. r. r. r. 
r::- " ;,... ,..., ,..... 

qual sei venUta], e nUlla sO di tE]. 

q> '1', 
(J) (J) 

q> 
(J) 

r. r. r. r. r. r. 

q:> q> 
l' ";,..._ ,..., / ,.._ ,..._ 

48. la tùa vita E ancOr tùa]: tr.a.J guizzi rAri 

37. 

38. 

39. 
40. 

41. 

42. 

(J) (J) (J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. r. "A,._ l'/' {<C" 
fOrse riavrQ.J!n aspEtto]: nèlla lUce 

q> q> q> 
(J) (J) (J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. 
' ~ l ~ ,..., " ~ 
radEnte un mOto mi condUcuccAnto 

q> q> 
(J) (J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. 
,..._ ~ ,..._ ,...._ ,.._ 

.aJLna misera frOnda] chun un vAso 
s'alleva s'una porta di osteria. 

q> q> q> 
(J) (J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. ,.._ ,..._ l ,...._ l ,..._ ,... 
a lEi tEndo la mAno], e fArsi mìa 

q> q> 
(J) ·(J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. 
l ,..., ,... ,..._ l ,..., ,..._ 

un'Altra vita sEnto], ingOmbro d'ùna 
q> q> q> 
(J) (J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. 
" {';-- .,.... l ,.._ ,..._ 

43. fOrma che mi fu tOlta]; e quAsl.Jl.nEIIi 

1. 
2. 

3. 

M107: ll Balcone 

Pareva facile giuoco 
mutare in nulla lo spazio 

q> 
(J) (J) (J) 

l r. r. r. r._ ,... ,_ ,._ ,_ 
che m'èr.a...apErto], in un tEdio 

49. 
50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

4. 

q> q> q> 
(J) (J) (J) (J) (J) 

/
r. r. r. r. r. 

,...._ ,.._ ,.... F::- "• 
dal giOrno spArsa giA]. prEga per mE 
allora. ch'io discenda altro cammino 

q> 
(J) (J) 

r. r. l: r. 
,..._ " ,..._ "' 

ch.§.itna via di cittA], 
q> cp 

(J) (J) (J) (l) 

l ;_ r. r. r. r. ;,.... ,... ,.. 
nell'Aria ptrsa], 

cp 
innànzi...al brulichio 

q> 
(J) (J) (J) 

r. r. r. r. r. 
'" /' ,.._" " dei vivi]; ch'ìo ti sEnta....a_ccAnto]; ch1o 

q> q> 
(J) (J) 

r. r. r. 
" r::- ...... 

scEnda) sènza viltA./ 

q> cp cp 
(J) (l) (J) 

r. r. r. r. ' ,.._ l ,.._ ,.._ ,.._ . 
malcErto] il cErto tùo fuOco./ 



s: 

7. 

8. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 
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cp <p 

CD (l) 

:t E E E 
t<:- ,.. ,._ ,._ 

Oru quel vuOto ho congiUnto] 
<p <p 

CD C!l C!l 

:t !.E E 

,... ,... ,.._ '" Ogni mlo tArdo motivo], 
<p 

C!l (l) (l) 

!. E /E 

l " " ,._ sull'Arduo nUlla) si spUnta 
cp <p 

CD CD (l) 

:r. t t :r. ,... ,... ~ ,.... 
l'Ansia di attEnderti vivo]./ 

M125: Dora Markus 

(l) (l) (l) 

t :r. t t 
r-. fo... ,... l,... 

fU] dòve il pOnte di lEgno 
<p <p 
(J) (l) 

<p 

(l) 

L t L tt ,... ""/r-. /r-.,.._ 
mEit1La pOrto corslni] sul mAre Alto] 

e rari uomini, quasi immoti, affondano 
o salpano le reti. Con un segno 

cp <p <p 
(J) (J) (J) 

t l: E l: t !. 
,... ,.._""l",.__ 

dèlla mAno] additAvi all'Altra spOnda 
cp <p 

(J) (l) (l) 

:ti. L t l: 
l">.tr {'o.(':",._ 

invisibile) la t~ pAtria vEra). 
<p cp: 

(J) CD (J) 

L l: l:!. l: 
,.. l'==' " !<;;- ~ 

l 

pOi segulmmgjl canAle) fino àlla dArsena 
<p <p 

(J) (l) CD 

L tE I.l: 

,.:- "' ~ " 1<::-dèlla cittA], lUcida di fuliggine], 
nella .bassura dove s'affondava 

9. 

1 o. 

11. 

12. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 
14. 

15. 

16. 
17. 

<p 

O) (J) 

<p 
(J) 

l~ l ~ E" 
la vita che dA barlUmi] 

<p cp 
(j} (l) (l) 

l .r !. E 
,._ Il"' 1'-

E quèlla che sOla tu scOrgi]. 
cp 
(J) O) 

t t t 
Il"- ('o./,.:: 

a lEi ti spOrgi] da quèsta 
<p cp 

t .t t ,,.... /,..... (':-

finEstra che non s'illUmina. 

(l) 

Cjl 

(l) 

t 

·" una 

ti: .t .t t 
" ,... f.... /<:: ..... 

primavErgjnErte], sènza memOria./ 
<p <p 
O) (l) (J) 

I: I: I: t 
l ,.._, ,._ " ,.. 

e qui] dòv~n'antlca vita 
<p <p 
(l) (j} 

t t t l,._ lt-- ,._ 
si scrEzia) in ùna dOlce 

<p <p 
O) O) 

:E :E t 
,... "' ;,.... 

ansi etA d'oriEnte], 
le tue parole iridavano come le scaglie 

<p cp 
(l) O) 

I: I: Et 
" l-.. ,.._ r-

dèlla triglia moribOnda]./ 
<p 

(l) 

<p 
(j} 

l ~ I: I: I: t 
··~t<:-,,...]"-

la tùa irrequ~tUdine] mi fa pensAre 
agli uccelli di passo che urtano ai fari 
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18. 
19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 
23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 
27. 

28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 

32. 

APPENDIX E 

Cjl 

(l) 

L L 
,... ,...,... ,...... 

nèlle sEre tempestOse]: 
è una tempesta anche la tua dolcezza, 

Cjl Cjl 

(l) 

L 

(l) 

L 
,.,. l r- " 

tUrbina] e non appAre, 
Cjl 

(l) (l) 

L L L L L 
l r- r- " ~ "' 
~ suòi ripOsi sOno Anche piU rAri]. 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

l 
L L L L L 
~l';- ,...,._,... 

non sO] còme stremAta tu resisti 
in questo lago 

Cjl Cjl cp 
(l) (o) 

L L L L L 
7"" " 

r- ,.. ,... 
d'indifferEnza ch'.EJI tllil. cuOre]; fOrse 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

l r- l r- ~ ,... " 
ti sAlva un amulEto che tu tiEni 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

L L L L L ,,... r- ,... t- ,... 

vicìnQ...à,lla matita dèlle lAbbra],. 
al piumino, alla lima: un topo bianco, 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

L 
l ,... 

L L L 
,.. l'o/1'-

d'avOrio]; 
Cjl 

e cosi] esisti]!/ 
Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

l 
L L L L 
,...,...,... !'-

ormAi nèlla tùa carinzia 
di mirti fioriti e di stagni, 

Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

L L L 
~'<- ,..._ l t::: 

china sul bOrdo sorvEgli 
Cjl Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

L L L 
' ,.... l ,.. ,_ 
la cArpa che tlmid.5!....§.bb0oca] 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 
44. 
45. 

46. 

47. 
48. 

49. 

50. 
51. 

L 

l " o sEgui sùi 
Cjl 

(l) 

L 

cp 
(l) (l) 

L L 
,... l ~ 

tigli, tra gl'Irti 
Cjl 

(l) 

~ 1-- " 
pinnAcoli] l.e__aocensiOni 
del vespro e nell'acque un avvampo 

Cjl Cjl Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

L L L L ,,..._/"l'" 
di tEnde da scAli] e pensiOni./ 
La sera che si protende 
sull'umida conca non porta 
col palpito dei motori 
che gemiti d'oche e un interno 

Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

L L L L 
l,...r- ~I'; 

di nivee maiOiiohe dio~ 
Cjl cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

L L L L L 
t- t-1' ,..re 

~Ilo spEcchio annerito che ti vide 
Cjl 

(l) 

L 
' ,.. 

divErsa una storia di errori 
imperturbati e la incide 
dove la spugna non giunge./ 

Cjl Cjl 

(l) (l) 

L L L 
l r- ... ,..... 

la tùa leggEnda],dOra]! 
Cjl 

(l) (l) 

cp 
(l) 

L L L L L 
" ,... ,..., l ,.... ,... 

ma e scritta giA] In quègli sguArdi 
di uomini che hanno fedine 

Cjl 

(l) (l) (l) 

L L L 
/,._,..,.. /1"= 
altEr~ dEboli] in grAndi 

Cjl Cjl 

(l) (l) 

L L L L 
' ,... " t'- ,._ 
ritrAtti d'Oro] e ritOrna 
ad ogni accordo che esprime 
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52. l'armonica guasta nell'ora 
q> q> 

(J} Ol 

I: L I: L 
,.. " /'::" ,_ 

53. che abbUia], sEmpre piU tArdi./ 
q> q> 

(J} (J} Ol 

I: L L I: ,... ,.., l ,_ r-

54. e scritta lA]. il sèmprevErde 
q> q> 

(J} Ol 

l: :E I: 
l ,... "" r.. 

55. allOro per la cucina 
56. resiste, la voce non muta, 

M133 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

q> 

ro 
cp 
(J} 

cp 
Ol 

:E I: I: I: .t l ,.. ,.,... ~ ,... ,..... 
lo sAi]: dèbbo ripErderti) e non pOsso]. 

cp cp ljl 

ro 
I: :E I: I: I: I: 
,... 1\ " "' ,.... r-

còmun tiro aggiustAto] mi sommuOve 
q> q> q> 
{l) 

:E I: 
ro 
I: 

(l) 

I: 
,.... !<::- ,.. " ('::- " 

Ogni Opera], Ogni grido e Anche lo spiro 
salino che straripa 

q> ljl q> 
{l) (l) Ol (O 

/
:E I: I: L L 
1'- l ,... l " ,.._ ,... 

dai mOli] e fA] l'oscUra primavEra 

M134 

cp· 
(l) (J} (O 

:E I: L :E L ':E 

" " !':- " ..... f:::. mOlti Anni), tino piU dUro] sòpr.aJ) lAgo 
q> 

(J} 

L 
' ,_ 

straniEro su cui ardono ì tramonti. 
cp q> cp 
{l) (O (O 

L I L L L ,... Il":" ,..... ~"=" ,..... 
pOi) scendEsti dai mOnti] a riportArmi 

57. Ravenna è lontana, distilla 
58. veleno una fede feroce. 

q> q> 

(l) Ol (O 

IL L I: I: 
1<:- "" ,.._ ,.... 

59. che vuOle da tE]? non sì cEde 
cp q> q> 

(O (J} (l) 

L L L L 
" l ,.._ " ,... 

60. voce], leggEnda] o destino ... ] 
cp q> 

Ol 

L J:: 

(l) 

l: 
,....,...., "' t-

61 . ma s tArdi), sEmpre piU tArdi. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

dì Sottoripa. 
Paese dì ferrame e alberature 
a selva nella polvere del vespro. 
Un ronzìo lungo viene dall'aperto, 
q> q> 
(O (l) (J} Ol 

L L I: I: I: L 
,_ ,... ,... ,.... ,_ y:::: 

1 o. strAzia) còm[e]'UnghiL!l vEtri]. cErc2JI sEgno 
q> 

11. 

12. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

(O 

I: 

' " smarrito, il pegno solo ch'ebbi in grazia 
q> q> q> 

Ol (l) Ol 

l ':_ I: I: I: 
·~ ,_ ,_ l l

da tE]. e l'infErno] e cErto. 

San Giorgio e il Drago./ 
Imprimerli potessi sul palvese 
che s'agita alla frusta del grecale 

q> q> cp <p 
(O (O (J} 

I: I I: I: I: L /.,_ ",...,.... ,..._ ,._ 
in cuOre .. ] e per tE) scEnderun un gOrgo 

ljl <p 
(J} Ol 

L L I: L 
·; " "' .... ,... 

di fedeltA], immortAle. 
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1 . 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

M139 

cp 
(l) (l) 

cp 
(l) 

l: l: .:E l: 
l ,... ,... " ,... ,. 

il sàliscEndi biAncu nEro dei 
cp 
(l) (l) 

l: l: l: 

" .... l ,... 
balestrUcci dal pAlo 

cp cp 
(l) (l) 

l: l: l: ,... ~ l ,_ 
del telEgrafo al mAre 
non conforta l tuoi crucci su lo scalo 
né ti riporta dove più non sei./ 

M142 

l: 
,... 

cp 
(l) 

l: ,... 

cp 
(l) 

l~ l: ,.... 

cp 
(l) 

:E 

" perchè tArdi]? nel pino lo scoiAttolo 
cp cp cp 

(l) (l) (l) (l) 

l: l: l: l: l: 
~ ,... ,,_ ,... ,.._ 

bAtte la cOda] a tOrcia sùlla scOrza]. 
cp cp 

(l) (l) 

l ,.... ,... ,... ,... ,... 

la mèzzaiUna scEnde col s1J.Q picco 

M144 
ero la fronte dai ghiaccioli 

cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l: l: l: l: :E 
,.._ l'E" . ,._ ,..... ,... 

cne raccog 1 st1 traversAndo l'Alte 
cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l: l: l: l: l: l: ,... ,..._ ,.... ,._ ..... ,.... 
nebuiOse]; hAi le pEnne lacerAte 
dai cicloni, ti desti a soprassalti./ 

cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

:E,... 1:,../'f;... :El'-~ ~ 

j 

mèzzodl]: allUnga nel riquAdrQJI nEspolo 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

cp 
(l) 

cp 
(l) 

cp 
(l) 

l: l: l: l: l: l: 
l' " ,... ,... ,.... f:. 

giA profUma il sambUco] fitto] su 
cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l: l: l: l: I: 
~ ",... ,.....,..,... 
lo JlterrAto]; il piovAsco si dilEgua. 
Se il chiarore è una tregua, 

cp cp 
(l) (l) ,- ~ 

(l) 

l: l: l: l: l: 
,... ,..... " ,... ,_ 

la tlli!. cAra minAccia] la consUma. 

l 

cp 
(l) 

l: ,... l: ,... 

cp 
(l) 

l: ,.... I: 
l ,_ 

cp 
(l) 

l: ,... 
nel sOle che la smOrza]. E giOrno fAtto]./ 

cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l: l: l: l: l: l: 
" ,.... l ..... ,... ,... " 

a un sOffio] il pigro fUmo trasalisce, 
si difende nel punto che ti chiude. 

cp cp ljl 

(l) (l) 

l: l: l: I: l: 
,.,.. ,... l ,... ,... ,.,.. 

nUlla finisce], o tUtto], se tU fOlgore 
lasci la nube. 

(l) (l) (l) (l) 

:E :E ;:E l: ;:E 
....... ,.... ..... .J:- ,... 

l'Ombra nEra], s'ostlnllln cil::lo un sOle 
cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l: l: l: l: l: I: 
,... ,... ,,... r-- r- t'<" 

freddolOso]; e l'Altre Ombre che scantOnano 
cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

:E l: l: I: ;,... /..._,...r.--
nel vicolo non sAnno] che sEi qui. 
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M146 
Infuria salè o grandine? Fa strage 
dì campanule, svelle la cedrina. 
Un rintocco subacqueo s'avvicina, 

q> q> 

co (l) (l) 

I I I: I I 
" ,._. ,_ l l-- ,..... 

quàle tu lo destAvi], e s'allontAna]./ 
q> 

(l) (l) (l) 

I I I :E 
,.... t<;- !'::;- l ,... 

la pianOia degl'Inferi da sE 

M147 
cp 

(l) (l) (l) 

I I I 
) ,... ,... ,_ 

al primo chiAro], quàndo 
q> q> 

(l) (l) 

I I I I 

" " 
,.... ,.. 

subitAneo un rumOre 
di ferrovia mi parla 

cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

l I I ;r,.... ,.... 

"' di chiUsi uOmini in cOrsa 
nel traforo del sasso 
illuminato a tagli 

cp cp 
(l) co (l) 

I I E ;,,.._;,....." 
da ciEli ed Acque misti;/ 

M148 
Il fiore che ripete 
dall'orlo del burrate 

cp cp 
co (l) 

E E I 
,..._ ,... l ,_, 

non scordArti di mE], 
cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) 

~ I,... 1 ~ I" ;__ 
non ha tinte piU liEte ne piU chiAre] 

6. 

7. 
8. 

q> q> q> 

(l) (l) (l) 

:E :E :E :E I 

' 
(';' ,... ,... ,.., ,... 

accElera i registri, sAle nèlle 
q> q> q> 

(l) co (l) (l) 

L I I I I 
~ ,... ,... ,... ,.... 

sfEre del gElo ... ] - brilla còme tE 
quando fingevi col tuo trillo d'aria 

q> q> q> 

co (l) (l) (l) 

:E I: II L 
l,.... lr-- ,... ,... ,... 

9. lakmE] nell'Aria dèlle campanElle. 

8. 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

13. 

14. 

5. 

6. 

q> 
(l) 

I I I 
/ ,.. ,.. ~ 

al primo bUio], quàndQ 
q> q> 
(l) (l) 

I: l r ..... .... l' 
il bulino che !Aria 
la scrivanìa rafforza 
il suo fervore e il passo 
del guardiano s'accosta: 

q> cp cp cp 
(l) (l) (l) (l) 

E I: I I: L I: ) ,... ,... " f.. / f.. " al chiAro e al bUio], sOste ancOr!..J!mAne 
q> q> q> 

(l) co (l) 

E E E E I 
,_ " 1,._ l {":- t-

se t.Y...a.lntrecciArle col ti!.Q. rEfe] insisti. 

cp 
(l) 

cp 
co 

cp 
(l) 

I :E I E I 
,... ,_ /,_ lt-.lt--• 

dèllo spAzio] gettAto] tra mE] e tE./ 
cp cp 

(J) (J) (J) 

I: I: :E I I 
f::: ,.._ l )'-.. ,... ,_ 

Un cigolio si sfErra], ci discOsta, 
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7. 

8. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

q> 

Ol 

q> 

Ol 

/
l: l: l: ,... ,... ,.... 

l'azzUrro pervicAce 
q> <p 

Ol Ol 

l l: l: l: ,... 
"' 

,...... 

q> 

Ol 

l: l: 
f'::. ,... 

non ricompAre. 
q> 

Ol 

l: l: l: ,.... ,.... "-

9. 
q> 

Ol 

l: 
"-

nell'Afa quAsi visibile] mi ripOrta all'oppOsta] 

M150 

q> q> q> 

Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: 
l 

l: 
,.... "' ~ ,.._ 

non recidere, fOrbice], quel vOlto], 
q> q> q> 

Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: l: l: 
,..: 1'::- ,... ,.... ,.... 

sOlo] nèlla memOria che si sfOlla, 
q> q> q> 

Ol Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: l: l: 
;,... 1,._ "~ ,.... 

non fAr] del grAnde sùo vlsQjn ascOlto 
la mia nebbia di sempre./ 

M161: La casa dei doganieri 

q> 

Ol Ol Ol 

<p 

Ol 

l: l: 1: :El: 
{\"" ,.... l .... l 1'- ,..._ 

tu non ricOrdi la cAsa dei doganiEri 
sul rialzo a strapiombo sulla scogliera: 

desolata t'attende dalla sera 
q> q> <p 

Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: l: l: 
;,..._ ,..;,.... /f'...,... 

l 

in cùi v'entrO lo sciAme dei tuòi pensiEri] 
q> q> 

Ol Ol 

l: l: l: l: ,.._ ,.., ('::- ,.... 
e vi sostO] irrequiEto./ 

Libeccio sferza da anni le vecchie mura 
q> <p <p 

Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: l: l: l: " " ,.... ,... ,,... ,.._ 
e il suOno del tllil riso non E piU liEto: 
la bussola va impazzita all'avventura 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

1 o. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

q> 

Ol 

q> 

Ol Ol 

q> 

Ol 

;.._ l r,.._ r,_ r.... r,.... 
tAppa], giA bUia], la funicolAre. 

Ol 

q> 

Ol 

q> 

Ol Ol 

q> 

Ol 

l: l: l: l: l: 
l /'- " " l 1-. ,..._ 

un frEddo cAla ... ] dUro il cOlpo svElta 
q> q> 

Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: l: l: 
,....~ "-r-,... 

e l'acAcia ferita da sE scrOlla 
il guscio di cicala 

q> q> q> 

Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: :El: 
,... "'lt- .... ,..._ 

nèlla prima ballEtta] di novEmbre. 

q> 

Ol 

q> 

Ol 

l: 

q> 

Ol 

"!<:' ;,_,.. ,... 
e il cAlcolo dei dAdi piU non tOrna. 

q> q> q> 

Ol Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: l: l: l: "",... ,.... ,... " ; .... 
tu non ricOrdi]; Altro tEmpo frastOrna 
la tua memoria; un filo s'addipana./ 

Ne tengo ancora un capo; ma s'allontana 
la casa e in cima al tetto la banderuola 

<p q> 

Ol Ol Ol 

l: l:l:l: 1: 
,,..._" 1\ f":: ,...... 

affumicAta gira sènza pietA. 
<p cp 
Ol Ol Ol 

l: l: l: :El: 
J ..... ,..._ ,... " ,_ 

ne tEngQ...Y.n cApo; ma tu rEsti sOla 
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,-16. 
17. 

18. 

19. 

!p !p 

O) (J) (J) 

l: l: l: l: l: 
tt- ,..... l'o- l' t-. 

ne qui respiri] nell'oscuritA]./ 
Oh l'orizzonte in fuga, dove s'accende] 

!p !p 

(J) (J) (J) (J) 

E E E E E 
!'<;- " t- ,..., ,.... 

rAra la lUce dèlla petroliEra]! 
!p !p 

(J) (J) (J) 

cp 
(J) 

E :E 
,..., (\. /

E E E 
,.... 1'- ,... 

il vArc.Q._li qui]? (ripUIIul.aJI frangEnte] 

M173: Barche sulla Mama 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 
1 o. 

11. 

li:::. 

13. 
14. 

!p 

(J) 

!p 

(J) 

!p 

(J) 

l: E jl: :E E 
~l't l'l:-!,..._," 

felicitA del sUghero abbandonAto 
alla corrente 

che stempra attorno i ponti rovesciati 
!p !p 

(J) (J) 

t I: E E t 
l ,... ,..... ,.._ 1'- ,..., 

.!UI plèniiUnio pAllido nel sOle]: 
cp cp !p !p 

(O (J) (J) (J) 

t 
1 

r...._ t :E :E 
""' l- "'"" f'.. ,.... 

bArche sul fiUme], Agili nell'estAte 
e un murmure stagnante di città. 

!p cp cp 
(J) (O {l) (l) 

l: :E I: E E ,... 1,_,..... ;,_.t-
sEgui coi rEmLll prAto s.!UI cacciatOre 
di farfalle vi giunge con la sua rete, 
l'alberaia sul muro dove il sangue 
del drago si ripete nel cinabro./ 

!p cp cp, 
(J) 

E 

{l) (J) 

t 
(J) 

,.,- 1- t- ,..., ,.... 

vOci sul fiUme], scOppi dàlle rive, 
cp !p cp 
(J) (O (l) 

E l: E E r 
/t-,.....""~'-

o ritmico scandire di pirOghe 
nel vespero che cola 
tra le chiome dei noci, ma dov'è 

20. ancora sulla balza che scoscende ... ). 
!p !p 

(J) (J) (J) (J) 

E :E E ;!. E ,.... t-- ,..., ,...,. t-
21. tu non ricOrdi la cAsa di quèsta 

!p !p !p !p 

(J) (J) (l) (J) 

r E r r r r :t "f../"' ""/,..r-.,..... 
22. mìa sEra]. ed ìo non sO] chi vA] e chi rEsta. 

15. 

16 . 

17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

cp 
(l) 

cp 
(l) 

!p 

(J) 

:t E rr :t 
l ,..... " ,... ,... ,.... 

la lEnta processiOne di stagiOni] 
!p !p 

(l) {l) 

!p 

(l) 

:E E r r. r E 
lt-f\of'>,../,..., r-

che fU un'Alba infinita e sènza strAde], 
cp <p !p 

(l) (l) (l) (J) 

/E !. l:!. E !. 
flolf'- ,... l'-,..,;!<" 

dòv'E la IUng.iì..J!ItEsa] e qual E il nOme 
!p 

(l) 

!. 
' ,..... 

del vuOto che ci invade./ 
Il sogno è questo: un vasto, 
interminato giorno che rifonde 

tra gli argini, quasi immobile, il suo bagliore 
e ad ogni svolta il buon lavoro dell'uomo, 

cp <p <p 

(l) (J) (J) (l) 

:E E :E!. :E!. 
,..., " ,,.... ,_ ,.. ,... 

il domAni velAto] che non fA orrOre]. 
cp !p 

(J) (J) 

cp 
(J) 

r E E r r r. 
,...., ",.._ 1- '~-- r-

lLAI!rQ...QncOra Er.ajl sOgno], m.UI sùo riflEsso 
cp q> q> 
(l) (l) (l) (J) 

r E r. r r 
,.... l,__ ,_ ,.... " 

fErmo suii'Acqu.aJn fUga], sò!!Qjl nido 
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26. del pendolino, aereo e inaccessibile, 
27. era silenzio altissimo nel grido 
28. concorde del meriggio ed un mattino 

~ ~ ~ 

co co co 

I L L L L L 
,.._ F t- l t-- t--

29. piU lUngo èra la sEra), il grAn fermEnto] 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
co co co co 

L L L L L L 
r- r- !,..... ,..., ",..._ 

30. Era grAnde ripOso]. qui .. ] il colOre 
31. che resiste è del topò che ha saltato 

1 
32. tra i giunchi o col suo spruzzo di metallo 
33. velenoso, lo storno che sparisce 
34. tra i fumi della riva. Un altro giorno, 
35. ripeti - o che ripeti? E dove porta 
36. questa bocca che brùlièa in un getto solo? 

~ 

co co co 
L L L L 

;,_ ,.... Il:- t'-
37. la sErtl quèsta]. Ora possiàmo 

~ ~ 

co co co co 
L L L L L 

r=::::. ,.... ,....... ,..... r--. 
38. scEndere) flnQJ!. che s'accEnda I'Orsa]./ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

co co co co 
L L L L L L 
1-- " r- ~ ,.... l ,...._ 

39. (bArche sùlla mArna], domenicAli], in cOrsa 

~ ~ 

co co 
L L L 

l ,...,. ('O- r--
40. nel di] dèlla tilll. fEsta). 



Samenvatting 
in het Nederlands 

Het object van studie van de zinsfonologie is de verzameling van 
klankeigenschappen van verbonden spraak, i.e., van reeksen van woorden 
achterelkaar uitgesproken.l De afwisseling tussen beklemtoonde en onbeklemtoonde 
lettergrepen, de groepering van woorden in frases, en de identificatie van de 
relevante fonetische kenmerken, zoals toonhoogte er duur, behoren tot het 
onderzoeksdomein van deze tak van de taalkunde. 

Op grond van een analyse van de poëzie van de Italiaanse dichters Giuseppe 
Ungaretti (1888-1970) en Eugenio Mantale (1896-1981) heb ik in dit proefschrift 
een theoretisch model voorgesteld waarin de bovengenoemde zinsfonologische 
klankeigenschappen op een systematische manier worden verantwoord. De analyse 
heeft geresulteerd in een metrische definitie van de fonologische frase. De fonologische frase 
neemt in de Prosodische Hiërarchie de positie in tussen het prosodisch Jvoord en de 
intonatiefrase (vgl. Selkirk 1978, 1980): 

(1) Prosodische Hiërarchie 
fonologische zin 

I 
"intonatie-frasé 

fonologische frase 

I 
prosodisch woord 

I 
voet 

lettergreep 

Lettergrepen in een zin vormen voeten, voeten vormen prosodische woorden, 
prosodische woorden vormen fonologische frasen, enz.. Het metrisch definiëren 
van een fonologisch domein betekent dat de structuur van het domein uitgedrukt 
wordt in het aantal subdomeinen dat minimaal en maximaal voorkomt in het 

1 Prosodie is een andere term om deze klankeigenschappen aan te duiden. 
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betreffende domein. De metrische structuur van de voet is de meest grondig 
bestudeerde binnen de formele fonologie: afhankelijk van de taal bestaan voeten uit 
minimaal één lettergreep en maximaal drie lettergrepen. Uit het onderhavig 
onderzoek is gebleken dat niet alleen de voet maar ook het prosodisch woord en de 
fonologische frase in het Italiaans uit een minimaal en maximaal aantal subdomeinen 
bestaan. Dit resultaat is in tegenspraak met de huidige aanname binnen de 
zinsfonologie dat, met uitzondering van de lettergeep en de voet, domeinen geen 
maximale limiet kennen: domeinstructuren zijn n-air, niet binair of ternair. 

Drie standaardwaarden van de fonologische frase zijn uit het onderzoek naar 
voren gekomen. De gemiddelde structuur van de frase (de default frase) bevat vier 
lettergrepen waarvan één met frasale klemtoon, één met secundaire (= voet) 
klemtoon en twee zonder klemtoon. Het klemtoonpatroon van de frase zonder 
klemtoon correspondeert met het klemtoonpatroon van de default frase in het 
onderzochte Italiaanse corpus: sterk-zwak-STERK-zwak. De minimale structuur bevat 
drie lettergrepen waarvan één met frasale klemtoon en twee zonder klemtoon: zwak
S1ERK-zwak. En de maximale structuur bevat zes lettergrepen waarvan één met 
frasale klemtoon, één met voetklemtoon, één met primaire (= prosodisch woord) 
klemtoon, en drie zonder klemtoon: sterk-zwak-sterk-zwak-STERK-zwak. Vergelijk 
het klemtoonpatroon in due Montenegro. 

Deze metrische patronen van de fonologische frase zijn dusdanig dominant in de 
poëzie van Ungaretti en Mantale dat ik ze heb gedefiniëerd in de vorm van abstracte 
mallen (templates). De mallen lijken boven op de woorden gelegd te zijn, of anders 
gezegd, de woorden van de taal vullen de lege gaten (templatic positions) van de 
mallen. Hoe de woorden de posities vullen hangt af van de fonologische kenmerken 
van de woorden. De eerste lettergreep van het woord klemtoon zal in de regel een 
sterke positie in een mal vullen. Sprekers van het Nederlands weten dit, anders 
zouden we het grapje je legt de klemtoon verkeerd niet begrijpen. 

De abstracte mal is geïntroduceerd door Ito (1986) om de formele patronen van 
de lettergreep in het Japans vast te leggen. In het onderhavige proefschrift behelzen 
de mallen niet alleen de formele patronen van de lettergreep in het Italiaans, maar 
ook de formele patronen van de voet, het prosodisch woord en de fonologische 
frase in deze taal. 

De relatie tussen de metrische kenmerken van de abstracte mallen en de metrische 
kenmerken van losse woorden enige flexibiliteit. Een belangrijk deel van dit 
proefschrift betreft de formalisatle van de grenzen aan deze flexibiliteit. De 
Optimaliteitstheorie die ontwikkeld is door de Amerikanen John McCarthy, Alan Prince 
en Paul Smolensky, en die sinds 1993 in omloop is, blijkt uitermate geschikt te zijn 
om tot zulke formaUsaties te komen. Een verzameling mogelijke kandidaten 
passeren een reeks van condities/beperkingen (constraints) die hierarchisch 
gerangschikt zijn; de kandidaat die het beste voldoet aan de vastgestelde 
beperkingen wint, d.w.z., deze kandidaat wordt daadwerkelijk gerealiseerd. In de 
Optimaliteitsvariant ontwikkeld in dit proefschrift, worden correspondenties 
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(!llatchings) tussen de (distinctieve) metrische eigenschappen van losse woorden 
(textual inpu~ en de metrische structuren van de fonologische domeinen (temptatie 
jnplll) door een hiërarchie van constrafnis gewaardeerd. 

Verschillende motieven liggen ten grondslag aan de theoretische stellingname om 
iexiual inputs van temptatie inputs te scheiden. Een eerste motief is economisch van 
aard: aangezien woorden en frasen veelal dezelfde metrische patronen vertonen ligt 
het voor de hand om niet ieder woord of iedere frase apart te voorzien van een 
metrische structuur. 

Een tweede motief is dat (bepaalde) metrische kenmerken van losse woorden 
onderdrukt kunnen worden door de metrische structuren van de mallen. Alternantie 
van beklemtoonde en onbeklemtoonde lettergrepen is één van de belangrijkste 
kenmerken van de metrische mal. Als nu twee woorden op elkaar volgen waarvan de 
beklemtoonde lettergrepen te dicht op elkaar volgen dan dreigt deze alternantie 
verstoord te worden. We hebben te maken met een stress clash. Zo'n botsing wordt 
voorkomen door één van de twee klemtonen niet te realiseren, of door één van de 
twee klemtonen te verplaatsen naar een andere lettergreep. Bijvoorbeeld, in de frase 
álgemecn aanvaard hebben de lettergrepen al en vaard sterke klemtoon. Maar wanneer 
algemeen los uitgesproken wordt, of in een andere zinscontext, dan ligt de klemtoon 
op de laatste lettergreep: algemeen. De tegenovergestelde situatie ontstaat wanneer een 
reeks onbeklemtoonde lettergrepen op elkaar volgen. Dit wordt een stress Iapse 
genoemd. Opnieuw zorgt de metrische mal ervoor dat de gewenste alternantie van 
beklemtoonde en onbeklemtoonde lettergrepen wordt gerealiseerd. Dat wil zeggen, 
een accent wordt toegekend aan een onbeklemtoonde lettergreep. In dit proefschrift 
worden de klassieke stress clash en stress Iapse verschijnselen behandeld volgens de 
Optimaliteitstheorie: een schending van een PARSEER -beperking (PARSE constrain~ 
betekent deletie van lexicale (metrische) kenmerken (vgl. het niet-realiseren van een 
woordklemtoon), en een schending van een VUL-beperking (FILL constraint) 
betekent toevoeging van metrische kenmerken (vgl. het toekennen van een accent 
aan een onbeklemtoonde lettergreep). 

Een derde motief om abstracte metrische mallen te scheiden van de (distinctieve) 
metrische .kenmerken van woorden en frasen ligt besloten in de hypothese dat niet 
alleen het Italiaans, of het Italiaans van de twee dichters, gekenmerkt wordt door 
~en metrische structuur van fonologische domeinen, maar dat dezelfde of 
vergelijkbare mallen ook voor andere natuurlijke talen geldig zijn. Dit voedt de 
Universele-Grammatica gedachte van de theoretisch taalkundige. 

Naast de metrische definitie van de fonologische frase, en de formalisatle van 
metrische structuren in mallen, wordt in dit proefschrift een ander theoretische 
voorstel gedaan dat crudaal afwijkt van de standaard benadering binnen de 
generatieve zinsfonologie. In tegenstelling tot het (vroeg-)Chomskiaanse T-model 
van de grammatica, waarin de fonologie en de semantiek gezien worden als 
(tweederangs) componenten die de syntaxis interpreteren, stelt dit proefschrift voor 
dat de (zins)fonologie een autonome component vormt die weliswaar kan 
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communiceren met de syntaxis (én met de semantiek en de pragmatiek), maar die 
niet afhankelijk is van de syntaxis. De aanname binnen de Prosodische Fonologie is 
dat de syntactische oppervlakte-structuur vertaald wordt in fonologische fraseri. 
Verschillende voorstellen zijn gedaan betreffende de relevante syntactische 
informatie: grenzen van syntactische constituenten, syntactische relaties tussen 
constituenten, of de adjacentie van syntactische constituenten vormen de basis van 
de syntaxis-naar-prosodie vertaling. Deze drie benaderingen voorspellen echtermaar 
een deel van de fonologische observaties. Fonologische frasering blijkt in hoge mate 
afhankelijk te zijn van niet-syntactische informatie, zoals van het aantal lettergrepen 
waaruit woorden bestaan. 

In het nu volgende zal ik koh uiteenzetten welke onderzoeksmethoden zijn 
gebruikt en hoe het proefschrift is onderverdeeld in hoofdstukken. 

Het onderzochte corpus beslaat 162 gedichten van Ungaretti met een totaal aan 
2565 versregels, en 118 gedichten van Mantale met een totaal aan 2744 versregels. 
De gedichten van Ungaretti hebben een vrije versvorm, de gedichten van Mantale 
een (voornamelijk) gebonden versvorm. Alle gedichten zijn geparseerd in 
fonologische frasen volgens het syntactisch algoritme zoals voorgesteld door Hayes, 
Nespor en Vogel. De resultaten van deze parsering zijn statistisch verwerkt (zie 
Appendix C). De toegekende fonologische frasen zijn uitgedrukt in het aantal 
lettergrepen (metrische posities) dat ze bevatten. De uitkomst van deze parsering is 
vergeleken met een parsering die is toegekend door een vijftal luisteraars aan een 
subcorpus van de gedichten. Dit subcorpus bestaat uit opnames van dè dichters die 
hun eigen gedichten voordragen. 219 versregels van Ungaretti en 304 versregels van 
Mantale zijn op deze manier geanalyseerd. De statistische vergelijking van de twee 
parseermethodes is weergegeven in Appendix D. Zowel de syntactisch gebaseerde 
parsering als de empirisch getoetste parsering hebben bijgedragen t~t de metrische 
definitie van de fonologische frase. In Appendix E staat de metrische parsering van 
het subcorpus, zoals door de luisteraars toegekend. 

Na een inleidend hoofdstuk, wordt in hoofdstuk 2 een overzicht gegeven van (1) 
de syntactisch gebaseerde theorie van fonologische frasering van Nespor & Vogel, 
(2) de problemen die deze theorie geeft voor wat betreft de verantwoording van een 
aantal fonologische processen in het Italiaans, (3) de theoretische principes van de 
metrische fonologie, (4) de klemtoonkenmerken van het Italiaans, (5) de 
versificatieprincipes van de Italiaanse poëzie, en (5) de in dit proefschrift gevolgde 
onderzoeksmethode. 

In hoofdstuk 3 is de analyse van de gedichten gegeven. Per type 'versregel is de 
ongemarkeerde fonologische frasering bepaald. Vervolgens zijn de gemiddelde, de 
minimale en de maximale fonologische frase gedefiniëerd. Het hoofdstuk behandelt 
verder het fonologisch gedrag van verschillende syntactische configuraties, het 
fonologische gedrag van botsende klemtonen of ontbrekende klemtonen, en de 
niet-fonologische kenmerken van metrisch gemarkeerde fonologische frasen. 
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In hoofdstuk 4 worden de metrische kenmerken van Italiaanse woorden 
'behandeld, en worden de metrische patronen die beschreven zijn in hoofdstuk 3 
geformaliseerd in metrische mallen. 

Hoofdstuk 5 geeft een Optimaliteits-theoretische analyse van de correspondentie 
·tussen metrische mallen en metrische kenmerken van woorden. Verschillende 
· fonologische verschijnselen worden behandeld op lettergreep-, voet- en 
_ woordniveau. 

Hoofdstuk 6 gaat over de minimale structuur, en hoofdstuk 7 over de maximale 
structuur van de fonologische frase. Metrisch subminiJJJale en metrisch supramaximale 
frasen worden verklaard op grond van specifieke interacties tussen de fonologie aan 
de ene kant, en de. syntaxis, semantiek, pragmatiek of versificatie aan de andere kant. 
Speciale aandacht wordt gegeven aan imperatieven, vocatieven, deictische elementen, 
opsommingen, complexe preposities, morfologisch complexe woorden, syntactische 
vooropplaatsing, langzame spraak, begin- en eindregels van strofen, enjambement, 
en het prosodisch verschil tussen korte en lange versregels. 

Hoofdstuk 8 gaat over het gedrag van Italiaanse woorden die finale 
woordklemtoon hebb.en. Om tot de gewenste alternantie van sterke en zwakke 
lettergrepen te komen, hoort op zo'n finale sterke lettergreep een zwakke lettergreep 
te volgen. Afhankelijk van de positie in de frase kan aan deze wens op verschillende 
manieren worden voldaan. 

In hoofdstuk 9 wordt de metrische structuur van de fonologische frase gebruikt 
om de versvormen van Ungaretti en Mantale te analyseren. In plaats van de 
traditionele metriektermen, zoals versvoet en colon, wordt een definite van de 
versregel gegeven in termen van metrische gedefiniëerde fonologische frasen. Een 
metrisch gebonden gedicht van Mantale en een metrische ongebonden gedicht van 
Ungaretti zijn volgens de in het proefschrift voorgestelde te111plate-and-constraint 
methode geanalyseerd. 

De conclusies staan in hoofdstuk 10. 
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